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Chapter 

Dr. Bill McFarland was dead on his kitchen table by afternoon, but that morning 

Helen Abraham sat in there with him. She had gone to him to get help with the red insect 

bites all over her hands. When the kettle whistled, he stood to turn the fire off. Helen 

thought he had looked closer at the stains on his white coffee mug than he had the spots 

on her hands. He filled two cups, one for him, and he set the other down in front of 

Helen. It hurt too much for her to pick the mug up.   

Dr. Bill McFarland took a sip and cringed. 

"Hot?" Helen smiled. "It's right off the stove."

He set the mug down. "Let me see the hands again."

She snapped them shut and they felt clammy. The spots embarrassed her. She 

extended her hands over the table, spread her fingers, and he turned her hand around. The 

bites, which had shown up red the night before, were now pink, and seemed to have 

grown a fuzz.  

Dr. Bill McFarland made some uninspired grunts. He released her hand. He tried the 

coffee again and immediately his face closed like a baseball mitt around a ball.

Helen snapped her hands shut again.  
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Dr. Bill McFarland's face opened and he lowered his tongue down so its tip hit his 

chin. He let it cool there a moment. He made himself right. He would prescribe her 

medication, he explained. She scratched the red spots. 

"Don't do that," he said.

"Should I not touch the kids?"

He didn't answer. He tore a piece of paper from the pad he kept in his medicine bag 

and he wrote quickly on a piece of paper then held it forward. "Tell the pharmacy you 

want this."

Helen read the messy signature, Bill McFarland printed, and a word with too many 

letters for her to say. "Can I touch food to make dinner?" 

"Yes, your womanly work can be done."

That afternoon, with a white cream caked on the back of her hands, Helen lay on her 

partly mopped kitchen floor in respiratory arrest. The water was still on, and the mop 

bucket overflowed.  

Chapter 

At the county's sheriff's department, in the town of Wallace, a man in an apron 

painted 'Deputy Clark Saxe' in black letters on the window of an office door. 'The Sheriff' 

was spelled out in an arch already, across the window's top.  

Inside the office, the young deputy hung the phone up. He fell back into his squeaky 

chair and said, “Goddamn.” 
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The sheriff, sitting across from him, bent down the top corner of his newspaper. 

"What I tell you about saying that?"

Clark put his hand on his heart and made a face like he was apologizing. "You know 

doctor Bill McFarland?” 

 “I've heard all the talk about him that I would like to hear." The sheriff folded the 

newspaper then dropped it on the desk. “You'd be better off staying out of a man's 

business between him and his wife."

"Wife ain't a problem anymore. McFarland is now guts and blood." Clark showed a 

little too much eagerness for the sheriff's liking. "Someone hacked him all up.”

The sheriff tucked his top lip under the bottom. He looked at the desk drawer where 

he kept his flask of what he called medicine. “Who was on the phone?”  

“That old lady -- Sally Scott. She found him sliced up like Christmas ham.”

“Christmas ham?” 

“Her words.”

"Where?"

"The doctor's house."

The sheriff pushed himself up from his chair. He groaned as his caked joints bent. 

"She say anything else?"

"Just that she ran out of there after finding him."

 The sheriff felt a chill freeze his breath. It was a chill he first felt on the roads leading 

out of Manilla. His time fighting in the Philippines was filled with pretty nasty things. On 
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the boat ride back home, he decided he just wanted to come home to nice plain things. 

And that's what Wallace was. A nice plain thing. He was the only military man of age in 

the town, so he got elected sheriff, years back, and he'd made it his duty from day one to 

keep the town just what it was the day he'd arrived -- nice and plain. A place where 

people die old in soft clean beds from quiet killers. 

 "All right," he said. He pulled the old brown sack coat from the back of his chair. He 

walked in front of the small, square mirror that hung on the office wall. His mother had 

taught him never go out without looking yourself over. People judge. He fixed his shirt 

collar. His face had swelled with age and his eyes now were like two shriveled green 

peas. His skin seemed to be getting thicker and he didn't know if it was from getting old, 

or if the liquor was somehow coagulating. From his inner coat pocket, he drew a silver 

comb and went over his long hair, which was the same shiny silver. “That so-called old 

lady, Sally Scott, she used to put a hell of a spark in a man’s groin.”

“That old bag?”

“I know. Never would believe it today. The goiter.” He set a worn fedora on his head 

then dropped the comb back into his pocket. “Bring your handkerchief.” 

"Got it." Clark was ready at the door.

The sheriff got to beside the door-side corner of his desk and he grabbed onto the 

desk's last edge. 

Clark asked, "Forget something?" 
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The sheriff had kept himself to no drinking for a month save three days. His wife had 

caught sight of the blood on his hand after a fit of coughing, and she'd put the order 

down. It was an all right month save three days. It didn't have quite the amount of 

laughing he'd have liked, and there were those moments when he would look off and 

what he saw with a sober mind wasn't quite as nice as what he could see with a drink or 

two in him. He'd been told that if you're going to get sober, you better get religious too, 

gotta have something, so he'd picked out his Bible and had been thumbing through the 

passages. This was murder though. Sobriety and religion made his eye see the world in 

clear pictures. Sliced like a Christmas ham? He worried without proper medication the 

bodies he'd seen bust and fall in San Miguel would rise again. His professionalism, in the 

eyes of the people of Wallace, his leadership with Clark, would be compromised. He 

needed bravery. He needed a shield. He'd seen hellish things sober. He didn't know if he'd 

seen hellish things drunk, and that's what he wanted, not to remember.       

He went back and pulled open that desk drawer. He slipped his flask into the coat’s 

side pocket. "All right," he said then wiped his nose. “Let's get to that murder." 

"You're calling it already?"

The sheriff's eyes grew as wide as they could go. "Chopped himself into Christmas 

ham? Boy, get out the door."
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Chapter 

Deputy Clark drove the sheriff through the town center in a Model T the department 

had bought used from Boston police. It was the fastest thing either one of them had ever 

been on.  Clark had only gone as fast as a horse, but he'd gotten good at driving the car. 

They drove around the town center's circles, passing its colonial houses, the brick 

schoolhouse with the bell tower on top, and by a man who crossed the street holding a 

brown bag. His two boys ran behind him and it looked like they'd just come out of the 

town's store, Milly's. They ran around the man on either side, jumped the fence that 

circled the town green, then plopped into the grass next to the old wooden stage, where 

the mayor had given his Armistice Day speech, a week before. 

Clark brought the car close to the carriage and two horses in front of them, and the 

driver showed his head. The sheriff pointed forward and to the left. Clark honked twice 

then swung the car onto the other side of the road. The sheriff tipped his hat as they 

passed. 

They turned onto Highway 1, which was still dirt. Clark drove slowly. “They ever 

gonna pave this road?”

“State ought to.”

“Want me to drive faster?”

“Save the vehicle. McFarland's already dead.”  

The car rattled over the bumps in the road the whole way down the highway. They 

reached the municipal cemetery, on the town center’s limit. The sheriff could never pass 
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the place without picturing dead bodies shrinking while the grass grew. That image came 

again, and he did the only thing he could. He pulled from his pocket the flask and 

wrapped his lips around it. The whiskey triggered a cough to crash up his throat, and he 

spit a whole mouth-full of whiskey across the windshield. 

Clark gave the look of concern he'd put away for a month save three days.

"You hit a bump." The sheriff wiped whiskey from his lips. He waited on Clark trying 

a lecture on too much drinking, but Clark said nothing.

The sheriff had another sip. "I'm gonna get them to pave the road."    

The front door of McFarland’s house was ajar. The sheriff noticed Clark had his eyes 

on his feet and he'd grown unusually quiet. So it would take death to shut him up, the 

sheriff said in his mind. “Can’t imagine there’s need for that pistol,” he said.

 Clark looked the piece over. He seemed to be disappointed that it would not help 

him.

The sheriff pushed open the door with two fingers. “Blood on the knob,” he said. 

“Sheriff’s department. Anybody home?” 

No answer.

"Smells like old milk," Clark said. 

"That smell is the rot of the good doctor. Put your handkerchief on." The sheriff tied 

his around his mouth and nose. 

Clark did the same. "We must look like two outlaws," Clark said once they went in. 

He was looking all over the walls and the ceiling. 
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"Mrs. Scott say where the body was?”

“Kitchen.”

The sheriff didn't like walking through another man's house uninvited, but he 

reconciled this by figuring a dead Christian would want to be found.  

 From the front door they went down the hall, seeing only a living room that kept a 

rocking chair and a rug. The window cut the incoming sunlight to a rectangle, and that 

small box of light made the floor glow bright yellow.     

The sheriff stopped at a picture on the wall. It was McFarland standing proudly over a 

dead buck. 

Clark said, “Know what this place needs?”

The sheriff turned to him.

“A woman.” 

The sheriff broke into another vicious cough. A ball of mucus in a coat of whiskey 

rolled on his tongue like a lubed stone, and he looked around for the best place to spit it. 

Back to the living room, he lifted up the end corner of his handkerchief then dropped the 

mucus on the rug. With his boot toe, he rubbed it into the fibers.   

"All right?" Clark asked.

"Fine." The sheriff continued towards the hall’s end. A small stove range came into 

view and the cabinets along the wall above it. 

A fly flew across the opening.  
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The sheriff reached for his flask. He slipped the nozzle under his handkerchief, raised 

it up, and the bitter drops hit like rain.  

The sheriff stood at the entrance to the kitchen with his head down. He could smell 

the mess, feel a presence, but did not yet want to see it. There was splatter on the floor 

behind him. 

"Lunch?" the sheriff asked.

"Yep."

The sheriff shut his mouth as tightly as he could then said, "Ok?"

Clark sniffed. 

 The sheriff's toes were at the point in the floor where the hallway turned to kitchen, 

where the vertical wood panels of the floor turned horizontal. He waited there for the 

whiskey to work. He knew looking up sober and seeing the whole mess was going to turn 

him at least one more notch towards batty. He turned his back to the kitchen and faced 

Clark.

"You remember that Christmas when those boys tied baby Jesus to ropes and lifted 

him out of the manger set?" The sheriff could feel his lips in a grin. "Reverend Forester, I 

swear, believed it at first."

Clark looked like he was seeing a floating, dead baby Jesus right then. 

The sheriff said, "The boys made those ghost noises, remember?"   

"I remember it," Clark said. "I thought it was quite sacrilegious."
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The sheriff sucked in a big breath and nodded. "That's good, Clark," he said. If he was 

thinking a floating, dead baby Jesus on Christmas morning was funny, then the whiskey 

was definitely working. "It was sacrilegious." He turned and walked into the kitchen.  

On the table against the wall, to his left, was Dr. Bill McFarland, cut up, blackening 

and swollen. He’d been taken apart at the face -- Christmas ham, never again the sheriff 

thought -- an ear was on the floor, and holes had been slashed into his denim shirt. Small 

flesh islands, red and black, dotted his chest and stomach.    

Clark asked, “Are you sure that’s him?”        

“Get me that picture on the wall.”

Clark did as he was told, and while he was gone, down the hallway, the sheriff tried 

his best to run protocol through his mind. Three decades of lots of drinking gummed the 

recall in his memory and it'd been quite some time since he'd had to follow rules.  

The framed picture landed on his shoulder. Clark had stayed behind him. The sheriff 

held the photo out so it was lined up side-by-side with the face. 

“He looks more like the buck," Clark said. "I’ll go radio this in.”

“Yeah, get an ambulance. Tell them, no rush though.”

Clark nodded and left to use the car’s radio. 

The front door shut and the sheriff was alone in the house. The body was a fly hub 

that let out a steady buzz. He drank more. Enough so that he could walk around the table 

and eye the corpse like a slaughterhouse foreman on his rounds, nodding at the cuts 

made, checking for oddities. He investigated the colors, the smells, and estimated the 
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doctor had been dead only a few hours. He turned away from the body and had a long 

gaze around the kitchen. He asked aloud, "Now what could have done all this?" 

 No weapon was lodged in the body. The sheriff grunted as his joints bent until he 

was in a squat on his haunches. He scanned the tile floor around the blood pools and the 

limbs, only finding a few blades of grass scattered around. He checked the sink, he 

thought it certainly possible that the killer had tried to do some washing and had left his 

weapon in or by the sink, but there was no weapon there, only a dishtowel folded on the 

counter. The sheriff moved to the middle of the kitchen. He stopped there and put his feet 

together. He grabbed the few strands of hair that curled out from under his hat then 

twisted them around his finger. He drank more. He crouched, looked at the floor again, 

looked at the body. He again checked the sink. 

He found that blood from somewhere had gotten on his fingers. He knew this would 

normally put him into a frenzy, and his calmness reminded him liquor was a good thing. 

At the sink, he ran water and washed the blood away. He patted his hands dry with the 

dishtowel. Out the window, he saw a lawn mower on its side at the edge of a trail of cut 

grass. When the wind picked up, the cylinder of blades spun. The sheriff pictured the 

doctor being taken by surprise. He could picture the struggle in the backyard, picture it all 

well enough that he broke from it to check the kitchen cabinets and he felt blessed to find 

Old Overholt, straight rye whiskey. He reloaded his flask over the sink and drank like a 

man who'd been marooned with just one bullet in his pistol. 
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He turned to face the kitchen. He leaned against the counter and perused the room 

with fresh eyes. In the corner of the kitchen was a staircase. At the first stair, he crouched. 

These days he had to be close to see, and he found more grass clippings strewn over the 

wooden stair. Bad choice to run upstairs, the sheriff thought. He looked at the dead 

doctor. Apparently though, he'd made it back down. The sheriff started up the stairs and 

was just sober enough to keep his walk stately.

On the second floor, there were few options. Three closed doors and one at the hall's 

end was open. The open door seemed reasonable. Standing in the entrance to a dark 

room, a ghostly face appeared three feet away. The sheriff felt up and down the tile wall 

for a switch. The light went on and he saw a mirror, and the face in it was his, looking a 

little bit more scared than he would have liked to. It was a bathroom with no window. His 

breath had steadied again after opening a second door and finding nothing behind it. The 

third door was at the hall's end, farthest from the stairs, and as he got closer to it he saw 

wispy feathers littering the floor of the hallway. He pushed open the door and saw that 

he'd come to what appeared to be the master bedroom. There was a dresser against the 

right back wall, a window next to it, letting light into the room. A bare desk with no chair 

was against the left wall. The bed was in the back corner of the room. Its covers, sheets 

and duvet, were twisted and bunched, rising off the mattress like a mountain range. The 

sheriff came to the foot of the bed, where he drank a finger of rye then pulled away the 

duvet.   
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Out in the driveway, Clark had his arm over the roof of the car, the driver’s door was 

open, and he was battering the gum in his mouth. 

“Clark, what happened to you boy?” the sheriff asked as he plodded down the 

walkway.

“Just ah – watching for things out here.”

“Good thinking. Someone might come and kill him again.”

Clark scratched his nose. 

The sheriff gave a forlorn smile and watched a neighbor arrive home from, what he 

presumed was, a nice day of work. “Smells like burnt tomato soup in there, don’t 

it?” 

Clark nodded. “Did you find the weapon?”

“A cleaver up in the bedroom. Cutting right through a pillow.”

“Not the typical place to keep your cutlery.”    

“No it’s not. Call the ambulance?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Good.” The sheriff walked down the drive.

“Where you going?” 

“Mrs. Scott’s.”

“The goiter queen? You got a hell of a stomach, sheriff.”

“Call it an optimistic imagination.”
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Chapter 

Jacob Abraham, twelves years old, tripped over the top stair because he was walking 

backwards and holding an end of the kitchen table. His father, Paul, held the table's other 

end and was trying to move up the stairs too fast.

"Dad, slow down." Jacob was pinned by the table on his chest and the stair against his 

back.

"You take the bottom."

They switched sides, and his father brought his end through the doorway to the 

bedroom and he yanked the table towards him. Jacob’s knuckles ground against the 

doorjamb. 

“Dad!” Jacob looked at the flaps of skin that had peeled up and the blood pools they'd 

uncapped. He licked up the blood. 

"Are you going to die?" his dad asked.

“No.”

“Well your mother is.” 

 It was news to Jacob that his bedridden mother was sick enough to die. They got the 

table into his parents' bedroom and placed it so one side of the table, the side his mother 

always sat on, ran along the bed's foot.   

"Quit looking at her like that. Put that chair here." Paul pointed down to his feet, and 

Jacob placed the chair where his father stood, it faced his mother in the bed.

"Did your mother make it to the store today?"
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"I don't know." Jacob sat in the chair. He turned his fist every way to look at his 

dinged up fingers.

"I'll check the kitchen," his father said. 

"We're going to eat in here?" 

"We don't eat without your mother." Paul left the room, his steps banged down the 

stairs. "William?" he called.   

When his father was gone, Jacob sprung from the chair and hurried to his mother. Her 

yellow hair flowed out and covered the pillow. Her face was paler than he'd ever seen it. 

So this is death, he thought. He pressed his ear to her chest and heard the slow tum-tum 

of her heart. Maybe not. He put a finger on both her eyelids then pulled the skin back. He 

saw that her eyes were thin blue rings around giant black pools, the color of the swamps 

in the back woods. As a test, he dabbed his finger into her pupil. It felt like wet rubber. 

Bangs on the stairs entered through the bedroom doorway, Jacob leapt for the chair at the 

table and was sitting, legs crossed, by the time his father came in.   

“Why didn’t the ambulance take mom to the hospital?”

“Doctors already done enough.” Paul gave Helen a brief once-over and Jacob looked 

to see if his dad was crying, but what he looked was as dead as his mother. He turned and 

loomed over Jacob. He was a big man and Jacob had always wondered if one day he'd be 

that big. He spoke in a flat tone, no feeling. “Find William, get him to clean up. Ride your 

bike to the shop. Close it. Bring back center loin, pork and cook it.”

Jacob got up from the chair. "Can I take the car?"
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"Jacob." He said it like a twig snapping.

An hour later they were eating supper. It was Jacob, his father, his younger brother, 

William, and they ate a cut of pork Jacob had overcooked to a black crisp. Jacob had 

combed his brother's hair after he'd washed, his mother usually did that, but his father 

insisted Jacob now take over the duty. William hadn't seemed to like it when his brother 

barged in to the bathroom. Jacob had to get physical to pull him out of the tub. There 

were only two years between them, but about four inches, fifteen pounds.    

Jacob had never been in his parents room for so long. Instead of eating his supper, he 

looked around the room, noticing things he'd never seen before. Their wallpaper 

reminded him of Christmas. The paper was dark brown with golden spruce trees in lines, 

tip of the tree touching the next's stem, going up the wall. Now that it looked like his 

mother would be gone, he planned to come into their room during the day, when his 

father would be at the shop, and he could lie on the floor and think of Christmas time. 

On the long dresser against the room's wall was a big framed picture of his parents, 

their wedding day. In the picture, his dad stood straight up like a board, no smile. His 

mom wore a big hat and her usual wide grin. A mortar and pestle, which was usually kept 

down in the kitchen, was next to the picture and a big white bowl was too, a towel 

hanging out.

"Why aren't you smiling in your wedding picture?" Jacob fought to swallow the meat 

he'd cooked to the point where it crunched when he bit it. "Mom make you marry her?"   

His father pointed his fork at Jacob. “Did you lock the door in the back of the shop?”  
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“Yes, I did.”

He remembered that he had not.                     

“Seem like somebody’d been there?” 

“No, sir.”

His father cut his meat into neat cubes, very quickly. He stabbed a cube with his fork 

then dragged the chunk into the little bit of juices pooled on the plate. 

“Is all we’re gonna eat this burned pork?” William asked. 

Jacob waited for his father to answer, and when he did not, Jacob said, “How about 

you get nothing? That better?” He stared down his brother while William clasped his 

hands around a big glass of milk that he barely could keep steady. Milk spilled over his 

lips and William cleaned it off with his sleeve. 

"Mom," William said. "Did you check my George Washington essay for spelling?"

"Your mother is sick, William."

"She could still check it."

"She's sick," Jacob said. He was excited to tell his brother that she was going to die, 

to see his reaction, but he couldn't do it in front of his father.

William looked around the table. “Why are we eating up here?” 

Nobody answered.

“Mom gonna eat?”  

Their father dropped his fork on the plate and the loud rattle startled the boys. He 

fashioned them a smile that Jacob found suspiciously gentle. He'd seen that smile before 
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– when his father tried to explain to the boys that their dog was dead, that dogs always 

die, and when he'd gotten in trouble at school for beating up Richard Stevenson after the 

good-for-nothing, big mouth, announced to the class that Jacob had failed a math quiz.      

“Is the meat good, William?” his father asked, keeping that smile.

William picked out a lodged shred of pork with his thumbnail. “Is it a foot?”

His father's smile grew deeper. “That’s called trotter, William. The foot is a trotter. 

And, no, this is center loin. Just in today.” Their mother stirred in bed, and their father's 

eye shot to her. His neck reached up so he could see her face.

“Then it must be your cooking, Jacob.” William held up a black chunk of meat. “You 

season this with dirt?”

Jacob picked up his brother’s plate, spit on the meat, then tossed the plate back. 

“Better now?”

"Gross!"

"Next one is on you."

“Hey!” Paul snapped the word out and glared at both of his boys. “You’re gonna act 

that way in front of your mother?”

The boys turned to look at her. She was a still lump between the bedposts, just her 

head showing, the rest of her tucked snugly under the blankets. 

Their father ate. “Eat your supper, William.”       

“He spit on it.”
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“Fine.” Paul shoved his dinner in front of William. The plates collided and William's 

was knocked to the floor. “Eat mine.” He threw his napkin on the table then stood. “It’s 

all burnt to shit anyways.”

Chapter 

Neighbors gathered in Dr. McFarland's side yard in a horseshoe pattern around the 

house. They kept their distance, the sheriff thought, out of either respect or fear. The 

sheriff put his head down as he rounded the back edge of the crowd. He used the brim of 

his hat to avoid being seen. He heard whispering of the word 'murder'. Young wives 

gathered, squawking away about the last time they'd seen the doctor, who he'd been with, 

about his wife leaving him for a man in Boston. They all threw their half-facts in to churn 

and make gossip. A young boy jumped into the sheriff's path. He pointed his wooden rifle 

at the sheriff and said, "Stop right there. Police business." The sheriff put his hands up 

and smiled. "Very good, Tim," he said then walked right on past the boy, across the 

doctor’s front yard. He headed for the department’s car in the driveway. A woman yelled, 

“The sheriff,” and he tipped his hat to her then climbed into the car where Clark was 

sitting. He said, “That Sally Scott still is a beautiful woman.”

“Yeah?” Clark was scratching his hands and hawk-eyeing the people. “Just keep her 

in a shirt with a big collar.”
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From the car, they watched the coroner crew clear the body out of the house. The 

crew members hurried in and out the door, bringing a big bag, a stretcher, mops and 

buckets. The two of them sat and watched. The sheriff drank. Silence was only broken to 

commend the professionalism of the coroner crew. Descendants of mummy makers, 

Clark called them.   

Clark chewed up his gum and moved to sunflower seeds. His window was open and 

he spit the cracked shells out onto the drive. Reverend Forester had shown up, the sheriff 

could see him out of Clark's window. He had taken the attention of the neighbors, had 

them turn around so they weren't facing the doctor's house, and he spoke something to 

them that the sheriff could not hear. 

  “I was talking to a guy on the ambulance crew," Clark said. "About the cleaver in 

the bedroom.”

"Mmhm."

“The guy used to work in a meat shop, up Acton somewhere. He says a butcher is the 

only type of person who keeps knives as big as the one we’ve got. Not a citizen’s tool.”

“Yeah?”

“And to further that. He tells me that just this morning a boy called the ambulance 

over to Paul Abraham’s house to come pick up his mother, bring her to the hospital. She’s 

dying from some bad medicine our good doctor here gave her. Guy says Abraham refused 

them though. He’s keeping his dying wife at home.”
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The sheriff scratched his clean shaven cheek. He removed his hat and smoothed his 

locks down around both ears with the silver comb, while he said, “We got a cleaver for a 

murder weapon. We got the wife of our town’s one butcher dying because of our town’s 

one doctor.”

“We don’t have a doctor no more.” 

McFarland’s body came out in a bag on the stretcher.

"Right," the sheriff said. 

Clark spit a shell out the window.

The sheriff put his hat back on. "Well, what are you waiting for?"

"The house or the shop?"

"Shop." The sheriff felt loose. He tapped his fingers on the dashboard. "I'm hungry. 

And let's see if we have his knife." 

Paul Abraham’s butcher shop was on the outskirts of the other side of the town center. 

The cleaver that the sheriff had found in the bedroom was now between them in the front 

seat. It was wrapped up in one of McFarland’s pillow cases, rattling against the 

upholstery as the car bumped over the holes of Highway 1.  

“You don’t think Paul has run off by now?” Clark asked.

“Man’s wife is dying slow in his home. Don’t figure he’s going to leave her." 

"Think he's gonna put up a fight?"

"I'm gonna bet when he killed McFarland, well if he killed McFarland, he done just 

about the same amount of damage to himself. Only he's still walking around with it."
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As Clark drove, the sheriff wondered about when a man is justified in killing another. 

He knew that if your country tells you to, you have to do it. Put as many bullets in that 

man as you want. But if it wasn't your country that was harmed, if it was just you, just the 

mother of your children, then the law says you can't do nothing? You get hauled into jail 

if you do? Only a man who has never met you, don't know a word about you, just sees 

you as a ones digit in a big number, can give you the right to kill another man? This was 

disconcerting. 

They reached the butcher shop as the sun set. Yellow rays still shot through the red 

and orange leaves, but the shadows grew. The shop was just one building, white, the word 

'Butcher' painted on the sign above the door. 

“Looks like he closed early.” The sheriff put his hands up on the glass door, making a 

tunnel for his eyes, so he could see inside. 

 Inside there was a display case filled with meat and cheese blocks. On the wall a row 

of skinned carcasses, chicken and turkey, hung upside down by their ankles, above that 

salted beef shanks, hoof to thigh. A chalkboard above the register, announced the 

selection and prices. One pound of round beef steak, forty cents. 

"Five pounds of pure pig lard," the sheriff read aloud. He looked at Clark. "How 

much you think that runs?"

"Dollar fifteen."

"One dollar twenty."
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The sheriff knocked on the door in short, continuous, strokes and the bell inside, 

hanging at the top of the door, swung and jingled. “You ask me Paul’s is the best place to 

buy meat 'round town. Meat at that supermarket in Milton tastes like the cow’s been dead 

least a year. Paul’s is like he just bashed the thing over the head about an hour back." The 

sheriff switched the hand that was knocking. "Be a shame if his shop had to close. Your 

wife buy here?”

“I don’t know.” Clark pressed his face against the glass. His head shot back, off the 

glass, and the sheriff could see in his eyes the plucked chickens and their rubbery forked 

feet.

 “Come on,” the sheriff said. “Go around back.”

A chain link fence ran about five feet off the side of the building, making a sliver of 

an alleyway, and the fence kept out the deer that still tried to follow the path they smelled 

their ancestors on, but could do nothing about the falling leaves. Last night’s rain had 

made a big puddle in the narrow alleyway, leaves floated on its surface, and the sheriff 

and Clark had to hop over the water to pass.    

The sheriff knocked twice on the back door. When nobody came he tried the knob 

and the door opened. 

“Diligence is the mother of good luck,” the sheriff quoted.

“George Washington.”

“Ben Franklin.”
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In the back room they found deep silver sinks, racks of metal trays, and a large 

icebox. 

“Hey there, Paul?” the sheriff called out, no answer came.

Clark’s eye was fixed on a pink dismembered pig carcass hanging from a hook on the 

ceiling. “Second murder of the day.”  

“There,” the sheriff said. “His knives.”

Bolted to the wall in the back room was a long wooden block that had two strips of 

magnet running parallel. On the far left side was a small paring knife, the butcher knife to 

its right was bigger, and the next was a small cleaver, maybe the right size, the sheriff 

guessed, for chicken chopping. This pattern of growth continued until the block’s right 

end where a twelve-inch cleaver rested in the magnets’ freeze. But it was the space to its 

left that caught the sheriff’s interest. There was nothing there. 

Clark whistled. “Least he didn’t use the big one.”

“Don’t imagine that made much a difference to McFarland.” The sheriff rested his 

hands on his hips. "Think it could be someone came in here and stole the knife to frame 

him?"

Clark turned his bottom lip upside down and squinted. "No, I don't."

"It'd be too perfect?"

"Too cute."

“All right. See if our cleaver fits."
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Clark walked up to the wall then placed the cleaver against the magnet in the open 

slot. It was bigger than the knife to its left and smaller than the cleaver to the right. Clark 

backed away. He joined the sheriff in a stare at the butcher tools. 

The sheriff wanted it to have been some maniac with no reason at all who'd come into 

town and cut the doctor to shreds, just for the fun. That he could fight against. That he 

would have no place in his heart for. Instead, it looked like the man who'd done it had, 

according to the sheriff's thinking, a very good reason to kill. A better reason than any 

country ever had for telling a man to kill another man. It was going to take him being a 

damn big hypocrite to do this case. It was going to take drinking. “Bill McFarland’s got a 

boy," he said. "Sonny. I know Sonny.”

"What's he like?"

"He is the reason why we need police."

"A rough one?"

"If you want to be nice about it. I'd call him a wolf in a bear's costume. I've never 

seen a boy beat so many others. Sat him in the office each time he did and he'd just stare 

right back at me like I was talking Chinese." He shook his head. “I don’t know what type 

of relations he had with his father, but – it’s hard for me to see him letting this murder go 

unreciprocated.”

“Retaliation killing?” Clark asked.

“Well I don’t know for sure, Clark, but I can see it.”

Clark whistled. “Abraham got kids too. This could turn to a real fire of shit.”
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“Know Paul’s boys?”

“Not personally. I’ve heard the older one is something of a loner.”

The sheriff pulled their cleaver off the magnet. “Get in touch with McFarland's wife. 

Or whatever she is. Tell her, McFarland is dead."  

"Sure."

"Then I want you to keep a watch at the end of Abraham’s driveway. Don’t go to the 

house, don’t bother nobody. Wait until his wife passes. Then arrest him quietly. In the 

meantime, keep a sharp eye for Sonny.”

“Let the man be with his wife as she dies? That’s very Christian of you, sheriff.”

The sheriff flicked the pig carcass on his way by it. “God ain’t around here today.”

Chapter

After an early supper in their parents’ bedroom, the boys cleared the table. Jacob 

brought the stack of plates down the stairs. William was in front, carrying the utensils in a 

milk glass. 

"I don't think we'll have another dinner like that one." Jacob was eager for his brother 

to ask why, but he didn't bite. He felt there was untapped joy, maybe some odd 

satisfaction, waiting for him upon crushing his brother with news of their mother's 
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impending death. He told himself he cared about the science to it, the effects of a broken 

heart on facial expressions.   

Their father stayed upstairs while the boys did the washing. When the water stopped 

running, their father called down for them to go outside while there was still daylight.

With a spade, William cut out a square section of grass then peeled it back. He 

scooped up a handful of dirt, spread his fingers and shook his hand so the powder fell 

through and the dirt balls rolled off. 

Jacob picked up the wedge of turf William had cut out. He held it over his brother's 

head and shook dirt on him. 

“Don’t,” William said and he rolled away from his hole.

Jacob threw the turf down. “What are you digging for?”

“Worms.” 

“Why?”

“I told Jane I’d take her fishing down the pond Saturday.” William crawled back to 

the hole. He stuck his fingers into the moist brown soil.  

Jacob picked a dandelion. He popped its yellow head off with his thumb. “I heard 

Jane’s father has a shotgun,” he said. “An older brother too. Plays football at the high 

school. I wouldn’t be able to help you there.”

"Help with what?" William pulled a worm out of the hole. He placed it gently on the 

walkway behind him. 
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"Help with --" The worm took Jacob's attention. It was writhing on the concrete. He 

picked it up by its skinny end. It was cold and sticky. He held his hands a foot apart then 

dropped the worm into his bottom hand. He clasped his hands together to a fist then 

shook the worm around.    

“If I catch a bass,” William said. “Hey, put it down.”

Jacob opened his hands and the worm dropped to the concrete.

 William’s fingers went back into the dirt. “If I catch a bass, I’m going to put it in a 

tank next to Mom’s bed.”

“That’s stupid. Why would she like that?”

“She used to put my A plus tests on the kitchen door. Why wouldn’t she want to show 

off a big fat bass?”

“Bring that fish in the house and I’m a-fry ’em.” Jacob pushed William’s head. “Make 

you eat it.” 

William lunged for Jacob’s legs, but Jacob jumped away. William gathered himself 

then crawled back to his hole. 

Jacob stood over the worm, watching it flip and feel the bumps in the concrete. He 

stomped on it then ground the worm into the walkway. 

“You think mom will be ok?”  

Finally, Jacob thought. He rubbed his hands together. 

William turned and looked up at him. “Hey! My worm.” He got his feet under him 

then grabbed Jacob's leg and tried to pull it off. Jacob laughed. He didn't let the struggle 
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last long before he pushed William down to his butt. He dropped then, so his eyes were 

level with his brother's. 

"Mom's gonna die." He saw William's face crack just a little. "Dad even said so." The 

crack widened.

"How does he know?"

"That's what the doctors told him." Jacob did not know if that was true, but the 

experiment demanded that level of authority. William looked like he was drowning in 

water. 

 "She's not going to die."

Jacob noted that the subject's words can deny that he is hurt, but his face cannot. 

Jacob used the edge of the walkway to scrape the smushed worm off his shoe. 

"Apparently, she is."

"Why do you sound happy?"

"I'm not happy." 

"You're smiling."

Jacob shrugged. 

Tears fell down William's cheeks. 

"Poor little Willy. Thought his mommy was going to live forever."

William leaped onto his brother, seemingly by the call of instinct. He was smaller, but 

his strength grew from anger, and he'd caught Jacob off-guard, so Jacob fell backwards 

and William got on top of him. He had Jacob's face pinned to the concrete, his lips 
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pressed into the saucy worm guts. The last thing Jacob remembered was feeling his hair 

get pulled. When he woke up, it was dark. 

He was dizzy as he stumbled back into the house, but enough was running in his brain 

to know he could not allow his younger brother to think he had gotten the best of him. In 

the mirror by the front door, Jacob saw his hair was matted with dried blood, his ear cut 

up. Down the hallway, in the kitchen, William was watching him.    

Jacob grinned. He started down the hall. He had thought his brother didn't have any 

meanness in him, thought he was just mama's good boy. Guess not. His father's jacket 

hung from a hook on the wall, and from its pocket, Jacob pulled out his dad's set of keys. 

They jingled as he threaded one key up between his fingers. He figured, all this time, he'd 

been taking it easy on his brother for no reason.   

William hadn't budged from his spot next to the counter. He looked cool when he 

shouldn't have been. Jacob was one step into the kitchen, when William held up a knife, 

their father's big one, long as his forearm. 

"Boy," Jacob said. "I have been way too nice to you."

         

Chapter 

 

Sonny McFarland, Dr. Bill McFarland’s son, dropped ‘McFarland’ from his name as 

soon as he reached New York City. A day over sixteen, right off the bus, he looked down 
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both ends of the street, saw a sign that said Bowery, and decided right then, ok, Sonny 

Bowery. He saw his first ever black man, walked right by him, two legs, two arms, nose, 

just black as night was all. He couldn't believe it. 

Sonny picked a direction to go and ended up in Little Italy. A cold night, he chose the 

first cafe he saw. The last quarter of the money he'd stolen from his father bought him hot 

cider and he sipped it next to the cafe's stove, where his shins burnt and the leather of his 

bag, which held only a change of clothes, grew hot to touch. He knew nobody in the city, 

but had heard New York was where folks go when looking for a new home. 

Shortly after arriving at the cafe, shouts rang out, and they were about owed money. 

"He's running," Sonny heard a man yell. He saw the runner and dove on his legs. He 

couldn't tell why, some kind of instinct in him said a man running had done something 

wrong and was being cowardly about facing up to it. Guys in nice suits hurried over. 

They pummeled the welcher with fists and kicking. They ripped the guy's back pocket 

near off to get his wallet. Sonny watched from his knees.

"All this and you had the twenty dollars the whole time? Wiseberg, you're stupider 

than you look." The man kicked him again. 

 They picked up Wiseberg by his coat and his pants then tossed him out into the cold 

night. The man who'd rifled through the wallet, a stout guy with a baby-face under his 

fedora, approached Sonny with a deadpan stare. 

"You play football at the college?"

"I'm only sixteen."
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The baby-faced man was still catching his breath. "Yeah? Well if you can put a guy 

down like that, you got no reason for school." He counted the money they'd taken then 

handed Sonny three dollars.

"What's this for?"

"Helping us out."

Put a guy on his back, get paid. Sonny knew he'd come to the right place.

"Geeze kid, don't eat it. Look at this, Tommy." Tommy was coming back from 

shutting the cafe door.  

"Kid looks like he's never seen a dollar before."

"The kid who put Wiseberg on his ass?" 

"Yeah."

"Let's buy him a drink."

"I don't know he knows how to drink. Do you, kid?"

Sonny was in awe of these men. Their fancy suits, the hats, the way they'd so 

smoothly handled the man who owed them, the kindness they showed. "I'd like to."   

"I'd like to." The baby-faced one laughed. "I like this kid."    

They gave Sonny a room that night and he'd been taken care of ever since.  

From the start, it was clear that Sonny was rough but loyal to principles. That seemed 

to be written on the walls of the well that kept his soul. He was put in charge of a boxing 

gym and would soon take over ownership. He never was able to get his hands on a real 

champ, just a bunch of raw talents, guys who had a puncher’s chance against anybody. 
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Sonny ran the business side. He liked to think he could oversee the careers of these young 

brawlers, lead them to the top, he truly wanted to, but he would have had a better chance 

knocking the guy out in the ring than managing him to a title. Sonny was told early on 

that the true purpose of the gym was a recruiting center. Men who are trained to be brutal 

with their fists but cannot make money in the ring have few other places to ply their 

trade, and they fall into positions like bouncers at a speakeasy, or they do work like 

Sonny did when he first got to town, work as muscle to convince the neighborhood’s 

Wisebergs that they best pay their debts or a perfectly good body part was going to get 

bent all funny. Sonny had been told it was like transferring a man from working out on 

the floor to an office. He’s still at the company, just handles different business.

Sonny’s fits of violence were what made him well known in the boxing community. 

A rumor once circulated that after the manager of a top contender refused a fight against 

Sonny’s man, Sonny busted into the manager’s gym in Midtown and nearly strangled the 

guy to death with a jump rope. “People love making folk tales,” Sonny would say when 

asked about the incident. “I didn’t do nothing to him – that chicken shit. He’s alive, isn’t 

he? If the guy’s still living, it wasn’t me.”

The evening Sonny's father was killed, Sonny was standing with one arm wrapped 

around the sweaty shoulders of a young, black fighter. “At the new Garden," he was 

saying, his hand out at chest-height. "They got a stack of broads this high waiting for you 

after a fight.” 
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The fighter toweled his face then stared straight ahead. He was tired but trained to 

keep focus. The rhythmic pummeling of the speed bag started up in the gym’s corner and 

the fighter’s eyes flicked towards the noise. A bead of sweat trickled down his nose, 

hugging the rim of his nostril.

“And these ain’t the broads waiting for the Ringling Brother clowns, you know what I 

mean?”

The fighter's concentration broke and he smiled, his teeth shining in the middle of his 

dark skin. "You gonna introduce me to those ladies, Uncle Sonny?"

"Uncle Sonny? That's good. And yeah, I'll get you acquainted. You gotta do the rest." 

The phone rang in the office and Sonny heard his associate, Tony, say “Sure, Gab." 

Then, "Sonny, wife is on the phone."

Sonny patted the fighter on his sweaty back. "I'll see you tomorrow, Leonard." He 

lumbered his round frame to the office, thinking, what did his wife want to buy now?

Tony had the phone sitting on a newspaper. "See Dundee is fighting down in North 

Carolina this weekend? Wait until these hicks see he's a skinny guinea."

 Sonny took the telephone. "Yeah?"    

"Sonny, your father is dead!"

"What?"

 "Your mother called, your father has been stabbed! Oh my god, Sonny. Someone 

killed him."

"He's dead?" He saw Tony perk up behind the desk. 
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"Come home! Call your mother."

The line went quiet. Sonny hung up the phone. He felt like his chest had stopped 

wanting air, nothing came in, nothing out.  

"Who died?" Tony asked.

"My old man." 

“Aw, Sonny. That's terrible.”

Sonny collapsed into his office chair. Its metal connections made a chorus of squeaks 

and the whole chair disappeared under his giant body. He felt something wet on his arms 

and found that the fighter’s sweat had soaked his shirt's sleeve. He pulled the shirt up 

from his pants then unbuttoned it. Down to his white tank top, which hugged tightly 

around the large belly he’d spent years building with beer and red meat, he scratched the 

curly hairs that grew on his shoulders and stared dumbly at the wall. 

Never had he felt so happy about his parents divorce, his mother remarrying. He 

wouldn't have much consoling of her to do. Her love for his father made cat and mouse 

look like one of the couples in the talkies. Gab though, she would require attention. Not 

because she was close to her father-in-law, but because she was never one to be out-

mourned. Nobody could possibly feel the loss as much as she did. Sonny had seen it with 

the death of her Aunt Georgina, a woman Gab had met only three times. If that death was 

any indication, then Gab was going to wail like a goddamn manic until they got the old 

man in the grave. That would upset Camille. Just old enough to understand what a 

grandparent is and she's one short.
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Tony said, "I've never heard you mention your father before."

Sonny should have expected Tony to say something that would make him want to 

smack him. He didn't talk about his dad because he hated the man. Sonny's childhood had 

been a combination of verbal and physical abuse that wouldn't have been fair for even a 

dog to take. Hell, it didn't matter now though. His dad, Sonny McFarland's dad, more 

importantly, Sonny Bowery's dad, was dead and everyone would know about it. There 

was no way he could do nothing.    

Tony fixed them a drink, pulling whiskey and two tumblers from the office's liquor 

cabinet. "To your old man," he said.  

Sonny remembered that the last thing he'd said to his dad was 'fuck off'. They'd been 

on the phone arguing about Sonny turning Catholic to get his wife to shut up.   

"How'd he die?"

"Gab said, stabbed." His mind gripped that word, finally he saw the violence in it. 

Momentarily, he was shocked. Then he was good and angry.                

Tony finished the little layer of drink left then set his glass down. He rubbed his nose, 

a big schnoz, round at the bottom, and always red. Ever since Sonny had been to the zoo, 

Tony had reminded him of a big stupid panda. “If it were my dad," Tony said. "I’d make 

that killer eat his own shit before I done him.”

Sonny sprung up from the chair. In two strides he was across the office, at the 

punching bag hanging from the ceiling, and he pushed it so it swayed and the chain 

creaked. "My old man was a civilian." It took a moment for him to think of what positive 
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thing to say next. "A doctor. A few years in the can, but ahh--nothing." He bit the pad of 

his thumb. "Who would have done that to a man so nice? A better than decent man. He 

made a point of it every Thanksgiving to go door to door and make sure everyone in town 

had a good meal. A Civil War veteran." 

"He was old enough to fight?"

"Drummer boy. But still he's out there. And he's only got a drum. This was not a man 

who deserved to be murdered. He's an old sweetheart. What could he possibly have 

done?" 

"So what are you gonna do?"

"I'm gonna find that killer and choke him with his mother's dick." Sonny hit the 

punching bag with all of his weight and all of his anger. His antics seemed to be working. 

The twinkle of awe was in Tony's eyes.    

"That man was a saint," Sonny said. "Loving husband, a respected doctor in the 

community. Raised me right, didn't he?" Sonny rubbed his knuckles. "Hell of a guy, my 

old man." 

Chapter 

     

The sheriff's family lived in Wallace as far back as he'd known and for that whole 

time they'd been hunting in it too. The sheriff knew Paul Abraham had woods behind his 
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house and he was in them, sitting up in an old tree stand his father built before the 

property was privately owned. It was a stand looking over land between two hills, a 

bottleneck that deer traveled through. The sheriff was hoping to run into Abraham’s boys, 

a few deer too, get a whitetail. He just needed to kill something, everybody else was 

doing it. 

Normally, he’d stop at the house and ask a landowner if he minded him hunting his 

property, but he was near certain that Paul had killed a man in town without checking 

with him first, so he didn’t think he deserved his asking. He guessed Paul wouldn’t want 

to have the sheriff knocking at his door anyway. 

His thinking on the murder had brought him to the opinion that Abraham had done 

the right thing. Killing wasn't the lawful thing to do, just, if a doctor had done in the 

sheriff's wife, he would of killed him too. Seemed to the sheriff that McFarland was 

running out of excuses to live -- no family near, apparently couldn't treat a patient 

anymore. But he was the sheriff, so he had to show up at these things, calm down the 

people, read out the law, gather up who didn't follow it. It was a job. Really what the 

people who elected him wanted though, when he thought about it, was for him to keep 

the peace. The elimination of crime was impossible. It needed to be minimized. 

As for Sonny McFarland, the sheriff saw it as his right to kill Paul Abraham. The 

Abraham boys then got their rights too. Man has been given the ability to kill, society's 

coddling, and government's hypocrisy keeps him from doing it. Gonna have to explain it 

all to God later, the sheriff thought, but hell that's their business. 
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A shot of wind came down the bottleneck, turning the leaves over and bringing up the 

earthy scent of pond water. Sitting up there, feet dangling, bow across his legs, tree at his 

back, it was all wonderfully slow. In all that peace the sheriff was able to find a line of 

thinking that told him, just be the referee of this fight. McFarland got Helen, by accident, 

but hey, got her. Paul got McFarland, ok. Sonny may come get Paul, that's right. He 

wasn't going to invite Sonny in. He'd take measures to prevent it, but unless the sheriff 

ran into Sonny, their two chests striking, Paul Abraham's blood all over him, he wasn't 

going to stop anything. The Abraham boys fighting Sonny though? No. Too small. That 

was his place to step in. Those boys better grow up before they thought about messing 

with a bear like Sonny.  

 The tree branches swayed, leaves rustled, white sunlight came into the forest through 

the kaleidoscope holes in the canopy. Sweet-smelling tree pitch stuck on his fingers. 

Things go like that, he thought, and those kids were going to grow up with no parents. 

He couldn't decide what he owed more, letting Sonny have his revenge, or letting those 

boys have a father. A father in jail. A father the state might decide it would kill anyways. 

Joints in the stand creaked as the wind tried to pull the wood planks apart, but the 

sheriff's old man knew the way to do things with a hammer and nails. What a moment of 

peace, the sheriff thought, nearly made him forget that down there, back on the ground, in 

the towns and the cities, men walked around on fire, not even knowing it.  
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Chapter 

Jacob spent afternoons in the woods behind his house, scouring the forest floor for, 

what he called, experiments. He found deer droppings that looked like a pile of steaming 

black beans, squatted over them and scanned the forest for the animal. In New England’s 

woods the tree branches begin nearly twenty feet up, so Jacob could see a good distance, 

but a forest will always be something of a Rorschach test – a landscape of ever-changing 

colors and depths. Jacob thought of these woods as the home to the ghosts of murdered 

natives, it didn't scare him though, he hadn’t wronged any of them.  

He heard a weak cry, a thud, and there was the deer, fallen with one antler dug into 

the ground. Its head was twisted to an unnatural contortion. 

A man Jacob did not recognize was over the body immediately. The man pulled out 

the arrow and tossed it. He grabbed the deer by its legs, flipped it to belly up, then he was 

out with his knife. Jacob's eyes went to the blade like it was a hundred dollar bill. A jolt 

hit Jacob's system, one that felt too good to be fear.   

“Get over here,” the man said. 

Jacob felt a brief panic over being detected. 

“Said now, boy.” The man was at the backend of the deer, his head between its legs, 

his fingers already deep in it, with the knife ripping up.  

 Jacob got the feeling this wasn't a show that came around very often.  
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“Listen here, learn something.” The man took his hands out of the deer. “Got my two 

fingers spread, the knife in the middle. Taking it all the way up to the ribcage.” 

“You think he can still feel that?” 

The man didn't answer. He tugged up at the skin with his knife. It separated like it'd 

been zippered. He began sawing, grunting. "Then the ribs," he said. 

Jacob was bending at ever-changing angles to see around the man -- over his 

shoulder, between his armpit and arm. His cheeks felt sore and he realized he'd been 

smiling. He'd never been this close to something so dead, and it made him wonder about 

this God his mother always went on about, what he took up from you when you died, and 

why he left certain things down. 

The man rolled up his sleeves. He looked Jacob square in the eye. "Need to vomit, 

you do it over there." He grabbed the deer by its back legs and turned it on its side. Jacob 

was impressed by how simply the man maneuvered the animal to his liking. He lifted the 

deer again and changed its angle so Jacob could see all the balls, the tubing, and the grey 

sacks, swimming inside the belly of the deer.

"They don't come right out?"

"It's all attached somewhere."

"Huh."

The man's hands went into the animal, elbow deep. He pulled out a bag of guts that 

looked to Jacob like the washed up jelly fish he’d stuck sticks in at the seashore. The man 

reached in for the connections, pulled some taut, ran his knife along them. Others he just 
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ripped out. Jacob was enthralled by the sounds -- squishes, gushes, little pops, the fleshy 

slaps. He thought there'd be more blood. He didn't know who'd told him a living thing 

was full of blood, but here he was looking in and he hardly saw any. He couldn't wait to 

torture his brother with that. Tell him right when you die, God comes down and sucks up 

all the blood in you. 

"No blood?"

"There's blood." The man showed Jacob the hand he'd been scraping everything out 

with.    

All red, Jacob saw. All was right again. 

“Here's the lower half." The man pushed a whole wad of organs behind him, and 

something rolled over Jacob's shoe. Red insides, sticky and stringy, were left on his 

shoelaces. Jacob felt his stomach heave. He stared at the innards a moment before 

backing to a tree, which he sat down against. With his finger, he scooped the string of 

tissue up, it stuck to his pads and extended off them towards the ground, like a yo-yo. He 

brought his nose in near, but didn't like the smell of it. He flung the string away, making it 

fly in a somersaulting arch. 

“Cut the jugular if you want," the man said. "But I prefer just tearing it all out.” There 

were a few final pops, some hollowed rips, then everything that had been inside, making 

that deer work, was now outside next to it, steaming in the leaves. “And now,” the man 

said, turning. “Where’d you go?” 
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Jacob wiped his hand on the ground to brush off the remains of the deer's insides. He 

wondered if the man had seen him smiling, seen him play with the guts. 

The man stood and loomed, his eyes locked on Jacob.

Jacob had seen this look, one his teacher gave when a boy swore he'd not cheated. It 

was like drilling through the eyes to get behind to the truth.     

 The man offered his knife. “You take out the heart.” 

Interesting, Jacob thought. A chance to prod and probe the engine in the factory of 

life. For his hands to touch, toss, and squeeze, the most sacred spots of another living 

thing. He stood with his feet at the edge of the organ pile. He pulled the knife from the 

man's hand. With the knife, he lifted the top lip of the wound, crouched, and peered 

inside. How was life run by stuff so gooey? For a moment, he wondered why none of this 

scared him. He decided this was part of his fascination with the inner workings of 

complex things. He had taken the house's telephone apart once, unscrewing bits, ripping 

wires, but that had not been so fulfilling.

"It's not in there," the man said. He picked through the organ pile with his bear hands, 

as if it was all just fruit. “Intestines.” He tossed them aside. He put his fingertips on 

another. “This thing that’s the color of a grape, that’s the liver. Can eat it.” He pushed it 

away.  

Jacob was eyeing them all, ready to cut open any of them.    
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“Here it is." The man pointed to a pink sack in the heap. It was covered in oily blood 

and was next to two things that looked to Jacob like pizza slices with the cheese skinned 

off. "Just get on in there, fish it out." 

Jacob got to his knees and was feeling like he was doing something holy. He was 

brethren to Prometheus, going where humans don't, on a mission of theft. He pawed the 

sack into position, switching the knife from his right hand to his left. He poked the knife 

tip through the skin of the sack, but he cut too deep, punctured the heart, and the warm 

purple blood poured, flooding the sack. For a moment, he wondered if he'd done 

something wrong. His face must have been showing concern for that because the man 

assuaged him with, "There ain't no ruining the dead."

Jacob cut the rest of the hole in the sack, reached into the purple pool, and felt firm 

muscle. He told himself that in his hand were the secrets of God. He wanted to squeeze 

and he wanted to yank. He pulled, but it wouldn't come free. He looked blurry-eyed at the 

man, who was sitting on his haunches, scratching his chin, still watching Jacob work. 

"It's connected," the man said.

Jacob sunk the knife in the blood pool and whisked the blade blindly, making blood 

splash out of the sack and stain his wrists. He pulled up on the heart until finally it ripped 

free, and Jacob nearly fell back. He got one hand under him though, the one that'd been 

holding the knife, which he'd dropped in the blood pool, and he righted himself. 

This red ball of flesh, what his mom called God's precious work, looked like it could 

do nothing. He could throw it against any of the trees, he could smash it under his foot. 
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Were all of life's great secrets so worthless when not hidden? This is what was wanted? 

This is what others feared? He thought, what a whole lot of hoopla.     

The man was watching him though, still with that look of assessment.

Jacob decided it was best to not forsake what other's valued. He kept a reservoir of 

typical human emotions, ones he'd curated. "Gross," he said and dropped the heart as if 

it'd become hot in his hands.  

The man got up off his heels, brushed his pants. From his satchel, he took out a paper 

bag, held it open. "Put the heart in it."

Jacob made the face he'd seen the girls make on the playground when Mark Ferson 

had called everyone over and showed them the dead bird he'd found. 

The man said, "Go on, pick it up."

Jacob slowly brought his hand down to the heart. It laid in the leaves. "There's 

something behind you, sir." Jacob pointed behind the man and when he turned to look, 

Jacob picked the heart up, licked it once, then dropped it in the paper bag. 

"Just was a chipmunk running," the sheriff said.

"Oh." 

The man rolled up the top of the bag. 

Jacob brought his tongue to the bottom of his mouth and sucked on it. He recognized 

the taste of salt, but didn't know a word to name the flavor that was like licking the living 

room radiator.   
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The man took the buck by its back legs, dragged it away, and Jacob got up and 

followed. At the nearest sturdy tree branch, they tied the animal up so it hung with its 

head down. The man cleaned the blood off him with water from a bottle and a towel that 

became soiled.

"What are we going to do to it now?" Jacob had a few things in mind.

The man dropped to the ground then scooted back to rest against the tree. From his 

bag, he brought jerky out, a flask as well, he loaded his mouth with the cuts of beef. “Paul 

Abraham’s kid, right?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Heard your mother was sick. She going to be ok?”

Jacob thought of his brother, how he would answer. “No, sir.” He sat, his butt flat on 

the ground, his hands covering his cheeks. “I'm afraid she will die.” He was impressed 

with himself, he'd nearly gotten a tear out.     

The man put the last of the jerky in his mouth then brushed his hands together. “Why 

aren’t you with her then?”

"What could I do?" He wished for a mirror to see his face.

The man shrugged. "Sure she'd like to see you."

“My dad says to leave her be. How’d you know about it anyways?”

“Ah, well.” The man pointed at himself with a thumb. “I'm the sheriff, you see? Get 

told things like that. How’s your father holding up?”        

“He’s pretty quiet.”
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The sheriff reached into his satchel for more jerky. “A man feels shortchanged when 

someone comes and takes his wife from him early.” He held jerky out for Jacob.

Jacob took a chunk, bit off half of it. “Someone comes and takes her?”     

The sheriff drank from the flask then held the knife between his knees and poured 

whatever was in it over the blade, rubbing it over with his handkerchief. “You believe 

your mother is dying of natural causes?” 

His father had ignored his question on that. “No, sir. I don’t.” 

“And what you going to do about that?” 

The buck swung in the wind and the rope creaked.

“Going to –” Jacob’s words caught. “I don’t know, sir.”

The sheriff shut one nostril with a finger then shot snot out the other. “You don’t do 

nothing,” he said. “You're a boy. And, not that it's fair to you, but you got put in a man's 

situation. So you ain't gonna do nothing.” He wiped off the snot that had stuck to his nose 

then returned the knife to its sheath. "Hear me?"

"Yes, sir." 

He reached behind him then presented the paper bag. “You cut it out, so it’s yours. 

Chop it up, fry it, you can make a sandwich with cheese." 

In the bag, Jacob saw the deer's heart wrapped in wax paper. He smiled, nodded, but 

looked longingly at the carcass hanging. What carnage would he miss? 

"Welp, time you run on home."

He knew it. He was going to miss fun.   
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"Be with your mother," the sheriff said. "Cherish the things you only got one of.” He 

scooted his back down to lie flat on the leaves. He pulled his bag over, rested his head on 

it. “And tell your daddy if he needs anything else, next time,” he raised his flask as if to 

make a toast, “come to the sheriff’s department first.”

Two hours later, the sheriff emerged from the woods a hundred yards from the end of 

the Abraham’s driveway. In a net, he hauled the head of the buck behind him. To his left 

was the driveway, the house a little cove in the forest, built in the part of town where the 

roads were all dirt, about a half mile out from the center. He walked right past the drive, 

didn't look down to the house. He headed for the department’s car, parked about twenty 

yards from the Abraham's drive. 

Deputy Clark's head popped up above the steering wheel. “Did you get a read on the 

kid?” he asked after the buck head was tied to the roof of the car.

The sheriff got the door shut then groaned. “Had him cut the buck’s heart out. He 

played with it a bit. Squeezing.”

"He squeezed a dead deer's heart?"

"It bothered him though. I don't know. He seemed normal. Polite. Listened."

“You gave him a good talking?”

“Wagged my jaw like a confused old man. Don’t know what good it did.”

“He's just a boy though, right? Ain't gonna do no killing?”

"I'd guess not."
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“Well that’s good. No retaliation killings.”

The sheriff buried the flask's nozzle between his lips..

"You think Sonny is coming?"

"If a man killed your father, what would you do?"

Clark hung his head and stared through the steering wheel.

"How about if a man killed your wife? What would you do?"

"He didn't kill her. It was a mistake."

"Easy to draw that line from here." 

Clark only nodded.

The sheriff removed his hat. From his satchel, he took out his comb kit and wiped his 

hair down. 

Clark asked, "What if she doesn't die?"

The sheriff hadn't considered that. He allowed that notion to take a spot in his 

calculus. "If she doesn't die, I'd pretty much guarantee Paul Abraham is gonna hang."

Clark shook his head. He looked out the sheriff's window, seeming to be peering 

down the long Abraham driveway. "I wonder what those boys prefer. No mommy or no 

daddy."

Chapter 

Jacob pointed to his mother with his fork. "She's got her eyes open."
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Paul's chair fell over as he hurried to his wife. He didn't know what to do. He gently 

cupped her chin and turned her head so she'd face him. "Helen?"  

William was behind him. "Hi mom."

Her eyes glowed dumb, like lamps burning the bottom of their oil wells, and Paul got 

the feeling that was all they were going to get.

"Go downstairs," he said.

William said, "I want to talk to mom."

"Take your brother, Jacob."

Jacob put his arm around his brother's neck and the boys went downstairs.  

Paul asked his wife if she would stay awake for a little while. She didn't answer, but 

he lay in the bed with her. Her body was cold and he wrapped her tight as he could. His 

lips went to her ear and he said it was ok if she died. That he’d come find her in the 

hereafter. He checked her face, but he didn't notice any reaction. 

"Kinda a lot has happened since you got sick." He couldn't get himself to confess to it 

all, but that was fine because he didn't want their time together to be filled with any more 

death than was inevitable. He read to her from the newspaper. Fifty-eight percent of the 

vote went to Herbert Hoover. Richard E. Byrd sailed off for Antarctica to fly a plane over 

the South Pole. He set the paper down. "Can you believe doing such a thing?"

She died at dusk, Paul lying next to her, his finger circling around the palm of her 

hand. 
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Jacob and William were downstairs in the kitchen. William wiping down the counter 

top with a wet rag. Jacob placing the dinner plates back in the cupboard. From behind 

them, Paul said, “Have you been opening the shop, Jacob?” 

“You didn't tell me to.”

“I gotta tell you everything now?” Paul sized up the paper bag on the counter. 

“What’s that?” 

“Jacob brought it in,” William said. 

Paul spread the bag’s top with two fingers. 

“I was in the woods and a man killed a dear. He was gutting it and he gave me the 

heart. I didn’t do nothing wrong.” He took a breath. “I swear it. The man was a sheriff.” 

“The sheriff was in our woods?”

“Yes, sir. Yesterday. He wanted me to tell you if you need anything else to go to him 

first next time.” 

Paul squeezed the edge of the kitchen counter. 

Jacob asked, “Am I in trouble?”  

“No.”

“You left mom," William said. "Is she dead?"  

Jacob dropped the plate he’d been holding, and they all stared down at the shards that 

spread over the floor. 
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“She is dead,” Paul said. “Go up to her, say goodbye. Then, Jacob, call the police. Tell 

them your mother passed, and we need somebody down here to take care of her. I’ll be at 

the shop.” 

William asked, “Why don’t you stay with us?”

“Jacob, take your brother.” Paul was careful to not look at his sons.

"Let's go," Jacob said. "You'll be my assistant on this expedition." Jacob threw his 

arm around William's neck, pulling tight enough for William to resist, but his bigger 

brother pulled him out the kitchen and to the stairs. 

William dropped all his weight to the ground, midway up, and he got Jacob to stop. "I 

don't want to see her. If she can't move, if she can't talk, if I can't wake her up. I don't 

want to see her."

"Too bad." Jacob pulled William by the neck. "You'll do it for science."

William pushed Jacob's arm so it slipped over his head, and he began to cry. 

"You're disobeying." Jacob looped William under the armpits then dragged him a 

stair. His brother's screaming and kicking brought their father to the bottom of the stairs. 

"Let him go," Paul said. He couldn't keep the quake from his voice.

William tried to wiggle free, but Jacob would not break his hold.  

"Jacob," Paul said, not an order but a plea.

"He should say goodbye."

William swung his arms to get them free. "I don't want to see her."  

"Let him go."
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"No." 

Paul strode across the hall in two steps. He had one foot on the bottom stair and he 

felt the strength and the fever to leave Jacob a smear on the wall. Jacob must have seen it 

too because his hands flashed off his brother.

Jacob stared at Paul and Paul felt like his son was daring him to come for him, like he 

was scared of it, but still he wanted it.  

William ran to Paul at the bottom step. He wrapped him up at the legs and sat on 

Paul's feet. Paul waited for compassion to relax the trigger he was standing on. He could 

feel his chest muscles twitching. He wanted to kick William off him and teach his eldest 

that there was punishment on the other side of not listening. But William's petting of the 

backside of his knees and the tiny whimpers that came out of him eased Paul enough to 

allow him to put his hand on the crown of William's head and step out from his boy's 

grip. 

Jacob watched their father walk back towards the kitchen, then he looked at William, 

sitting on the floor, alone, crying for mother. "Well, you're missing out," Jacob said. "I'm 

gonna go see."   

Chapter 

Sonny reached the Abraham house through a path in the woods that he knew from his 

time as a boy in Wallace. He figured, out of state by midnight, no country cop gonna have 
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the means to track him. Hidden behind a tree trunk, he scanned the house through the 

falling dark for any movement. Finding out who'd killed his father had been easy. The 

girl who worked dispatch at the sheriff's department went to school with him, Teri 

McFadden. She knew the name of his father's killer and Sonny knew what she'd done 

with Tommy Burns back behind the oak tree in Tommy's backyard. 

Truth was, Sonny was considering walking away from this. On the car ride up, he'd 

had time to do honest thinking and upon recollect, his old man was a real son of a bitch. 

Mom had left him for it. Sonny had too. Rye grew the devil in him and a drink wasn't 

ever far away. When Teri told him his dad's medicine looked to have killed this 

Abraham's wife and that caused it all, Sonny felt crestfallen. All the venom went from his 

bite. Justified murder don't come by everyday, and he thought there was something 

almost sweet about what Abraham had done. Hell, for the childhood his father put him 

through, Sonny would have killed his old man himself, if doing so wouldn't have been 

such a show of ingratitude. There wasn’t a man alive who’d beaten him as much as his 

father had. Thinking about that again, behind the tree trunk, made him laugh. Now there 

wasn’t.

When it came down to it though, Sonny was a man of principles. And the code he 

lived by said, plain and simple, you got a responsibility to kill a man if that man killed 

your father. In his head, it was that simple. And certainly there was another rule that 

stated if you say you're gonna do something, you go and you do it. He'd said aloud he 

would kill the man who killed his dad, so damn it all, he was obliged.     
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On the drive up, Sonny had remembered a story from fourth grade, out on the school 

playground, that had seemed to him like the seed his current self had grown from. One 

lunchtime, he told his friends he was going to punch the new kid in the nose next time he 

came down the slide, or his name was mud. Him and the boys huddled around the slide's 

bottom, while the new kid at the top had a watchtower view over the playground. Sonny 

had picked up gravel, and was placing the rocks between his fingers, so their edges would 

stick out, when one of his friends went and brought their teacher over, asking if she could 

explain again the day’s Civics lesson, how bills become laws. This woman started rolling 

off at the mouth about some House of Somethings, and his friend just was nodding along, 

asking anything to keep her talking. A grin on him ear to ear. Up at the top, the new kid 

tossed himself down the slide. Sure enough though, right as he reached the bottom, 

Sonny did it, welcome to Wallace Elementary, go meet the nurse. He turned to his friends 

and said, “Well there ain't no calling me mud.” 

  

Chapter

 

Paul walked out into the evening and found that all the sun could give was the color 

grey. Critters that awake at night sparked to life and made rustling in the bushes. The 

birds stopped singing and bats patrolled the sky. Their wings sputtered and they turned at 

quick, sharp, angles. They fed, gobbling up mosquitoes that had stayed out too long.     
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Paul locked the door to the house then dropped the keys in his pocket despite needing 

them to start the car. He cussed at himself. 

On either side of him were the rhododendrons his wife had planted and maintained. 

He pictured them in two months time, dead and rotting, and for the first time he felt the 

impact of his wife being gone, wiped away not from memory but from progress. A 

hollow formed in his chest where there used to be hope. He knew she was all that kept 

the family together. That without her, they were just two boys and a man, not sons, not 

brothers. William had wrapped his leg, wanting comfort, and he'd felt this repulsion to 

compassion that now made him sickly ashamed, yet at the time it was so natural, it had to 

have been somewhere braided into his instincts. He feared what would come next. Could 

he keep this family united? He would need the right word, the right touch, and those were 

two things he'd never had.      

Wind cut through the branches of the big oak next to the house, shaking its leaves, 

which were covered by darkness. His wife had carved the families’ initials into its trunk. 

First it was just theirs, then Jacob came, and finally the letters W.A.. Paul almost cut the 

tree down that winter, fearing that a storm might break a branch and drop it through the 

house, but she begged him not to. All she had to do was ask. He decided he would bury 

her under the giant oak, so her body would rest under guard, with the family, and in land 

she knew.

He followed the brick path around the garden that lined the house. From his pocket, 

he took his set of keys. He didn't know yet what he would do when he reached his 
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butcher shop. There was a phone line there, and there were knives. He tossed the keys 

around his palm then shut his fingers around them. Next he could tell he was on the 

ground choking. He could feel something cold where his head ended and neck began, 

there was pinching, a knee pressing on his back, turning bone, nerves, and muscle to 

pulp. The knee started in the center then worked up to the bottom of his shoulder blades. 

He couldn't get the breath out to scream. He tried to reach behind him. He got his hands 

on a pant leg, pulled, then tried slapping, but there was no give. His heart had nearly 

nothing left in it. He heard grunting above his head, and the pinch got tighter. His arm 

muscles relaxed and he let come what may. Shortly, his mind ran out of all the stuff it 

needed, and it shutdown while in the midst of an apology to his wife for leaving the 

children.       

Chapter   

Deputy Clark and the sheriff were in the department’s car, parked at the end of Paul’s 

driveway when a call came over the radio saying Helen Abraham was dead. One of the 

boys from the family had just phoned in.

“That it then?” Clark asked.

“That’s it,” the sheriff said.

“Hallelujah. My damn woman been chewing my ass all week about not being home.”
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“A man just lost his wife, deputy. Don’t be cursing yours.” 

Clark brought the car’s cold engine to life and he drove them down the Abraham's 

long driveway.

The sheriff slammed back a quick shot of whiskey. "Hit the siren."

Chapter 

   

William was sweeping up the shards of the plate his brother had dropped, when 

scratches and banging came from the front door. Jacob's head shot that way, the handset 

of the telephone cradled between his shoulder and ear. The operator returned to the line 

and she told Jacob to hang up.   

“Sue-Ellen!” William said, dropping the broom.

“That dog ain’t ever coming back.” Jacob put the phone back on the receiver.

“I put food out on the front stoop everyday for her.”

They left the kitchen for the foyer, William in front, running, Jacob walking quickly 

behind, wondering if chasing after his little brother was going to be his new life. He 

wondered what chores he would pick up now that his mother was gone. Would he be the 

cook? Would he help William with his homework, make sure he'd washed before bed? 

Would his dad make him attend the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union meetings 

every third Friday?
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 In the window of their front door was a face that neither boy had ever seen before. A 

fat one sweating, eyes right on them. They were focused eyes, savage and wanting more. 

They bored through the boys and hit their hearts with a strength that would have broken 

glass. Jacob had heard of the stigmata from Sunday School, and he'd seen pictures of 

Padre Pio's hands that the other boys had passed around the school lunchroom, but he'd 

never heard of what signs showed the devil was in a man. He was sure then though, those 

eyes in the window couldn't have belonged to anyone else.    

"Who is that?" William asked.

There was a rattling, and the boys saw the doorknob kept turning over but knocking 

into the lock. The man banged on the door and the whole frame shook.       

 Both boys stared at the stranger until his breath clouded out the window.   

Chapter 

 

By the time the sheriff and Deputy Clark were out of the car and up at the house, 

Sonny had disappeared into the woods and the boys were on the walkway shaking their 

dead father. 

“Get away from that.” The sheriff was in a trot to the front stoop.

He sent Clark to check around the house. He felt Paul Abraham for vitals, then draped 

his jacket over the upper half of the body, covering his scuffed up neck. 
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"You boys see how this happened?"

"Just saw a face through the door window," the older boy said. 

The sheriff knew the boy from the woods. He nodded. He put his hands in his 

pockets. Looks like it happened, the sheriff thought. The killers policed themselves. 

The smaller boy was fighting hard to keep himself together, but his chin quaking told 

it was no use.

The older stared back with the focus of a tuned up madman. “A lot of help you been, 

sheriff.” He barely moved his mouth when he spoke and his hands were balled to fists. 

“Take it easy, son." He swallowed in a hard hitch. He returned to the body to get his 

flask from his jacket. 

"Easy?" the boy said. "They're both dead."

That did it, the small one burst into tears. 

"Aw no," the sheriff said. "Come here." He opened his arms, inviting the small one in. 

The boy rubbed his face against the sheriff's pants at the hip. It felt like he was burrowing 

in to the joint, digging anywhere to get away. The sheriff recognized this need to hide as 

sickness, so he gave him the only medicine he had. "Here, son." The sheriff unlatched the 

boy's hands and pushed him back. He screwed off the cap of the flask, palmed the boy's 

forehead and tilted his head back. He poured the peaty medicine down his little waiting 

mouth, likely it scorched the young boy's gullet.  
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The older one burst into tears like somebody had lit a match off his ass. He came right 

next to his brother, mouth open, head back, whimpering, and the sheriff poured into him 

until he'd quieted. 

Deputy Clark returned from around the house, out of breath, shaking his head.

The small one coughed, tears still streamed. The elder had his tongue patting his lips.    

The sheriff  dropped down to be in the boys' faces. "All right, now listen. I don't like 

being the one to have to tell you this, but I think it may help your understanding. A doctor 

gave your mother medicine and that’s what made her sick. It seems then your father 

killed that doctor, a few days back. And now, like you see here, your father – he's dead. 

And there ain't nobody we could say has done it.” He straightened his back. “So -- today 

-- this is where it ends. Understand? Just for today.” 

“I’m going to have a look up the driveway,” Clark said.

“I said it’s over.”  

Clark shoved his hands in his pockets.   

"We saw a face though, sir," the small one said.

The sheriff said, "Yeah? What it look like?"

"We only saw its eyes. They were like glowing red."

"A man with red glowing eyes? Deputy, you know of any man whose eyes glow red?"

 "Sounds like the devil was here."

The sheriff turned to Clark. He eyed him up and down to see what he meant by that.
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"They're right, William." The older one put his arm around his brother's neck. He 

wrenched him tightly. "The devil was here." 

 There was the sound of someone running up the walkway, the sheriff whipped 

around looking for it, only to find the noise came from Paul's dead feet clomping against 

the cement. The sheriff groaned. What nasty things the dead do. There was much to them 

that he found odd and off-putting. He stood up. He reached for his flask and poured down 

plenty.  

He had a dead murderer, and the only witnesses, the Abraham boys, believing in 

devils. There would be no more murders in Wallace, the sheriff declared. This was a town 

that wasn't supposed to have such things. If the Abraham boys were going to do anything, 

they had to do it much later, they had to take the business elsewhere.     

"You, boy." The sheriff fixed his eyes on the elder. "What's your name?"

"Jacob."

"You got family round here?"

"No, sir."

"Then it's time you shape up. You got a brother to take care of for the next few days."

Jacob nodded. "I'll make sure he's fine." He brought his brother in close to him and 

kissed him in the hair, real noble-like. 

The sheriff could see a little twist in Jacob's eye, enough to make him feel he 

shouldn't trust the kid, but he told himself it was the tumult, it was all the tumult. "That's 

a good boy," he said. He looked at Clark and nodded. "Good boy." 
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Chapter 

Sonny’s car was parked down at the end of an old logging road that incised Paul 

Abraham’s woods on the east side. His hand was wrapped with a handkerchief, a spot of 

blood soaking through. A foot of iron chain was in his other hand and as he walked its 

bottom rings knocked the flower heads of the tall Kentucky Bluegrass. He bent down in 

front of his car, to his haunches. He looped the iron chain around the bumper's left side, 

which had been disconnected, and resting in the dirt. He wrapped the chain’s two ends 

around the rod that connected his Packard’s headlights. He pulled the chain taut, the 

metals rubbed, and the bumper rose to even. 

Chapter 

The sheriff was drunk by the time Clark drove him away from the Abraham house. 

Down the town’s snakey roads, no street lamps, no cars passed, the sheriff thought this 

road had it right, you see by your own headlights. He said to Clark, “It's better he died 

today. We’d have had to kill him anyways." 
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Clark had a long swallow. "Those kids are going to grow up to be just wrong."   

"He was going to hang, Clark. He was going to hang.” 

Clark watched the road. 

"So what'll it be?" The sheriff asked. "Paul Abraham choked on a chicken bone? 

Heart attack? The state coroner is a reasonable man. Owns a cottage up on Sunapee. We 

fish there every summer."

"That boy said they saw someone in the doorway. Sonny, right?"

"Red glowing eyes," the sheriff said. "Red glowing eyes." 

"What are we going to do with them?"

"We'll put them in the cell a couple nights." 

Clark looked over. "Carl Fairbanks has been in there drunk the past three nights."

The sheriff thought. "We'll find them a home."

"This is dangerous territory, sheriff. People won't like that children are involved."

The sheriff drunkenly slungshot himself around in the seat. "Yeah it's too bad, ain't 

it?"

Clark seemed to know not to answer.

"My job is to change the past? Find the killer then their daddy come back to life? 

Their mother too? They had a shit dad. I'm doing the best I can." He felt the whiskey in 

his stomach burn. "You want a father who was murdered or you want a father who died 

because his heart was so damn broken over his wife passing that he quit living? Don't 

come to me about not taking care of these boys. That's exactly what I'm doing. I'm 
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bringing peace back to this little town. No investigation. No trial. Justice served." The 

sheriff puked onto the floor between his feet. He put his fists to his lips then hunched 

over. He upchucked again, and the rest came out. 

“Jesus." Clark was throwing looks over while he tried to drive.  

Blood was in the puke on the sheriff's hand. The sight of it brought to him the feeling 

that there was going to be one more death. It made him think, before McFarland went, 

he'd never felt old. Never felt like the rope was being pulled from him, right through his 

hands. He rolled the window down, put his hand into the wind, and shook it as clean as it 

would get. His whole sleeve was soiled. He lamented the good mood he'd been in. 

 He bent his neck around in a circle and the muscles loosened and inside things 

popped. “Oughta quit this job. Quit it while I still can.”  

“Ah, now you stop that talk. Today just wasn’t a good day for us.”

The sheriff didn’t take his eyes off the passing woods. 

Compared to how many things happened to him in the course of his life, there were 

very few things the sheriff remembered every minute of. This past week, he told himself, 

every second. You ain't gonna wash yourself clean of a goddamn second.       

A battery of coughs barged in, harsh guttural hacks that left the sheriff with his chin 

on his chest wheezing. 

“Let’s get you home to the missus, huh?” Clark patted the sheriff twice on his thigh. 

He gave a big smile. "She’ll fix you up right. She’ll know how. I give her two days. 
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Maybe one and a half. Get you going again. Stews and tea. Little rest in bed. A woman’s 

touch. You’ll come back a rod of lightning.”

“A rod of lightning?”

“That’s right.”

The sheriff’s head fell back against the seat. He stared out at the woods.  “I would like 

to see her.”

Chapter 

The search for a new home was a confusing time for the boys. They did not 

understand why family who had so welcomed them on holidays wanted nothing to do 

with them now that they were orphans. The only family member who from the start 

wanted them was their father's brother. He lived in Lowell. The sheriff drove down to 

hand-deliver the papers he needed him to sign, and after he could not find the brother at 

his apartment, not at the mill, not at the bar, the sheriff got a tip and found him dead-eyed 

drunk in a brothel, his left hand up a girl's shirt, his right down a boy's pants. The rest of 

their father's family had moved west and did not return any letter of contact. 

The boys stayed in the sheriff's house in the mean time, and though they were treated 

well, they were more or less kept hidden. They were not allowed to leave the sheriff's 

property, not allowed in the front yard.
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It had been decided that the sheriff's house would be in the town center. This way he 

could be  easily reached in case of emergency. The county had wanted that. But this 

meant the boys were more or less perched up above the town green for all man, woman, 

and child to see. The sheriff had been getting drunk a lot and he told them to stay away 

from the windows, but his wife wouldn't allow for them to live under such a rule. The 

boys became an advertisement for murder, and that made the sheriff spring for extending 

the search for family to across the Atlantic. 

The first dinner they'd all had together -- the sheriff, his wife, and the boys -- started 

with William spilling his milk all over himself. 

The sheriff's napkin hung out his shirt and he used it to wipe his face. He wondered if 

it was always going to be like this. They'd never had children, never been around them.

His wife damn near leapt at the kid, the little one, landing on her old knees, and she 

used her own napkin to dab up the milk, but the napkin wasn't enough. The kid didn't 

even cry so he'd look stupid and cute, he just sat there, dead still, looking like a clumsy 

fool. 

The older didn't bat an eye when the glass had shattered on the floor. He'd just kept 

eating his chicken like there was something racing him for it.

Dread filled the sheriff's stomach, and he lost his appetite. He crossed his right leg 

over the other and sighed.
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"Well," his wife said. She pinched the little one's cheek, but he seemed too old for 

that. "Looks like you need out of those clothes. Let's go." She walked him out of the 

kitchen, and it was just the sheriff and the older.

He asked,  "You ever shot somebody with that gun?" The boy's eyes were on the 

sheriff's pistol, which was in its holster, hanging from the coat rack.

The sheriff looked the boy over a moment. He said, "Once or twice."

The boy belched.

"It's because you ate that chicken so fast."

"What?"

"You're belching because you ate that chicken too fast."

He belched again.

"Excuse you," the sheriff said.

The boy looked again at the pistol.

"Excuse you." The sheriff drank.

"Why did you shoot people?"

"I was in a war." He put the drink down. "And that's what you do."

The boy smiled like he'd learned something. "That's right," he said. "That is what you 

do." He put the bone in his mouth and chewed off the strong white bit on its end.

The sheriff's wife came back in with the little one. He was wearing the clothes he 

slept in, just a white shirt and underwear. He was a kid, but still, he looked too old to be 

walking around like that.
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"I got more clothes back at home," he said. "Can we go there tonight and get them?"

 "No," the sheriff said. He said it quickly and they all looked at him. "There's no 

going back there."

"He needs clothes," his wife said. 

"You can get them. He ain't going back."

The older one said, "How come?"

The sheriff drank.

The older one said, "Why can't he go back?"

"You don't live there anymore. Those clothes aren't yours anymore. In fact." He 

looked at his wife. "We ought to get them all new ones."

She didn't look happy. Her eyes were open as wide as they go, but she must have 

known better than to start anything in front of the children.

He knew he was being unreasonably stubborn. Maybe he was drunk, but it just 

seemed right to not let them get one step back in that house. 

The older one said, "You can't keep us from going in there."

"I can keep you from leaving this house."

His wife looked aghast. "And are you supposing I'm the one to stay here and make 

sure they don't?"

"No," he said. "Clark will stay here with them." He was talking without thinking. 

His wife started clearing the table and they fought a little after, but he pulled rank, 

saying he was the man of the house and the sheriff of the county. And that's how it was 
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decided; the boys weren't to leave the house, Clark was to be there at the house any hour 

the sheriff was not, and the boys' bags were to be kept packed. 

 Finally, a letter arrived from the mother's sister, Abigail. It stated the children would 

be more than welcomed at their home, and that the money in the envelope was to pay for 

their boat ride over. The currency was white paper and the sheriff, just come into the 

kitchen for lunch, held it up to the sunlight to inspect it. 

"Funny money," Clark said. He was filling his lunch cup with water from the faucet. 

"What you doing with it?"

The sheriff returned the bills to the envelope then he tucked it all into his coat pocket. 

He felt like he'd finally done it. "Get the bags. The boys are headed to Spain."      

Chapter

William spent most of the first nights in Spain awake, sitting up Indian-style, rubbing 

the bottoms of his feet. One night he said to his brother, who slept in the bed next to his, 

“Uncle Sergio told me when dead people go to heaven, we can see them in the sky as 

stars. Do you think that’s true?”

“That’s what you tell kids you think are stupid," Jacob said without coming out from 

under the covers. "Killers go to hell.”
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That morning they ate breakfast in their aunt Abigail's and her husband Sergio's 

apartment in Barcelona, in the Barri Gotic. Upon hearing the tragedy the boys lived 

through, Sergio had insisted that they take the boys in.  

"Did you sleep well, William?" Sergio asked.

"It's noisy outside. And not dark."

"The people of Spain are guarding you. They need light."

Abigail passed behind Sergio, running her hand over his thinning hair.

"Now, if you will excuse me." He stood from the table, a banana and a half eaten 

piece of toast in hand. "I must open the cafe."

"Can we work there someday?" William asked.

"Of course. After school, any day you want."  

Sergio stuffed the newspaper under his armpit. In a mirror on the wall, he checked his 

mustache. He knocked the bread crumbs out of it, and combed the hairs straight with his 

fingers. When he'd left, Jacob asked his aunt, "Can I stay home from school today?"

"What for?"

"I don't understand any of what the teacher says."

"No." With two slender fingers, she picked a cigarette from its case, plugged it into 

her ivory holder then lit up. "It's Tuesday. The ladies are coming over to play cards. You 

must be at school. Unless you want to serve us, as William so cutely did last week."

"It was a pleasure to serve you, madam." William graciously bowed his head.
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That night Jacob crawled across the floor and popped up at his brother's bed. He 

wrapped his pillow around William's face and pinned its ends to the mattress with all his 

weight. His brother's screams went unheard by anyone out of the room. Jacob wondered 

how long a person could go without air and if the body gained extra strength when it was 

in its final throes. His brother was kicking his legs, but he didn't seem to be doing it with 

any extra strength. 

"Stop screaming," Jacob said, softly but sternly. He raised the pillow a little, the 

screaming grew louder, so he jammed the pillow back down. "Stop screaming and I'll 

stop."

William hushed, his body went still.

Jacob lifted the pillow off his brother and sat next to him on the bed. The sound of 

William catching his breath filled the room. Jacob threw the pillow away and he pulled 

the matches from his pocket, snapped one, and held it so its unlit end was next to 

William's nose. Jacob put his face next to his brother's. "Your eyes are like two giant 

moons," he said.

"Why did you do that?"

Jacob blew the match out. "Did you see mom and dad?" 

By the summer of 1936, Jacob was spending as little time as possible in the 

apartment. He roamed the streets, amongst buildings draped in the red or red and black 

flags of Barcelona's trade unions. Revolutionary songs hissed out of phonographs night 

and day, and Jacob memorized the words, not knowing the meaning. He saw boys 
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chalking hammers and sickles on brick church walls. When he finally thought he'd 

figured what they were drawing, he approached them, tapped one on the shoulder, took 

the boy's chalk, and added blood dripping from the tip of the sickle's blade. The kids 

nodded, seemed to like it, and Jacob was impressed by the notion that blood was a 

universal language. They hit all the Catholic Churches that night, bloody sickles on every 

corner, and with rocks they shattered the God stained windows. 

On the weekends, the brothers worked at their uncle’s café. Jacob hated being there 

and his work was sloppy. He was always lazy and morose. He stayed in the kitchen or 

behind the counter, preparing coffees, aligning cold cuts, whipping eggs, working the 

register. When not at the café, he would roam the streets and steal. Not out of need but for 

sport. His work was nothing fancy – pinpoint the target, an old lady, a tourist, position 

himself head-on, and when one more step would lead to a collision, he’d snatch the purse, 

kick a shin if he must, and run for the alleys. He only made enough to keep a cigarette 

between his lips.  

On some nights after the café closed and the front door was locked, Sergio would turn 

the main lights off and insist the boys sit down at a table, candle light flickering on the 

drafts, them drinking, and he would tell the boys he was going to teach them how to 

speak like men.  

“Jacob, Escola.” Sergio knew English but it seemed to Jacob that he preferred to say 

some words in the language of his childhood. “How is it going?”  

“The teachers won’t speak English.”
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“Excuses are useless. You can do well in math then.” 

“Painting actually.” Jacob looked across the table, checked to see if his brother had 

heard him. “That’s what I like.” The idea of being an artist had just come to him and he 

waited for the respect he thought the declaration would gain him.

“Ah." Sergio's eyes widened. "See then William? Right in front of us, the next Pablo. 

Salut.” Sergio raised his glass and smiled. He often made such grand declarations, and 

referred to any celebrity who had a connection to Spain by their first name. He sipped his 

cognac and the boys followed. “And you, William? Escola.”

“I’ve quit school.”

Jacob bit his thumb in anticipation of his uncle's reaction.      

“I’m going to focus on my writing.”

“I'm sure a year of high school is all any man needs,” Jacob said and waited for his 

uncle to pounce.

“A writer’s education is travel, reading, writing," William said. "Writing more. School 

is for the directionless.”   

“Ernesto,” Sergio said. “Pablo and Ernesto living under the roof I own. The Lord has 

blessed me.”

Jacob finished the cognac in his glass, while slicing his brother up with his eyes. As 

usual, this type of conversation put him in the mood to hunt the roads, take his anger out 

on the city.  

“As your patron,” Sergio said. “How can I serve you boys?”
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“I’ll need nothing,” William said. “The people already walk the streets and I have 

eyes and ears.”    

“I need an easel,” Jacob said. 

Sergio said, “Of course. Anything else?”

“I guess paint.”

Sergio converted the space above his café into a studio for the boys to share. Jacob 

hid up there. He blended smudges of paint on canvases with very little skill or artistry. 

William said he preferred to roam the streets, and while he slept Jacob would steal his 

brother's notebooks, which he wrote in messily but prolifically, and he'd wonder how his 

brother knew so many words. It seemed to Jacob that his brother was noticing things he 

that he was not, but things that William's writing could make seem so true.

 In a short time, William had written poems about people falling into various states of 

destitute, the death of a homeless man, the besmirching of a schoolgirl, a marriage that’s 

end coincided with the couple's return trip from their honeymoon, and the babbling of a 

drunken, misanthropic, young government clerk. He said it was the writers of Russia that 

gave him such ideas, but Jacob didn't think his brother could read Russian. 

Sergio put up the money to see the poems in print and he tried to sell copies from the 

windowsill of the café. The collection was barely bought and saw no critical attention. 

Sergio and William were proud though. Sergio arranged for a photographer from the local 

newspaper to come to the café and he snapped pictures of the poet, his benefactor’s arm 

around his shoulders, each with a hand on the book. Jacob stayed out on the street that 
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night, joining his comrades in terrorizing the bourgeois. The next morning William must 

have clipped the photo out from the newspaper, because it hung on the cafe wall, from a 

nail in a nice frame. 

Upon seeing the photo that afternoon, Jacob marched straight up the stairs to the 

studio, ignoring all the customers and his uncle who was waiting for him, holding an 

apron. Jacob's easel, in the center of the room, was missing its canvas and looked skeletal 

without it. He jogged back down to the café, stopped at the bottom step and scanned. His 

painting – a cartoonish rendition of an indistinguishable four-legged animal looking up at 

a clock on a mountaintop with the sun hanging on the horizon – was on the mantel above 

the fireplace, a prominent position in the room, just above the customers’ chatting heads.

Sergio saw Jacob and he stopped wiping the table in front of him. He tossed the towel 

over his shoulder.      

“Who took my painting?” Jacob asked. 

A few heads in the café turned towards him.  

“William thought you were done,” Sergio said.

William was clearing a table and had his fingers wrapped around the handles of two 

mugs. “You’d signed it.” He shrugged then hooked his finger through the loop of another. 

“I thought it was finished.”

Jacob cowered from the glare of his hideous painting and embarrassment heated his 

stomach.

Sergio grabbed the canvas by its corner and asked, “Do you want it by the window?” 
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Jacob could see everyone in the room piece together what the discussion was about. 

A man said something Jacob could not understand, but a few people swung their heads 

towards the painting and laughed. 

William said, “I think it looks good there," and he said it with all the artistic authority 

his poems had earned him.  

“Fuck off,” Jacob snapped back and he ran out of the café. 

The family did not see Jacob for the rest of the week. It was late summer, 1936, and 

General Franco had announced, “The Army has decided to restore order in Spain” and 

civil war broke out. The worry over Jacob's disappearance was exacerbated by the clashes 

in Barcelona between citizens and soldiers, and then forgotten when Abigail was killed 

while carrying a bundle of flowers she was going to use to decorate the cafe. Sergio was 

walking with her, and he returned home, after a trip to the hospital and to the police 

department. He told William that they'd just been walking, discussing the day's menu 

when a shot sounded from a window, high in a building, and Abigail had dropped like 

she'd tripped. The flowers had spread before her in a bouquet of yellow and red. 

William and Sergio were seated at the kitchen table. There was nothing on it but a 

newspaper and Sergio's coffee mug. Then Jacob showed up. He had a gash across his 

forehead and he was eager to show it. He shut the door then headed straight for the chair 

and let out a huff when he sat. "This city is lit up right now." He smiled, big. "See this 

gash?" Of course they could, it was a thin line of blood and a wide ranging trickle falling 

off it. It looked sprayed on him like mud on a windshield. 
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William doubted all of the blood was his.

 "I got one of them boys by the tip of his ear and a few tuffs of hair. In comes another 

holding a knife, woo." Jacob looked at William and he looked at Sergio. He pointed to the 

cut. "This is all he got of me." He had a look at the stove. "What's for dinner? I'm dying."

William crossed his arms and tried to tell his brother with a glare that he ought to just 

shut up.     

Sergio started crying.

"What happened?" Jacob asked.

William said, "Aunt Abigail was shot. She's dead."

Sergio blubbered a bit.

Jacob filled his lungs with the kitchen's stale air. He seemed to switch to doing some 

figuring in his head. "I know who did this."

William shook his head. "How could you?"

"I don't know the exact person, but it couldn't have been any of our boys."

"Our boys?" William asked. "Who are our boys?"

"The men fighting for the people."

"And who is that?"

"The POUM."

"Explain them." William said it like a challenge, not like he wanted to know.

Jacob didn't even try to make something up. He just looked away from his brother, 

and went to Sergio. "This is exactly why I've signed up. I'm joining the militia."
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Sergio didn't look able to say anything. It was probably too much for him. His mind 

couldn't handle any more.

William asked, "You're going to run off and fight in this? Now?" He looked at his 

grieving uncle. It would just be the two of them in the apartment.

"I have honor, so yes. Our aunt was killed by them, William. Do you understand what 

that means?" He pointed at William. "In fact, I want you to join too."

"You're crazy. You don't know who killed her."

"I do."

"You can't."

Jacob rose it to shouting. "I do."

William shouted back, "You couldn't tell us a damn thing about this war and don't 

start this shit about family obligation. You want an obligation? Stay here and help your 

uncle."

Jacob shut his mouth and rubbed his nose. He looked at William as if his insults were 

just babbling he'd already rejected.

"What about your painting?" Sergio asked.

"Please."

William said, "You just want to kill something."

"If I wanted to kill something, I'd kill you."

"Yeah?" William stood and the table jumped. 
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Jacob was up in a flash. He faked going around the table one way, then sprinted 

around in the other. 

"Boys!" Sergio yelled. He got up and the boys were going to converge on him, but 

William pulled back. Jacob kept going and Sergio had to put his hands on him. He had 

Jacob stopped, his arm barring him. His elbow was against Jacob's throat and he had a 

handful of Jacob's shirt. 

William saw in his brother's eye a hate that looked hungry. 

He made one more surge against Sergio's steel arms, then looked like he realized it 

wasn't worth trying anymore. He eased up, fixed his shirt, then walked to the cupboard. 

"Jacob," Sergio said. "Please stay."

Jacob opened the cupboard. "You got any scotch?"

"Let him go," William said. "We're better off without him."

"Yeah right, you barely function without your momma's tit. I'm gonna win this war. 

For the people." He reached into a sack and pulled a potato. He bit into it. "For Aunt 

Abigail." 

William picked up his uncle's coffee mug and whipped it at his brother's head. It 

shattered against the cupboard and though shards busted and ricocheted in all directions, 

none hit Jacob. He turned back towards the room. "Guess that's a good omen." He winked 

at William. 

Sergio dropped into the chair, looking ready to sleep or die.

Jacob took another potato, put it in his pocket, then walked out the door. 
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Chapter  

Jacob headed for the Aragon front wearing a pair of new tan corduroy pants and boots 

with soles just nailed in by a cobbler in Barcelona. He wore the cotton shirt and wool 

socks the militia gave him, but they hadn't given him anything else. He would have liked 

to have a picture of his Aunt Abigail to keep in his bag or stuff in his wallet. His brother 

though had been so pissy that there was no time to ask his uncle for one. It was difficult 

to keep her in mind without a picture. War was far too intriguing. What new options were 

going to manifest in such a setting? 

The soldiers had been told they were going to a mountaintop and that Franco's men 

were bunkered down on one opposite. The sides were like two pawns squared against one 

another, an officer had told them, too dumb, too scared, too ill-equipped to do anything. 

Jacob stood at the back of his unit, realizing this was real. This was gloriously real. 

The truck backed up to the men, and a guy in the bed kicked the tailgate down, he 

whistled, and the men climbed up into the bay of the truck. 

"Full," Jacob was told and a finger pointed to the next truck back.

He was the only one of his unit still on the ground. In the bay of the next truck, he 

was surrounded by faces he did not know, faces that housed fresh eyes, a lot of blinking, 

a lot of looking up at the dawn stars. Jacob found a spot to sit in the middle of the men, 

and when he touched down, his hands and his backside, he felt the cold burn of metal that  
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had sucked in the night's freeze. Looking around, there was no way to tell they were all 

on the same side, each man had brought his own coat, in all colors, and Jacob foresaw the 

chance to shoot a man he was not supposed to.  

By noon, the trucks had stopped and the men rolled out of the bays, their legs frozen 

tubes of meat. The soldiers talked to warm their teeth and to stop them from chattering. 

They stretched and rubbed their legs. Two attendants screwed their way through the men. 

One attendant held a big box that took two arms to wrap it, the other dispensed from it a 

red handkerchief to each man. They were told to keep the handkerchief tied around their 

neck at all times. Jacob wrapped the red cloth around his then pulled the two ends tight to 

a beefy knot. He assessed the look of the other men and thought they all looked pretty 

sharp with red draped around the back of their shoulders and a ball of it against their 

throats. That red handkerchief meant Jacob belonged officially to something, and he'd 

never had that before, never felt like he walked amongst brethren in tune with his ethos, 

but here they were, he thought, out on a rock that had a giant ocean between where he 

was born and where they were, squawking words he hardly knew. Still, he'd found them. 

He felt proud for the first time in his life.  

A red-haired man intercepted Jacob’s group as they approached the camp on the 

mountain side. The man's grisly red beard made him look older than he likely was, and 

the mud that caked his face and fingers told how long he’d been at war. “You the militia 

boys from Barcelona?”
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The group, some of them not over sixteen, affirmed this while scanning the rocky 

terrain. 

“Right then.” Three quick whistles passed overhead through the misty sky. The 

redhead didn't flinch. “Welcome lads. I’m Nigel. Find an open dugout along the line to 

keep your kit in. Then back here in ten minutes. Get you some guns.” He stared at their 

faces. “I reckon you lads are now itching for some guns.”

The new soldiers did as they were told and scattered along the mountaintop. As Jacob 

moved towards the mountain’s edge, his range of sight grew smaller, as it seemed the 

source of the mist, dead bodies or frothing chemical broth, was somewhere down the 

cliff, in the ravine that separated the Republic's mountain top from the Fascists'. A 

network of tight corridors had been cut into the ground through the white limestone, and 

Jacob jumped down into one and he saw holes dug out along the walls and men huddled 

inside them. At militia training, they’d slept in horse stables on hay, smelt piss and oats 

all night, so Jacob figured the Republic’s policy on what constituted a bed was pretty 

loose.    

He climbed over sandbag partitions and scooted around chunks of rock that had been 

too big to remove. He passed bearded men who were muddy, shivering sentries. He 

avoided soggy bread crusts and tin cans, as he searched for an open hole to lay his bag in. 

He was surprised to find such little carnage on a frontline. Men sat in groups on the tops 

of the corridor walls, their feet dangling down, their boots ribbons of muddy leather, and 

they oiled their rifles, counted bullet cartridges, rolled cigarettes. There wasn’t so much 
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as a spot of blood on them. Just dirt and they all trembled from the cold. Perhaps the most 

awful thing out there was the smell. Human excrement mostly, but it had mixed in the air 

with the sour stink of decaying food. The stenches rode the mountain winds, a powerful 

bouquet shot up Jacob’s nose, and was enough to force him to stop and shake his head.   

Jacob brought with him a rolled up blanket, a coffee mug that hung off his pack by 

lanyard, a blank notebook for letters, a knife, a few change of socks, two bottles of 

absinthe, and a conscience washed clean. He was at war to start over or die, and, of 

course, to see what he could along the way. The kid he was in America and the young 

man who frisked the streets for cheap thrills was not who he would continue to be. He 

would introduce himself as a soldier now, the red handkerchief, he'd sleep in dirt because 

there were no beds where he was needed. He would want no more than to defend his 

brothers and this new country. He hadn't been quite able to articulate what he was 

defending this all from, and he'd endured a long, cynical stare from Sergio when he'd first 

tried, but that was the beauty of where he was now, who he was with, there was no need 

to explain. All he needed was to show devotion. Turn it to an obsession and he'd walk 

down this damn mountain a decorated hero.        

He found a hole in the ridge that he thought was vacant. He tossed his bag in and it 

plopped back out. A bear-like grunt followed. 

“God damn it,” a voice said from the dark. “I was in the first real sleep I had all 

week.”

“No more room in there?”
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“Yeah, there's an open king-size. The rats sleep on it though. Just have to throw ’em 

off and it’s all yours.”            

Jacob kneeled down and inside the dark hole he could see only the bottom of boots. 

“Set your bag down,” the voice said. “I’ll put it here next to mine.”

“Thanks. I’m new here so –”

“Yeah, so you got no idea what’s going on. I know. Name is Sam.” A hand came out 

of the dark, like a pale snake emerging from its hole. 

“Jacob.” Their hands shook. “Where you from?” 

“Texas." Sam cackled a wild laugh. “Man, I don’t know what in hell I’m doing out 

here.”

“I’m American too.”  

“I'll be. Two American boys meet in a hole in a Spanish rock. Don’t even think the 

pictures would touch that one. You a Yankee?”

“New England.” 

“Thought so. Normally, I’d tell you New England is something we oughta give back 

to the Indians, but seeing there ain’t no other Americans round here, I’ll not hold your 

home state against you.”

“You southerners still feeling bitter?”

“Bitter?" He made some noise like he was passing air through his lips slapping 

together. "My family was forced to move out’a Carolina after your bastard son Tecumseh 

scorched our land to nothing but dirt and ash." He spoke the words so fast it was like 
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they'd go bad, if he didn't shoot them out. "We lost grandma, an uncle, two cousins, the 

house, dogs. You damn right we bitter.”

“You don't look old enough to have lived through that.”

 “I wasn’t born in that century. I'm just still living with it.”

“Yeah.” Jacob’s eyes wandered. He saw that down the line of sandbags his militia 

company was gathered. Soldiers holding guns had formed a line, Jacob's company stood 

in another, and Nigel was positioned in the middle. “I’ll be back,” he said. 

This was the first time Jacob’s hands held a gun. His militia unit had received a 

week’s worth of training at a cavalry barrack before being sent to the front, but not once 

did they see a weapon. The training had consisted of lieutenants scolding the young street 

toughs, who had the revolutionary spirit in spades but lacked a soldier’s discipline. For 

most of the week they marched in formation, a very useless skill, Jacob was seeing, for 

the narrow corridors of the frontline. 

The gun-bearing soldiers were men rusted stiff by the mud and the cold. The mist 

from the valley between mountaintops rose behind them. Jacob pushed into line and he 

saw in the puffy, red-skinned eyes of the soldier across from him that he was ready to 

ravage wine, good meat, and a woman. The soldier approached, clicks and jingles coming 

from the rudimentary gear that hung off his body, mud sucking his boots. Jacob wondered 

how this man could have lost focus and allowed the longing for pleasures to kill his duty 

to the soldiers he'd been linked to. The soldier held the rifle forward, giving it to Jacob as 
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if he were handing over an old dying dog. Jacob took it with contempt, like it had been 

his from the start and this disgraceful soldier had snuck away with it in the night. 

 “Suave,” he said. Gentle. 

Jacob looked the long, dirty thing over. He did not see the potential. It was a hole, a 

shaft, a few switches. There was nothing tangible to it that said kill, nothing like the edge 

of a good knife.                        

Once every man had his weapon, most rifles being just as rusty and mud-caked as the 

men who'd handed them over, and each new owner had been instructed on the gun’s 

nuisances by its former, Nigel called for the attention of the group and recited a speech he 

seemed to know well. 

“Welcome to the Aragon Front," he said. "The place where nobody dies unless they 

do something stupid. Where everybody gets to go home – cold, hungry, and dirty, but 

hear that mate? You go home. As I’ve said, my name is Nigel. My rank is of no matter. 

Do not address me as Sir or Senor but as Nigel.” A translator was next to him, relaying 

the message in Spanish. “Drop down now. On a knee.” He did it and so the rest of the 

soldiers did too. “Get a finger of this mud. Wipe it across your forehead. Again then, 

behind your ear.” He stared at the mud on the ground as if it was the same lunch he’d 

eaten everyday for years. “Acquaint yourself with it like it was the blanket your mother 

wrapped you in.” He rose to his height stiffly, wincing when he straightened his left knee. 

“Now nurse your ammo, lads. No sense in firing from this range. You’re more likely to 

bust the rifle’s bolt and have it blow your scalp back than you are to pick off a Fascist.” 
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He took his hat off and ran his fingers through the oily hair by his ears. “You got three 

months out here. That means you’ll be leaving for a two-week holiday just before the lice 

can eat your crotch out.” He replaced the hat on his head. “If you value a good night’s 

sleep, tea in the morning, a hot shower, well then you’ve come to the wrong fucking 

hotel. There’s a little river about a kilometer away, back behind you, wash yourself in it 

once every two weeks. It’s snow water now, but you’ll grow used to that. Out there 

behind me, down off the cliff, that foggy valley is No Man’s Land. Now, as the moniker 

implies – do not walk your sorry ass out there – unless you're ordered to. Other than that, 

there’s not much else to know around here. Every so often the Fascists fire a few rounds 

our way. Once in a while, someone catches one on the old noggin. Show me a way of life 

that doesn’t go that way though.”

A soldier's gun fired amongst the crowd. Everyone ducked, and the guilty soldier, 

some kid who looked like he kept two socks stuffed in his cheeks, stood frozen with the 

rifle pointed up and across his chest, looking most frightened of all.  

Sam was on guard duty that night and Jacob followed him out to his post. Sam 

greeted the sentry on duty with half a nod, and the man peeled away, heading silently 

back for camp, looking ready to sleep in his damp hole, but not seeming too happy about 

the prospect of it. Sam and Jacob climbed up a rock of limestone, at a ledge on the 

western line of the front, and they watched the flank under the clear night, their heels 

knocking the stone. 
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Jacob hadn’t seen the stars so bright since he was in New England. There was a 

richness he saw in them that he'd never noticed before, each was its own sharp glow, a 

rigid outline, individual but in the fold. He didn't know if it was the darkness of the sky, 

the clean air, maybe holding the gun, but his eyes had gained strength since joining up 

with the boys to guard and to kill. He felt at ease yet so strong. He thought a wolf must 

have felt the same way every night, as he too sat under stars, on guard for the pack, 

armed to kill. 

Sam cradled his rifle between his elbow and hip. He reached into his coat pocket and 

came out with a glass bottle, round as his fist, tall as two.    

Jacob was shivering. “You’re not cold?” 

“Nah." His other hand pulled out a handkerchief.

“What do you do to stay warm?”

Sam popped out the bottle's rubber stopper, cupped the bottle top with the wadded 

handkerchief, and tipped the bottle over a swig. "This." He covered his mouth and nose 

with the soaked cloth and inhaled until he couldn't grab in anymore air and he made a 

quiet croak. 

Jacob smelt gasoline.   

Sam looked like he'd just woken up without ever having gone to sleep. “And I sing. 

Yo-de-le-e. Yo-de-le-e-ee. Old cowboy songs mostly.” 

“What is that?”

“Yodeling. Can’t feel cold when you’re yodeling. Yo-de-le-e-ooo.”
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Jacob laughed. He couldn't remember having done so since his crew of Barcelona 

street-toughs drew tits on the Virgin Mary. 

Fascists carried lanterns on the mountaintop across No Man’s Land and they taunted 

Jacob and all of the newcomers who did not believe yet that it was impossible to hit 

somebody. Jacob made a gun with his fingers, pointed at the walking lanterns, and shot 

making pop sounds.      

Sam had the bottle back in his coat pocket. He'd tucked away his handkerchief, and 

now was piling next to him on the rock the materials he'd need for a cigarette. “What 

made you come out here?”    

Jacob said, “I’m here to kill Fascists. Fighting for the rights of workers and everyday 

people.”

Sam spat on the ground. “Please. I seen pigs lie in shit better than that.” His fingers 

maneuvered shredded tobacco to even the layer in a rolling paper. He rubbed the excess 

paper at the cigarette’s end into a twist. “And if that was what you wanted, you’d be in 

Madrid or some place, where the action is. Not here.”

Jacob flipped the collar up on his jacket to stop the wind from whipping his throat. 

Sam asked, “If you so into this war, what’s the difference between a Fascist and a 

Nationalist? You know?" 

"One comes from Italy."

"It’s a trick. See? They one and the same. An interchangeable term.”

Jacob chewed his lips. "I don't concern myself with the politics of this."
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“How old are you?” Sam asked.

“Twenty-three.”

“Your Ma and Pa know you’re out here?”

“I guess.” 

Sam took out his book of matches and struck one with his hands cupped to block the 

wind. “They approve?” 

“Sure,” Jacob said and he snickered. "Say, you ever light your face on fire, smoking 

after huffing that?"

Sam cocked his eyebrow, and that was enough to answer Jacob's question. “Why are 

you here?” Jacob asked.

“I was born and raised in west Texas.” Sam kept the cigarette in the corner of his 

mouth and shook out the flame on the match. “And that is not where I am gonna die.” 

“To die here is better?”

Sam raised his shoulders then dropped them. “You know how big this world is?”

“No.”

“Well I ain’t got no numbers, but it’d be a shame to have lived only one place a whole 

life, to have never seen anything else. They find my body out on some Spanish 

mountaintop, filled with Germanic or Italian bullets, no way they can prove I never got 

out of Texas. That’s more then most men I know can say. Cigarette?” 

“I brought my own.” Jacob took out his box, knocked one out, and lit it. The smoke 

pleasantly stung his nose. He looked up again at the sparkling stars.
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"And to be honest," Sam continued. "I think war has got something of a hold on me. 

It's nice to have purpose, in'it?"

"Sure is. I was something of a mess before I found this."

"Yeah?"

"Oh nothing bad." Jacob calculated his words. "Curious, without proper direction."

"Yep."

“The English guy seems all right.” 

“Nigel? He tells it straight. That's to be appreciated out in a war. A man who’ll give it 

to you without a political bow tie.”

“How come they let a Brit be in charge?”

“British are the finest war makers on our side. A couple with real military experience 

joined the cause and some were put in charge of this ragtag militia. But it’s a pretty 

boring show out here, really. If you fixing for combat, anytime a unit gets put together to 

go out on an expedition, you tell them sign you up. One such party’s coming in right 

now.” Across the mountaintops a small party of lanterns headed towards them. “Them 

lanterns. Yonder.”

“How you sure it’s them?”

“We got codes. When within shouting distance, I yell out, Abraham Lincoln! They 

yell back, hang the Yankee. I let them by.”

“That works?”
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“Mostly.” Sam’s cigarette burned quickly, and he indiscriminately tossed this one’s 

singed end to the ground. An hour in to the watch, there was a hill of chewed on, burned 

brown cigarette papers under his feet. "Let's go," he said and scooted off the rock. "Gotta 

check these boys."

Jacob dropped to his feet. 'Checking these boys' would be his first official duty of the 

war. He kicked his legs to get them feeling again then righted his pants on his hips. He 

followed behind Sam as if he already ran the camp, and there wasn't a thing that was to 

go on that he had not authorized.    

The lanterns grew bigger as the party passed over the hump of the hilltop. Men came 

down the slope in a line, so it seemed as though a row of glow worms crawled towards 

Sam and Jacob on the flank of the camp.  

Sam kept his rifle against his shoulder. "Abraham Lincoln!" 

Nothing back, only the faint tink-tanks of the soldiers' swaying gear.   

Jacob brought his rifle's stock to his hip. "They aren't following orders."

"Easy."

"What now?" 

Sam pushed the tip of Jacob's rifle down. "I say it again. Abraham Lincoln!"

The only sound was a shot of wind whipping through the open field.   

"Could be anybody," Jacob said.

"Nobody attacks carrying lanterns. Sometimes ‘de boys forget what to answer. I'm 

gonna shoot a round high over their heads."
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“Won't they shoot back?” 

“A Spaniard can’t hit a horse with a foot in the barn. Back up now.” 

He fired a shot that likely soared over the hilltop. The lanterns broke their line and 

lowered to ground-level. A shot blasted away a chunk of the rock Sam and Jacob had 

been sitting on. 

Jacob shuffled behind Sam. 

"Stupid bastards." Sam's teeth sounded clenched. "Abraham Lincoln!"

A shaky voice called back, "Hang -- hang the Yankees."  

Sam gave each man an I'll-eat-your-mother scowl as they walked by.  

Jacob had calmed and he read the soldiers' faces. He admired the men for what he 

perceived to be undaunted courage while in the reach of the enemy. They had been 

entrenched on enemy lines, he imagined, crouching in mud behind bushes and boulders, 

ignoring good sense and the demonic whistle of  the bullets passing. They weren’t just 

drawing chalk sickles or busting church windows. They were in the real fight. Wearing 

mud-soiled clothes that would freeze in the early morning air, air that kept them living 

obviously but the cold in it harassed them in their rock holes, stomachs that had to have 

been empty, but the soldier didn't need his stomach to hold fuel. The soldier in Jacob's 

mind ran on resolve and the righteousness derived from fighting for his comrade.

Jacob saluted each soldier as he passed, a shivering jerk of his hand from the brow. 

Two men passed and eyed him without response. One nodded, his face so taut and brittle 

that it seemed like if you touched it would burst to powder. The last man passing 
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scratched his crotch, which even through the dim light of the lanterns, Jacob could see 

was piss-stained.        

Chapter 

William’s career as a poet was put on hold when his uncle took him to a bullfight at 

Plaza de toros las Arenas. On their walk home from the arena, he told Sergio he would 

become a bullfighter.  

“It’s life and death in there, William. It isn't sport in the meaning you are thinking.”

“I know. And I love that. A fight to see who goes home and who won’t. I guarantee 

that the men who walk out of that ring have never felt the sun shine so warm. What I saw 

was more than a fight, it was artistic, it was centimeters, raw but there was intimacy, 

times when the man was gentle.”

“I always feel bad for the horses.” Sergio had grown quite sentimental, but William 

didn't blame him.

“Those animals die to enrich a man’s soul. Be sorry for the animals that die only for a 

stomach.”

“Your aunt wouldn't like it.”

“And the bull,” William continued. “Spikes in his neck, but still he charges. He never 

stops believing that he will kill and win. If only man could be so persistent, imagine what 

lives there would be.”  
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William enrolled in the Corrida de Toros Escuela at Plaza de toros las Arenas the 

following Monday. He named Juan Belmonte his favorite torero and clipped out a photo 

of him, mid-fight, standing so close to a passing bull that his pelvis was rubbing against 

the beast as it leapt up to kill him. "He brought the bull to him," William told his uncle as 

they shut down the cafe. "Saying I'm standing right here, you -- asshole -- go around me. 

That's the type of fighter I'll be. Nothing will get me to move."

Sergio set the pans in the sink then knocked up the knob of the faucet. 

"Goddamn bull ain't gonna like the likes of me.” 

Sergio said, "Did you bag up the dirty towels?" He'd become just a wandering ghost. 

William thought it like his aunt had the keys to the captain's spot in his head, she'd died 

with them, and now he glided like a ship with sails up but nobody steering. William didn't 

know what to do. He was learning that every man dies when his wife does, just in 

different ways.   

William spent most of his time at the apartment in his room. He'd tacked the photo of 

Belmonte to his bedroom door and he touched it every morning before leaving his room.

While training, William demanded his feet stay put during his suertes – the enticing 

of the bull and drawing of it past the body. He kept the cape and the muleta – a smaller 

cape used in the last stage of the bullfight – right on his hip, for that’s where he wanted 

the bull, as close to his body as possible. That's where Belmonte kept it. And William 

believed the only thing a bullfighter needed was a will strong enough to stand up to the 

power of nature. Flamboyance was a tool for cowards.
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In the ring, Julio, the teacher’s assistant, a plump man with a shabby mustache and 

curly hair ran a wheelbarrow at William, filled with hay and with two ivory spikes tied to 

its front end. He ran hard and passed right through William's cape. This practice, to 

William, was missing the most important element of the whole thing, and that was that 

the bull passing could any moment tear his knees out from under him. Leave him two 

dead legs that would bleed out, if he couldn't get the animal by properly. William learned 

what he wanted was to be in a position where he had to get the bull close to him, but he 

had to keep his skin on too. There was no danger with Julio. He was a dud, and each time 

he passed William glared at him, feeling bored and wanting the flood of a real thrill. 

Julio's kind passes were like little ripples lapping against a giant cement dam.   

“You must keep the cape further away from you,” his teacher, Senor Casillas, called 

from outside the ring. “The bulls will tear you to nothing.” He was a middle-aged man, 

but his hoary spirit made him an old guard, a traditionalist, who explained to William that 

the methods of a fighter like Belmonte were suicidal.  

"Give me a real bull," William called back, "and we can see."

William inched closer to his next position in the ring, stopping in a stance with his 

feet shoulder-distance apart then put his right foot in front. He leaned forward with the 

muleta in his left hand, his other hand clutching the sword. He snapped the red cape once. 

Julio lifted the wheelbarrow, the spikes lowered, and he ran, his face scrunched so it 

seemed he was coming with all he could. The two spikes hit the muleta, and William 

turned with them to keep the cloth draped over their points as Julio turned and cut the run 
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to a jog. He circled around William, trotting back to his spot, and he looked at his boss 

and shook his head. 

“Ninato,” Casillas muttered and pushed off the fence. “Move your muleta out!” He 

held his hand out to show William where. “He’s too close!” 

William walked over to his teacher, wrapping up the pure red muleta around the 

wooden stick the cloth hung from. He didn't know where he'd learned to do it, but he'd 

figured out how to turn his eyes to ice picks. He came close enough so he could speak 

softly, and though he had to look up, he screwed his eyes to Casillas’. “Don’t tell me not 

to bring the bull in close just because you can’t do it. This is how I fight.” 

Casillas leaned back onto the wall that separated the ring from the stands. He spit and 

it sounded flatulent.

"Is all you have a fat man to run at me?"

"It's practice. You must first learn."  

“You practice taking a bullet by having a man throw a rock at you?"

William returned to the center of the ring, walking with his chest out. He got there 

then gave half a nod to call for Julio and his wheelbarrow to come again.

He walked home alone that afternoon. The fighting on the street had stopped, but the 

Civil Guards still frisked anyone they wanted. On William, all they would have found 

was a flask, which he'd been filling with liquor from the cafe. The whole walk home he 

thought about how to get into the ring with a real bull. 
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Chapter 

 The next day, William cornered Senor Casillas in his office before his lessons began 

and he asked to be put in the ring for the next fight. Casillas refused. William had not 

completed his training.  

Casillas said, "You seem very badly to want to be gored."

"Well I quit then."

Casillas didn't look surprised. "You are an American. Bullfighting was never for you 

to begin with."

William left the office knowing he was going to get his bull whether Casillas allowed 

it or not.  

Despite the ongoing war, the directors of the Plaza de toros las Arenas continued 

weekly bullfights. They seemed to believe distracting the people’s minds with sport could 

be therapeutic, and good crowds still showed – they astutely discounted the ticket prices 

for wartime -- and while some people came to the ring to have reason to cheer, William 

figured others filed in with the quiet hope of finally seeing blood after reading in the 

papers so much about war. 

If Casillas wasn't going to let him face a bull properly, he would go about it the other 

way. He had heard stories of men jumping into the ring from the crowd, stealing the bull's 

attention and getting in a few passes before being tackled and dragged out. Oddly 

enough, such bravery was what got some fighters noticed and this hijacking acted as the 

catalyst for their careers. 
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At breakfast, he told Sergio this is what he would do, and Sergio hadn't taken another 

bite since.  He asked, "What's your plan once you get in there?"

 "If I make it in, it's simple. Bring the bull in close as I can -- get the hell out of the 

way. No frills." He clapped his hands together, right in front of his nose, and gently so 

there was little noise. His vision shot a line just over his fingertips and he looked his 

uncle in the eye for a moment then he held his hands out by his ears. "I'll get a few passes 

in, then they'll tackle me. Drag me out."

"They'll throw you in jail."

"Just for a night."

By noon the bulls had arrived at the ring, and William was on the porch above the 

pen, his knee bouncing against the fence post. He'd never seen a bull up close before, and 

to watch two of the animals lock horns and try to turn each other’s neck was an 

experience that sobered him and put him in awe at the same time. It was like they had an 

unseen throttle they could hit once they got too close to each other and it would release 

into their muscles a shower of raw testosterone. The handler was on the pen's other side 

and he separated the animals by jabbing each with a long, blunt, stick. The animals 

looked up curiously, like some ghost was fooling with them. They looked innocent and 

stupid staring up at the clouds. Maybe one of them would be the one that killed him. He 

dropped a string of spit into the corner of the pen. Maybe it was worse to be gored. A 

horn through the skin. William imagined his veins ripping, the horn scraping his bones. 
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He had it all clear in his mind. He tried to make himself afraid, tried honestly. It just was 

not in him. 

"Keep hitting them," he yelled across the pen to the handler.

The man raised his head curiously, as if nobody ever spoke to him at these things.

"I want them fighting me, not tired from fighting each other."

Chapter

William sat about ten rows back and watched closely as the first fighter dealt with his 

bull. He didn't really know how to judge if the fighter was doing well or not, but he loved 

the fighter's cool. He loved how he mocked the bull's strength by letting him come so 

close. He watched the second fighter and he started to understand there was a rhythm the 

fighter tried to get the bull into. He decided he would jump out once the third fighter had 

wore down his bull to the end of its life. 

His bag was at his feet, and in it was a rolled up muleta and a sword he'd taken from 

Casillas. Waiting for his moment was excruciating. It had to be harder than actually 

jumping out there. The people next to him ignored him. They watched the fight, and 

William imagined them later telling the story of the young man who jumped over the 
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stands and fought the bull without giving any hint of purpose or fear. They would claim 

he was sitting right next to them and they could show his bag to prove it. He would have 

to leave it. 

He took from his pocket a picture he had of his mother. She looked just like she did 

when William knew her. He put the picture to his lips, didn't kiss it, but just let it touch 

him there. 

A door in the ring opened, and a black bull charged out as fast as its breeding allowed. 

The crowd's cheers hit the animal and it slammed on its brakes. It had sprinted into the 

ring maybe fifteen feet, then skidded the rest of the way to the ring's center. William told 

himself it'd be best if he watched it closely. He wanted to know its habits, and he had to 

measure for when it was time to jump in.

The men on horses, the picadors, stabbed the bull's back, then the banderilleros 

jammed in their colorful, wooden spears. William put his mother's picture back into his 

coat pocket. The matador approached the bull with his muleta out and he started the final 

phase of the fight. William unzipped his bag. He was feeling good. He had pep going, and 

he couldn't keep his legs still. 

"You think the fight is going well?" he asked the man next to him.

"I do," the man said. His arms were crossed and he was studying all the movement in 

the ring very carefully. "I do."

William pulled the muleta out from his bag. Its cloth was a brilliant red, and the 

sword was wrapped up in it. 
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The man next to him saw it and he must have known exactly what William was up to. 

William said, "I'm gonna go see what I can do." He couldn't keep the smile off his 

face as he ran down the aisle. A man and his woman had gotten out of their seats and 

were walking up the aisle. So William veered right, stepping in front of the people seated, 

and he jumped onto the seats where the man and his woman had been sitting, and he 

sprung off them, hopped over the wall, and landed in the ring, one knee down in the dirt.  

Someone yelled, "Espontaneo!" 

William had landed about thirty paces from the bull, but it hadn't seen him. The 

matador had, and he iced over into a glare that William could have cared less about. He 

was in the ring with a real bull, and if he didn't get to fighting it, someone was going to 

come and knock him over, drag him out and end this. He got to his feet. 

He could not believe how big the bull was. A black beefy hulk with continents for 

muscles and they shook. Its head hung low on account of the spears the banderilleros had 

jammed in its neck, and now the spears lay over its shoulder, just far enough out so that 

the bull could probably see their white, flamboyant, tips, and there was no way it could 

have known what they were.

 With the muleta draped in front of him, William approached the animal like a man 

heading towards dynamite he had laid, but it had failed to detonate. Nobody was coming 

for him yet to stop him, but he had to be quick, so he shook the muleta and shouted to get 

the bull to come at him. It finally saw him and it didn't need to think much before 
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deciding to charge. It was as if it believed this was its ring, as if it knew William did not 

belong.

William's mind went white. It seemed to him the crowd had stopped making noise, 

that the sun had grown and the light was burning everything away. He felt no control of 

his body and that seemed good, that meant he was seeing with not just his eyes but with 

every speck of energy in him. He saw the bull's legs turn to a blur. Its horns, nearly the 

height of his shoulders, lowered to bash William's right leg, and he knew he’d never seen 

death so close, not when his mother was dead in her bed, not his father laid out on the 

stoop. This wasn’t seeing death's work left behind. This was death, in its present form, 

free to come at him with its tools, and it was.   

The muleta was on his right side and the bull went after it. The tip of the its horn 

grazed his shin. He felt a slight pull on his leg then nothing. The bull had passed him. He 

looked down and saw a hole cut in his pants.

The crowd's boos and groans poured down into the ring like hot acid rolling down the 

sides of a vat.

He'd not completed a formal pass. He'd not gotten out of the way. He'd just stood 

there. Completely still, except for on the inside, where some little cyst in him split, and 

chemicals of pleasure sprayed and spread through his veins like they were shooting out a 

hose.

Too soon the chemicals were eaten and his system went into a lag. It felt like nothing 

else would ever satisfy him again. Death had just gone by and it had missed. 
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He gasped in dusty, sun cooked, air, which felt cool and crisp in his lungs. He had not 

known that terror would feel so addictive. He had to do that again. Closer though, he 

thought.

A group of men had formed on his right side, and they looked angry and ready to stop 

him. Two of them started moving towards him. 

No, William thought, not now. He showed them the sword, and they backed away. 

While his attention was on them, the bull had gotten ideas, and it came charging again. 

William was not ready. His body was behind the muleta, and the bull wanted to strike it, 

so it would have gone through the cloth and gone through him. He did not think to run 

away, but only that he had the sword in his hand, and that the sword was all he could use 

to save himself. It was instinct. 

The bull was within arm's reach, and to William, everything felt like it had slowed. 

Like everything had to cut through sludge to get to him. He'd never learned how to kill a 

bull. He'd only brought the sword because it was on top of the muleta in the closet. 

He raised the sword and in the same motion slammed it down into the bull's back. 

When the blade hit the bull, it felt like he was stabbing a watermelon. There was a weak 

resistance, but once the skin broke, the sword continued easily, splitting the gushy inners 

until the plastic hilt slammed against the bull’s back. He twisted out of the way, and the 

bull only got his legs with its horns. It tripped him and he fell to his stomach.
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The bull bucked and flailed. He imagined that the metal felt cold splitting its warmest 

parts. The bull made a desperate grunt that felt to William like just the note he'd wanted 

to hear.

Assistants ran out from behind the walls. They circled the bull, and shook capes at it, 

goading the animal into sluggish chases so to quicken the vestiges of blood along their 

last circuit. William wanted to see it drop. To see his work to the end, see the animal with 

nothing working in it, and know that he'd done that, that he too could snuff life, kill what 

had come to kill him. But now that the bull was encircled by the assistants, the men 

grabbed him. They hoisted him by his arms and by his legs, and they said things to 

William that sounded mean, but he didn't care. He'd come into the ring just to be face to 

face with the animal, but gotten to kill one, and the feeling that brought was 

overwhelming, godly, and wonderful. He fought the men only so he could get a glimpse 

of the bull falling. That was the one sight he was missing.  

He could see the bull sprint after one man, cut its run, turn, get some speed under it, 

then the whole system failed, and the beast skidded into the dirt like a truck with its tires 

slashed.

Beautiful, he thought. William let his head drop and he watched the ground pass 

under him. He liked it so much that he didn't care what they did to him. His whole body 

relaxed, went limp, and he enjoyed being carried away.    
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Chapter

   

Emilia, a Spanish girl seated in the stands, had heard the shouts when William jumped 

into the ring and she was happy it wrestled her attention because her male companion, 

Frank, had just asked what her parents did for work. Frank was a wealthy steel man from 

Pittsburgh, whom she’d spotted and latched on to at a café. She assumed his 

conversational skills were not as refined as his steel making, and she was growing bored 

with his tales of putting down strikers and hunting deer in the Pocono Mountains of some 

place called Pennsylvania. 

“Who is this one?” Emilia asked. She did not use Frank’s name anymore when 

speaking to him. 

“Who?”

She pointed to the ring. “Him.”

“Let me see here.” Frank hoisted his reading glasses. He held them at the tip of his 

nose then thumbed through his program guide. He was old man slow and she was silently 

kicking herself for having been weak again to any show of big money. The guide was 

entirely in Spanish and he'd proved his command of the language was barely more than 

nada. “It would seem that – this one – this fighter in front of us is – is not in the 

program.”

She pursed her lips and made her eyes big to show Frank her doubt. Frank had a pair 

of binoculars around his neck, and she roughly disrobed him of them then stuck them to 
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her eyes. She saw William's neat sideburns drawing away from the lobes of his ears, his 

dark hair, short but grab-able, a steep bridge on his nose. "He isn't dressed like the others. 

Did he run in there from the crowd?"

Frank fixed his glasses. "Well I should certainly hope not."

Chapter

They threw William in jail for the rest of the afternoon. He didn't care. He laid on the 

bench and didn't stop smiling. He'd found something in killing bulls that felt like he'd 

been born to do. He traced it back to his father. He wondered if it was in his brother. He 

was going to have to figure out a way to get to do it again. 

An officer came to his cell and told him a man paid for him to get out. He expected to 

find Sergio waiting for him, but instead he found a shapely woman, dark, hazel-eyed, 

over dressed for standing outside a police station. She was with an older man in a dinner 

jacket, and he was stationed behind her like a good lap dog who'd been dragged along 

and was bashfully waiting in his master’s aura.

“At last,” she said. “The young matador who killed that nasty bull.”

William nodded. “Guilty. I’m the killer.”

"It's terrible that they would throw a man in jail just for showing his bravery."

"It is, isn't it?"
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“I'd love to hear more about it." She had a shine in her eye, but was still being a little 

bashful and polite. She nodded towards the man behind her, “Can we buy you a drink?”              

William could smell the prison still on him, but he said, “I can't see why not.”

The triplet went to a bar where a band was playing horns people danced to like fish 

out of water. At the doorway, Frank asked to find a more proper establishment, but Emilia 

insisted this night she would dance. The three had to shuffle sideways to get between the 

bouncing bodies on the dance floor. The atmosphere was hot and dim, but the soft house 

lights made faces of the dancers glisten. Frank was in front, plowing a path, Emilia's hand 

on his back pushing, her other hand holding William's. She looked back at him, seeming 

to be checking if he was enjoying himself, and he shot her the look she wanted.  

They made it to the back room, where there were three long tables end to end, and 

they untucked the benches and sat. A few groups farther down the table chatted over beer 

mugs, yelling to get heard over the music. Next to them a man, dead drunk, lay on his 

back, flat on the bench, his hands knotted to a fist on his chest. The room smelt of 

burning wood, but there was no visible source. William's feet stuck in a layer of dried 

beer that coated the floor and he watched Emilia bury her white gloves in her purse. She 

saw him staring and smiled back.

She said, "After dancing with a bull, I'm sure you'd like a much more congenial 

partner."

"I saw lots of options."
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That smile came back on her, the one that hid the flame. Her head fell towards Frank, 

who was folding the handkerchief he'd used to clean his seat on the bench. All the air in 

her left her lips and her head shook. "Well?" she asked.

"What?" Frank tried to pull the bench closer to the table.

Emilia asked, "Did you fight a bull today?"

Frank zeroed his eyes on William and the analytics of the situation must have been at 

a level his mind could just barely handle. William thought it best to look insulted. 

"You invite a matador here and you aren't offering him drinks? I'm embarrassed," she 

said.

William cut circles around his chin with the tip of his thumb, while giving Frank the 

same look he'd shot the bull, the one that read, I see your soul and I'm going to crush it. 

He didn't think the Pittsburgh man had half the animal's fortitude. 

Frank kept a breath in his mouth and let it fill his cheeks. His head swayed while he 

blew it out pursed lips. "Ok," he said and knocked twice on the table. "What are we 

having?" 

Frank was drunk after two beers and in a stupor. The sleeve of his fine dinner jacket 

soaked in a pool of spilt beer, and the band played on. William hadn't expected this to be 

so easy. 

“You know that was the first time I ever fought a bull?”

"Really?" Emilia looked like an upturned flower taking in the sun. She drank gin 

through a straw. “You mean in front of people?”
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“At all. First bull.”  

“I don’t believe that.”

William filled his mouth with beer cold enough to sting his teeth. “Believe it or don’t. 

It’s the truth.”

“You bullfighters. You’re all Hamlets. Obsessed with death.”

“You read?”

“I had a tutor in England.”

“Well I'm not obsessed with death. It's just necessary to kill the thing."

She checked on Frank, then leaned over the table. "How does killing feel?"

William leaned forward, getting in maybe closer to her than she was comfortable 

with, but that was exactly what he wanted. "Probably like having sex in heaven."

She dropped her head and laughed. Her long raven hair came over her face and 

danced onto the table in upside down, curly, question marks. "Sex in heaven," she said 

then rose back up. She lit a cigarette. "I used to think about killing my mother. I'd wash 

the dishes with her, give her the dirty stuff, dry, while she'd wash. I handed every knife to 

her blade out."

"Is that what you said to land Frank? Christ."

"The older gentlemen want a girl who reminds them what it is like to be young. They 

don't want the truth." Emilia cocked the cigarette at the side of her head, so the smoke 

seemed to be swirling out her ear. She pulled the straw from her drink and bit the tip of it. 

Her attention moved to Frank, still passed out, and she bent low to the table and leaned 
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towards him. "Frank, it's time I tell you something." With her straw, she stabbed at the ice 

in her drink. "My family owned a finca, Frank. You know what a finca is? No?" She had 

a flair of drama to her, and William could see the flame in her grow and he thought it best 

to stay quiet, lest he be scorched. "Like a hotel. Out in Flix, Frank. You know where Flix 

is? No? The countryside." 

William glanced at Frank, and saw he was still not hearing any of this. He looked 

back at Emilia and saw her eyes scraping out the skull of the sleeping man.    

"Let me tell you the typical day. While the men, men like you Frank, were off hunting 

with my brothers, the wives sat around our living room and I was forced, by my mother, 

to listen and sympathize with an explanation of the struggle of the bourgeoisie, parsed 

down of course so us country women could understand. Oh, Frank, the struggle these 

women endured. A tenant has chosen to eat instead of pay a full month's rent. The factory 

man wants an hour less of work each day, but how can lounging wives escape dreadful 

city summers when the factory is not working at top speed? Fantasies of throwing my hot 

tea in the faces of these powdered women kept me listening and smiling. I wanted to melt 

all their powder off. Because I was sure, underneath, their faces were broken and ugly, 

like mine and my mother's. So Frank, don't lie." She broke the lecture by puffing heavily 

on the cigarette. "You're an old, weak, man who will never be as rich as he wants and 

never as important as he likes to think. I'm done with you liars." She dumped the 

remainder of her drink over his head. The gin made streams through his hair and the ice 

cubes bounced on the table. "Tell the rest of you."
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Frank shook to life, bewildered. He felt his head, and Emilia ran around the table to 

William, curling up to his side. William hadn't been ready for her to end the night so 

abruptly, but he let her wrap his arm up and he set his shoulders back, bracing for Frank 

to figure out what he'd lost.    

"What happened?" Frank asked.

Emilia grabbed William at his armpit. 

"You did this?"

William said, "I think we're all done here."  

Emilia sniffled. With the pad of her thumb, she pushed around the cute hook at the tip  

of her nose. 

Frank used his handkerchief to soak up the booze in his silver hair. His eyes bounced 

from Emilia cowering behind William to his soiled coat sleeve. His mind seemed to 

calibrate to the changes. The lemon slice stayed in a nest of Frank's hair until he reached 

for his wallet in the pocket of his jacket and it fell down the back of his shirt. He 

squirmed and shook his shoulders. 

Emilia tried to muffle her laugh, and William felt a little bad for the guy, but not 

enough so that he was actually going to do anything. Emilia's laughter cut off completely 

when Frank stood. 

Frank's puppy eyes made it seem like he was picking through a few options, and he 

couldn't find one that didn't end with him on the ground and bludgeoned. William had no 

desire to hit the man, he'd just figured out how to look like he did. Not a while back he'd 
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stared a bull down, jabbed a sword through the back of its neck, Frank had witnessed it, 

and Frank was a kitten in a bow tie. He must have seen no win, so, after a few false starts, 

he moved to go. 

William said, "You were gonna buy these drinks." He turned his palm face up and 

pointed at the glasses. William's was empty, Emilia's was gone because she'd poured it on 

Frank, and Frank's was maybe two sips short of full.  

Frank stopped and snickered. He pulled his wallet from his coat's inner pocket and 

flipped it open. As he picked out the bills, he shook his head and said some things under 

his breath that William couldn't hear, but he figured they were the kind of things guys 

who can't beat you up say, guys who won't touch anybody, but will pay somebody else to 

do it. He tossed the bills between the glasses on the table like the money was just 

cartoons on paper. It looked like too much. "Word to the wise, kid. She's trouble." He 

took a step away then turned back. He gave a look to the both of them like he couldn't 

wait to add one more thing. "And she's not as young as she wants you to believe."     

Emilia gasped. She moved to jump at him, she'd of had to jump over the table, but 

William held her by the thigh and squeezed it. This stopped her, and that meant to 

William that he'd not just won her from Frank, but he'd won her from her instincts.  

"Thanks for the good time," William said. He crossed his legs and watched Frank 

disappear from their lives. He could hear her lips passing breath at his ear. He glanced at 

them, tiny red slivers. She was switching between biting the top one with her bottom 

teeth and biting the bottom with her top.  
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They gave Frank enough time to clear out. William smoked a cigarette. Emilia moved 

back to her seat across the table from him and said nothing. It seemed like she just 

wanted silence. When they left the place, it was still loud and the people still hadn't 

learned how to dance. They walked together on the sidewalk, passing bars and cafes. 

"I don't know what he was talking about," she finally said.

"He was drunk." 

"Well he didn't have to say such mean things."

William held back from pointing out Emilia's not so gracious handling of the break 

up. He had a live one on the hook and a slow, calm, reel-in was the way to get it home.    

In a cafe they were about to pass, a man shouted and through the window they saw he 

was standing in front of a small crowd. He already brandished a broom in one hand then 

he drew a sickle from his belt with the other. The crowd cheered.

“What is happening to this city?” William asked.

"It's ready for war."

A truck drove up the street and towards them, the letters CNT painted on its side in 

white. Soldiers in hard hats rose from the truck's bed, like they were plants that grew on 

music from bars. Their elbows on the top of the cab, they watched the people dance. A 

few glanced over to William, saw his arm around Emilia's shoulders, and he sensed their 

longing for normalcy. William thought of his brother, somewhere out in the mud and the 

crud. For years, his mind had been awash in a hell of a poison that it seemed his own 

body loved to produce. He was defending the country from itself? God bless them all, 
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William thought. He snuck a glance at Emilia. He'd chosen to defend a Spanish woman 

from Pittsburgh.

"I need to sit," she said. She let his eyes turn to her then immediately veered off the 

sidewalk and headed, walking wobbly, for a bench on the other side of the road. She 

crossed the street without looking anywhere but forward.

Frank's warning rang in William's head.  

She dropped her purse in the grass, used a finger to pry off her big shoes, then laid 

face down on the park bench. 

William stayed on the sidewalk. He lit a cigarette. 

From the bar behind him, three men fell out onto the street, arms around each other, 

laughing. He watched them pick each other up, one man squeezed another's cheeks, and 

they stumbled off down the road, the man in the middle hugging the other two against 

him.   

William didn't draw on the cigarette. He just let it burn between his lips. He waited 

for good sense to splash on whatever coil inside him was lit for her, he could tell she was 

trouble, but the feeling never cooled, and he thought she looked cute curled up on the 

bench, ass hanging over the edge. The cigarette was about a half cone of ash, when he 

sucked in hard on it, and the embers in the ash glowed.      

"Move over," he said to her.

She lifted her feet without looking to see who it was. He held her ankles, slipped 

around them, sat, then set her legs on his lap.  
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"Did you drink too much?" he asked.

"You got me." 

The next morning William and Emilia, hair disheveled, faces dirty, clothes damp and 

grass stained, reserved a room at the Husa Lilla for the next two weeks. William handed 

the man at the desk an envelope of money he'd received on loan from his uncle. Emilia 

told the guy at the desk that they'd just married.

"Ha!" William shouted and his face grew a big round smile.  

 Every day William practiced his bullfighting, but now in the Plaza de Toros 

Monumental. He never saw Casillas again. He was given the chance to enter the ring 

again, this time in the right way. William fought a bull and the experience was again 

invigorating. There were moments of cool, addictive, fear, and there was sober, 

instinctual, killing. Though his skills were still undeveloped, the crowd realized William 

was not the type of torero who would show them flashy moves, but that he was of the 

Rondeno school of fighting, and he would pleasantly wreck their nerves by bringing the 

bull in too close, then ward off the charges with simple, Zen-like, passes. Emilia was in 

the first row for his fight, cheering proudly for each bull he killed, waving the grand 

white hat she’d had him buy her. 
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Chapter 

Jacob stripped and jumped into the river, which slammed down the mountain side 

now that it'd gained snowmelt. He surfaced, gasping because the water was cold enough 

that it must have shrunk his skull, and that hurt. When the shivers came he liked to think 

he was freezing out the bad stuff from his bones. He could see his breath and he tried to 

catch a cloud of it, but he opened his hand, looked, and there was nothing. He wished he 

knew what type of tree it was that lined the river, went all the way up the mountain. He 

could have mentioned in passing, 'Oh, the white-dale pine sure looks nice this time of 

year', or 'Good to see the green maple green again', to Sam or to maybe Nigel and he 

could of differentiated himself from the common soldier, who knew not much more than 

card games and cussing.    

A bar of soap was in his pile of clothes, on the rock he'd jumped from, and he started 

in his hair, getting his soapy fingers to his scalp, he covered the skin down the slope of 

each goose bump. He raised a foot so his knee was about at his chest, balanced on one 

leg, his foot in the water clenching the rocks on the river floor. He scrubbed between each 

toe, then did the same with the other leg. Water took the soap off him and the white suds 

whisked away on the current. A deep breath then he dropped under the water, the whole 

of him, popped back up gasping. Thus far, washing was war’s biggest challenge. 

“Jacob, about time we go now,” Sam called from the riverbank. At the beginning of 

the week, a shipment of supplies had reached the front via the town of Alcubierre, and 
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since then Sam was invariably seen mouthing a cigar. When he spoke his mouth barely 

moved. “I'm fixing to maim and murder some of them Fascist boys.” The cigar came out 

and with it a wad of spit. “Nigel said he wants us up at that farmhouse by sundown. So go 

on, wash that soap off and get out here.”

At Sam’s insistence, Jacob and Sam had volunteered to join a party that was to attack 

the Fascist frontline. Jacob plunged into the water once more to get the rest of the soap 

off, and as he trudged to the bank, he ran his hands over his hair to squeeze the water out. 

He looked down over his pale skin, which wrapped pockets of shivering muscles. He told 

himself that he was doing the right thing. What was the worst that could happen? He 

could be killed. What did he have to live for? For who? He would die a hero. He could be 

wounded -- hero. He may hear a man howl when he is shot, see him cup his hands under 

the wound and catch the blood. That might be nice to see.    

Sam spit his cigar, doused his hanky in gasoline, and huffed. He shook a bit, as if the 

fumes could get him to dance. Upon pocketing his paraphernalia, he crouched over the 

cigar, returned it to his mouth. He dug the ground. 

"What are you doing?"

He threw a handful of dirt at Jacob and it stuck to his face and chest. 

Jacob spit. 

"Roll around here in the dirt. You won’t want to smell clean or ’dem dogs’ll sniff 

you."  
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Chapter

Sam told Jacob that the farmhouse had been taken over by the Republic very early in 

the fighting. They had converted it into the front’s headquarters and it was there the 

generals and officers made their plans, received orders from the top, and slept in soft, 

clean, cots, while the men they sent out to die for their country, slept in a cold hole in a 

rock. 

"So don't go thanking nobody for anything," Sam said, as they prepped their bags for 

the hike. "They hand you a plate of nice food, you just say, yeah. All right. Good."   

The hike over was peaceful. The terrain was not difficult, and they knew the path 

because it was patted down by runners traveling back and forth to deliver reports. They 

hiked up and down a series of fields that were like green humps between the Pyrenees 

peaks. Ridges far off were green by pine trees and from so far their needles looked like 

they'd be soft. Villages were in the valleys, built between rivers. The people had made 

churches, homes, and bridges that were the same tan color of the rock of the mountains. 

The only obstacles they faced were cows, fat and napping. Jacob thought their heads 

would raise as he passed, and he imagined the cows knew, from some internal instrument 

of gauging, that he was the one to highly regard. He wore no obvious regalia, but animals 

do not respond to badges or crowns, they know aura.           

Joining Jacob were five others – Sam, Nigel, and three Spaniards. They walked in a 

short line, enough distance between each man to let him do thinking. Jacob applied to the 
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men accompanying him a rule he'd learned -- a man is always doing one of two things, 

either working for something or running away from somewhere.

Sam was running. He freely admitted it. His destination was as specific as anywhere 

but Texas. Jacob did not know what could make a man desire so much to wander. After 

all, with traveling comes a string of annoyances that, given time, will tie into strangling 

knots, while the familiar comforts lay waiting at home. He knew about running from 

home. He had to run. But Jacob supposed his desires were not normal either. The pleasure 

he remembered from squeezing that dead deer's heart was something he could live off of. 

That Jacob could not explain. 

Sam had said his decision to leave did not wade-in like the sea changing tide, but 

dropped on him like a bolt gun banging a cow’s head. It is not a feeling that comes with 

assurances, he'd said, but only with the weak promise that life elsewhere has got to be 

better. Jacob and him had discussed these terms in the hollow they slept in, or while 

keeping guard under the night’s sky, which he'd never thought was a beautiful thing until 

he looked up at it through a prism of gas fumes.   

He'd often seen Nigel sitting outside his hole, rubbing his thumb over his hand, just 

staring at it like he needed to feel the lines on his palm to know what to do next. He was 

running away from a woman. Jacob didn't know about things like that, and when he 

asked for his story he figured Nigel took some pity on him, that's why he told him, 

because what he did did not make him sound so good.   
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He had met the woman at a London bar. They'd drank enough to drown a child, he'd 

said, but she came back promptly, to the same bar, nine months later, a crying baby in her 

arms. Nigel excused himself to the toilet and never came back. Out the window, he 

dropped into the alleyway and his hand came down in broken glass and a gash was cut 

into his palm. About two blocks down the road, his bleeding hand wrapped up in the 

bottom of his shirt, he began to feel badly for abandoning the girl. Didn't go back to her 

though, but decided another bout of warfare might finally make him a man. If nothing 

else, he thought, it would be a suitable penance for his cowardice. And now that he was 

out in Spain, overseeing the frontline of some war he cared nothing about, a bum knee. 

He told Jacob he did rub his palm a lot, followed right along the scar, thinking that girl 

wasn’t so bad, wondering what she'd named the baby. 

"There ain't much special about raising a child," Jacob had said, trying to console 

him. "Damn near everyone does it."

"That's not too far from right," Nigel had said, and then he left Jacob and returned to 

very deep inside himself. 

All three Spaniards looked to Jacob like that sensational rookie ballplayer, that hound 

nosed Joe DiMaggio. They all had the nose, that narrow face, the gap between the front 

teeth. All were heading towards something too, and it was glory. For them, this fight was 

taken up for noble reasons. They'd found something vile, and because it'd sprung in their 

own country, it was their responsibility to rid the world of it. Jacob had been told that 

they were there to defend the poor man because they were poor men. They were like 
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three monoliths. They couldn’t explain their principles when Jacob asked, they were 

young boys, younger than him, but the principles were rooted in age-old patriotism and 

righteousness. Though on paper they were Communists, they still operated the way Jacob 

had seen religious folks do, making a clear distinction between good and evil. Just seeing 

the cut of General Franco’s jib made the boys’ fingers tingle for a pistol. They stuck with 

each other always. If one man felt the onset of fear, another would say some simple 

patriotic chant, and that would lead into a chorus of equally postural responses, and the 

frightened one would feel the return of his edge and he’d show it by slandering Franco 

with some petty insult meant to eviscerate the powerful man.

Jacob wished to be like them, but he could only fake an allegiance. He did not feel 

like Spain gave him anything grand to fight for, though he knew letting that on would not 

be wise. Maybe if America had itself another civil war, he could pick a side and shoot a 

man because he'd chosen wrong and Jacob right. That must feel very satisfying, must feel 

like productive work, and Jacob imagined telling a story about that would garner a man 

respect. Going to war because the tingle Jacob got when he saw gore was not something 

people would respect him for. He felt like a man trapped by his desires. 

“Jacob, give me a squirt of water will ya?”

Jacob handed Sam his goat-skin jug. “You think they'll know we’re coming?”

“The Fascists?” Sam squeezed the jug and it hissed as water shot into his mouth.

“Yeah.”

“I do.”  
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“We’re coming through the darkness though. That’s a wide front.”  

“Sure.”

"How will they know where to shoot? There's no way they could see us."

Water dripped down from the corners of his mouth, making a tiny pool in his cleft 

chin. "If there's enough of them, they just fire like you'd paint the outside a house. 

Panning, side to side." 

"I hope I'll be able to see."

 Sam handed him the jug. "Don't you worry. Just stay within arm's reach of everyone, 

and you won't be getting lost."

The mountain path turned uphill, steep, and Jacob wished for a truck. He had only 

known the Model T his father used to haul pig carcasses in from his buddy’s farm to the 

shop. Jacob would watch with glee as his father and his friend farmer piled the pigs up in 

the truck's bed. Jacob would ask to sit on them for the ride back, and his father seemed to 

think this was his little joke and he'd rustle Jacob's hair, tell him to get in up front. He 

could still remember the smell. 

Jacob's mother drove that truck one time all the way into town and back with the 

handbrake on, apparently never once minding the tug or odor of the friction. When she 

pulled up to the house, his father was outside with William and him, watching Jacob put 

down his brother’s pitches as groundball singles. His dad didn't listen to baseball 

anymore. Red Sox owner, Harry Frazee, had sold Babe Ruth on December 26th, 1919 to 

the New York Yankees, and their dad hadn't listened to a game since.   
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 Jacob's mother teased his dad from the driver's seat. “You bought a tortoise for a 

truck." 

Jacob yelled, “Dad, look at this. William, pitch.” And he knocked the ball down so it 

skidded across the grass, far out into the yard, into the pricker bushes that grew over the 

rock wall. 

“All right,” his dad called back, but he was walking for his truck and his wife. Both of 

which Jacob knew he loved dearly. 

William was on all fours, his arm in the prickers to fetch the ball, and Jacob watched 

his father reach inside the cab of the car, through the window, across his mom's chest, and 

he must have grabbed the handbrake and disengaged it because she said, “My hero. The 

magic man turned turtle to a hare. Move. I want to drive it now.” 

His father backed away and she drove in circles around the driveway, popping up 

onto the lawn, digging muddy tracks. “Go mom!” Jacob yelled and his father turned back 

to him and he was smiling like sun shines. Jacob could see his mother’s face through the 

windshield each time she circled around. Her head tilted to the side, her eyes nearly 

closed, bursting with laughing. Bliss neither showed so true nor spread so easy.

A gunshot. One of the Spaniards had spotted a bird sitting on a tree branch and he'd 

shot and actually hit it. Sam was most impressed and he cited luck, as he spared no 

chance to tease the Spaniards for their poor marksmanship. The shooter and his two 

countrymen hurried to the tree to check on what they'd hit. Nigel and Sam took the 

opportunity to get off their feet.
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"Two minutes," Nigel said. "Or we'll miss a good dinner."

Sam dropped to his backside in the grass. "Take a seat, Jacob. You'll need the rest."

Jacob looked off at the Spanish boys, nearly at their tree, and he felt torn. While his 

legs could certainly have used the rest, he could not ignore the urge he felt to see what 

wonderful carnage the boys would find. A headless neck, a hole through the breast, bullet 

out the back, pink organs pulled through and soiling the feathers. "I'm going to see what 

the -- what they hit." Jacob walked as fast as he could, just short of a full run. The three 

of them were crowded around something, all looking down at it, under the tree. 

Jacob feared the anticipation that would be in his voice, but, "Hey boys!" he yelled. 

"What -- what have you got there?"       

One of the men picked up the bird by its, maybe, juicy little leg. He went towards the 

ledge with it. 

"No," Jacob said, cutting off the word into a whisper.

 The Spaniard threw the dead animal off the mountain and Jacob stopped where he 

was, and thought what a shame that men are so different that we trash what another might 

find to be precious.     

The three Spaniards walked by Jacob and the one who spoke English well said, 

"Eagle is Fascist sign."

So it'd been a grand eagle they'd shot down, Jacob thought.

He pictured his mother again, smiling as she drove the truck around in a circle, an 

attempt at comfort in his time of loss, but her pleasure didn't do anything for him.  
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Chapter             

 

When the party arrived they all went straight for the food. Out in the trenches, the 

meals were decent for war, but could not compete with hot bread, baked chicken, steamed 

rice, and vegetables. And the water they had at the barn came from a well dug by its 

previous owner, proper drinking water, not the milk-colored, quart a day, sludge they 

drank on the frontline. There was even a sofa in the main room of the barn, red and 

velvet, large enough to seat four, but the five men tucked in on it, and they waited there 

for Nigel to return from the general’s quarters, where he was receiving details of their 

mission. 

Jacob was happy to wait, squeezed between one of the Spaniards and Sam, their 

shoulders rubbed against each other until they'd settled in. It was good to be cozy. He 

hadn’t been in contact with something so soft since sleeping on the pine shavings at 

militia training. Sam’s pack doubled as his ottoman, his hands around the back of his 

head, and he looked like a cat in the sun with nowhere to be. Clean men walked by them, 

pressed and ironed uniforms, holding flimsy little folders, all in a big rush, not giving 

Jacob or the others a look. 

“How you think these guys get jobs like this?” Jacob asked.
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Sam had pulled the cap down over his eyes. “All are sons of somebodys you ain’t.” 

He rubbed the back of his head against the couch then rearranged his ass on the cushion. 

“Only thing my daddy could have got me was a job punching cattle.”

“Yep,” Jacob said in a long drawl. "But hey, we get the glory."

"But they all go home -- minds as clean as their uniforms. And you can bet they'll tell 

the girls they fought this war." 

Nigel entered the main room of the barn and Jacob saw that he was chewing the thin, 

red, mustache that rounded his lip. He read over a clean piece of white paper, mumbled 

something, then glared back at the door he’d just come out of.  He found the boys and 

stood over them. “Ah, good on you. Resting.” He stationed his hands on his hips and 

nodded approvingly. Jacob could see his fingers had left dirt prints on the white paper. 

“And you all ate up?”

“Si,” a Spaniard said and he rubbed his stomach happily.

With a stereotypical Spanish accent, Nigel trilled, “Bueno.”   

“Yep,” Sam said. “We were just staring to get in ’dat real deep relax.”

“Jolly good,” Nigel said and he nodded more. He kicked the pack out from beneath 

Sam’s legs. “Now get the fuck up! This is no beach holiday. Twenty minutes I’m away 

and you’ve all gone soft, have you?” 

Sam was to his feet first and he pulled up Jacob.
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“There’s a war we’re fighting. Case you forgot.” Nigel chewed his mustache more. 

“Now outside with your sorry asses.” He pointed for the door. “We have a mission to 

discuss.”      

Nigel ushered them around to the back of the barn then offered a few words about the 

night’s mission. “Shit eating. Bollocks. Cock gobbling. Piss dribbler. If you fight war 

long enough, you come to know these terms well. Tonight’s raid is another high risk, 

minimal reward piece of nonsense. An in and out job. Piece of ass fucking, but I hope 

when signing up for this none of you expected glamour.” 

Jacob’s eyes flashed to Sam who stood at attention. He had not seen Sam huff gas 

during the hike and he wondered if he'd brought the stuff because it looked like things 

were going to get messy, and Jacob knew the gas calmed him.

“Did you, Hollywood? You expected pampering and co-eds?”

“No, sir,” Jacob said.  

“Right then.” Nigel paced in front of his men. “We’ll be attacking the backend of the 

Fascist frontline in hopes that a bit of pressure will cause them to move men and artillery 

our way. Open up their opposite front. Make it more vulnerable. I’ll have a full plan on 

how we'll do it come midnight. So that means you got two hours to do whatever it is you 

need to prepare. Switch off. Look at your girlfriend’s picture. Write a letter to your mum. 

Pray to the god that led you to this shithole. Two hours. Then we meet right back here, 

with your mind nowhere else.”  
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Sam and Jacob stayed outside. Jacob lay on the rock wall that boxed in the farmhouse 

except for at two small openings, one leading to the path they’d walked in on and the 

other to a yard out back, while Sam was unsettled and pacing.

“Full moon better go away.”

“Bad luck?”

“Too much light. We’ll be seen.”

 Jacob put his head back until he felt the muscles between his jaws strain. Clouds 

blocked the bottom half of the moon. Jacob held his breath and the clouds moved on to 

show the full moon, to cover stars, and cover Mercury. He heard the deep, familiar, 

inhalation, and caught sight of Sam in time to see the clouds roll over his eyes.

They lit up their cheap cigars. Jacob did not care for the taste, but he understood a 

cigar was a luxury in these parts. 

“You got any plans for after the war?” Jacob asked. 

“We all got plans.” Sam jumped onto the wall in an athletic, two-footed, hop. He 

almost teetered off the other side. “How you fixing to get the world to go along with them 

though? This ain’t no time to talk about things like that. This attack they putting us on 

tonight, run at these boys so they can turn more guns our way, hard to get up to fight for 

that. Nigel was right. This is cock gobbling.”

Jacob shrugged. “I’m just going to do what I’m told to.” 

“Good. That’ll get you killed. Won’t have to sleep in the dirt no more.” Sam took the 

cigar out of his mouth and studied the darkness between them and the town of Huesca. 
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Jacob scratched under his chin at the hair coming in. “You think we’ll be shooting at 

people tonight then?” 

“That’s the whole damn point, ain’t it? Give a little poke on their ass and get them to 

turn round.” Sam dropped a wad of spit on the ground. “Your first time though, huh?”

“Yeah.”  

 “I remember my first. Barely a day over sixteen. Some Kraut. I walked up to see 

him."

"What was he like?"

"Bloody. I puked all over myself.”

Jacob sighed. “How many men have you killed?”

“I couldn’t tell you. I worked a machine gun in the last war. You can’t keep track of a 

thing like that.” Sam stuffed the cigar in his mouth. He sucked in tightly and seemed to 

keep the smoke in longer than he should. "You ain't the same after you killed a whole 

lot." The smoke came out with his words. "I've seen many dead bodies of men and, don't 

know why, but it don't do nothing to me anymore. I figure I'd be more sad if I came 

across something nice that'd died. Big old redwood tree, maybe a dog."  

Jacob thought a dead dog would be fine, but he couldn't imagine himself losing 

interest in the death of man. Man is the greatest being on the Earth, so what death could 

overtake his?      

 Somebody back at the barn slammed the door shut and the bang startled Sam enough 

so his lips lost suction and his cigar fell and rolled into a crevice between stones. He was 
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over the rocks immediately, turning them over, rummaging through brush and leaves. He 

stood up straight, stiffened his back. “Stupid shit slamming that door.” He made a mean 

grimace, scanned the front lawn to try and find the culprit so he could fry him. He 

grunted then crouched over and dug more through the rocks.       

“I heard something go crawling in there,” Jacob said. “Be careful. Could be a snake 

or something.” 

“What I care bout some snake? You know how often those cigars make it up here?” 

“A snake will bite you. Made by nature so it’s strong and dangerous.”

“Yeah? And who made me?” Sam was elbow-deep. “There it is.” He brought his arm 

up with the cigar in his hand, half its embers snuffed out. He blew all over it to get the 

dirt off. “Not even a tear.” he said and he stuffed the cigar back in his mouth. He raised 

his hand. “Not a scratch either. I suppose nature favors me over its snake.” He removed 

the cigar to scrape something off of his tongue. 

Jacob stared off into the dark beyond. Guilt for having wished a snake actually was in 

those rocks and had bit his friend crept upon him, but the feeling quickly died. He had 

already convinced himself to never feel bad for just wanting. It was not that he wished for 

Sam to be poisoned or killed, just maybe some ghastly swelling. He'd read that they 

sometimes cut off the bitten arm -- that would have been interesting. Even if the snake, 

perhaps non-poisonous, had got him, nothing serious, but if Sam, in a fit of rage, had 

grabbed the snake and bashed it dead against a rock, that would be a consolation worth 

investigating. But no, another disappointment for me, Jacob thought. He shouldn't have 
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warned him about the snake. Patience, he told himself. War was the right place for this, 

and he thought of pleasures to come. “I’m ready to kill," he said. 

Sam relit the cigar and cocked an eyebrow. “That’s an odd thing to say.”

“It’s the truth.”

Sam sat next to Jacob on the wall. “Man has given soldiers a right that should only 

belong to God. Boys of sixteen years get the ok to put a stop to a man’s life. It makes 

sense on a battlefield, but it’s more responsibility than a man can handle – or deserves. 

Makes us into equals, but murder is no civilized way of leveling.”

“But you do it.” 

“I’m saying I got a problem with it. Not the solution.”      

The backyard was dark except for the dim burn of the cigars. Sam inhaled and his 

cigar end turned bright red. “Enough talking,” he said. “Before we head out, there’s work 

to do. You have your bayonet?” Sam drew his from a sheath on his belt and Jacob did the 

same. “Rub its face against the rocks. Gotta dull off that shine. Even at night it will catch 

light and flash.” 

Jacob bent down, plugged one hand's fingers into the earth, and with the other he 

grated the blade just like Sam was doing. 

“Next, your cartridges. Gotta oil them up. Most come to us from our friends with the 

tacos, Mexicans, so, much obliged, but given the nature of our neighbors to the south, 

you can trust the bullets likely are to jam. Can’t let that crap Mexican craftsmanship get 
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you killed now. Nice people the Mexicans, but they got no mind for making things 

smooth.”

“You got oil?”

“Course I got it. How you think I keep my hair looking so good?” 

The men prepared their weapons and Eduardo, one of the Spaniards in their party, 

came out of the house and brought them grenades. These were rudimentary little bombs, 

which Sam explained, had two pins that got pulled, one went easily, the other was twisted 

way in and you had to yank it. Eduardo told them fresh coffee had been made in the 

farmhouse and a rumor was going that it’d been spiked with brandy.  

In the kitchen, as the six-man war party sipped their coffee, an expectant glow 

beamed from each man's face. 

“I think I taste it,” Jacob said and he rubbed his tongue along his teeth. He had 

another sip. 

A Spaniard, Manuel, a real big nose on him, it would enter the room two seconds 

before the rest of his body, knew little English but plenty about brandy, he pointed to his 

cup and said, “Brandy? Bullshit.”           

At midnight behind the barn, the party gathered over a model of the battleground that 

Nigel had constructed based on maps and presumptions. The Fascist frontline was L-

shaped and represented by half-buried bean cans. Men were matchsticks. The Fascists 

had the red strike head buried and were spread around the perimeter of the cans. The 

good guys had the red head up and were planted about six inches from the parapet. 
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Sam said, "I wish we weren't the ones who could burn."

Nigel walked out of the woods holding a thin, scraggly, stick. 

“All right, lads,” Nigel said. “Let me show you what type of ruckus we’re going to 

stir. All in now. Eduardo.” He was the Spaniard who understood English the best. Nigel 

poked him in the chest with the stick then pointed to a spot in the dirt. “Here. You will 

start. Fire rounds to the east of the parapet's corner. Sam, you and Jacob will be 

positioned thirty meters west of us. Wait a seven second count after Eduardo starts firing, 

then lob some hand bombs straight on from your position. After, strafe east back to us.” 

He drew a line in the dirt. “Firing at whatever pops up as you go. From our position, 

we’ll be throwing our bombs straight on and towards the east. We have to look bigger 

than we are. When you two rejoin us, we’re going to try and take that corner, creep into 

their camp just far enough to get their attention. Intelligence tells us they have twenty 

men stationed on this flank, so given the shit nature of our information, we’re looking at 

thirty or ten. Could be a machine gun too.” He stopped and after a long pause he 

shrugged. “Anyway. Before we even get this close, there'll likely be wire to cut. Manuel." 

He poked him with the stick. "You will be cutting it.” 

Eduardo explained to Manuel. 

“Si,” Manuel answered after the translation. He gave a strong thumb’s up, made 

scissors with his fingers and said, “Snip, snip.”

“Si,” Nigel said. “Snip, snip. David, you’re with me. On my right side at all times. 

And that’s it, lads. Penetrate, muck around a bit, then run like hell.”
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“Just like with the girls back home,” Sam said.

Nigel cracked the stick in two, flung the ends behind him. “Fucking a pig don’t count, 

cowboy.”   

An hour into the hike, Jacob could not control his breath. Exhaustion and excitement, 

both were like a separate ring that squeezed his lungs. His breathing had drawn the 

attention of the others, and he caught the men sneaking worried glances his way. This was 

not becoming of a war hero, Jacob thought. He needed control or at least the appearance 

of it. He tapped Sam on the elbow, rubbed his nostrils and sucked air through his nose 

quickly twice.

Sam winked and held his soaked hanky out only a few steps later.

Jacob huffed, nearly stumbling over when the fumes hit, but the familiar clarity of 

impairment arrived and he felt the tingle of chemical nausea. He was settled until, about 

two hundred yards in the distance, he saw that the ground rose up to a ninety degree 

angle.

“Just a bit more then,” Nigel whispered. “That’s their parapet ahead. Ah, I’ve stepped 

in shit again.”

Jacob stood in quiet awe of the landscape, real or an hallucination, he had not 

decided.  

“Soy naufragio,” Manuel said.

Nigel said back, “What did he say?”

Eduardo translated, “He said he’s sinking.”
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“Ain't shit," Sam said. "We’re in mud.”

“They flooded the irrigation ditches.” The irritation in Nigel's voice clearly signaled 

his hands were on his hips, his head shaking.

Jacob knelt. He tried to feel the earth, but his hands only sunk in and they were held 

by what felt like a deep layer of cold, creamy, sauce. He remembered digging his hands 

through the organs of the dead deer. He'd gone back the next day, to the spot in the 

woods, found blood but nothing more, and he assumed animals had come by and ate the 

rest. 

"You ok?" Sam was on his knees, his hand on Jacob's shoulder.

"Good." Jacob gathered a double handful of the mud and splashed himself in the face.

"Yeah, you cool out. Have another." Sam scooped mud and slapped it gently on 

Jacob's forehead.   

Jacob gurgled a laugh.   

Through the thick mud, doubled over, it was nearly impossible for the men to move 

quickly and quietly. Each step forward meant there was a breaking of the suction, and this 

threw off balance and made sloppy sucking noises. Jacob worried about getting his rifle 

plugged. Crouched, he held the gun against the back of his neck, trudging along as 

though he was carrying a yoke across his back.  

By the time they reached the first wire, all of the men had already fallen over and 

were mud-covered, soaked, cold, and weighed down. Jacob could feel the mud he'd 

thrown on his face begin to cake and crack into disconnected plates.  
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Nigel summoned Manuel with a wag of his hand, and the Spaniard headed for the 

front of the pack, drawing wire cutters from his pack. The moon was high and had shrunk 

enough so that Jacob, wishing to block all witnesses, could raise just his pinky to block it 

from sight. Passing Jacob, the point of Manuel's scissors cut a slice into Jacob's hand. The 

touch of the cold metal startled him, and upon seeing the blood, he licked it.  

Nigel held the wire up and Manuel cut a passage through. Nigel waited at the opening 

and, as each man passed through, he tapped the man's shoulder, raised his finger against 

his lips, palmed their head, and gave a slight push down. 

Jacob saw the Fascist parapet clearly now and he imagined that the men on the other 

side also wore dirty faces, carried shallow stomachs, and fought boredom through the day 

and the cold at night. But he believed the difference between him and the enemy, and it 

was a difference that would make all the difference, was that those soldiers would be 

afraid of what came for them and Jacob was starving for it.       

Sam had told him that the Spaniards would have no sympathy. That they imagined 

mangy enemies, cannibalistic bloodsuckers, and foresaw the cold oppression of an 

authoritarian state. The duty of protecting family and friends had grown their ferocity. 

Him and Nigel would maintain the attitude of professional soldiers. They would be 

focused and ruthless because they were there to do the job, like an electrician is. He said 

that's the attitude Jacob must carry as well, professionalism. Jacob had only nodded.  

The party waited behind Manuel, while he cut the second wire. Jacob raised to almost  

his toes, dropped his feet flat, raised to his toes. Nigel dropped the sections he’d split and 
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a jingle carried through the air. A current of panic passed through Jacob like lightning 

thrashing through the trunk of a tree. 

“Cans tied to the wires.” Nigel dropped then dug himself into the mud.

 “Down! Down!” Sam pulled Jacob with him, slamming his face ear deep into the 

mud.

 The jingle cued rifle blasts and the bullets whizzed overhead. Jacob took his face out 

of the muck to see abbreviated balls of fire pour out from gun barrels resting on the 

parapet. He looked at the others who seemed compelled by horror to drive their heads 

into the mud, preferring the ignorant darkness to the rolling balls of fire. In such 

darkness, Jacob figured a man's last sight would be fire, his last sound a crack, or would 

he hear the pop and see the spiraling bullet tip? This was a safe question to ask, Jacob 

thought, and he would do his best to remember this for later. 

He'd heard no screams or groans, but perhaps there was a sight to see. He crawled 

through the mud to where his brethren lay, tapping the men on their shoulders, gripping 

them by the hair and peeling their faces from the mud, if they did not respond to the taps.

"Are you insane?" Sam asked and Jacob dropped his handful of hair.

"I was just checking to see if you were all right."  

“Let’s go,” Nigel whispered and, like a snake skimming across the top of a pond, he 

crawled towards the parapet. As plan dictated, Nigel and the Spaniards headed east while 

Sam and Jacob went to the west. 
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The Fascist parapet was a near twenty foot stack of sandbags, and the soldiers were 

still firing over the top of it.

“Donde estan?”

“Muerto?”

“No se.”

 They'd heard their wire be cut, but seemed to not know where the intruders went. 

Jacob pictured how their faces would look -- shock, "there they are" having just fallen 

from their lips, which would forever be frozen on "are", the blood coming down from 

their forehead to chin.    

Huddled together, waiting for Eduardo to fire, Sam showed Jacob he was holding a 

grenade. Jacob liked the idea. He swung the small bag off his back, but his shaking hands 

kept him from being able to handle the strings that tied it closed. 

Sam yanked the bag away from him. He untied the bag and placed one of the small 

bombs in Jacob's shaking hand. The bomb bounced around until it rolled off of his palm 

and would have been lost in the mud pool, if instinct had not kicked on and Jacob 

snatched it mid-air. "Lucky," Jacob said no louder than his breath. 

A rifle shot drew the attention of both men, the ball of fire well right of the parapet, 

Eduardo's gun, and as the blast died, a shriek of terror came.

"He hit one of the dogs," Sam whispered.   

Jacob had heard injured dogs howl before, the Murray's border collie took the weight 

of the farm's tractor wheel on its forearm, and he didn't think this scream sounded canine.              
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“Six, seven.” Sam threw his grenade like he was pitching a softball. It landed 

somewhere over the sandbag wall and almost instantly a pound and a fizz of light 

sparkled over the wall. If anyone had been killed, there was no discernible sign. “You 

now, Jacob. Go on.”

Jacob’s hand tremors had quelled enough for him to jar loose the grenade pins. He 

stared down at the live bomb rattling around in his palm, and he felt a sudden surge in 

power. He rose from his stomach, onto one knee, and tossed the grenade sidearm before 

hurling himself down to the fetal position. The aim was on but the throw lacked power. 

The bomb blew on the lip of the parapet. 

“That’ll do it,” Sam said. “They know bout us now, Jakey.” Sam started running, 

parallel to the parapet, and Jacob followed. “Woo! Now this is war! Ow, ow, Woo!”

Jacob wondered if that was the Rebel Yell. Sam's calls sounded like they came from a 

man whose desperation to do damage had turned him savage. Jacob had never seen his 

friend so alive. And when Sam checked behind him to see if Jacob was following, Jacob 

saw that Sam’s cheeks were raised, tight around his eyes, and his nose was scrunched up 

in a gritty smile. The dam that kept back his reservoir of vitality must have crumbled with 

the first sign of death.           

Sam screamed, “Come out from behind your wall and fight like men!” And he fired a 

string of errant rounds into the sandbags and wooed and yelled that savage scream. “Yell 

at them, Jake,” he said. “It’ll make you feel better.”

“What do I say?”
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“Whatever you want! It’s war-talk.” 

“Your mother – your mother is an old whore with a hairy chest!”

“Woo! That’s the spirit. You’re one sick dog, Jakey. I love it!” 

Nigel and two Spaniards were on their bellies in the mud, and the third was lying ten 

feet in front of them. Sam and Jacob reached them and dropped to the ground. 

“Is that Eduardo up there?” Jacob asked.

“The bolt of the gun blasted back through his eye,” Nigel said. 

Sam shook his head. "These are not proper guns, Nigel."

The quiver returned to Jacob’s hand, showed now in his leg too. Eduardo's body lay 

horribly maimed by rusty metal, just ahead in the shadows, agonizingly out of view.   

“All right,” Nigel sharply whispered, bringing the remaining men in to a crouched 

huddle. “We’re going to attack that corner.” Nigel saw Jacob trembling, his eye 

wandering towards Eduardo. “What’s the matter with him?”

“Just has to piss,” Sam said.      

“Well have a go, lad. Piss your trousers. We’ll get you a new pair.”

Jacob nodded.

“Eduardo,” Manuel called in a hissing whisper and he pointed at his dead 

countryman. “Los buitres.”

“He is worried about vultures,” Nigel said.

“What vultures?” Jacob asked.
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“Despues,” Nigel said. He looked at the others. “If we’re clear on the way out, we’ll 

bring the body.” 

“Didn’t we do enough already?” Sam asked. “They know we’re here.”

"We have to fight more," Jacob said. "For the Republic."

"We fired all around the parapet," Sam said. "Hooted, hollered." 

Nigel said, “If we leave now, they’ll think they have enough to defend the position."

"Venganza por Eduardo," Manuel demanded.

"What's he want?" Sam asked.

"Revenge," Nigel said.

"For what? His own gun killed him."

Jacob had thought Sam would be pining to boost his body count. "Isn't action what 

you wanted?" 

"This isn't action. It's suicide."

It was then that Jacob realized what gave him an advantage on the battlefield, it 

would not be skill, as he likely completely lacked it, but his was the secret weapon of any  

out-matched fighter, he didn't care in the slightest what happened to him. No inhibitions, 

he would charge anything. Eat the bullets, love the beatings, go until complete shutdown. 

The only problem being he did not have the enemies present to show this. "Nobody is 

firing anymore," Jacob said.

"They likely went back to call in however many they got." Sam spit into the mud.

 The Spaniards were getting riled up, hissing harsh whispers, pointing at Eduardo. 
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"Forward or back," Sam said. "I ain't sitting in the mud."

Nigel looked at the wall, as if it would have some hint scrawled across it. "Forward."

"Hmph." Jacob smiled.

"Is that the order then?" Sam did not hide his disgust. "Sir?"

"It is, soldier."

Bean cans, spent cartridges, bothered their knees and their elbows as they crawled 

towards the Fascist camp. At the parapet's base, Nigel pointed at his eyes then to the 

wall's top to ask if anyone saw enemies. They all shook their heads. Nigel scowled. He 

made a running man by dangling his fingers, and the men knew the order was to climb. 

They went slowly and quietly, as if they climbed a sleeping monster's back. Jacob saw 

that each step made the bag under foot budge, the sand crunch, and he worried about who 

was on the other side of the wall listening to the bags move. 

Sam was at the top first. “All them shits left,” he said then jumped down into the 

camp.  

Jacob leapt off the top of the wall, one foot disappeared into the mud and he stumbled 

wildly forward, until he hit Manuel, his forearm smacking the Spaniard on the ass. 

Manuel whipped around. His gun barrel plugged Jacob's nose.  

"Jacob," Jacob said, his hands up. "It's Jacob."

Manuel scoffed. He said something in Spanish that sounded ripping then turned away.  
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The party spread out around the rim of the wall, moving slowly, guns drawn. Jacob 

went to Sam who he'd watched enter a dugout constructed from metal sheets and sticks. 

A dog lay across the entrance, its back to the outside, dead or too starved to move. 

"Told you they had dogs," Sam said and he moved deeper inside. 

Jacob grabbed a stick from the shed's wall, got down to his haunches, and was set to 

prod and poke the sickly body, when Sam called out, "We got a man," and a kind of 

corkscrew chill went up Jacob's spine. He'd smelled something, but hadn't thought it 

human. He didn't come out of the squat, just waddled forward quickly to see.  

Sam stood over a blanket and a bulge under it, laying out on a mud bed against the 

wall. With his rifle tip, he pulled the blanket away, only so far down to reveal the head. 

Jacob turned his neck every way he could to see between Sam's legs. It was too dark to 

gather details, but Sam kicked the body and it didn’t come to life. 

“Looks like we chose the right side to be on. This boy stinks.” Sam stepped to the 

doorway and looked out into the Fascist camp. “So who was doing all that shooting?”

"I don't know." Jacob stood like he was going to follow Sam out. "Can I get a match?"

"Not time to light the cigars yet."

"Just for a puff."

Sam fetched a matchbook from his jacket pocket and tossed it. Jacob lost the book in 

the dark, but he felt it hit his hands and he clasped them tightly shut.

"And some gas?"
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"You're really turning into something." Sam gave him the handkerchief and the little 

tank he kept his gas in. "Hurry up with it," Sam said. "Quicker we get some attention, 

quicker we get out of here."

While lighting a cigar, Jacob stepped towards the door, and when Sam was out of 

sight, he twirled back, taking another stick from the shed's wall. To his haunches, he 

jammed the end of the stick into the mud, tied the handkerchief around the raised end, 

doused it with a few swigs of gasoline, then dropped a match on top. The ball of light 

gave just enough for Jacob to work. He puffed the cigar. He'd been very patient. He lit 

another match, scooted forward so his head was over the dead man's, and he circled the 

lit match over the man's face. Black and bloated. Had the brain inside popped? Or, he 

wondered, does it deteriorate to mush and grow once the body is dead and thoughts are of 

no use? He pulled his examining stick from the mud and felt a jolt in his system, a little 

squirt of pleasure. He was lowering the stick down the corpse's nose hole when Nigel 

walked in and said, "He have anything good on him?"

Jacob got his hands off the stick, but he didn't have time to pull it out. "I don't know."      

Nigel came to the corpse and he looked over it as if he approved. He took the torch 

out of the ground and handed it to Jacob. He threw the blanket off the body, unbuttoned 

the dead man’s pants, and started to pull them off.

Jacob jumped to his feet but wouldn't look away. He threw the cigar behind him.  

Nigel managed the pants down to the soldier’s ankles, but the cuffs were tight and it 

was difficult to stretch them over his thick leather boots. “Somebody must be lurking 
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about,” Nigel said and he grunted as he made one last tug and got the pants off. “Jacob?” 

Nigel said.

“Yes?”

“Here. You don't want to be in pissed on trousers.” Nigel draped the dead man’s pants 

over Jacob’s shoulder.

Jacob stood stiff. He could not take his eyes off the sucked in thighs and the two little 

potatoes that were the corpse's knees. "How long do you think he's been dead?"

"Quite some time, I'd say. Don't worry though. It wasn't from disease. Look." Nigel 

invited Jacob in close to the body. "I felt this hole when I was taking his pants off." Nigel 

pointed to the man's stomach. "Get the torch closer." A shred of the handkerchief, still 

aflame, fell off and landed on the corpse's bare stomach.

"Oh," Jacob said.

"Don't worry about it." 

Dried blood was all over the corpse's torso. 

"The trousers," Nigel shouted and he pointed at Jacob. He pulled them off of Jacob's 

shoulder, threw them to the ground. "Crikey. Got blood all over them. Sorry."

"It's ok."    

"Good, lad. Here look." Nigel pointed to the corpse's stomach, a caved in spot, a little 

sinkhole, no bigger than a quarter. He dipped his finger in it, felt around, so his finger tip 

could be seen in the bulges he pushed up on the skin. 
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Jacob felt like he was melting, like he was snow falling from cold clouds onto the 

warm ground. Somebody else was like him. 

"See the black ring around it? Means the gun barrel was pressed to the skin when it 

went off."

"Suicide?"

"A man doesn't often shoot himself in the stomach." Nigel brought his finger out of 

the body and it carried out on it pinks and reds. He offered his finger to Jacob. "Fancy a 

lick?"

"No."

Nigel sucked his finger and Jacob watched his face turn to pure pleasure. He'd left a 

few bits of red on it. "You sure?" 

Jacob sprung at him. He wrapped the finger with his tongue and pulled everything he 

could off it. He had no words for the taste, only could describe the sensation, something 

akin to a long needed homecoming.   

"Right?" Nigel grinned.

"Right."   

Sam came into the hut. "Ain't nobody out there."

Nigel wiped the finger on his pants.

“We done here?” Sam asked.

Nigel winced.
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The two remaining Spanish boys showed up in the doorway, behind Sam. “Eduardo,” 

Manuel said, his voice as deep as thunder. “Atacad soldados de la Republica!”

“What’s he want now?” Sam asked.

“Still to have a go at them,” Nigel said. “We did nothing for the death of Eduardo.” 

Nigel nodded at Jacob, reminding him there was a greater purpose for them being there.

Jacob stood. He felt the others looking him over. He sucked on his tongue, tasting the 

soldier's aged insides. "Manuel is right. We need to kill one of theirs. For Eduardo.”

Nigel was still crouched. He picked up a handful of enemy mud. “It is their war.”

Sam shook his head. "Eduardo didn't die from no Fascist bullet. It wouldn't be equal 

to go kill one of theirs for him." 

Nigel stood. "Who ever won a war following the tenets of equality?"

Sam said, "I oughta go out there and just yell and scream."

"Get us all killed then, huh?" Nigel asked.

"Nigel is right," Jacob said. Sam looked at him like he'd broken their eternal promise. 

"We've done no good." Jacob turned to Nigel. "Tell us where to go."

The five men trudged on into the dark, deeper into the camp. Just as it was on the 

Republic’s ground, the Fascist's air was fouled by the sharp aroma of uncovered human 

excrement. Each of their steps was accompanied by a sloshing noise, mud or shit, it was 

impossible to tell.        

Jacob could still taste human insides on his tongue. “When we find one,” he said to 

Manuel. “I'll hold him down for you.”   
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A spotlight popped on. Four of them dove to the ground, but Manuel froze in the 

light. He coiled. His shoulders squeezed in and up until they hid his neck. His head 

turned slightly to the side and his eyes slowly closed like a flower expecting the cold frost  

of night.

“Fascista?” was called out over a loudspeaker.

Manuel untwisted. 

Nigel whispered, “Yes,” from the dark. “Si, Fascista."

“Tell them they can eat shit,” Jacob said. 

Nigel grabbed Jacob by his shirt. “You want him dead? Manuel couldn’t tell you the 

first thing about Fascism. He’s a boy who was convinced to hate a word.”

A bullet fired over Manuel’s head. 

“Fascista?” the voice asked again.

Manuel looked at David, who knelt with the others, trembling, his eyes shocked and 

widened by having to watch his brethren be reduced to something so docile. “Si, 

Fascista,” Manuel said softly.  

Another shot was fired.

Sam pointed his mud-caked finger at crouching Nigel. "This is your doing," he said.

Manuel raised his arms, shook them, and yelled, “Yo soy una Fascista!” There was a 

frantic rattle in his voice and Jacob assumed Manuel wished now they would shoot him.
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“I seen enough,” Sam said. He ran in front of Manuel, cutting in between the 

Spaniard and the spotlight. “Listen here, y’all,” he called out. “I’m from Texas, hear? I 

ain’t no Fascist.”   

There was a moment of peace. A crack and the bullet hissed. It passed Sam and 

clipped off the lobe of Manuel’s ear. Sam shoved Manuel to the ground then ran left, 

away from the group. The light followed behind him and a stream of gunfire shot up the 

mud. 

Manuel hunkered down next to the others, calming through sharp pants, fingering his 

deformed ear. David put an arm around his shoulder and patted him on the chest. Jacob 

watched David coo words to Manuel and he regarded the Spaniard's hanging torn ear 

with the same appetite he'd have for a mere sprig of parsley. It was not enough anymore. 

Seeing the loyalty between the two men made Jacob feel like he was letting Sam down. 

He had left his friend to defend himself from an entire camp of enemies. As a hero of 

war, he could not allow this. If his countryman was to die, Jacob wanted to die there with 

him, at least see it happen, there would then be credence to his story and he could better 

conjure accurate emotion.  

Jacob ran to where the spotlight shined. The banging pitter patter of machine gun fire 

revved, and Jacob wondered if all he'd find was guts, blood, and shoe laces, and he 

wondered if it, being Sam's, would still look lovely. A limestone boulder interrupted the 

light's beam, and Sam sat, legs out, with his back against the rock. Jacob ran faster, 

pumping his legs up and down through the sucking mud. Sparse tufts of grass grew on 
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the boulder top, making it look like a balding old man, and bullets, spat at machine gun 

consistence, grinded away the face of the rock. Jacob dove at Sam's feet, face first. 

“What you doing here?” Sam asked.

“I’m here for you.” 

Bullets dislodged rock chunks, which flew over their heads. 

“You're doing a great job.”

Jacob checked to make sure his body was covered by the boulder. He could feel the 

pulse of the bullets through the rock. 

“Now listen,” Sam said. He lowered his right hand, palm up, like it was a piece of 

paper he was going to draw on. “We here.” 

"Ok." Jacob could not hide his whimpering.

Sam put his finger at the end of his wrist. “Way I figure it, the gunner’s likely 

somewheres there. At a little bit to the right of us and up.” His pointer finger moved to 

the base of its counterpart. “And the light man is here.” He rubbed the ridge between his 

thumb and pointer finger. “Along the edge of their parapet.”

"Yep." The pulse grew stronger, and Jacob sensed the rock's chip by chip crumble. 

“We sweep right,” Sam said. “Circle wide of the light man, position him between us 

and the gunner."

Jacob took off running. "Damn it, Jacob," he heard, but he didn't turn. He held his hat 

down against his head and ran like a bronco crazed by the threat of branding. The man on 

the spotlight followed him, occasionally trapping him in the light beam, and Jacob felt the 
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eyes of the machine gunner watching him, lining him up, his own eyes naturally squinted 

from the light and he heard the whizzing, his grunts, and the bubbling of the shot mud. 

The parapet ahead. Never had brown bags of sand looked so safe. He made a great 

leap at the wall, climbed to the top but rolled down the slope, head over heels, the whole 

way taking knocks that folded precious joints unnaturally. He stopped when his back 

curled around a boulder. Bottles, pills, and powders would have soothed the pain, but 

only war could get him to stand so quickly.

“Sam?” he whispered.

No answer.

He scrambled around on hands and knees, feeling for his rifle, but a handful of mud 

was all he got and he squeezed it until it was just dirty water, running down his wrists. 

A lesson presented itself, firsthand, being alone in a war is not good.

Jacob climbed to the top of the parapet, but grew spooked and ducked when he 

thought there might be someone gun-cocked on the other side. He pictured Sam 

wounded, maybe dead. It would be what he'd wanted, to die not in Texas. He decided he 

could not just sit there though, crouched, cold, and waiting. A friend might be in need, a 

hero's story could be in the making, a dead body might lay fresh. If there was a man 

waylaying on the other side, then let him have his shot, Jacob thought. God would not 

take him so soon after showing him the sweet insides of the cakes he bakes. Jacob raised 

his head over the ledge.
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The spotlight was gone. The air seemed lighter. He'd grown used to the machine gun 

fire so the camp seemed more silent than was natural. Jacob’s eyes readjusted to the dark 

and he saw Sam, about twenty-five feet in front of him, standing with his hands cupped 

around the back of his head.  

“Sam,” he whispered. 

Sam looked right at him but did not move. He was singing. “Well I love the women. 

And I love them all the same.”

Jacob's sight extended beyond Sam and he saw a soldier behind him, his arm out.

“Lord, I love me the women," Sam continued. "I love them all the same.”

Seeing Sam await execution, brought genuine concern to Jacob. There would be other 

dead bodies, but a chance to be hero to a man who he greatly admired was rare, and Sam 

had a big mouth, he was a storyteller. All the same, Jacob could not help his mind from 

wondering if the splatter of a gunshot had ever been caught on canvas. A soldier curious 

as he, one who too fancied himself something of an artist, a prisoner who was to be killed 

anyway, surely in the eons of war their paths had met, and someone had hung on the wall 

the human head splashed over paper. Who would have passed it on though? That was not 

the type of heirloom one presented a grandchild. Jacob could sense a burgeoning shame 

for being so charmed by what others would consider a horrific passion, but what gave a 

man the right to tell another how he should like his meat cooked? That would be un-

American.

Sam sung, “Yo-de-le-ee. Yo-de-le-ee. Yo-de-le-ee-oo.”              
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The man behind Sam cranked out words Jacob could not understand, but he heard in 

the voice a man's fear, and that he understood. Jacob ran along the parapet, crouched, one 

hand out, feeling for the wall.   

Sam went on singing. “But I don’t love no woman well enough to give her my name.”

Jacob climbed the parapet and snuck down the other side. He shuffled towards the 

altercation crouched as he imagined a mama tiger would when her cub come to danger. 

He saw that the Fascist's arm was extended, he held a gun, but he was shaking more than 

a bag of snakes, his knees up to his bobbling head then through to his wavy wrist. This 

was not a man, or if it was, he was dangerously cowardly for a soldier.     

Sam exhaled a large, sagging, breath. “If you don’t do something quick," Sam was 

still singing but addressing Jacob. "I'm gonna die, and I'm gonna come back, and I'm 

gonna find you.”

Jacob tackled the Fascist soldier with feline vigor and a kitten's roar. The soldier fell 

easily, as if pleased to no longer have to endure the foresight of messy murder. 

Sam stomped the man's wrist to get him to release the gun. "What in the hell took you 

so long?" he asked.

"I was thinking of what to do."

"You gotta think when a man's got a gun to my head?"

The Fascist rattled off a mile a minute Spanish. Jacob couldn't tell if he didn't even 

know he'd been tackled or if he knew too well, knew what that meant. Sam dropped to his 

knees, raised the man's hand, turned the pistol point so it faced away, and he bit the 
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Fascist's locked fingers. The Fascist didn't noticeably react, kept on rambling, kept a 

heavy clutch of the pistol, though he made no effort to change it from pointing at himself.   

"Goddamn it, boy." Sam was most likely addressing the Fascist. "He's a goddamn 

rock now."

"Well don't you shoot him, that's for the Spanish boys."

Sam laid down and he fought the mud on his fingers and on the gun to pop out each 

bullet from the chamber.

"There," he said, standing, pocketing the bullets. "You can keep your gun." He turned 

then to Jacob, who was still holding the soldier down. "Where's my gas?" 

"I've got it." Jacob took one hand off the demented Fascist, retrieved the little can 

from his back pocket, and tossed it to Sam.

"Handkerchief," Sam said, his hand out wagging.

"I don't have it."

Sam let a disappointed breath from his nose. "Cut off a square of his shirt."

"I'm holding him."

The Fascist kicked and Jacob hopped off him. He still didn't run.

"Well be doing it then."

Jacob turned the Fascist so he was laying on his side then Jacob pressed his knee 

down on his ribs. Sam unsheathed his knife and the Fascist's Spanish turned to what 

Jacob figured was nothing but gibberish. 
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Sam expertly sawed out a square from the Fascist's shirt, right from the shoulder. The 

soldier didn't look until after, but Sam was pretty kind cutting, leaving only a shallow line 

of red, where he'd gone too deep rounding the corner. This little river of blood excited 

Jacob like it was a woman's midriff. Sam balled up the cloth, promptly tipped the gas can 

on it, and took a long, hard, huff. Then another. The gas showed in his eyes and he must 

have traveled somewhere far, somewhere nice. Jacob thought there could not be a spark 

inside a body alive, the combustible gasoline high would make you burst.

Sam's voice flat, still in a dream, "Where's the gun?" he asked.

Jacob removed one hand from the pinned soldier to point. "At your feet."

Like an old dumb monster with no knees, Sam bent and patted the mud, finding the 

gun by its barrel, he wiped it on his pants until clean. "Ok," he said then turned the gun 

on the Fascist. "Lets get him to the Spanish boys.”

Jacob climbed off the soldier. “Up,” he said and wagged his hand at him. 

The Fascist would not stand.

Jacob hooked the man at the elbow, pulled him high enough so he could put his feet 

under him, but the Fascist wasn’t going to help and he fell back to his knees. He looked 

up at the Americans, quiet now but for a lip tremble, his eyes pleading mercy.    

Jacob put his hands on his hips, studied the soldier like he was a flat tire. “He’s not 

moving.”

From a pocket Sam had sewn to the inside of his shirt, he pulled a wooden tube that 

he kept his cigars in. He screwed out the cork, shook a cigar to the top, and bit the end 
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off. “If he ain’t gonna go on his own accord," he plugged the cigar in, "we’ll have to 

show him that he ain’t gonna like staying here, with us.” He snapped a match across the 

book’s striker. 

Jacob's brow jumped. What a fortuitous opportunity, he thought. To be the hero who 

delivered the enemy. He made his hands to fists. With a thumbnail he scraped the mud 

from the divots between his knuckles. "You're gonna feel this," he said. He positioned 

himself, fists up, like a boxer ready to brawl. 

"Not you." Sam sucked the cigar hard so its end glowed and Jacob could see the 

gloom and the malice on Sam's face. He'd been beaten by this Fascist coward and seemed 

poised to avenge that embarrassment. "I'm burning him out." 

"American?" the Fascist asked, suddenly showing signs of intelligence. "Nice, right? 

Nice. Treaty. Treaty."

Sam bent closer to the Fascist. "You have us mistaken."

"Sam, would you mind if I," Jacob scratched the back of his head. "Mind if I had 

something to do with this?"

 Sam's eyes turned stone and he said, "Jacob, I need to show this man that he should 

have killed me."

"I can do that though." Jacob eyed the Fascist longingly.

"All right. This is all taking too long. Let me first do my bit, you do yours, we drag 

him back."
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Jacob ran to the parapet. He'd gotten an idea about what a sandbag could do to a head 

two weeks before, when a man slipped, hit his head on one, and had to be thrown in the 

river to be revitalized. He picked a sandbag from the top of the wall and judged it for 

weight.

Screams electrified the dark. They sounded deathly and Jacob ran back, quick as he 

could, the sandbag held against his belly, making his run a waddle.    

Sam and the Fascist came clear in the dark. The Fascist, still kneeling, cupped an eye 

with both hands and Sam held a burning match to the cigar's end. Jacob didn't stop 

running. He hoisted the sandbag and smashed it down on the Fascist’s head. The bag 

burst and sand stuck to everywhere there was mud – Jacob’s hands, his pants, his face, 

Sam’s.

The Fascist dropped to his back, and there was the noise of teeth chattering and Sam 

spitting.

"What'd you hit him with?" Sam spit more.

The Fascist was convulsing on the ground. He shook like electric currents cut canals 

from his wrists to the bottom of his feet. Jacob was amazed how a bump on the head 

could lead to such vigorous malfunction.  

Sam cleared the sand from around his eyes and had his first clean look. “Ah Jesus, 

Jake. We can't give that to the Spanish boys.”   

Jacob locked in to the seizuring soldier. He'd taken control from the Fascist, made 

him into this sizzling meat patty. Sam was speaking, but Jacob didn't listen, watched him 
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only for a model of the motions of life – the precise, subtle, contortions of the lips, the 

timely blinks, brows that arched, arms that could hold place and not flail. Jacob had taken 

all of that from the Fascist. He was not dead, that was for sure, but not really living, he 

was somewhere in between, and not like how his mother had been, at peace on the bed, 

he was teeth chattering, spasmodic, like life was still in him but the knock had broken the 

bracing and it'd gone wild and was bumping all around under the skin. It was violent, and 

Jacob wondered where this spirit, which now must have been tearing through its body's 

insides, had been when the gun was up to Sam's head, because if the spirit would do this 

to its own body, it should have shot Sam no problem.             

Gunfire broke the spell. Sam lowered the pistol, he looked like he was trying to make 

sense of it, like he'd never quite seen it all happen this way.

Jacob had wanted to see what the natural end would have been. How long it would 

keep on going like that, would the ravaged insides drown the bouncing 'round soul? He 

figured that soul would've worn out, maybe settle, maybe it squeezes out under the eyes 

as tears, but Sam had fired holes in the confines, so he would never know.        

Sam pocketed the gun. “Time we go now.”

"What about the Spanish boys?"

"I think we already opened their present." 

“Well, I want them to have something from me.” Jacob crouched over the Fascist, 

pulled his knife. He hesitated a moment, turned the man's skull, he considered the ears, 

turned it back upright to study the nose. "Need something that says all the right things."    
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They found the others sitting on the parapet, about where they’d originally breached 

the camp.

“Right then,” Nigel said. He jumped off the sandbags, brushed his pants clean. “The 

Spaniards have conceded to just bringing back Eduardo, so - off we go then.”

"Nobody ever came?" Sam asked.

"Not one little bugger."

Sam scanned the dark horizons. "How you figure that?"

Nigel wiped his mouth, shrugged. "Once they heard you were from Texas, they 

wanted nothing to do with a pig fucker." 

Jacob approached Manuel very respectfully. He raised Manuel's hand from his side 

and dropped in it a mud-caked, blood-bottomed, scalp, which would have been all 

brunette if not for the sand that highlighted clumps blonde.

Manuel looked at it. He looked at David. He dropped the scalp and rubbed his soiled 

hand on his pant leg.

“The body is back there if you want to shoot it." 

Nigel patted Jacob on the chest. "Let's go," he said. "Well done."

Jacob picked up the bloody scalp. He brushed some of the dirt off it, stuffed it down 

his pocket then followed the others over the sandbag wall.
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Chapter 

William ran on little rest. They'd been in the hotel for two weeks and his dreams had 

been images like his mother as a skull in bed with big blonde hair, his dad blackening on 

the porch, or bulls he couldn't dodge swinging at him. Asleep, he had no control. Awake 

all hours, he was in constant battle against muscle exhaustion, his body wanted sleep, his 

mind feared it. Then there was the boredom. He used to read and get lost in stories of 

heroes, but now all that manufactured danger just seemed a little too nice, too tame, the 

outcomes obvious. 

Once Emilia went to sleep, William would sit at the hotel window and wait for the 

sunrise to sweep away the revelry of the carefree, drunk night crawlers. Through the 

window, William watched a man across the street enter his kitchen every weekday at 

dawn, dressed in a suit for the office, and there he plugged himself in, at the breakfast 

table with a coffee, to charge on the sunlight. His arrival was William's cue for bed.    

Morning light came through the window and landed in a splash over Emilia who was 

wrapped in white sheets. William loved the skin on her back. It was caramel brown, the 

color of river mud. Life had whittled pocks into the blades of her shoulders, and William 

drew lines between them until he’d formed a constellation, looked like Orion, the hunter. 

Her black hair joined at her bottom shoulder blade and bunched on the bed, looking as 

soft and fine as a new paintbrush. He rubbed his thumb against the tip of it, letting the 

individual ends prick between his skin and the fingernail. That wasn't enough though. He 
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pushed her so she lay on her stomach and he took away the sheet. The beef in her ass 

never went flat and William ran his hand along its slope. He reached back for the bed 

stand. He had a glass of whiskey there, and he finished it in a shot then got on top of her. 

He guessed she was awake but pretending not to be. 

One arm went under her, and he worked it around her neck. Something about 

squeezing shut a place she needed open gave him the feeling he'd been wanting. Since 

he'd killed, he'd let go of nearly all his inhibitions. He'd do as he wanted.     

He licked his finger then sunk it in her. 

She came to life, bucking like his touch burned. But that made him go in farther and 

he squeezed her neck harder. 

"Ok?" he said in her ear. He said it like a threat, and she stopped moving. He let up on 

her neck and pulled his pants down. He swung off her and turned her so her back was 

pressed against his chest. He gripped her now with his hand around her neck. 

She whimpered like it hurt and like she liked it.

He couldn't think of where he'd come up with this idea, but he knew what he was 

doing. He got his dick in her and she rubbed back against him, getting it all the way in. 

"Whatever you want," she said. "Whatever you want."

 He got his hand in her mouth and held her tongue down. 

Her whimpering got quicker and that did a lot for him. He beat against her harder. He 

pressed his lips into her cheek then buried his mouth in the nape of her neck. He would 

have told her he loved her, told her she would be all right and he wouldn't let any real 
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harm come, but nothing like words came out. He broke his wrap around her neck to 

smack her. He pulled on her nipple then grabbed a hold of her hair. 

She yelped out of real pain. She said, "Oh my god." And that only made him pull on 

her harder. He stuck his arm between her leg and his, put his hand on her vagina and 

rubbed. She went limp against it, moaning like exhaustion was taking the place of 

pleasure, so he smacked her, on the ribs then the face, to get her live again. 

He got her on her knees, ass up and out, and she did as he wanted, whether out of fear 

or desire William did not care to know. She turned her head around and looked at him 

like she wanted him to do whatever he wanted. He'd come to a spot where pain meant 

love and pleasure, and all he wanted was the thrill of getting her yelling.

Her ass was in his crotch, his hand around her face and he was petting her on the top 

of her head. She'd grown quiet, but hadn't refused him. He pulled out of her then dragged 

her to the floor by her hair. She gritted her teeth and would not yell. He set her up so her 

back was against the bed. He got close and rubbed his face against hers. Her breathing 

was loud. He kissed her and she wouldn't kiss back. He bit. He tried to kiss her again and 

this time she moved her head away from him. He smacked her. "No." He went to kiss her 

and she made him miss again. He got her by the neck and she stood up so he didn't lift 

her alone. He tossed her back to the bed, put his dick in her and it was like he was 

stabbing. He wanted just to keep her down, hear her moan and shiver. Her panting grew, 

and she either was crawling away or he was knocking her so she was half off the foot of 
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the bed. He followed after her though, stabbing away, making that slap noise when their 

skin met.   

She was saying, "Please come. Please come." And whether that was out of really 

wanting him to, or just wanting to get the beating over with, he couldn't tell. Either way, 

the idea was a good one. He climbed further up her, pulled her closer to him, pumped 

harder, but he didn't feel all the pleasure he wanted. He needed something extra. He 

grabbed her tit and that didn't do it. Smacked her ass and that brought nothing. He went 

back to where he'd felt the best, and that was two hands wrapped around her throat. 

She choked and he loved it. It was control. He could twist enough where she'd be 

nothing, and he brought her right to that edge, where she was nearly nothing. She wasn't 

even getting the breath to cough, she just was wheezing. He imagined her face was nearly 

splitting, and then a beautiful release came. He left it all in her and he felt his strength go. 

She crawled away, to the floor, fighting to bring air back in her. He collapsed on the 

bed, too drained to smile, too drowned to check on her.

He heard her go into the bathroom. He'd not realized how hard he'd worked. He'd 

never thought to put her through all that. He saw that his hand was bleeding and figured it 

was from her teeth. She'd put up a good fight and he liked that. He fell asleep before she 

came out of the bathroom, and when he woke up, it was mid-afternoon. She was gone 

and she'd taken all of her things.
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Chapter

The elevator was out in Sergio's apartment building, a handwritten sign taped to the 

cage door said so. William had just two bags and one was his bullfighting suit. He went 

for the stairs.

 If she was gone, he was going to be scared and lonely. She was the safest thing he 

had. She could take a pounding, but maybe he'd pushed a little too far. Shown her too 

much. She was a hell of an outlet to plug into. If he knew where to find her, he would 

have gone and begged her to stay.    

He opened the door and his aunt's radio was playing. It was soft music from the 

parlor. It was like she was alive again. 

Sergio sat at the kitchen table, the newspaper hiding all of him but his hairy palms 

hooked around the pages. There was a smell of fresh bread and on the table next to the 

loaf was butter and honey. William set the bags down next to the door.           

“William,” Sergio said, rightly surprised to see him. “Hola.”

“Yeah, hola.” His eyes fixed on the food. "You got bread here? The hotel said there 

was a shortage."

"Hotel." Sergio shook his head. "Mr. Roosevelt, please. Sit. Eat bread."

William tore a chunk from the loaf and dipped it in the honey bowl. His uncle had 

lowered the paper and was watching him with eyes open as wide as two thin reeds. 

William could anticipate being questioned on matters he had poor answers to, so he 
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chewed slowly, rolling the bread into balls by pushing it against his gums with his 

tongue.

"It is the fourth." Sergio folded the paper so it was flat on the table. He tapped the 

date on the front page. "I gave you hotel money through the eighth."

William thought of ways to escape his uncle's conclusion. "I can't come home to say 

hi?"

"Home?"

William dipped another chunk of bread.

Sergio returned to his newspaper. "How's the girl?"

"Good."

"She doesn't eat?"

"She's got things to do." 

 He turned the page of the paper. "Bullshit. She left you."

 William scratched his face. "She could come back."

“William, this happens all the time." 

“I think I love her.”

“You shouldn’t.”

He knew it didn't really look like love."I told her I love her."

Sergio shrugged. "That's ok. You can take that back." He put his hands into the top of 

his pant pockets. 

"No. I love her."
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"Just go easy with it, all right?"

William said, "When I want advice, I'll ask for it."

Sergio went quiet. He picked up a letter and tossed it to the table. "A letter came for 

you from Jacob."

William opened it.

Dear William,

I’m happy to write to you, but I’m afraid I must be brief. I’m not good at this, but I 

wanted to fill you in so you do not much worry.

I have found things out about myself here that I did not know. I saved a man’s life, so 

I am a hero. Another man had to die for this to happen and in that man's last moments on 

earth, I made him feel abject terror. I have come to terms with that. Remember you are 

my brother and do not judge me harshly for this. Strange things will awaken in a man 

when he is at war. Killing is dangerous work and requires responsibility. The civilian 

knows this only for the obvious reasons. I wish we did not have to kill in order to fight 

war, but I guess the generals have decided the enemy would not stop coming until he was 

dead. 

The man I saved is a great man. He has recognized me as his partner in this war. We 

are the only two Americans around these parts (there is a British man who also shows me 

how to live at war). I sing Yankee Doodle Dandy, this Texan, Dixie. At first I could not 

understand his ways, but it is now clear to me that he operates on a call to duty. It is the 
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soldier’s way and pleasantly uncomplicated. Identify a cause that you believe to be right, 

and then any task that is necessary for the cause’s completion is OK – no questions asked. 

It makes life grand and simple. And isn’t that what we all want? Grand and simple?

 I apologize for my letter’s briefness, but today there is much to do for war and 

country. Collecting firewood (it is cold still here at night), quail hunting, mending of torn 

uniform, polishing of weapon, guard duty.

Please send cigars if you are to send me anything. I have acquired a taste.

When will I come home? I’ve signed on for at least the next two months. That takes 

us to mid-summer. I still have much to learn. I love my newly adopted country and would 

like to see to it that Franco and his kind do not take it over.  

I understand that you might be surprised I have written you. We are not close. We are 

brothers though. And I would not like you to forget that.  

Sincerely,

Jacob

Sergio had the newspaper up around his head. 

"He'll be gone two more months," William said.

"That's all?"

William saw no reason to give more proof of his family being deranged. "He's been 

quail hunting."
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Chapter 

In the courtyard outside the gates to the bullring, William forced the fear off his face 

and hid the worry where he thought it belonged, in the pit of his stomach, where it could 

boil in the acids and convert to something useful. Kids had snuck under the ropes and 

they ran down the line of toreros, tapping each man on the back, laughing. A policeman 

shouted and the kids slipped back to the other side, running off to the streets where they’d 

brag of their bravery. 

William had read about himself in the newspapers. Aficionados had deemed him a 

fighter who showed little interest for the work of the cape, but what he lacked in artistry, 

he made up for in killing. With the sword up to his eye, he turned boy to man. His death 

blows landed with precision, his demeanor an unearned calm, traits these men had only 

heard their fathers speak of. William thought one writer had gotten it particularly right, 

killing plain satisfied him more than artistry. Was it that obvious? Killing for satisfaction 

had been in him, no doctor's test could see it, but put a bull out there, give him a sword, 

and William could diagnose himself a first rate, bedeviled, killing-addict. Something so 

sick, had something so good about it.       
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The toreros were told that the fight was to begin soon. They shuffled into three lines 

-- matador in front, his cuadrilla, the men who would prepare the bulls for him to kill, 

behind him. A deputy of the ring sat horseback in his gold and glittering costume. He 

kicked his horse’s stomach, getting it to shimmy sideways, until it stood in front of the 

three lines. The most senior matador’s team, as dictated by tradition, was to the right of 

the horse, the next senior to the left, and the youngest, which was William, in the middle, 

looking square up the horse’s ass. 

The two other toreros were greeting their cuadrilla. Slapping shoulders, stoic head 

nods, wasting few words for these men were great friends who spent more time watching 

each other than they did family. William turned to see his men. They had been assigned to 

him and he'd never met any of them. He had only one picador, the man who would 

torment the bull from a horse, and he had three men, banderilleros, who would drive the 

colorful spikes down into the bull's back. This was all he could afford given his own 

small salary. The first banderillero seemed the youngest of the crew, lean and handsome, 

Cayetano Torres. He gave William a smile that was a flawless, glimmering, example of 

nature’s expert work with proportions. To William, he looked made for Hollywood. Dark 

hair effortlessly placed, even the strands that ran wild from the wind did so in a 

fashionable manner. 

"I'm glad you could make it," William said, hand extended. "You were stuck in 

Tarragona?"
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"An old friend called in a favor." Cayetano slapped his hand into William's, shook it 

like he meant it.

"How'd you fight?"

"Killed four."

"But in Barcelona you are a banderillero?"

"Maybe you'll teach me how to kill better."

William dropped Cayetano's hand. "That all you've heard of me?"

"It's an honor." 

"Would you want it?"

Cayetano's silky ease wavered. "I don't know."

"Do a good job." William hit him on the shoulder then moved on.

The rest of William's men stood and watched William with frozen, cynical, glares. 

Sergio had warned him that veterans would be jealous of anyone who leapt to instant 

success, nevermind a puke-little American boy who never had to endure the rigors and 

puny status of a novillero struggling around the rural slop towns, just praying every night 

to be noticed and yanked into the charm, class, and the doctors of a Madrid, Sevilla, even 

Barcelona. 

 William thought he'd try putting his killer persona to use. He approached his picador 

with a face meant for kings facing regicide. He put his hand out  went out for the 

Spaniard to shake. The picador looked at the two old banderillos behind him. He refused 

the handshake then countered with his own dirty look. 
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“A glare like that could kill a bull.” William withdrew his hand and leaned in close to 

the man. “That’s my job."

 William looked down the row, the two other men watched him with the same cold 

expression. “All right, I’m just going to stay here at the front of the line then." 

The bugles blew and the toreros walked into the ring, doing their part in the required 

pageantry – the parading of the fighters, the playing of festive music, salutes to the ring's 

president. Though it had all been explained to William, he'd forgotten what he was 

supposed to do. It wasn't nerves, it was boredom with instruction. He just made sure he 

kept his spot at the front of the line.     

 Everyone but the day's senior fighter, Gomez Romero, cleared the ring. Gomez went 

so he was in direct line with the opening in the ring where the bull would run out of and 

he dropped there to his knees, kissing his hand and raising it to the sky. He 'hawed' and 

'cawed', jerked around the cape, and his first bull, strong and healthy as it ever would be, 

came charging out of the pen. 

William had read that the year before, a bull gored Gomez. Its horn cut into his 

stomach, grinded up the side of his ribs. He missed the rest of that season, recovering in 

his plush villa right outside San Sebastian, lounging by the Bay of Biscay. Next to the 

tranquil aqua water, William imagined, Gomez would want to be nowhere near an 

animal, unless it was served dead on a plate. And he looked hefty in the ring, like he'd 

grown five pounds of belly meat, bronzed it under the sun. He looked scared in his first 

moves with the bull. Like he was fighting for life and money. His manager probably had 
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called him every week during his recovery, trying to get him back in the ring, but 

managers didn't have sway. It wouldn't be until his man at the bank called that he'd finally 

go out to the barn, dust off his cape. 

William stood next to Cayetano at the inner rim of the ring, and they watched Gomez 

twinkle around on his toes, making skittish passes, finally lining the bull up to take 

punishment from the picador on the horse, then running away from the bewildered bull, 

like it was a bomb he'd lit and buried in the ground. The picador prodded his horse 

forward, its steps abbreviated and made clunky by the armored mattress the animal wore. 

“They want you to go in and do some passes next,” Cayetano said.

"How about you do it?" William said, listlessly.

"Me? You have to receive Gomez's bull as part of the ceremony. Have you not been 

told what to do?"

"Doesn't matador just mean I kill?"

"Just take the bull around a bit then send him to the banderillo for spearing." 

The bull had his head low and chopped at the horse's legs, while the picador sounded 

its back with his lance. Gomez waved the cape in the bull's peripheral, stole its attention, 

and brought it towards the ring's center for William to have a go.

The crowd chanted something William did not understand, but he fixed his hat, 

unbunched the cape, and trotted out to the bull. The animal stood dumb, it checked areas 

of the ring in long stares, making unknown judgments of Gomez's men, who stood near 

the wall, staring back with their capes bunched at the hip. The banderillo had his two 
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decorated spears in hand. The animal clicked its view real quick to the next zone, like 

there were connecting clock gears in the bull's head and neck. William thought the bull 

might be looking for a way out. 

The bull clicked over once more. Its back was to William and he ran closer to it. The 

bull whipped around, saw William was now close enough to be a threat, and the animal 

immediately charged. William waited for the spike to hit, invigoration to flow. He 

thought, why dangle a cape and have a dumb animal run through it to no consequence? 

To prepare this bull for Gomez? No. If he was going to trick the animal, he wanted to 

score. He wanted to punch tickets to heaven. That was what felt good. That was where 

satisfaction now sat, cased up in some fleshy sack, hanging inside the bull. He wasn't 

going to always be able to get it. He was going to one day grow old. Or worse yet, killing 

a bull might not be enough for him at some point. If Emilia came back, she could pick up 

the slack. But what was he going to do for pleasure if she didn't? Write poems? That life 

felt ruined.      

As the bull came at him, William didn't trot back like he was supposed to, as centuries 

of tradition dictated. He didn't bend away from the cape and allow the bull to charge at 

just some lifeless cloth. He wanted his thrill. He dropped to his knees. If that bull started 

hooking, it was going to tear him to pieces. He held the cape up on his right side.

The bull came at him and it ran right by, lifting the cape so it swirled over William's 

head. 
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Gomez seemed to sicken as the crowd cheered. His banderillo looked as though he'd 

just seen something he should not have.    

William popped from his knees to his feet. He hadn't felt it. There was no thrill. He 

didn't have the sword. There was no pop. “He's yours,” he called to Gomez then bunched 

up his cape and leaped over the ring's wall. 

Cayetano came next to him again, leaning over the edge of the wall, just as William 

was. 

William stared at the orange sun, which had lowered and was now lined up with the 

western gap in the stadium wall, hanging on to light the horizon.  

"Are you hurt?" Cayetano asked.

"I'm just here to kill bulls."              

Gomez continued his work on the animal, but once he started celebrating with macho 

head jerks, hip shimmying on his toes, and verbal taunts, William paid him little mind. 

He kept occupied by drawing x's in the dirt with his toe. When he noticed the crowd go 

quiet, he looked up to see Gomez set himself to kill. The man stood with his feet close to 

one another, his arm extended, hand at chin height, stiff from the waist up. He meanly 

stared down the beast that looked already set to fall over, and yet Gomez's legs shook, 

like he was naked out in winter. He ran at the bull, and William saw him stay as far away 

from the horns as he could, choosing to jump to the animal's side instead of meeting him 

head on, and it wasn't until he was safe from the animal's reach, that he drove the sword 

down in to its back. The sword stuck, so the crowd cheered. The toreros ran the remains 
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of life out of the bull. William could tell that the way Gomez had killed and the way he 

did were not the same . He was sure that Gomez had more experience, more skills, but he 

knew, and he guessed he knew it from his dad, that there were plenty of ways to kill 

something.      

The second to face his bull was Javier Gonzalez. The papers said that Javier had 

begun fighting bulls before kissing girls, and upon seeing him start to fight William 

thought Javier did for bullfighting what a Puritan did for religion. In the ring he was 

sober, he looked bothered, tough and dignified.    

Javier enticed the animal by sending one sharp ripple down the cape, stringing 

together a masterful run of passes, keeping the bull right along his side each time, turning 

it one hundred-eighty degrees at the end of every pass to ready it for the next. Javier had 

dirt all over his stomach, and William couldn't tell if it was from the bull getting so close 

it rubbed on him, or if he'd shrewdly planted the dirt smudges to make it look like he was. 

Either way, Javier was so flawless and confident in his technique that his cool mocked the 

bull’s potential. 

William' attention wandered, as this man's rigid countenance showed no sign of 

satisfaction. He counted the arches around the stadium between the Plaza de Toros 

Monumental’s domed towers. He watched the attendants in uniform call out the price of 

the beer they sold in soggy paper cups and the blurry faces drank, cheered ole! for the 

torment and killing of an animal, and he realized he had, inadvertently, chosen his 
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father’s trade. He was a butcher except the customer didn't eat the meat, just wanted to 

watch him kill it. 

He had not thought of his father very often and to think of him now, in a place so far 

from what he would be familiar with, yet so close, seemed odd but right. Nearly a year 

back, William had decided to blame his father for the death of his mother. She should 

have gone to the hospital when she was sick. Simple, he thought. People get sick, you 

take them to a hospital. Once William had figured that, there was no putting his father 

back in his good graces. He had to put the old man out of his mind or risk mental health. 

But now that his father was back and time had smoothed his pernicious opinion, William 

tried to remember something nice about him. He couldn't. 

He patted his ribs three times. That's where his mother's picture was, inside a pocket 

in his vest. She had been the light in the family, bright enough to outshine the darkness of 

all three of her men. She was in his mind often and he figured she wouldn't like to see 

he'd become a bull killer. He knew she'd have known what to say to get him to stop. He 

reached under his shirt, felt over the smooth gloss on her picture. He missed her dearly, 

for her passing marked the end of what had been a normal life.       

 He scanned back over the faces of the crowd, inspecting the women. And there he 

found Emilia, in the seat he’d reserved for her the day before they had argued. He jumped 

back a little when he saw her. He could not believe it. The relief. There she was, alone 

and beautiful, no white hat covering her hair or her face. She must love me too, he 

thought. Thank god she does.    
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He raised his hand to her. 

She waved back.

A smile came across his face.

Javier finishes his bull and the grounds crew ran into the ring, dragging rakes behind 

them as they circled, evening out the dirt.

Last to have his bull was William. "Cayetano," William called over his shoulder. 

Cayetano appeared behind him. "Yes?"

"Would you bring my bull out?"

William's picador chuckled, an incredulous laugh. He shook his head. "You are the 

matador," the man said. "You bring your bull out."

William walked to the man, feeling like he could stop rain or make it come down in 

hell if he wanted. "I'll kill your horse before I kill that bull. Have you go into the ring on 

foot like the rest of us." He'd gone into the mood he'd needed and he wasn't going to be 

nice to anybody now. 

The picador scratched his cheek with a thumb then walked away to his horse.

"Not so tough now, are you?" William caught his breath. He rubbed his mother's 

picture at his rib. 

Cayetano jumped the wall. He led the bull into the ring by running in a z-pattern with 

one hand holding the cape. He returned to William, who had still not come into the ring 

but stood in the dugout between the crowd and the action. The bull took its first 

punishment from the picador.
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“He prefers to hook with his left horn,” Cayetano said. “Did you notice that when I 

led him out?”

“No.”

William watched as the other toreros fooled the bull with their capes. 

“This bull is very large and no coward. He will need to be properly handled.” 

“And you’ll do that?” William asked.

“Of course,” Cayetano said. “I treat him like a woman who is wild, violent, constantly 

rejecting you. Stab my spear in her back.”

“I love that woman." William looked down at his feet and the hole he'd dug into the 

dirt. "Tell the others what to do."

The picador did very little to the bull. He got the lance in only once and the other 

toreros were awkward with the bull, as they seemed put off by William's absence. They 

kept looking at William and he just acted like he was staying busy, leaning into the ring 

over the fence, scratching his fingers on top the knuckles, staying quiet, to himself, 

watching his feet mostly.

Cayetano ran to him during the fight's second stage and said, "I told the banderilleros 

to pierce the bull on the right, but they are cutting too close to center."  

William dropped a ball of spit down between his legs.

"He's going to be useless for you."

"Just bring him to me walking." 
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The bull had been mismanaged to the point of mangled, but Cayetano showed he was 

a man who could make the inharmonious sing. He positioned himself about twenty-five 

feet from the animal, raised above his head two colorful banderillas. In his turquoise suit, 

he looked to William like a fighting praying mantis. The bull had him in sight, but stood 

waiting for Cayetano's call. William had not seen a man show so much control over a 

bull. It was like Cayetano had the beast by a rope and the thing knew to not charge until 

he felt it yank. Cayetano took two steps forward, jumped, and shouted ha! The animal 

ran, Cayetano calculated. William wondered if the man had figured a way to physically 

cut off the brain waves that signaled any of his body parts to move. Near mauling-

distance, Cayetano shook to life, feinted left, leapt right, and jammed the banderillas into 

the bull’s back. The audience let out the loudest cheer William had heard all day. The 

bull, like it was still tied to Cayetano's rope, followed him around the ring, the 

banderillas rolling around the bull’s back like knocked down bowling pins. Cayetano let 

the bull close enough so that he could reach back and rub the animal between the horns, a 

discomfort that made the animal stop pursuing. 

William whistled between two fingers and banged the ring's boards. That was 

punishment the bull had coming, William thought. Cayetano had given it a chance, man 

had just bettered the animal. There was nothing more humane Cayetano could have done.     

 After Cayetano placed three pairs of banderillas, the president called for the killing. 

The crowd applauded Cayetano’s work and he saluted them head bowed and smiling. He 

came behind the wall and said to William, “He’s not how you want him. You should 
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dedicate the bull to the president." He picked up his cape. "It'd be respectful given how 

badly we have done.”

“He wants my respect?” William tossed his hat to the ground. “Tell him to come 

down and kill this bull.”                         

Stalking to the center of the ring, muleta folded under his arm, his sword sticking out 

behind him, William felt the nerves tingle in his stomach. He gathered fallen banderillas 

and tossed them at the ring wall, while the bull stood alone, watching the now harmless 

toreros flap their capes to send off the dirt and tuck themselves behind a board in the ring, 

so just the tips of their horned hats showed. The animal was none the wiser to the 

entrance of its killer.   

William had waited for what felt so damn long, but now it was killing time. He'd 

learned how to slip into this destructive mode where his vision shrunk to a tunnel, and 

everything that was not him, not his sword, not the muleta, not the bull, all of it dropped 

away, no longer affecting what he thought or what he saw. He had wondered if he could 

do this at will or if he needed death as a stimulus. 

He unfurled his muleta, bent his knees. The bull found him and started kicking up 

dirt. Oh really? William thought. The bull charged without him needing to ask for it.

William executed a series of fluid derechazo passes – short, right-handed, moves that 

are expected of all matadors. Five times he led the bull through his muleta, close to his 

body, each time tightly turning the animal around to ready it for the next. He ended the 

series by moving the muleta to his left hand, turning his back to the bull. His left arm 
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extended in front of his body, he looked over the shoulder to spot the animal. He thought 

momentarily about what made the bull come, a mystery, he had no idea, but he thought 

only death seemed to come at man with such frequency. Both seemed to want him 

whether he called for them or not. 

The bull charged and William kept the cloth in front of the animal as he turned it 

clockwise around him. He cut off the pursuit by swinging the muleta up and getting the 

bull to jump meekly at the cloth. The crowd applauded as William stepped away, not in 

grand long strides like other fighters, but in the careful, short steps, of a man getting 

ready to hide. Safe from the animal, he put hands on his hips. The bull turned his back on 

William and trotted to the wall. He turned himself in choppy steps, until facing the ring 

and scanning the grounds.          

William saw the retreat as a sign of the bull’s weariness. "Yuap!" he called.

 The animal walked in place, but would not come off its sanctioned ground. It looked 

scared, isolated, eyeing every direction, as if it was surrounded by assassins.  

If the animal was scared and asking to die, William thought, then what humane killer 

would insist on more torment? William would be more than happy to oblige. He walked 

to the edge of the ring and signaled to Sergio, who was working as his assistant, to hand 

him the sword for killing.

Sergio said, “I wouldn't kill that bull.”

William pulled the sword from out of its leather sheath. “He seems to want it." 

"You've barely done anything to him."
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"Yep, he didn't need much." 

William hit the dirt off the muleta with his sword. As he moved into position to kill, 

he blinked his eyes twice and widened them, cleared his nose. The bull stopped swiveling 

his head and zeroed his focus on the figure in front of him. The muleta dangled in font of 

William’s feet, sword raised. William’s eye looked down the blade, over the tip and by it, 

to the center of the bull’s back. He was moments away from the rush and eager for it to 

hit.  

He charged in quickly and was coming in at a good angle, but the bull did not lower 

his head to attack the muleta. It waited for William to enter its striking range and when he 

did the bull swung its horns up, placed them in just under the right side of William’s 

ribcage and tossed him to the ground like a man removing a cat from his lap. William hit 

the ground and rolled. He tasted the chalky dirt. Adrenaline numbed him. When his 

momentum stopped, he was against the wall. He frisked his stomach. He felt a small, wet, 

hole. He looked down at it, and had never seen that color red.  

Two holes were cut into the muleta by the bull’s horns, and the cloth lay over its face. 

The animal ravaged it, swinging ferociously to free himself of its cover. The bull 

managed to get the muleta draped over the back of his neck, so it hung now like a cape 

and the bull bucked and ran around in tight, victorious, circles. 

Cayetano was first to get to William. “Ok, nothing to worry about.” He hadn't yet 

checked anything.

William tried to stand, but the pain struck. 
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“No moving. Wait.”

Four others joined and they lifted William, as if this were routine, two on the legs, 

two at the armpits, his midsection sagging, losing blood. 

"Where we going?" William asked.

Cayetano held an arm. "The infirmary."

“No,” William moaned. They shimmied a few more steps for the door in the ring. 

“I'm dragged out and the bull goes free? No.” 

"Someone will kill it."

"No. I'm doing it." William kicked one leg out from a torero's clutch and he dragged 

it along the ground. "I'm finishing this."

“Su pierna!” Cayetano yelled.

William bucked and wiggled until his other leg was dropped. “Cayetano, no.” He 

swung his arms free, the button of his elbow clocked Cayetano's chin. He stood on his 

own. “I get to kill it.” He touched his wound, seeing it clearly now for the first time. 

Blood stained his fingers and he wiped them on his jeweled, white, coat. “I’ll go to the 

doctor after. But I am killing that thing.”  

The toreros awaited instruction. Cayetano stepped in front of William and scanned 

him over, like William remembered his mother doing to him on Sundays before church. 

“Spit." Cayetano checked the saliva for blood. 

The bull had stopped circling. It had managed to twist the cape off its horns, and now 

was staring dumbly at the wall.
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“You die," Cayetano said, "And this is your fault only.” 

“If I die, I’ll see to it you get a fine woman.” William bent to fix his pant leg, which 

had ridden up while he was being carried. A woozy pain hit, and he fought back 

flinching. “Or you like the crazy girls?” 

“I like crazy and I have one.” Cayetano slapped William’s arm to brush the dirt off. 

“Get me a house on good land. And a swimming pool.”

“Lots of money?”  

“Just enough. Anything more and I'll be rooting for the bull.”   

William was handed his muleta and the sword. He looked in the crowd for Emilia, on 

the ring's other side, but his eyes wouldn't screw into focus. Good, he thought. The body's 

diverted all its energy to killing this thing.  

William's walk out into the ring had to turn to an amble because the tear in his belly 

pulled and when it did his sight greyed and he felt his mind's purchase on the world 

slipping. A hush went over the crowd except for a few calls for somebody to stop him.

Javier budged the bull from his quarantined territory by dropping a cape under the 

muzzle of the animal, and slowly pulling it out from under it. William waited, fighting to 

keep his face looking mean, so when that bull saw him, it would know it had mistaken.

Having done his work, Javier gave William a hard nod. "So that's how you do it," 

William said, smiling through the pain. As Javier walked by, William almost reached out 

and grabbed him by the sleeve. Maybe it'd be best, he thought, if he sat down and 

allowed the others to carry him to the doctor. The spells of weakness were growing 
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longer. Emilia was there, she must care and must have forgiven him. They could go off 

together somewhere, a place where killing bulls wasn't a way to make money or do a 

day's work. There could be other trades, less dangerous ones, ones that built something. 

William wondered then if construction delivered a thrill as pleasing as destroying.          

The bugles started their tune and blew notes that rose then cut off around sharp peaks.

The bull kicked out dirt behind him, like it was signing the ground it had won. 

William figured the animal could smell his blood soaking into its horns and guessed that 

made the bull think it was the toughest thing to pop its mother's womb. But William held 

steel, behind it an addict's conviction, and he was in need of filling.  

He steadied himself for the attack. He shook the muleta in front of his legs, moved it 

away from his body then brought it back in. The bull’s head followed. He lowered the 

cloth then brought it back up. And the bull’s head followed. He moved the cape to the 

center of his body and lowered it so the cloth bunched in front of his legs. Sword raised 

to eye-level, his right foot flat, his left heel off the ground, a wind blew so the muleta 

swept up, and the bull flinched when it saw William’s small knobby knees. 

The bugles cut off sharply. 

William ran. He reached over the top of the bull, slammed the sword down into its 

back, and dodged its counter. Insertion was sensuous. The bull ran on, bucking and 

swinging its horns at nothing. William had nearly lost all his breath, he wheezed, but 

when he saw the red plastic of the sword’s hilt sticking out of the bull’s back, a cool 

satisfaction coursed, untwisting his chest. 
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Two assisting toreros surrounded the animal, with their capes as bait, and ran him in 

circles until he was placid and not dangerous anymore. 

William approached the bull, and he sensed they now had about the same amount of 

strength. He put his feet together, swayed in a slow rock from toes to heels, hands at his 

sides, one holding the muleta, the other empty. Blood still trickled out of him, but he was 

waiting for the bull to fall. He wanted to be the last thing it saw. He thought about 

scratching his blood off its horns, but a strange sympathy made him let the bull keep it. 

He felt somehow like they were now brothers. He casually showed the bull the muleta, 

and the bull lowered his head and wanted to go after it again, it was like that was all it'd 

ever wanted, but the animal seemed to sense now that somewhere in it something was 

wrong.      

The bull snorted, eyes blinked, its knees buckled and it went down, laid with its 

mouth open. Cheers came from the crowd. But the bull almost stood again. It had two 

feet holding weight, but couldn’t last and fell on its side. A torero stepped in, from behind 

William, carrying a stubby knife and he stabbed the bull through the neck three times. 

William hadn't ever seen this third party enter before, take the kill. He watched the man 

walk away like he was Lucifer's ghost, and he felt a sudden but frighteningly real hope 

that he never would be a man who stabbed dead lying animals.   

William headed out of the ring in a slow, controlled, stalk. He looked up in the crowd 

for Emilia, but couldn't find her. He didn't know which way he was facing, and the 

crowd's calls and waving arms blurred into a swirl of noise. He made it to the small 
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section of wall in the ring, where the toreros stood behind for cover, and draped his body 

over it. His shirt, now soaked in blood, stuck to his belly. He looked over his shoulder 

and saw the bull be dragged out by horses, linked to taut iron chains. Cayetano and other 

toreros were running towards him. He righted his head and hung it over the edge of the 

board. A ring assistant held out the bull's severed ear, just under his face. Despite his 

watery eyes, William could see blood drops stuck between the coarse black hairs. He 

wanted to reach over the board, get that grisly trophy, squeeze it maybe for some last joy, 

but his stomach wouldn't allow for his arm to stretch. He moved to his toes. His head 

reached down, farther over the board, his nose buried in the bull hair, he smelled the dirt. 

The bloody ear wedge fit right across his mouth, and he was rocked by a slow shiver.           

 

Chapter 

On the hospital wall above William’s bed, hung an iron rendition of Christ's 

crucifixion. His stomach emaciated, his crown of thorns cut blood that poured as thick 

ridges in the metal. “Tener cuidado para que su muerte significativa” was carved in it and 

spread over a banner, parabolic, above the nailed in figure. William read the words from 

his bed, upside down, and said them softly. 

The nurse who'd been looking after him appeared in the doorway. She pointed into his 

room then shuffled on. Sergio entered and the crucifixion was on his face. He made the 
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sign of the cross. William shut his eyes. A chair bumped along the linoleum floor and 

Sergio sighed.  

“You look horrible,” William said, his eyes still closed.   

 “The papers said you received an ear.”

William made a dry swallow then opened his eyes.

“I guess there’ll be no stopping you now.” Sergio picked up the end of his shirt and 

rubbed the cotton seam with his thumbs. 

"Nope."

“Our future is worry. You kill a bull, we are relieved. But then there is the next one.” 

His eyes wandered to the nailed up Christ. “Some life,” he said. “You know this would 

upset your aunt, don't you? She was supposed to take care of you.”

"She's dead, Sergio."

His uncle's face went stiff.

"I don't live my life for her."

The hospital air was dry and rife with evaporated cleaning chemicals. William’s lips 

were cracked already and stung. He ran his tongue along the rim of them. He couldn't 

believe he'd been so blunt with his uncle and he thought then, for sure, that something 

was wrong with him. His mind replayed the image of looking down his nose at the bull's 

ear in his mouth and he shut his eyes. The embarrassment from that still had sting.
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Sergio looked astonished, like he'd been slapped in the face but wasn't mad. "I used to 

enjoy bullfighting. I thought this was our special project. But, it seems like now, that 

you're not interested in me. Or fighting. You just want to kill bulls." 

William didn't know how he'd always kept this back. As a child, he'd killed nothing of 

significance, but now that he had, his uncle was right, that was all he wanted and he 

wanted to kill more.

 “Do you know what the sign says above your bed?” Sergio asked.

“I haven’t seen it.”

“Tener cuidado para que su muerte significativa. Take the care to make your death 

meaningful.”

“Sounds like an ad for a suicide cult.”

"It's good advice." Sergio folded his arms on his belly. “What about your writing?”

"What about it?" William kicked up at the bed sheets, trying to pull them out from 

under the mattress. Pain made him stop and cringe. 

"You could go back to it."

“Why not be a dentist? It’s not time for me to be sitting at a desk."

"You're a danger to yourself. And I'm not going to stand here and watch you act in 

this disgusting way."

"Then leave."

"Leave?"

"If you don't want to be a part of my life, that's fine. Leave."
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Sergio had his mouth open, but it was like William had ripped his words out before he 

could speak them, and he'd sliced them up to scraps. Sergio finally said, "I want to stay 

with you." 

"Then don't interfere with what I do." William considered the possibility that Sergio 

needed him more than he needed his uncle, but it wasn't enough to make him nice. "I've 

said goodbye to plenty of people." 

"You're supposed to listen to me."

"I'm sorry, Sergio." William kept any kind of apology off his face. "I'm going to do 

what I want." 

"You must choose then. Either me or the bulls."

"Sergio."

"I can't be in your life when they are. Choose."

"The bulls."

There was a light knock on the open door then Emilia allowed herself in. 

Her presence made William feel like he'd floated off the bed.

When she saw Sergio she shuffled to the room’s edge, staying with her back to the 

wall, her head lowered.      

Sergio stood. "So this is her?"

William said, "This is Emilia."

"Hola," she said and bowed her head. 
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Sergio just pointed at William. "You love him?" 

William adjusted in the hospital bed. They hadn't really made their feelings clear.

She fumbled through a few starts then looked to William for help.

He said proudly, "We're engaged."

She bit her lip.

He put his arms out for her and she came. 

Sergio said. "If you love him, you'd get him to stop." 

She touched his hair. "I love him."

Chapter

She took care of him for his three days in the hospital. She started doing a thing 

where she got silly and scrubbed her head against his neck and cheek. She told him she 

liked the sex. He didn't even have to ask. She just said it the first night. She said she she'd 

gotten scared though. That it'd just put a charge in her that she didn't know what to make 

of. 

That sounded fine to him, and she sat with him all day. She had needles and some 

yarn and sat in his room sewing something. The nurse taught her how to change the 

bandages, how to spot infection. She slept in his bed with him every night. The doctor 

told her not to, but William wanted it and she did too. 

 On the second morning, Cayetano showed. 
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William conducted introductions then Cayetano sat in the chair. 

“Are you feeling better now?” Cayetano asked.

“I'm very good. And I wanted to thank you for letting me go back out there.” 

“I think you would have killed me if I hadn’t.”

William would have rather he used a different word. “So what brings you here?”   

“An idea.” Cayetano scooted forward in the chair. “I see you with the bull and you are 

a very brave man. No fear. Stand straight. Strong. A great killer. When a matador begins, 

usually the bull is braver than him, but not with you. However, what I have noticed is that 

-- you don't know what you're doing. You fight muy mudo.”

Emilia translated happily. “He said you fight like an idiot.”    

William didn't like the sound of that.

“I wish there was a nicer way to say it,” Cayetano said.

“And what is this idea you have?”

“Yes, this is not a big problem though. It is much more difficult to gain bravery. But 

skill can be taught. Now – my idea.” He touched his chest. “I teach a group of young 

toreros how to bullfight. We travel through provinces – it is more dangerous now because 

of the war, but we stay away from bad areas. The shame is no trip to Madrid, none to 

Sevilla, but – what do we do? There is war.” He shrugged. “So in small towns, we train 

and my students fight in novilladas. I am asking you to come assist me. Show them your 

bravery, and I will teach you skill.”

“What do I pay?”
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“Nothing. Teach these young boys to feel no fear.”

William thought of how afraid he was of himself. "I'm not sure I can explain what I 

do."

"Just let them watch."

"I need time to heal.”    

“Of course. Foolish of me.”

William’s hand went into Emilia’s curly hair. He pinched a bundle of strands between 

his fingertips and followed the hairs, making them straight, until his fingers fell off at 

their ends. “We’ll just need to find a place to rest,” he said to her. "Spend Christmas."

“My home,” Cayetano said. “Come to my home in Olot.”

“Cerca de Francia?” Emilia asked.

“Yes,” Cayetano said. “Right near France. My guests, both of you. You will heal very 

well there.”

It was agreed that after the doctor allowed William to leave, arrangements would be 

made for the three of them to travel by car to the town of Olot. Cayetano told them the 

town was surrounded by nearly forty dormant volcanoes, that it was a small town, built in 

a Pyrenees Mountain valley. 

"Civilization in a volcanic bone yard?" William asked. 

Cayetano shook his head. "I don't know those words, but we eat farm food, drink 

wine."

“The town will be very beautiful, William,” Emilia said. “It is the countryside.”
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“Olot, eh?” William pronounced it incorrectly.

“Uu-lot,” Cayetano corrected.

“Well you do and you’ll clean it up."

Chapter 

A telegram to Cayetano’s wife, Eva, preceded the arrival of the group, and she knew 

to lay clean sheets down on the spare bed and to prepare supper for four. 

A young man named Fernando drove them to Olot in his taxi. He said he made good 

money off the war, driving sealed envelopes filled with secrets, he guessed. They paid 

him enough to not find out. On the ride, it was discovered he always drove barefoot, had 

to he told them, that was what his father had taught him to do. He was a talkative one, 

thrilled to be driving real toreros. He got quiet when Cayetano asked him if his dad still 

drove a taxi. He told the story about his father falling asleep while delivering to Sevilla, 

wrapping his car around a tree. Everyone went kind of quiet after that. Emilia buried 

herself in the project she was knitting. William's thoughts drifted back to his mother 

gathering the family around their big tree in the side yard, showing them she'd carved 

WA under the rest of the family's initials in the tree trunk.     

"American?" Fernando asked William.

"Yeah."

"Aww, my English. No."
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William grimaced as he adjusted himself in the backseat. 

"I wish you was a wishing well," Fernando said it, his face alight in the rear view.

"What?"

"I wish you was a wishing well," he said again. "So then I could tie a bucket to you 

and sink you. You know?" 

Cayetano chuckled in the front seat. Emilia translated for Fernando what the line 

meant and then he really liked it.

When they reached the house, Eva was waiting outside on the little landing at the foot 

of their front door, three planks, only big enough for one to stand on. The house was 

constructed out of tan bricks and it raised above her. A tree-covered hillside loomed.

Emilia hurried to introduce herself while Cayetano and Fernando took the suitcases 

out of the cab's trunk. They set them in a line that blocked out the tire. William tried to 

help but Cayetano wouldn't allow it. "You're injured," he said, so William stood by, 

watching the men do this simple work. A wooden horse plow was rotting off the side of 

the dirt drive, and a car that looked more likely to grow grass than start squatted under a 

roof of sheet metal. They were surrounded by forest. Most trees wore their autumn colors, 

but a few were naked, winter grey. William kicked a rock that had unsuctioned from the 

pressed down dirt, and it tumbled down the ditch that separated the drive from the tree 

line. He winced at the pain in his belly, but it the pinch kinda felt good. A wind came 

down the mountainside and he watched the grey branches twitch. He felt like he was back 

at home.  
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Between Emilia and Eva it was all thank you's, and we're delighted's, and Emilia 

liked the curls at the bottom of Eva's grown out bob. She touched them and the girls 

laughed. Eva asked Emilia how she got her hair to be so curly, and Emilia said God must 

have electrified her in the womb. 

"And this is my William," she said.

He'd been watching them while fiddling with the hood ornament of the taxi. He 

tipped his hat. Not wanting to stand with the women, but having no place amongst the 

men, he shuffled towards the front door, hands in pockets, his steps crunched pebbles on 

the walkway. The perennials he saw along the house were kept alive by a fringe of dry 

soil, but they'd gone bare for winter. 

"Come, come." Emilia summoned him with a waving hand. 

 Eva was beautiful. Her smile so deep and warm that William figured it must have 

had the same capacity to turn dark and snarl. 

"Pleased to meet you," he said.

 She curtseyed. "Welcome." 

Emilia looked charmed.

William checked the progress of the men and saw Cayetano draping luggage on every 

last hook Fernando could make from his body. Emilia pushed William between her and 

Eva, and the women locked his arms on their way into the house. 

A cooking chicken lent its smell to the kitchen and Eva offered wine from a stone 

pitcher, bread and cheese spread out on a cutting board. 
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The women chatted. Eva introduced the refrigerator, it was new. Cayetano had bought 

it for her. Emilia opened it and shut it, listening to the suction, hesitant to touch its bizarre 

cylinder top. William poured himself wine and sat on a stool at the counter. He sighed 

and smiled. He knew to want to enjoy this. The wine, relaxing, the small talk. He'd cared 

of nothing for the past few months but sex, bulls, killing and love.        

"You believe this?" Emilia asked. Her hands cupped the refrigerator's smooth top.

"Yeah." William drank half his glass. "Ask Eva if that chicken came store bought or 

they have a farm out back."

Emilia asked and Eva enthusiastically nodded, ushering William to the kitchen 

window. She pointed outside, "Pollo," she said and William saw the coop and ladder, the 

cutting block, and chickens scattered around the yard.

The chickens lunged their heads forward, pecking the ground, breaking into pathetic 

sprints when something spooked them. 

Standing in the window, William sipped his wine. "You know maybe one chicken isn't  

enough."

"For four of us?" Emilia asked. "I'd say one is fine."

"What about Fernando?"

"The driver?"

"Yeah. He shouldn't eat?" He searched out the window for a shed, he recalled the 

garage, but could not remember seeing tools hanging. "I'll kill the chicken."  

Emilia said, "You're injured."
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"It's a chicken." 

 Dinner was delayed for cooking the second chicken. William insisted both birds be 

set on the table, and they were, right next to each other. The sight of his skinned kill on a 

dish did not bring the thrill he'd hoped. Emilia was on his right speaking to Eva, 

something about Joan Crawford, William couldn't follow. She moved her hair so it went 

around her ears, clearing a view of her neck, and that sight of skin made the blood warm 

in his eyes. Her leg was next to his.   Under the table, he grabbed her, clamped onto her 

where her leg turned to her crotch, and she laughed in a breath that didn't break 

conversation. 

She discretely removed his hand, but he placed it there again. She went on talking, 

Clark Gable. 

William turned to Fernando. "That chicken almost got away from me."

Fernando nodded, not looking ready to have his English put to the test.

"I had him cornered against the fence." William was eating his chicken fast, cutting 

and shoveling. "But he was a quick bastard. He got out through my legs, but I reached 

back and I got him by the neck." 

"Hmm." Fernando lined his fork with peas.  

William sensed he wasn't being understood. "Tell him, Cayetano. I had to reach 

around and get him by the neck." 

Emilia winced, and he realized he was pinching her between the muscle and the bone. 

He let up but didn't let go.
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Cayetano looked exhausted from the trip and he'd been eating without speaking. He 

translated in slow words made sloppy by the food in his mouth, and William watched 

Fernando nod and smile as if it'd only be polite to.

"You mentioned how I got him backhanded?"

Cayetano bit into the wing of the chicken. "Yeah."

William kept his eyes on Cayetano, watched him suck chicken skin off his finger. He 

wondered if he was making too much out of not getting attention for his kill. Some can 

get their thrills driving barefoot? A bunk jolly, but damn, William thought, they were the 

lucky ones. "Nobody's gonna touch this one?" He smiled then reached for the bird he'd 

killed.   

After dinner, Fernando left and the couples split off.    

William lay in the bed, his shirt unbuttoned, and Emilia was between his legs, rubbing 

the medicine onto the wound in his belly. She hummed a song he did not know.

"You happy we came here?"

She looked up from his stomach, just smiled, and went on humming.

He thought of her as a wild mare that he'd broken one night. He loved her for it, but 

he did not know if she understood that as love. He decided to show her.

He said, "Take your clothes off."

"William."

"I'll be gentle. Nice." He pulled on her shirt.

"Yeah? I can see that."
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"I want to show how much I love you."

"You can do that by being sweet."

He fell back on the bed. "Aw, come on."

She stood and used a towel to clean the goop off her hands. She was looking down at 

him.   

"Well what?" he asked. "We're gonna do nothing because there are people here?"

"It's going to be longer than that." 

"What?'

She walked to her sewing bag next to the dresser. She was being coy. She took out a 

small pink blanket, what he'd seen her sewing in the car. She held it by its top corners. 

"What's that?"

"It's for swaddling."

William changed his inflection. "What's that?"

"I'm pregnant."

The words broke all around him. "Fuck." 

"That's what you have to say? We're having a child. Fuck."

William sat up. 

She got on the bed.

He said, "You don't want my child."

"Why?"
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It felt like he was looking at something far away, but he just stared a few feet ahead at 

a spot on the ground. He was going to tell her about his life, but she said, "William, get 

over yourself. Yes, you fight bulls. Yes, it's dangerous. But bullfighters have babies too." 

And then he realized she wasn't ready to hear what he had to say.

"Besides," she said then she got a little cute. "What if it's a little girl?"

That'd be worse, he thought. What could he do for her? "I'm telling you, you don't 

want it."

"William, this is happening. We're having a child."

William got off the bed. "Can't they just go in there now. Pop it, you know? Then it's 

gone."

She crossed her legs like she was posing. "I have done that before. And I'm not 

again."

William briefly assessed the revelation of her history killing babies, then said, "Well 

what if I just say no?"

"To me or this baby?"

"The baby."

"I don't understand. What is it that's wrong with you?"

William felt his jaw rattle and if he could have got the words out he'd have said, 

what's wrong was his heart quickened at the chance of death, not because he was nervous 

or some fight or flight juice was squirting, but because everything was about to go white 

and everything was about to be pleasant. Killing made him forget how much he hated 
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being a killer. The power was godly and the downright purest feeling he'd ever had. And 

since the first kill, no love, no success, had brought him a high that could compare. He'd 

found a thing that felt so damn good that it burned up all other pleasures. Everything else 

now was inadequate. And that was enough to make him want to either A, blow his brains 

out, B, blow every one else's brains out, or C, cry, cry, cry.     

"I have health problems," he said.

"I'm having this baby."

 "You ain't having shit."  

        

Chapter

 

Through the living room window, William spotted an orange glow on the dark patio. 

He slid the back door open.

"Can't sleep?" William asked.

Cayetano wrenched his neck so his chin knocked his shoulder. His eyes ran up and 

down William then he removed his cigar. "Can't sleep."

 William sat in the chair on the table's other side, black and iron wrought. Cayetano 

picked up his cup of wine to offer William one, but William shook his head. Though the 

night made so they couldn't see, William knew the mountain slope rose to the right of 

them, that they sat at the top of Cayetano's rolling yard. A candle in the center of the table 

lit the left side of Cayetano's face and William imagined only the right side of his could 
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be seen. Far from city lights, stars not seen over Madrid or Barcelona shined above from 

inhuman distances and moths banged their frail wings on the patio's tin roof.    

"So what's there to do in this town?"

"There are trails through the mountains. A few restaurants and cafes. You'll be able to 

rest."

William puckered his lips and watched a bead of candle wax stream down to the 

holder.

 "Eva wants to open a movie theatre here. Wants to run it. Me buy it."

"Watch Clark Gable shoot tigers?"

"Movies bore me." 

William lit a cigarette with the candle.

"A bullfighting school," Cayetano said. "A ranch for bulls, I'd be happy."

"You want to grow 'em, not fight 'em?" William spotted a bug, feet up, lifeless on the 

table.

"Who wants to spend their life killing?" 

William pinched the bug's legs, carefully, between his nails, then slid the corpse into 

the hot pool of wax around the candle wick. The four feet lit and disappeared like 

dynamite fuses. "So what's the wait?"

"Money. Why do you think I take fights in cuadrillas of no name fighters like you? 

My manager doesn't like it, but every peseta gets me one more step away from the ring."
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William sucked hard on the cigarette. "Makes sense." Money had come to William by 

calls on his uncle, but he sensed that wasn't the case anymore. He did a quick count, 

sitting there at the table, and realized he'd been shedding family like they were diseased -- 

some of them were, some he wasn't going to give a chance to be. “My brother,” William 

said and pointed to the forest. “He’s out fighting in this war.” 

“Yeah? I read they use planes to drop bombs on people." Cayetano looked to the sky 

and frowned, as though the stars were bombers. "Like giant bugs flying over you, 

dropping balls that burst to fire."

"It must take everything personal out of killing. Pop a switch. Look down and behind 

you at the dots run." William tapped ash into the tray on the table.   

Cayetano said, "I've been thinking about you being gored by that bull."

"It barely hurts." 

"Is your favorite part of the fight killing?" 

William ran through all of the reasons to say no. He squirmed in the chair and figured 

his hesitation had already fingered him. Cayetano was a fighter though. He'd killed 

before. William ground the cigarette tip into the iron armrest of his chair. "That's when I 

feel the best."

Cayetano drank his wine. 

"That make me like you?" William asked.

"No."

"Like anybody?"
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"Maybe." 

William's bent cigarette dropped tobacco flakes, singed on their ends. He tossed it 

into the tray. "What do you think of bullfighters having children?"

"It's not a good idea."

William nodded then stood up. "Your dad still alive?"

"No."

"When did he die?"

"I was twelve."

"You?"

"Mine is dead, but he just won't die. Know what I mean?"

"No." 

William let out a small breath with a laugh. He palmed the back of Cayetano's neck. 

"All right," he said. "That's good."   

Chapter

                    

At Cayetano’s house, everyone awoke and was stirring before the sun burned through 

the morning fog. Eva strolled around the fenced in chicken coop with a bucket of feed, 

sprinkling seeds on the ground while the chickens stretched, jerked, and clucked around 

her. A plank in the pasture’s fence had been rubbed loose by their fat cow Guapa, and she 
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stood by, sometimes mooing, watching Cayetano have at the fallen board with a hammer 

and new nails. 

"Can I help?" William asked, his hand falling on the square top of a fence post. 

Cayetano knocked a nail in flush with the wood. "Nope." 

He sent William and Emilia off on his two best bicycles. They went with a map Eva 

drew to trails that the Romans had cut through the woods. Cayetano told them where they  

could get the best lunch in town and where to see the Fluvia River.

William steered his bike through the dips in the dirt drive, enjoying the feel of the up 

and down hitch. "Race to the road?" he asked. 

She glanced at him once quickly then returned her attention forward. "Ok, go."

He sped off. His tongue out bit, knees spinning. With the road in sight, he checked 

behind him, and saw her riding daintily as a little girl on Sundays. He stopped in a slide 

that cut out a swipe of dirt, and stood with the bike frame between his legs. 

She still pedaled slowly, and he wondered if this was how she was going to fight now, 

not going to swing, not spit or swear, but irk him with passivity and nonchalance.    

She passed him without turning her head from the road. She reached the end of the 

driveway, turned left on the road, and raised off the seat to pedal up the hill.        

From the river's bank, they watched the water slalom white boulders. William, shoes 

off, socks off, pant legs rolled, waded into the water like a giant splashing around the 

ocean, while Emilia, up river, put a stick in the current. The stick came bobbing down the 

stream, a blip that caught William's vision, and he watched the stick dunk below then pop 
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up closer to him. That 'something is heading at you' feeling came with the lackluster 

punch Olot was getting to be known for. A little stick meandering its way towards him 

was no charging bull, but William had learned, take what you can in slow country, suck 

hard to stay even.      

He squared his shoulders to the rushing water and measured the pace of the stick -- it 

rode the stream between two rocks, just missing getting caught in a gummy net of fall-

colored leaves. This thrill was damn dull, but enough to sharpen his sight and make 

muscles twitch. He followed the stick to almost arm's reach, where the water licked it up 

and it sunk out of sight. William shot his hand through the stream, and it took no feeling 

before he had the stick choking in his grip. He held it up to show Emilia.    

"Hey, drop that." She hurried downriver to him.

"What's the matter?"

"Why is it you always interfere?"

 William looked over the slippery stick. "It's a stick."

"Will you just let me be?"

Soggy leaves boating atop the river split his legs. He chucked the stick, end over end, 

back to the trees, then trudged out the river, to where she waited at the water's edge. 

"Don't get mad over sticks." He poked her gently in the belly. "Say what you're really 

mad about."

"I want us to want the same thing."  

"You want me to want what you want. I'm trying to do what will be best."
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"This baby is what's best." She slid her fingertips around her belly in circles. "This is 

what will finally make me stop running. A family, William. We can start a big family." 

"All I want is you."

William grabbed her at the shoulder then raised her head by the chin. He'd never seen 

tears in her eyes, and when one fell, it caught on her cheek and stuck to it until rounding 

her jaw. He'd never felt another's sorrow so hard and he caught the next tear, with his 

thumb, before it could get half way across her fluffy cheek. "I want what's best for you," 

he said. "And I understand that having this child seems like a good thing, but the tears 

you cry now are gonna be nothing compared to what's coming."

"Tell me then. What will I be crying over? Speak. What are you hiding?"

He unrolled his pant legs and dried his feet by rubbing them over the grass. 

"You say I can't have your child, but you won't tell me why? You just know the future. 

Know that something will be wrong with this baby." She looked like she was going to say 

more, but she shut her mouth quickly in a gasp. "I want children. I can't have yours. So 

what are we doing here?"

He stepped into his socks and laced his boots. "Why is it not enough that I love just 

you? Why make me love something else?" 

He stood and she stepped in front of him.

She said, "Is there something wrong with making you love more?"

"Yeah, there is. I don't want to have to love that thing."

She wrapped her belly. "That thing?" 
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He turned his head up, so the sun got his chin and he could feel its warmth lie flat on 

his face. 

"William, it's me and this baby, or it's nothing."

He wondered if the baby had come from that night in the hotel when he'd twisted 

almost all the life out of her. 

"Doesn't that make it easier?" She looked hopeful.

He walked right past her. He righted both their bicycles, faced them to the road, and 

put his back to her. He got his legs around his bike and he held hers next to him, 

squeezing it by the seat. "Come on," he said. He looked back at her. 

She hadn't moved.

"I said, let's go." 

"You haven't answered me."

He turned straight and shut his eyes. He gave a moment. She did nothing, so he let go 

of her bike and when it hit the ground the chain jingled and the handlebar cut into the 

ground. 

He rode up the hill that the house was at the bottom of, doing heavy pedaling to make 

the wheels keep speed. The tires crunched the road's stones, sent some flying, and pressed 

others into the dirt that was still wet by last night's rain. Through the trees he saw the 

town grow smaller under him, all the while he grunted, pushed labored puffs of breath, 

and pumped strength from squeezing and pulling on the handlebars. At the hilltop, he 

turned off the road at a trail's head. He stepped off the bike as the wheels still turned, and 
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the bike crashed to the ground. He walked in circles, panting, trying to relax the cramps 

that pierced his sides.  

The path was lined by trees and ran flat across the slope of the hill. In the shade of the 

tree cover, in the smell of sap and leaves, each step was a crackling of dirt or a twig snap. 

The beauty of it brought that feeling of none of this was happening to him, but that it all 

existed in some story where he did not have to make decisions, and he could turn off 

feelings, go docile. Wouldn't that be nice, he thought. At the end of it all, someone just 

tell him who still loves him, who will still put up with him. Have the baby or don't. What 

the hell did he care? Can he go on killing? Will the tingle still come when the blood 

shows? Give him that high, he thought, and, damn, do with him whatever else you want.          

At the trail's bend was a gravestone and a view of other hills, of the town, and an 

endless sky that blew cloud puffs. Teodoro Valdez was inscribed on the stone and two 

dates. 

The last grave William had read was his mother's. Her and his father were buried in 

the Wallace cemetery. They were put in the ground on the same day, November 22nd. 

William remembered next to nobody coming -- the sheriff, his deputy, Reverend Forester 

speaking, the farmer his father bought livestock from and his wife, a descendant of 

Puritans. She didn't cry but stared sternly at the ground. William had stayed at their 

graves until all the dirt had been pushed over the holes, and everyone who'd attended had 

left. Jacob was gone too. William found him sitting quiet atop a big gravestone from the 

Civil War, his heels kicking it. Definitely thinking.
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 The man from the town laid sod down over the graves and William asked to sleep 

over his mother that night, but the man said, "No, you're going to the sheriff's." The man 

called Jacob over, and he walked the boys to the sheriff's car. William remembered being 

stuffed in the front seat between Jacob and the sheriff. His brother carried a mouse, neck-

cracked, head slung over his breast pocket, and the sheriff, was quietly humming old 

songs, ripped and still drinking.

Beside Teodoro Valdez's grave, William thought of his father and felt like he 

understood him now. His dad never cared about him or Jacob. He was too in love with 

their mother. He probably never even wanted to have kids, just agreed to it to keep her. 

He probably was happy he was dead. To not have to take care of the two kids he never 

liked, the two kids who reminded him they split her love. He was probably happy to be 

eternally next to her, and only wished they could have been in the same coffin. His coffin 

would be lonely without her. And eternity sounded long. 

He pulled grass blades out of the ground and lined them up so they were like a bed in 

a little dead patch.

William thought he'd left New England, but the memories had apparently tattooed 

him. His family's instinct had incubated through his adolescence, but now it seemed to 

bore through the rest and had him doing all the unpleasant things it liked. He reflected on 

these past months and felt like, in a time he was supposed to be growing into manhood, 

he was sinking in a hole that kept getting deeper, darker. And here Emilia was, prepared 

to jump in with him, not even knowing what she was jumping into. She had said she was 
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going to keep that thing no matter what, and he believed her. He pictured that thing 

coming out a tangle of thorns. He considered what it might do to Emilia, not that it would 

attack its mother, but the victims don't always die. 

 He told himself he could not let Emilia take this child on alone and still claim to love 

her. He did love her. So much that even if he had to split her love with some kid, that 

would be all right. He didn't have to love the kid. He would say he did, just to keep things 

right. But he'd keep an eye on that thing because kids are tricky. They have too much 

time on their hands. He had to protect her from it.

 Chapter

Before the winter came, the men got the car running. The couples drove to the dead 

volcanoes of Garrotxa and peered down to the bottoms of the canyons. They visited Sant 

Joan les Fonts, a medieval town, which Cayetano explained was nearly killed off by an 

1854 breakout of cholera. They crossed the volcanic stone bridges, stopped at a hotel’s 

café and another’s and drank. 

"William," Emilia said. "Help Cayetano walk."

Cayetano wrapped himself around a lamppost and swung off it. "Help me walk? I can 

out run any man."
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William said, "You're donkey shit." He was drunk and it felt great. A rock wall 

separated the street from a graveyard, and he was leaning on it. "Bombs away." He threw 

his wine bottle over the wall. 

Cayetano's blurry eyes searched for him, ripping through the night. 

William pushed off the rock wall, emerging from the shadows. "Come here, man. 

Give me an arm."

Cayetano clung to William's back and William dragged him. "I could race you right 

now. I'd run right by you." Cayetano's feet straggled and his arms locked around 

William's neck in a dead squeeze. 

William felt like hauling Cayetano was paying what he owed. This man had taken 

William into his home, given him rest and promised work. The injury had voided all of 

William's contracts, and there would have been nothing for him, for Emilia, if not for this 

man William carried on his back.

Shouting came from down the road, proud cackles, and a woman's scream seared the 

night. Two young men strutted towards them. William's eyes found traction in the night 

and he saw one toss something into the graveyard then pocket whatever had been in it.

"Get against the wall," William said and waved at the girls to get behind him.       

The two groups approached each other. William dragging Cayetano in front of the 

women, his shoulder rubbing the wall. His eye drew to the two men, and he couldn't stop 

it from becoming soggy with malice. 

"Que?" the man wearing a hat asked.
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"Caminad," William said back.

The man in the hat laughed, as if William's bravado in peril was cute for being so 

useless.  

William bucked his shoulders to try and wake Cayetano, but he was asleep in booze. 

Over his shoulder, William saw the men's attention had zeroed on the women.

"Tiene tres," the man in the hat said. "Quien es para nosotros?" 

"William," Emilia said. "Keep going."

The other man grabbed Eva at the bottom of her shirt and she jerked away.

The men laughed.

Inside William, a small flame grew to touch a coil gone cold. He set Cayetano down, 

as if he were some holy relic. He reached into Cayetano's jacket, pulled out his pocket-

sized whiskey bottle and smashed the end of it against the ground. The cobblestone he hit 

jerked loose and he pulled that up too. He turned to face the men. 

 He held the glass in one hand and the rock in the other. He said, "I killed things much 

meaner looking than the two of you."

The man in the hat charged, choosing to neutralize the glass. He brought his arm in 

high, and chopped down on William's, knocking the glass free. His opposite shoulder was 

driving towards William's, but William turned sideways, making the man topple and 

William pounced on him. 

The rock blows felt automatic to William. Contact was satisfying. He could feel his 

smile push through his gritty, working face. The first hit brought chills, as if someone had 
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drew their finger along the skin behind his ear. The second made him want to let lose 

howls, but he cut the scream to a woo. After the third hit, William felt warm, gooey, 

blood sticking his fingers to the rock, and there was bliss, fervor. Energy gushed through 

him like he was sucking it from a live wire. 

Before the fourth, the second thug caught William's cocked arm, and William buckled 

as he tried to swing through. The thug peeled William off his partner, shoving him to the 

ground, and William, squeezing his rock, already missing the violence, wanted to pop up 

and pound, when arms fell on his chest and pressed him to the ground. Emilia's face 

hovered above. Her curlicue hair swung around the limits of his sight, cutting out 

everything but her frightened face.

"Stop," she said.

The juice fueling his fight cut off. He breathed in huffs, like he'd been drowning in 

water.

"William?" she asked. 

He searched her face for blood or pain, but only found worry. The duty to protect her, 

to keep Cayetano safe, had felt like a metal hunk burning hot in him, but she'd made it go 

cool. He sat up to see the uninjured thug pull his buddy down the street by the shirt and 

jacket.  

Cayetano lay right where William had left him, hunched up, back to the road, facing 

the rock wall. Eva crouched over him. 

"Cayetano?" 
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"What?" He spoke like his mouth was in the pit of his stomach.

"You're ok?"

"I think Eva should drive."

William fell back down, laid on the rough pavement. The whoosh of a car passed, the 

wind played the leaves in the tree above him. His adrenaline had all been used, and his 

blood coursed without kick and his muscles settled.     

Emilia's face appeared again above him, blocking out the tree, her hair hanging like 

glow worm nets around him. Her eyes were two moons slicked by tears, and he was so 

happy to see her, that she was safe, but she was upset and she was crying. 

"What's wrong?" he asked. He moved to sit up, and his crotch felt like it'd turned to a 

tower of rocks.

She cupped her stomach with a forearm and looked like she was going to be sick. Her 

eyes shot to Cayetano, to Eva, to where William had turned the back of the man's head to 

slop, then back to William. "What," she switched to a whisper, "What is wrong with 

you?"

   

Chapter

 

Emilia's face on the car ride home said she'd seen it all. She was white paper slapped 

by its first stroke of black paint, shocked, wondering what black was. Eva drove them 

home then William and Emilia went down to their room.   
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"William?" Emilia said.

"Let's talk in the morning."

"This can't wait."

If he could get through the morning, she might have been distracted by whatever 

womanly, pregnant things, her and Eva occupied themselves with, and then the next day, 

him and Cayetano were hitting the road, training bullfighters.

"Why?" He started taking his clothes off. "Something going to happen while you 

sleep?"  

"William, did you do that for us? Or did you do that for you?"

She'd seen him smiling, seen him as pure as he got. He'd not stared that fight though. 

He was defending. They'd been attacked. You go after a man, fair, but you don't go after 

what he loves. His father had shown him that. "I did what I've been taught to do."   

In the bathroom, he pissed and felt the alcohol's inevitable mutiny. The yellow 

flowers on the wallpaper blurred and swayed in toxic breezes. He washed his face then 

cracked the door and checked to see if she was awake. The blanket at the foot of the bed 

was folded.  

She must have seen him because she said, "So this is what you've been talking 

about?" 

He stood up straight and walked out of the bathroom. He wiped his face another time 

with the towel.
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She was in the chair next to the bathroom, back to it, facing the bed. She'd stopped 

sleeping naked, and now wore some long, baggy, cotton shirt, white. "This is the illness 

you think our child will have?"

"Illness? It wouldn't concern me if our kid defends those he cares about."

 Her eyes stripped him, top to bottom. "That's a nice way to look at it. That was you 

defending us?"

"Yeah."

"You took a lot of pleasure out of that."

"I like helping people."

"You're going to lie to my face?"

"Not a lie." He couldn't think of anyone in his life he'd lied to more. 

She sat in the chair so comfortably, looking at him like she was trying to figure him 

out.

 He threw the towel through the bathroom doorway, and it flattened on the toilet seat. 

"Well I'm gonna pack."

"Pack for what?"

William went to the closet for his suitcase. "Cayetano and I are leaving tomorrow to 

train fighters."

"You're going to go kill more?"
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His fighting suit was on the closet's top shelf, swords on top. "I'm going to make this 

family money." He brought the suitcase and his fighting stuff to the bed. "You want some 

kid? Costs money."

"I want you to realize there's something wrong in you. And you need to get away 

from violence."

"Get away? I ran so far I ended up right back at it." 

"So what will you do? How does this not end in jail? Murder?"

"I'll kill bulls." He held his black shoes, pinched at the heel.

"Fight sickness with a sickness?"

"Want me to bury it then? Hide out in places like Uuu-lot? Pin it so far down I gotta 

release the pressure, kill chickens, bash a man's head in?"

"No, I want you strong enough to face the urge and stop it."

"Doesn't that sound easy." He lifted his suit and stuffed the shoes under it. "There's 

psychology behind this, Emilia. My old man was this way. My brother. He's fighting in 

the war, probably having the time of his life out there."

She got out of the chair, taking coy steps to the bed. She moved that way when she 

wanted him to make love, and apparently she did when she was working him over.      

"You want an Abraham kid?" He was hoping to squash this. "This is what you get."

She picked up one of his swords and threw its cover on the bed. "You love me?"
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"Emilia." He was drunk and tired and all he could do was plead. He wanted to tell her 

he loved her enough to have that child, who was probably going to come out all 

corkscrewed, but he just shut his eyes and said, "I love you so much."  

"You do?"

"Yes, I love you."

She sliced the underside of her forearm. Did it a second time, making an X right over 

the veins that forked at her elbow. She held her arm out, elbow down, over the bed to 

show him the blood. "Every time you do violence, I'm going to cut myself." She pointed 

to the first slice. "The chicken." She pointed to the second. "Tonight."

William had never considered it unwise to fight a person he loved until now, until her. 

Emilia understood how to use his love against him, how to hold his love hostage. She 

could make him feel like he loved her more than she loved herself.     

She switched the sword to her hurt hand, snapping the sword's point as she said, "And 

if you ever fucking lie to me." The momentum coming off the sword jerks caused blood 

to sling off her arm and onto the bed. She kept the sword pointed at him. "You will be 

sorry you did."

 She'd used the sword to make him feel hollow, when all it'd ever done in the past was 

deliver the savage rush that made him whole.   

"I'll be good," he said.

"Good. And are we going to have this baby? Because I am. I'm having this baby."
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William's focus went to her belly, which was yet to bulge, but now he could sense 

something in it, and he felt like the baby had chained him and threw the other loop 

around her. 

He'd already decided he'd stay with her, keep the baby even though she was being 

foolish by loving it so much already.

Blood dropped off her arm.

What he'd not realized was that he'd have to keep her safe not just from the baby, but 

from him, his habits, and now it seemed he'd have to keep her safe from herself. He'd 

never felt love that asked so much of him.

He said, "Ok. We'll have the baby."

She put the sword on the bed and clutched her cut up arm. She looked at the blood 

pooling on it, and for the first time she looked scared. "Can you help me?"

"Come to the bathroom," he said. On the walk in there, he started to feel sick from the 

alcohol, and he vomited all over the floor. 

Chapter 

During the winter and early spring, the ground at the Aragon Front was too hard for a 

shovel, so the bodies of dead soldiers, a pile of not all fully intact units but a hodgepodge 
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of pink and white flesh, all colors of clothing, sticking at zigzag angles, more wide than 

high, was kept a good thirty minute walk from the camp next to a ledge. Jacob had found 

the trove while on a critter hunting excursion, his nose had detected the scent. He soon 

had mastered his technique for inspection and needed just two sticks to open anything. 

He'd gotten the idea from remembering how the Chinese ate. When not on guard duty, he 

would get to the pile before dawn, during the night it was too dark to make informed 

decisions. He learned that from his father, don't cut your meat in the dark. He brought 

with him always three short logs, he could eye the perfect size, a pocketful of kindling, a 

knife he'd sharpen before bed, and a jar of water. Before doing the choosing he'd start a 

fire. Then at the pile he'd get this feeling like he was his dad, looking for a heifer hip to 

hoof. Choose. Sever. Cook and dine.  

At first, shame accompanied his meals. How could he be doing such a thing? Bite. 

Pull. Chew. Chew. He contemplated asking Nigel about the ethics involved, but quickly 

grew shy, not to mention guarded about tipping off competition for the resource. Chew. 

Chew. He thought, if the body liked it, if it wasn't poison, if it tasted like another man's 

caviar, why not? Swallow. He didn't kill anybody. People ate, damn well bred, raised, and 

killed, cows, pigs, and poor lambs. What an antiquated notion that doing that was all 

right, but having a bite of your fellow man was some crime. Eat on. He was not the one 

with the problem.  

As pieces cooked, he inspected parts on his body for culinary research. Pinching the 

bulge under his thumb, shaking his calf to see the jiggle, drawing his finger along his 
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ribs, checking for where the meat was. If he could get his stomach to pine, he'd head to 

the pile to see if the piece was in stock.  

He ran into Sam one morning on his walk back to camp. Sam held a red handkerchief 

and upon seeing Jacob, he looked relieved and headed towards him. 

Jacob smiled with his mouth shut so he could slip his tongue between his teeth to pick 

anything out. 

"You're gonna need this." Sam held out the handkerchief and in the other hand he held 

his own.

Jacob received it, checking for who was around. He brought it to his nose and had a 

short whiff.

"It's not that." Sam tied his around his neck, so the broad part hung down from his 

throat, like cowboys wore. "We're putting that pile of bodies in the ground."    

Jacob got that forlorn look, like he'd been stolen of breath, nose raised, eyes pinched.

"I know," Sam said, shimmying the handkerchief over his nose and mouth. "It's gonna 

be nasty."

Back at the body pile, Jacob kept his line of sight above the pile, off the ledge, and 

into the morning sky. He watched the evergreen tips sway in balmy winds. They had 

grown so high on the nutrients of the dead, sucked in through roots. A few men had 

discovered Jacob's fire pit, and they pointed to the small embers that still smoked, noting 

the proximity of it to the delicious pile, and made jokes and sick faces. Jacob shut his 

eyes, raised his chin. What a waste, he thought. One man's trash is another man's feast. 
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Speak up. Say something. Claim who you are, don't let them take your food. Let the 

world know what is important to you. He was struck in the chest. He opened his eyes to 

see Nigel, holding in front of him a shovel. Jacob searched him for sadness, for 

disappointment, but the commander looked as hollow and sturdy as a father refusing his 

bastard son.   

Sam dragged the last of the smoke from his cigarette, while measuring the pile with a 

look of subdued horror. He tossed the butt, raised the handkerchief to cover his mouth, 

like it was bank robbing time, and said, “Well – these boys ain’t gonna bury themselves.”    

The men spread out in a circle, about twenty feet in diameter, and they chopped the 

ground with pickaxes and shoveled the dislodged dirt, making clinks and clanks at no 

rhythm.

Sam asked Jacob, "What was that you were reading yesterday?" 

“A letter from my brother."

With the blade of his pickaxe, Sam pried out a chunk of limestone as big as a man's 

head. “Yeah? What’s he do?” 

“Letter said he's a bullfighter now. Back in Barcelona.”

Sam rolled the rock over the line Nigel had drawn to mark the edge of the grave, then 

he wiped his brow and squinted forward, beyond the limestone ledge, which was the open 

part of the horseshoe formed by trees, and into blue skies. “Back in Texas, you get bout 

two dollars a day to slam a hammer down on cow heads. Don’t take much sense or 

training neither. Wonder how much they pay round here.”
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“Well he didn’t say. Did say though it looks like he'll have to get married."

"Have to?"

"I don't know what he meant by that."

Sam hammered at the ground again. "Well that really can only mean one thing."

Jacob froze in the midst of his digging. "Well, I'll be. I think you're right." Another 

Abraham, Jacob thought. What a chance for experimentation.  

“This world sure is strange," Sam said. "Look at you and your brother. Seem like you 

come from nice kin – and here we are – digging ditches for dead bodies and he’s out 

killing bulls for sport. Sometimes the numbers don’t add up.”       

 Nigel oversaw the burial and he walked through the men like a prison guard 

watching convicts on road duty. Jacob wondered if he was kicking himself for not 

knowing these bodies, kept chilled and good by the winter, had been here all along, just 

marinading. Maybe he had known, and he'd been sucking the bones, and now to watch 

them all be put in the ground screwed into his heart, paining him just as much as it did 

Jacob. Nigel moved on and Sam whispered, “He’s become bout as nasty as a bucket of 

hornets. Bet the lice finally ate his crotch out.”

Jacob pulled the handkerchief down from his nose, hoping the wind would knock a 

few more whiffs his way.

“He’ll go home to a wife with nothing but a chewed on stub and a couple shriveled 

raisins.” Sam laughed in the sound of a hissing steam engine.
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Jacob saw Nigel had stopped his patrolling and had his eyes on the bodies. He looked 

to Jacob, gave half a nod, then pulled his handkerchief down and sucked in the air.          

The hole was dug, and the men stood on its edge, shovels and pickaxes at rest. It was 

decided they would draw straws. A short straw would have a man stand ankle deep in the 

armpits of bloated corpses, rolling the bodies with a shovel to the grave. Jacob got the 

idea that if he was chosen, he could pocket a limb or two. Stick it down the back of his 

pants. Or sever a finger with the shovel blade and smuggle it out. A keepsake. Something 

to chew on when the lack of substance from the watery stews the militia served were 

making him weak and delirious.

A bucket in hand, Nigel moved between the soldiers like a beggar for change. The 

bucket had straws at the bottom, all broken to the same length but for five that were 

shorter. 

Jacob watched the men reach in and draw. He licked his top lip in quick strokes.

"I'm thinking the same thing," Sam said.

Jacob slipped his tongue back in to its place. Right, buddy, he thought. Right.

If it was a watch or a ring he'd wanted, he could have approached any man who 

pulled the short straw, give him a lump of money, and the object would be in his hands by 

sundown. Everybody understood robbing a dead man of anything holding monetary 

value. Carnal value? Somehow that was demonic. Prudes. Why would a dead man need a 

finger any more than he needed the ring on it?       
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Ortega got a long straw. Alfonoso drew long. Jacob did a quick headcount, twenty-

five men. One in five, he reassured himself, one in five ain't bad. Diego pulled a straw 

piece no longer than thumb-length. He put puppy eyes on Nigel, and Nigel nodded. 

Diego looked like he'd rather have been pushed in the grave than have to do the pushing. 

A sixteen year-old kid, Jacob had never bothered to learn his name, pulled a short straw 

next and he began to cry. Prude. 

"He ain't gonna leave here right," Sam said.

Jacob chewed a fingernail off and spit it.

Sam and Jacob were the last two to draw. Jacob wondered if this was Nigel doing 

some favor to a fellow enthusiast. By his calculations, there was one short straw left, two 

straws in the bucket. The chosen were the crying sixteen-year old, there was Diego, 

Enrique who was tall and thin as a birch tree, and last the twit in the beret who'd puked at 

the first sight of the godgiven pile. 

Nigel approached with his brow cocked at Jacob, as if to say, 'how about this, laddie? 

Huh? You fancy?' He held the bucket in the middle of Sam and Jacob.

"I hope I've been good," Sam said before reaching in. 

A long straw. 

Jacob felt a wave of joy. He did a subtle, celebratory dance with his shoulders -- a 

couple bobbing bounces he didn't think anybody would see. 

Nigel pressed the bucket to his own stomach, looked in, and raised the last straw. The 

short one. "Well shoot," Nigel said. "Short straw for me." 
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Jacob felt all the blood in him drop to his feet.

Nigel tossed the bucket then headed to join the other chosen men. "All right, lads." 

He laughed, flavoring it with dismay to deceive the others into thinking he was suffering. 

"Like I've always said, the POUM party gives no special privilege to its leaders."

Jacob crossed into his cold, hawk-eye stare. What had been rightfully his, what had 

been granted to him by, call it chance, destiny, God, whatever, had been taken right out 

from under him. He'd been cheated. All the others had their chance at the straws, he didn't 

get a play. Management had disenfranchised him, and had used its power to take food off 

his plate. Ain't that what this war was fighting to stop?       

  The soldiers who'd drawn long were checking shovels for the sturdiest to give to the 

chosen, who were rolling up their sleeves, taking off jackets. 

Nigel tied his black handkerchief around his mouth and nose. He said, "Get me a 

pickaxe."   

Jacob got to scheming. How could he slip into body-pushing duty without setting off 

alarms? His mind started picturing things -- actions and reactions, his proposal, the 

response. There would be bewildered stares, pernicious eye-knives, it would be a 

provocative move. He'd never gotten the mush in his head firing so well. He saw the 

future so clearly. 

What sick person would volunteer for such a grisly assignment? Who? A hero. The 

sixteen year-old kid needed to be saved. Sam had thought it, the kid wouldn't be right 

after mucking through corpses. What man amongst those who'd drawn long would step 
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up and save this crying, prudish youth from a life ruined by the horrors of death? A hero 

would.Walk with swagger, Jacob told himself, and he was doing it. Look at the kid, he's 

blubbering. He's pale. He holds the shovel like it's a snake gonna bite him. 

"Give it here, son." Jacob pulled the shovel from the young man's hands. 

The young man looked at Jacob like he was his mother, like he didn't know if he 

should hug him, kiss him, or curl and cry into his arms. 

Other soldiers seemed to be studying Jacob's move, working on judgements. Sam 

especially.

Jacob said to the young man, "Go on now. You ain't gotta see this." He just as soon 

looked up to see if he'd won admirers. Most men, including the young Spaniard, didn't 

know a word of English, so they didn't know what he'd said, but they could suss it out 

and seemed to approve. 

Sam nodded his head. "Yep," he said. "You're right, Jacob. That was right. Good 

man." 

Nigel's face was hidden by the handkerchief, and though his eyes were all over Jacob, 

they seemed too set on getting down to chow time to delay with any fuss. 

The kid looked to Nigel for assurance. Nigel gave it to him by flicking his head.

Triumphant.

"Now scat," Jacob said and he pushed the kid where his neck joined his back, hard 

enough for his chest to shoot forward, his head swing back. He called out, "I'll take a 

pickaxe too. Sharpest one we got."    
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Nigel told the long straw guys, the guys who were to shovel the dirt on the grave, to 

take an hour off, to beat it. Jacob and Nigel worked together at the bottom of the grave, 

"arranging" Nigel had called it, while the others who'd drawn small straws, carried or 

rolled the bodies over. At the bottom of the grave, Nigel and Jacob were like two miners 

stripping down a gold pit. They severed. They chopped. They collected. Both recognizing 

the brevity of their opportunity, the direness of it, knowing there was no time and no need 

to share so much as a word.            

 

      Chapter

   

At the frontline, Nigel told the men they were to build the sandbag wall higher. 

"We getting attacked?" Jacob asked Sam, as he ran his wet finger over his teeth. He 

spit.

Sam was sitting, shirt off, at the lip of the hole they slept in. "Hell no. They doing 

anything to keep us busy."

The soldiers walked on jagged limestone wearing shoes that a street bum wouldn’t 

have picked up. The sandbags weighed down their naked shoulders, while the sun cooked 

their backs and noses. Other men built sniper posts up in the poplar trees with rope and a 

few planks of wood that'd been chopped to burn in the winter.  

Jacob overheard Nigel give the order for the sniper posts and he asked him, “We’re 

gonna get sniper rifles?”
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"You got a wall to build," Nigel said, and Jacob watched him walk off down the 

narrow, scraggly path that'd been cut behind the sandbags.  

Sam said, “Only enemy in sniper range are the rats.” 

And the rats were as big as small dogs. They chewed through the leather of men’s 

boots, through their jackets, and stole belts. They had to cross a flooded ditch to return to 

the woods they lived in, and the ditch ran parallel to the place where the men lined up to 

get their meals. A rat would scurry by the men, sometimes loot hanging from their 

mouths, then dive in to the fetid pool and swim frighteningly well, and men, bored, 

waiting in line for food, with ammunition and no enemy, shot at the swimming rats and a 

few floated dead, belly up, in the brown water. Jacob always cackled and urged the 

shooters on.   

Life on the frontline had a simple structure that Jacob had grown accustom to. He felt 

like there was a romance in living out on a mountain ledge, dirt on him, shouldering his 

rifle, his knife in a sheath hanging from his belt, climbing the ledges and poplar trees, 

very Daniel Boone, hunting quail with whistles and rifle, bathing in a river, his oily skin 

golden from the sun and becoming callus at all appendages. The only thing missing were 

the women, but this was no place for them. Jacob had seen that young men around war 

suffer from vulgar flair ups in their vocabulary – words that would make a mother slap 

her son on the mouth. The men hooted and hollered this foul language like apes cackling 

in the trees. Sam explained that it built a rapport amongst the soldiers, eased them, made 

them feel tough and brave. The presence of women would likely quell the men’s nasty 
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spirit, Sam had told him. "And though their mother’s would like it," he'd said. "So too 

would their enemies."       

As Jacob stacked the sandbags, he thought of the dead rats, floating next to bits of 

leather usually, and this brought him to terms with dying on the battlefield. If a bullet 

were to end his life, he would fall to the ground like a hero, give no whimper or cry, just 

stiff the lip up, bleed out and die. He’d feel honor dying in his uniform, the word not 

being in the sense that everybody wore the same thing, but in that these were the clothes 

he made war in. He would have died, like the rats, just doing what came natural to him, 

died in his footsteps, and there was something right about that. His last moments of life 

didn't have to be special, just moments spent doing what he was truly meant to do, what 

his nature wanted of him. And he thought, ask the rats, ask my mother, ask my dad, 

nobody knows when death is coming. The logical result -- do what comes natural at all 

times. 

Sam set a bag down next to the one Jacob was leaning on. "What you keep chewing 

on?" 

Jacob sucked his cheek in and clamped the inner skin between his teeth, forming a 

fake wall of sorts in his mouth, and he hid the top half of a dead soldier's thumb under it. 

"Lucky pebble," he said then rushed off to hoist another sandbag on the wall.

In line for dinner that night, Jacob and Sam listened to the cook sing as he served, like 

he always did. He was a thick Spaniard from Galicia, who was at the font of the line, a 

cauldron filled of stew between him and the man up. He roared these big alalas chants, 
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simple songs that repeated a short melody, wailing lyrics of struggle, dead love, and 

destitution. Jacob had figured he sang the same ten songs, in the same order, every meal, 

and Jacob could judge how much time they had left before the cauldron was empty by 

listening for the song he sung.

Sam handed his bowl out to the cook and the Spaniard took it, slopped down the 

night’s thin stew, and gave it back without breaking melody.

“Know anything nice to sing?” Sam asked.

The cook locked into the Texan’s eyes, cocked his head to an angle, so Jacob could 

see his fat neck was a sweaty mess of moles and splashes of the stew. He took a deep 

breath then continued to belt his morose melody, not adjusting his volume, not his vigor.

Jacob, soup in hand, weaved through men who spooned and sipped from their bowls. 

He ran into a man holding a ledger, nearly spilled all his soup on him, but spun away, 

loosing only a meaningless potato chunk. He caught up to Sam.

“Stupid shit,” Sam said. “Sings the most goddamn depressing songs I ever heard.” 

Jacob looked back at the cook.  

“Makes me want to blow my own goddamn brains out. And look at this.” Sam picked 

up a spoonful of the watery stew and poured it back into the bowl. “Diesel fuel got more 

chunks in it.” 

Jacob wondered what a man like Sam would do if he was offered the sustenance of 

human meat. Too risky though. Sam was Jacob's only friend and he, like the common 
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man, might be so repulsed upon the revelation that he'd not see a friendship anymore. It 

made Jacob feel lonely to hide his love, but perhaps he'd be lonelier if he shared it.

Sam lowered the bowl to the side of his hip and pointed at Jacob. “And our party says 

their concern is the fair treatment of the individual? Now – thats a pile of stinking 

bullshit.”

Jacob stirred his stew, it might as well have been rain water. "You know we ought to 

just look out for each other. You and me. Be like two guys who just always got each 

other's back. No matter what the other does."

"Well I think that's what we are. "

"Yeah?" Jacob's smile lit up his dirty face.

"Sure."

"Then here." Jacob poured his stew into Sam's bowl, the few chunks made splashes in 

the broth. "Have mine too." 

"But you gotta eat."

"I'm not hungry."

Sam didn't take long to accept. He squatted and ate eagerly. He lapped up every last 

drop, every morsel, and onion skin, then pocketed his wooden spoon in the sleeve on his 

breast. He wiped hard at the dirt on his cheek.

"So what's on for tonight?" Jacob asked. "We got guard duty?"

Sam groaned an old engine noise. He dropped his head, so it sagged like a doll that 

wasn't being played with.
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Jacob switched the thumb to the other side of his mouth. “What's the matter?"

"My joy is two bowls of broth instead of one?" Sam flung his bowl into the woods. 

"This place ain't worth me dying over.”

Jacob had just settled into a nice way of living. War, especially war out in the wild, 

was a setting filled with places he could go to and be unsupervised. To leave now would 

be one of the cruelest fates he could imagine. But what of Sam? His friend. The only 

person in the world who'd told Jacob he'd look out for him. Sitting there, looking on at his 

best, only, suffering friend, a man needing out, Jacob thought, life really don't give no shit 

about you. Got a wife you loving? She'll take medicine and drop dead. Got a pops? No 

you don't. Life will give you a best friend just to pull the two of you away. “What you 

thinking to do then?”

“I’d pray to God, but he’s kinda a no good bastard sometimes.”

A voice called out, "Sam Patten? Jacob Abraham?" 

Jacob whipped his head around. The man calling them was walking along the line of 

soldiers who were waiting to be served dinner. He was the man carrying the ledger. “Sam 

Patten? Jacob Abraham?”

“Yeah,” Sam yelled. “Here. Sam Patten!”

The man approached. “English?” 

“Only tongue I was taught.” Sam was standing now, brushing his pants clean.

The man flipped over a page. He was wearing one of those clean uniforms Jacob had 

seen back at the farmhouse where the POUM made plans. He looked official, and Jacob 
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didn't like that. Jacob lowered his head so his cheek rubbed his shoulder, and he bit his 

molars down on the thumb. 

 The official read from a paper fastened to the ledger's cover. “It is time for you to go 

on leave. Your holiday time will be two months." 

The thumb slipped behind Jacob's tongue. He choked for a moment then swallowed. 

"Pack belongings immediately. Leave tonight.”

Jacob spun away on one foot. "Oh you fuck," he said. He looked for Sam, and he 

thought he was going to see the face of the luckiest man alive, but Sam was gone. Jacob 

slammed his hands down on his hips, pushed his elbows forward as if they could meet at 

the bellybutton, and he stared at the ground, giving it the face a man shows when his 

spine breaks but he still can walk. He kept back wheezing by blowing big breaths out of 

pursed lips.  

The officer, likely used to soldiers taking news of being sent on leave quite well, 

looked at Jacob strangely. He tucked his book under his armpit.

"Jacob Abraham?" Jacob asked him.

The officer turned and walked off.

Jacob pinched his bottom lip and folded it over the edge of his teeth. He nodded his 

head. "I'm ok," he said. He stretched his neck to crack it, to the left, then the right. "I'm 

ok."    

Sam waited outside their foxhole, his last cigar stub lit, bag on his back, while Jacob 

packed from his knees. 
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“I can’t believe it,” Sam said. “He heard me. That no good dirty bastard heard me.”

Jacob's bag was out in the sunlight, his things in the dark hole. "Who did?" He 

reached into his corner of the hole and brought out the red POUM militia handkerchief.

“God did. I don’t know how else you explain it."

Jacob knew how else to explain it -- a piece of shit masochist upstairs had made Jacob 

a personal project. He stuffed the handkerchief into the bag. He reached back into the 

hole's corner, got his knife and bagged it.   

Sam tossed his cigar but didn't blow out the last of the smoke. He cupped his mouth, 

let the smoke out slowly, some of it seeped out between his fingers, but most stayed 

between his palm and face and he sucked all that smoke in a second time. "I was griping 

about this place going to hell, next thing you know some man and his book come out with 

my name on the right side of the line. Guess I've stumbled on how you're supposed to talk 

to God." He ran his thumbs under his suspenders, raised them off his shoulders then let 

the two straps snap back against him.

The next item Jacob took out of the hole was the Fascist scalp. Its underside was 

crusty purple, the sunlight made the sand in the coarse hair glisten.   

 "Tell you what," Sam said. "First thing I do when I get out of here, I devote some 

time to the good Lord. Buy a bible, sit in a church a while. Something. He's earned it." 

Sam stopped talking and Jacob glanced up. "You still got that?”

Jacob turned the scalp all ways, running his hand over it, like it was the first glove 

he'd played ball in.
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"Don't keep it."

Jacob shrugged. "It's like a keepsake. Something to remind me of the war while I'm 

gone."

"It's only a few months until we're back. The war is best left here."

 Jacob nodded. He balled the scalp up in his hands, felt almost ready to toss it, but 

some tinge of romance lingered. 

"Well hell, kid. Don't look so beat." He put his hands on Jacob at the neck and the 

shoulder. "Come on, friend. Pick your bag up, throw it to the wind. We're on outta here!"

 Sam hiked off, moving blithely, like he'd just discovered the world was a place 

subject to his orders. But if they were such good friends, how come Sam wasn't taking 

into account the world Jacob wanted to live in? Sam couldn't hide his joy just a bit to 

make Jacob not feel crummy for being wary of leaving? Sam must not have seen that this 

was Jacob's home. Jacob got to his feet and squeezed the scalp.

 Jacob's anger cooled when he realized he'd never told Sam that this was his number 

favorite place. He thought, tell him. Say, "Hey Sam, guess what I had for breakfast." Say, 

"Sam, bet you can't figure what I'm into now." Or, "Sam, I am not hiding anymore. Why 

should I deny myself the relief of openly practicing what brings me pleasure, what harms 

nobody, and is only looked down upon because of the intolerance of prudes?" Can't live 

life by the prudes, Sam would surely say. 

Jacob pocketed the scalp. He had one arm through the bag's loop, when he thought 

how he could share his new love better. He took the scalp out and used the point of his 
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knife to punch a hole in an end of it. He yanked a shoelace out of a boot he found in the 

dugout next to him, then fed the lace through the hole. He made a necklace and tied it 

around his neck, centering its pendant, a brunette hair filet, flat on his chest. Though he 

couldn't be a soldier when he got back to the city, he could still show everyone the man 

he was. 

He joined Sam, and the few others who'd been granted leave, at the back limit of the 

camp. There was a half dozen of them, and the men sat on the little hill next to the road 

that linked the camp to the nearest town. Some lay, others hugged their knees, they all 

talked, laughed, and seemed happy as birds in a bath. Jacob approached the bottom of the 

hill like it was his stage and he was an actor beginning the play.  

"Ready to go?" Jacob asked his audience. 

They all broke loose of their resting and their eyes pivoted from Jacob's face to the 

tuft of dirty hair he wore on his chest. Sam looked like he had something to say. His 

mouth was open but seemed stuck. 

I'm different, Jacob told himself. I'm different and I'm going to be proud of that. 

Chapter

Before nightfall, Jacob and the other soldiers reached a soldier-friendly barn in 

Monflorite, where they could stop to sleep on their way to the train station and Spain's 
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big cities. The party of beleaguered soldiers fanned out in the front lawn, while the 

group's best spokesman talked to the man of the house on his front stoop.  

To Jacob, the man of the house looked old enough to be any of their fathers. As the 

soldier explained who they were, that they'd stay only a night, the man nodded like he 

knew his duty but didn't like doing it. He came in front of the soldiers, some already 

sitting, their bare feet buried in the man's grass. Jacob thought the man stared at him extra 

long. He told them they could sleep in his barn on a mound of hay, that food would be on 

the table in an hour, and if they didn’t want to help with work around the farm in the 

morning then they'd better be out and on their way by sun up.

Sam said, "A roof over our heads? A bed of hay? It's like we're top brass, boys." He 

knocked another soldier with a punch to the shoulder. "Enjoy it, hey? Enjoy it."  

Dinner was had on a long table on the back porch. The soldiers were served a brown 

tomato stew, cubes of fried pork protruded from the juice like icebergs in the sea, and thin 

floating onions were ice sheets on the surface. Fresh biscuits and each man was allowed 

as much milk as he could take. The man of the house's son sat at the table, eating with 

eyes on the grizzly soldiers, while the daughter of the house, no more than eighteen, 

served them as if they were delicate men, shaken and fragile from battle's gruesome 

images. The smile she wore and the way she looked at each man with her eyes wide as 

they went, Jacob imagined her dreaming up scenes of heroic courage in peril for each 

man, scenes that boosted her standing as their caretaker, fuel for her devotion to serving 

these rusty men, most of whom had fought nothing more vicious than the cold. 
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Jacob raised his glass to ask for more milk. "Por favor," he said. All these years, he 

still wasn't sure he rolled the word out right. 

The daughter was across the table, serving Ortega. She refilled his half empty glass, 

helped him tuck his napkin into the neck of his shirt. She, Jacob deemed, purposefully 

knocked Ortega's knife off of the table, left the porch for the kitchen, and fetched him a 

clean one. She didn't acknowledge Jacob and his simple, previously granted, request in 

the least.

He lowered the glass, empty but for filmy, white bubbles, and he wondered, why the 

girl would not give one look to the only true hero amongst the group. Who'd taken the 

place of that poor, crying, Spanish boy after he'd drawn the short straw? Jacob. Who'd 

actually saved a man's life? Jacob. The others had done nothing. Ortega had drawn a long 

straw and was content with ruining youth. He wasn't ever to be found when a war party 

was forming. He couldn't even do the most simple of jobs. Jacob had caught him asleep 

on guard duty one morning when returning from his breakfast buffet. Rifle laying at his 

side, it took kicks and a shout to wake him, and this was the soldier the girl was going to 

fawn over? 

"She won't fill my glass," Jacob said to Sam, hissing the words as he leaned across the 

table.

Sam leaned over too. "You have a man's scalp hanging from your neck, Jakey. You 

might be wound a screw too tight for her."

"Nonetheless."
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Sam laughed. "Hey, man. You wanna put monkey tongues around your neck, it don't 

make a heck of a difference to me. But not everyone is so worldly."

Jacob felt a wet warm inside, like a dog must when its master rubs its belly. He had 

saved Sam's life. He'd killed a man on the other side. A bag of sand had done more for the 

war than that scrawny Ortega, that bag of fresh, lean muscle meat. Succulent organ 

factory, he might as well be of some use -- butchered to feed the true war hero.

The girl went on with her hosting. She gently laid a hand on a soldier's shoulder and 

asked questions like more pork? Another biscuit? Enough sauce? Have more milk. The 

men asked for wine. The father, sitting at the table's head, gave a long look that would 

have melted ice. He shook his head. He said something about a stick of dynamite asking 

for a match.

Jacob bent over the table again. "Sam," he said. 

Sam's attention was stuck on the girl, watching her go round the table.

"Sam." Jacob knew his friend could hear him, since the father's long glare there was 

hardly enough noise to cancel out a pin drop. The men weren't wasting their mouths by 

talking, it'd been months since they'd had food this good. 

 A bright light of life beamed out of Sam. It was like he'd caught on to the narrative 

the girl had built -- the soldier who’d gone to war for duty and for fun, had conquered all, 

made kills for survival, was now out of harm’s way, safe under her watch and care. He 

was playing the part like an ace. Suddenly, Sam was speaking perfect Spanish, "Su cocina 

me recuerda a mi madre," he said as the girl poured milk into his glass from a pitcher. 
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The girl's eyes bounced all over him like he'd spoken the spell to unlock her, like 

she'd been waiting all night for somebody to do it, and the two of them went into a 

conversation of which Jacob did not know the words, but could follow the cadence and 

the mood. Sam’s quiet mumbles seemed grateful, somber, like he'd been hurt and was 

talking through the scars. She crouched at the arm of his chair, listening to whatever 

garbage he was shoveling and ate it up like he was placing oysters on her tongue.

The father must have noticed his daughter's weakness because he yelled for her in a 

bark. She popped out of the crouch and seemed to remember herself. She fixed whatever 

imperfection she was imagining in her dress. Jacob wanted to tell her, that feeling you 

have right now, that's being so hot for it that your motor is burning on premium. She 

returned to her father's side.

 Sam was watching her go and Jacob saw his eyes turn obsidian, his mouth morph 

into a wolfish grin. He wondered what happened to all that God talk.

"Sam," Jacob said.

"Yeah?" The dream was still in his eyes.

"You got gasoline left?" He spoke in a fast mutter to keep anyone who knew English 

from understanding.

"Filled up before we left."

"Can I get some?"
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"Sure." Sam brought more food to his mouth than he could handle. Onions fell out 

between chews, tomato juices seeped from the corner of his lips. "I should be busy 

tonight anyways."

Midnight and the field next to the house was lit in a glow only a fat white moon could 

make. Jacob struggled through the long grass. It was slow moving, dragging a full grown 

man by his leg, even if it was just scrawny Ortega. He looked back and could see the trail 

he'd left. All he could smell was gasoline. It was remnants soaking into his nostrils and it 

was coming from the face of Ortega and some had spilled onto his shirt. It was no 

surprise that a chump like Ortega didn't hear a war hero sneak up behind him when he 

was taking a piss. Jacob laughed once, he sure had used a lot of gasoline on the little guy. 

"That's good for you though," Jacob said, turning to speak to him. "I can't imagine you'd 

want to wake up during this." 

Jacob found a spot he deemed out of earshot from the barn and from the house. He 

dropped Ortega's leg and worked to flatten out a seat of grass by stepping around in a 

circle on the bases of the tall strands. He stopped to belch and thought he shouldn't have 

ate so much at dinner. He scanned the field, in the directions other than the barn and the 

house, and in the night the mountains dark purple and surrounding him. It was always 

between mountains that he did his eating, he realized, and he wondered if that was 

because he deep down desired cover from someone just over the peaks. His brother 

maybe, his parents. They surely wouldn't approve. Nobody did. If it was his parents 

though what could the mountains do? What could they do? He looked at Ortega.
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"They can't save you."

He decided it was not possible to hide from his brother either. While he did not 

pretend they were close in any kind of sentimental way, he saw them as eternally linked. 

But it was more like a string was tied between them, eye to eye, and a vision of him 

eating could bounce along it as vibrations and reform as an image. He laughed when he 

pictured the string, he saw it as white, coiled around each man's neck and then its end 

extending to plug into the eye. He laughed harder when he pictured all the people 

between them being clotheslined by this indestructible and ethereal rope and he saw them 

all fall over, lose their heads, and their bodies jiggle. He pulled the knife from the sheath 

on his belt.  

He said to Ortega, "Sorry to keep you waiting."  

A burst of wind brushed over the field and he could hear it before he felt it. When it 

arrived, it turned his hair over, and he noticed he'd caught the moon's glow in the blade. 

He reflected it onto Ortega's face, where it covered him, like a mask over his sleeping 

face.

"All that gas in you," he said. "Must be having some real bonkers for dreams." 

This was going to be his first live one. Geeze, he thought. What do you do if it wakes 

up?    

A door slammed shut back at the house. A moment passed, then it slammed shut 

again. For Jacob to have heard it from so far away, someone had to have slammed that 
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door hard, and this late at night to be slamming doors, there must have been some real 

doings going on. 

A bright fireball materialized in front of the house, at about the height of the field's 

grass, and the boom of the blast reached Jacob thereafter. 

Jacob dropped to the ground, laid on top of Ortega. He spread the grass wall in front 

of him, but couldn't see much, just the moon above, a few stars dotting the sky. 

If they're coming for him, he thought, well, there just might not be any good way of 

explaining this.   

Shouting came. The voice's pitch sounded like the father of the house's bark. Another 

shot blasted.

Jacob jerked his head up to get a view, jerked it down to stay hidden, left and right to 

find a path of sight through the grass. He felt fluidity in his movement, a sign of his body 

raising to full-alert. He was gulping air. And damn it all, he thought, but it felt good to be 

on the brink of getting caught. He grabbed Ortega's hand and squeezed it.

He heard someone cutting through the grass. It sounded like they were moving slow, 

hopping through, but then the noise smoothed out, and Jacob imagined whoever it was 

must have found the path he'd made and was running through it. Jacob played this 

forward -- whoever was coming would reach Jacob after some indeterminate yet 

dwindling countdown, and find him, eyes near to busting, god knows how big he was 

smiling, god knows how much he was shaking. His butt chin rested in the lips of the 

unconscious Ortega. 
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The nerve that delivered him strength must have been near to popping, and it told him 

to not care anymore about who was coming or why, but to thank the person if he could, 

for they'd given him the fear-stoked energy, to break free from the chains society had 

forged to keep its misfits from delving into pleasures the majority did not share. 

He raised his chin out of Ortega's lips and looked for a spot on him. The shotgun fired 

again, and the lips, Jacob thought, of course. Plump little pockets that maybe when 

crushed between teeth would gush with juices. He picked a snip of grass from Ortega's 

bottom lip.

The sounds of someone running at him grew louder, and the grass swooshing was lost 

in the frantic whimpers, grunts made by the runner that signaled this man was running on 

instinctual propellant.  

Jacob gripped Ortega's chin, just above the bone. He pushed up to pucker the lips, 

then bit into the bottom one and tore.

Grunting from the runner grew louder, so loud, that Jacob had to look up, a lip 

dangling from his lip, and he saw Sam, no shirt on, arms pumping, wearing pants and 

suspenders but barefoot, sprinting like he was being chased by devils, bats, and beasts. 

Their eyes caught for a moment. And Sam's face broke from steel to confusion. He 

had to have seen the blood on Jacob's face, the lip dangling like a worm from a bird's 

mouth. He leaped over Jacob, not breaking stride. He landed in grass beyond where Jacob 

had gone, and he had to fight it and that slowed him. 
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Back down the path, more steps crashed through the grass, though these were much 

slower, longer-gapped crunches. Jacob slouched over Ortega. He sucked the lip into his 

mouth. 

The crunching stopped. A gun clicked. Jacob peered up at a shotgun barrel that looked 

to glow. He swiveled in the direction Sam had gone, and his eyes fought the dark and the 

grass.  He could see his friend's revolving shoulders up above the top of the grass. He was 

still running. The shotgun blast roared out to the mountains then rolled back down them, 

and Sam's head blew off, the pieces caught in a gust of wind, and sprayed out over the 

field.

A silence came that surely wasn't real. 

"Que es esto?" 

Up the shotgun barrels, Jacob saw the man of the house's nose resting on the stock. 

He moved his aim from Jacob to Ortega, then quickly back to Jacob. He pumped. A 

cartridge popped out. He pulled the trigger, but there weren't any more bullets. 

Another breeze came, and it held up the old man's few grey hairs, so they lingered in 

the sky like dark flames, then rolled them over so they fell on the part's other side. 

"What about me?" Jacob asked.

The man slapped his jacket pocket and it crushed flat to his body. He lowered the gun.

Jacob felt all the energy that'd been in him vanish, all the hunger go, and he dropped 

flat on the grass. His back arched over Ortega's boney knees. He listened to the man walk 
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back down the grass path to his home, to his family, back to his daughter, who Sam must 

have gotten to, and he might of ruined.

Jacob sat up, swinging to upright like someone had a chain around his armpits. He 

staggered to his feet. In the direction Sam had gone, he swam through the tall grass. He 

had a good idea of what he'd find, but he had to see it. He hoped with all he had that it 

wasn't a delicious view he was hankering, but more like confirmation that he was again 

alone. 

He pictured his life to be like a hateful merry-go-round, one he just kept riding 

around, while everybody else was a corpse that'd been flung off.  

Sam's headless body made a dimple in the field. The moonlight dressed it with 

shadows and glow. This image turned to asphalt in Jacob's memory, and while he stared 

at it the thoughts that scrolled were a headless neck looks really useless and silly, and the 

sound of your head blowing up is probably the loudest sound you'd ever hear. Out of 

habit, he scanned the ground for a stick. But he gained some perspective and stopped 

himself. There had to be some ethics involved here. You don't eat people you know? Why 

would he have to remind himself of this? Why was it that now, when he was standing 

over his dead best friend, he didn't feel sorrow, remorse, sickening pain, but just cold 

wonder? Why couldn't he just be normal? He slapped his head. Be normal, he told 

himself. Cry. He slapped his face. Cry. He pulled on the scalp necklace until the thread 

snapped against his neck then threw the sick thing out into the field. 
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"Your best friend is dead." He waited to feel it. "Your only friend is dead." Still, 

nothing. Death, he thought, was a horrible thing to grow numb to.    

He tried to think of the last time he was scared, of the last time he felt like crying, and 

he couldn't remember anything until he was as far back as New Hampshire, with his 

brother, hovering over his dad on the front stoop. He remembered William hitting his dad 

on the chest, screaming for him to come back, but Jacob knew there was nothing to be 

done, that his dad was as dead as his mother upstairs, and she was cold and stewing up a 

smell. He'd investigated. He didn't remember crying while he stood over his dad, but 

remembered fearing that there was now nobody in the world who had to love him no 

matter what. Unconditional love had a richness with no value, and Jacob, even when he 

was that young, knew he'd just been made poor.

Would be nice to have that now, Jacob thought. To go back home, hi mom. I'm back. 

Hug. Kiss. Am I looking thin? Well they didn't feed us much out at war. She'd always 

thought his favorite meal was turkey on potatoes, and he figured if he went home to her, 

she'd whip that up, no questions asked, no stopping her. The truth was every 

Thanksgiving his dad had taken him to the neighbor's farm, to the field where the birds 

roamed, and he'd let Jacob pick out the turkey they'd kill and eat. That's why he liked the 

meal so much. His mother was always a good one to see pleased, so he never had the 

heart to tell her the type of joy that meal brought him. 

Jacob heard the door shut back at the house and he wondered what the father would 

say to his daughter. He considered returning to the house and stomping the old man to 
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mush, but he thought about what that'd do to the man's family, what kind of life that 

would breathe into the young son, and he foresaw and was wary of giving the world 

another one of him.

He walked back to Ortega, still sprawled out, bleeding from the strip where his lip 

had been. He kicked him a few times on the foot, tried to wake him, but he never came 

to.  

  

Chapter 

Jacob dipped his spoon into the bowl of soup in front of him. He raised a half-pipe of 

celery and a carrot the size of a quarter. 

Sergio entered the kitchen. “You are wearing that again?” 

Jacob turned the spoon over and the vegetables splashed into the broth.

“I washed and folded those clothes thinking you would put them in a drawer,” Sergio 

said.

Jacob rubbed his pants at the thighs. He had on the same clothes he’d worn at the 

frontline. His corduroys, which had suffered slits in both knees, had a back pocket 

hanging to a few stitches. His undershirt, a long sleeve that was made of thick cotton 

waffle, used to be all white but now was stained yellow from sweat and dirt and both 

armpits were crunchy. He itched his nose and said nothing. 
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“Let's get you new clothes."

“Give me the money. I’ll buy them.” 

Jacob read caution in Sergio's silence.  

“Ok then. You’re hired. You have your old job back.”

The next morning, Jacob walked to the cafe with Sergio through the morning sun, 

which already was cooking the city dirt with midday heat. The working-man’s revolution, 

what had plunged the city into chaotic euphoria and inspired thousands of men to take up 

the country’s war, had been neatly packed up and forgotten. The city was back to its 

roots, people heading to work. Jacob saw one man pass in overalls and the next slid by in 

a perfect lightweight suit. The buildings weren't covered in flags of the revolution, but he 

knew the men fighting at the front were still picturing them as if they were. Hands in his 

pockets, leaning back so his heels hit the ground first, Jacob felt like the whole revolution 

had been a ruse to exile the criminals and the Communists, send them to sleep in the cold 

and the mud outside of town, eat a bullet, while the folks back at home went on living the 

same way they always had.

He couldn't see it any other way than the city had betrayed him. It had nothing to do 

with risking his life for a cause the people had given up on, he didn't feel his life really 

ever was at risk, and he never did give a damn about the politics. What it was was a 

betrayal of brotherhood. The revolution had sparked a community. Everyone all had lined 

the streets hugging, they were chanting together, arms around each other, swaying, 

comrades amongst comrades. But that was gone. The differences between men mattered 
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again. Jacob felt betrayed not because he'd lost life or ambitions, but because he had lost 

brothers. Who was on his side? Could those who savored human flesh and constantly 

switched between self-loathing and self-worship please make themselves known? He was 

as alone as a block of ice dropped out in tropic waters and he felt just as in trouble.

But God, he thought, when was the last time he was normal? He scanned through his 

time in war. Nothing short of a bloodsucker then. Pre-war Barcelona, he'd beat a man 

senseless for a bit of change, for sport, not need. Testing his brother for suffocation, 

probing with a finger for the soul's escape route in his dead mother, deer guts. He cut the 

list short, deciding his chances of finding a time when he wasn't despicable were better 

when he was young, before his mother got sick. 

Sergio nudged Jacob. He pointed with his head to the woman approaching them, 

waddling because her hips were the shape of a heart.

"Uh-huh." Sergio nodded in the shape of a check mark.

Jacob's twisted x-ray vision showed extra meat on the bone. Awful, he told himself. 

He returned to before his mother was sick. 

Before his mother was sick, he spent most afternoons in the woods behind the house 

because that's where nobody was, and when nobody was watching, he could be anybody. 

His favorite thing, even then, was to be a hero. He snatched out leaves drowning in the 

stream, with a thumb he pushed frogs down into swamp mud to rejuvenate them, and he 

fought back intruding armies of paper-like ferns that would bend over and wither when 

he struck them with a stick. 
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Those were make-believe hero feats, but there was that day when he heard hollering 

back near the house, and he thought, someone's in trouble, and went running for it, 

snaking through the trees, hopping the pricker bushes. The yelling was coming from the 

tree in the side yard. Jacob ran to it, moving faster now that he was out of the woods and 

over grass. He yelled back to the hollering, "What is it? Who's in trouble?" 

"I'm up here, Jacob. In the tree." It was his brother. "I'm too high."

Jacob got to the tree base, looked up, but the branches made a cover like the 

underside of an umbrella. Two steps back, his hand on the brow for a visor, and there was 

William, far up higher than even Jacob had ever gone. 

"All right, little Willy. You stay put now." Hero time. Jacob leaped at the first branch 

of the tree, his feet hitting the trunk flat, just under the family initials, his hands catching 

a grip around the lowest branch. He climbed like an young monkey might, not thinking of 

how high, just getting a hold of the next branch, and pulling himself up. "Ain't no 

problem, little Willy. You know your big brother has got you." He thought the Wallace 

Telegraph surely would want this story. "Local Hero Forsakes Himself to Save Brother". 

Hell, he could try selling this to Hollywood. He'd think of a title. 

Jacob got to one branch below William, when his brother said, "Don't come out on the 

branch I'm on. It's already creaking."

"How am I gonna get you then?"

"I don't know." William sounded about to burst to tears. He was hugging the tree 

trunk, his cheek pressed to it. 
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From so high, Jacob could see the toys and the sticks he'd thrown up and gotten stuck 

on the roof of the house. He could see the Mitchell's roof, and their kid Tommy was in the 

yard playing marbles probably, something earthly, with a boy Jacob couldn't make out. 

Up there it didn't matter what others did. There were only three things he could see that 

were above him; his brother, scared out of his mind, the sun on the downfall of its arch, 

and the tree, which as far as Jacob could see, kept on going. He couldn't believe he'd not 

known about this lookout, about the kind of freedom one feels at such heights. The 

ground looked different from so high, like it was just a green rug. The hills and dips that 

Jacob knew were in the yard had somehow flattened to his eye.

Jacob remembered looking down and thinking, falling from this high would turn him 

to a puddle. Gaining perspective on how high he'd come and what the fall would be, was 

something he'd wished he'd remembered to never do again. 

Jacob put his eyes on his brother, his feet and his legs, and Jacob squinted while he 

studied. He said in a tight whisper, "Well how am I gonna do this?"

William must have heard him, because he yelled, "Mom! Dad! Help us!"

Jacob considered what would be the best way to reconcile a hero's botched rescue 

attempt. Getting William down, getting himself down for that matter, was pretty much 

out of the question, so he'd do what a good hero does, he thought. He'd keep calm, keep 

his brother calm, until the cavalry arrived.

"William?"

"Mom!" He wailed it like a baby crying.
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"William!"

"What?"

"You know what my new favorite song is?"

William sniffled and whimpered. The branch he was on groaned about keeping up his 

weight. "What?"

"I'm a Yankee Doodle Dandy!" Jacob accompanied the singing with the dance he'd 

been taught to the song in school, which had to be abbreviated for the size of the branch, 

but he swung his legs out and he did short knee dips. "A Yankee Doodle, do or die!"

"Jacob!" 

"Look at me, I'm dancing." He waited for his brother to look down to him on the 

branch below, which must have startled him worse, but he kept looking, pressing his 

cheek harder to the trunk. 

"A real live nephew of my Uncle Sam, born on the Fourth of July!"

A laugh bubbled below William's crying.

"Let's yell for mom to the tune of Yankee Doodle," Jacob said. He started the chant, 

screaming it loud as he could, and his brother followed. Jacob kept an eye on the house's 

side window, and the corner of the house nearest the front door. "Louder William!"

William sucked in a giant new breath and yelled with the most vigor yet. 

It didn't take long for the bedroom window to open and their mother to stick her head 

out. "What has gotten into you two?" she shouted, scanning the yard for them.

"Mom! Up here," Jacob called.
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Their mother had to crank her neck up to see her boys and the shock of them so high 

nearly sent her tumbling out the second floor window.

"Ah, glad you heard us, Mrs. Abraham." Jacob was loving putting on a cool despite 

the horror. He figured his mother would panic and knew a hero had to especially keep the 

ladies calm. "Don't suppose you'd mind, uh, being a good old gal and fetching us a ladder, 

would you?"

"My boys!"

"Now, now, ma'am. Your boys are in no trouble."

She disappeared from the window and must have called their father and Mr. Tully, the 

man who came to the house if there was a fire, because both men were at the base of the 

tree within a quarter of an hour.       

  The tip of the ladder landed a few branches down from Jacob, and when his father's 

face arrived at it, the look of a bulldog was in his eye, like he'd rip this tree the hell out of 

the ground for stealing his boys. 

"Don't worry, dad," Jacob said. "I found William. He's just up the tree a branch."

"Ok. Thank you." Before his father stepped off the ladder, he checked the branch for 

strength by giving it a shake. He stepped to it and hung on tightly to the trunk of the tree. 

"Climb on my back now, Jacob. Do it slowly." Jacob did as he was told, and his father 

ferried him to the ladder.   

"You're safe now, little Willy!" Jacob called from the top rung. "Dad's come for you. 

Don't worry!"
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At the tree's bottom, next to the family's initials, which their mother had carved into 

the tree, the family reunited, all safe and hugging. William and their mother cried.

"Mom," Jacob said. "Don't cry. You were a hero."

"Me?" She wiped her tears with the long end of her slender finger. Her eyes jumped 

from kid to kid, to their dad, who stood with his back to the tree, keeping the lid on his 

nerves, but looking shook.   

"You got dad."

Mr. Tully was swinging the ladder down from leaning on the tree.

"And you got Mr. Tully. Without you mom, William and I would have been goners. A 

couple of puddles on the lawn."

As Sergio jiggled his key around the cafe door's lock, Jacob thought that was right, 

Jacob and, he didn't know for sure but he guessed, William too, now were a couple of 

puddles on the lawn. The reason being that son-of-a-bitch doctor had poisoned their 

mother.

 Sergio sprung open the cafe door, and a fat bar of morning light, yellow as hot gold, 

fell onto the cafe floor like it'd been leaned on the door. The first thing Jacob noticed was 

his painting, still where William had put it, on the mantle above the fireplace.

"You kept that?" he asked.

Sergio smiled. 

Jacob's focus broke from his uncle and went to tracking the apron he'd tossed at him. 

"I still have hope."
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Around lunch, the din in the cafe was tinkering cups, utensils bouncing on plates, and 

conversation. The buzz was at just the frequency for Jacob to tune out and float atop of. 

He faced the kitchen window, and anyone who saw him would think he was watching 

over the dining area, but his eyes were bringing in nothing. His hand was around a bowl 

with a half-dozen cracked eggs in it, and he was hugging it to his crotch, his finger inside 

whipping the yolks.

Mom got sick, Jacob was figuring, Dad heartsick and had to act. A man couldn't let 

another man kill his wife, that was fair. But somebody had come then and killed Dad, and 

with him, killed any chance the Abraham boys had of growing up to be gentlemen. It'd be 

a miracle, Jacob thought, if William was anything short of a bloodsucking bastard, just 

like his big brother. What chance did the little guy have? Little Willy had been a sweet 

boy. William, no doubt was a homicidal, walking, breathing ghoul. But this wasn't 

William's fault. It wasn't Jacob's. They had been wronged.    

Jacob's finger had gone numb from the cold of the egg. He made one last scoop, 

going deep to hook any yolk still strung together, and he brought his finger up to his 

mouth, on it some scrambled gold, and he sucked it clean. He kept the finger in his 

mouth, which he locked shut, to keep the finger warm.      

He'd been too young to do anything about finding out who the killer was at the time, 

and he remembered the sheriff and his deputy coming to the house, but he didn't 

remember them ever settling on calling it a murder or announcing any suspects. Had they 

even searched for the killer?
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Jacob resumed whisking the eggs, adding his second finger into the mix, and finding 

the two-pronged approach to cut through the chicken goo much better.

Search for him or not, they'd turned up nothing and called it a heart attack. Thinking 

about this at an age of maturity and biological understanding, Jacob didn't buy it. Likely 

story. His father was stronger than an ox. Had to have been some twist of nature that'd 

come and knocked him out. Only evil could have done it. His father was too strong for 

anything good.         

Sergio's head showed in the window. "Omletes ready?"

Jacob dried his fingers on the apron. "No."

"Get them going. We have a busy lunch today."

"Let me ask you something." Jacob spotted a drop of egg in the pit between his 

fingers and he licked it out. "They ever tell you anything about my father dying?"

Sergio looked like he smelled something funny. "They?" He barked something at the 

cook behind Jacob. "Who is they?"

"I don't know, the police."

"He died of a heart attack."

"That's what they told you?"

"That's what he died of."

"You're so sure?"

Sergio let a breath out that spoke his pity. "Sure? No. Is it the best thing it could be? 

Yes. So why ask to know more?"
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The cook reached over Jacob's shoulder and set down on the windowsill a plate of 

flatbreads, spinach cooked on top. Sergio reached for the plate, but Jacob took it away.

"It's the best thing for who?" He held the plate behind him, keeping it out of Sergio's 

reach.

"For you and your brother. He died of heartache. Get married, then you'll know."

"Not likely."

"Give me the plate."

Jacob set it back on the window sill, but didn't take his hand off it. "I'm gonna find 

out the truth." He said the words as if they were meant to damn. 

Sergio took a moment to assess what must have sounded like a threat at the wrong 

man. He reached over the plate and put his hand on Jacob's. "It won't help."

"It's you who won't help."

"A job and a home mean nothing to you?"

"It's truth we should be after. A job and a house will just keep you quiet when you've 

been lied to."

"Ok. If you don't want the job, you can quit."

"I quit."

"And if you don't want to live with me, you can move out."

"I'm going to America."

"Ok." Sergio sucked in his lips. He seemed lost in reading Jacob's eyes.

"Let go of me."
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Sergio looked startled to find his hand still on Jacob's. He took it off quickly, the way 

Jacob imagined anyone would who had looked that long through his eyes.    

"You and your brother." Sergio didn't say any more, just shook his head and looked 

out into the cafe. He picked up the plate.

"What's my brother like?"

"He's a lot like you."  

"I figured that."

     

Chapter 

William married Emilia at the small church in the center of town. He wore an 

embroidered shirt of Cayetano’s, the same one he'd worn at his wedding. Emilia pierced 

William's ear the night before and a gold band hung from the lobe. She wore the 

traditional black silk dress, a black veil, and a diamond bracelet she borrowed from Eva’s 

family collection. 

The hall was empty but for the essentials. Bride, groom, the old priest who'd lived in 

town his entire life, and Eva to witness. Cayetano was away training bullfighters. William 

counted the baby as being there, it was always there, a hill of flesh and blood coming 

together. William wondered what his mother would be doing if she'd been present. 
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Crying, probably. He remembered that nearly everything beautiful made her cry. And 

what would dad be doing? He couldn't picture him unless he was at his shop wearing his 

butcher's apron, the one dyed an offshoot of brown by meat and blood, or he could see 

him laying on the porch, his head blocking anyone trying to open the front door. Emilia 

had said she'd written her parents to tell them about the wedding, but nobody had written 

back. She'd made dishes for a small reception anyway, citing the fact that she'd not asked 

them to write back, so they might still be coming. The food was sitting on trays in the 

church's back corner, beside the empty pews.     

As the priest spoke, William could hear Eva, seated in the first row, fighting down 

whimpers of an emotion he could not place.     

 The priest acknowledged William with a smile like a kindergartner's beaten into an 

old catcher's mitt.  

William figured the priest had just finished saying something he needed to respond to, 

so, "Yeah," he said. "Yes." He checked with Emilia to see if he'd gotten it right.

Her eyes were with the priest, who'd turned to her and said what sounded like the 

same thing. 

"Si," she answered, accompanying it with a slight bow.    

Eva's sobbing grew louder, until there was no more ignoring her. They all turned to 

see. She was catching tears with dabs of her handkerchief, her shoulders bucking.  

Emilia excused herself from the altar, and she hurried to her friend as fast as she 

could in the dress. She hovered over her like a nurse comforting the bereaved. 
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William and the priest exchanged the looks of men lost in a woman's world.  

After Emilia's whispering, Eva left. She tried to apologize, but couldn't get anything 

to phrase. Emilia climbed the stairs back to the altar. 

"What's the story?" William asked.

Before answering, Emilia apologized to the priest, who cloaked his concern with a 

lipless smile. William guessed the concern wasn't over Eva, not over even the bump on 

the bride, but it was the celestial punishment he'd face from wedding, with God's 

sanction, a couple no better backed than two stray cats who'd pawed open his door.        

Emilia assuaged his worry with a hand on the sleeve of his gown and the upturned 

face she'd used on William back in the bar in Barcelona. It was enough to get the priest to 

finish the ceremony, but when he finished he turned away, as if he didn't have the nerve 

to watch them cement it all with a kiss.

Her lips were sunlight on a breeze.

The priest had his book shut under his arm, and he told them that's it, then turned for 

the door to his office. 

"He's out of here before the flood starts," William said. "I'm surprised he didn't make 

us leave."

"I paid him for two hours."

 The door shut and William and Emilia were alone in the big room, standing next to 

the pulpit.   

"What happened with Eva?" William asked again.    
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"She said a bullfighter's wife always cries at weddings."

William let that stew in him and it made him wonder if that was why he felt like his 

mother would be crying if she were here. Not crying for William, but for Emilia. His 

mom may not have known much about fighting bulls, but she knew about men who were 

chilled by bringing the living to their knees. But William hadn't done anything horrible 

since Emilia gave him the ultimatum -- give up killing or witness her destroy herself. It'd 

become ridiculous at times, he thought. He walked around the house, Cayetano's house, 

fighting to keep his mind clean as a monk's. He'd given himself a mantra -- everyday's 

been darkness since you've been gone -- and when he felt the ice in him begin to thaw, 

he'd repeat it quietly aloud on a loop.   

 He'd turned to physical exercise, chopping trees and splitting logs for next winter's 

firewood. Though this technically was the taking of a life, Emilia ok'd it due to chopping 

firewood being a positive contribution. He even had sat and written a few new poems. 

"Ode to Summer Wind" and "Debutant". Emilia had bought him a notebook and pen with 

his initials burned into its leather case. He took up all the chores around the house 

Cayetano would have done. Still though, by day's end there was always gas left in the 

tank and it had to get burned. After explaining this fact to Emilia, she suggested more 

sex, and they bumped up their sessions to steamrolling, four times a week, paying little 

mind to her pregnancy and putting no restrictions on their usual play, the slapping, a 

strong handful of hair or he'd get her by the neck, just above the shoulders, a well-
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intentioned choke. He'd rode out the summer on a wave of good play, never feeling 

stronger, never in more control. 

She'd suggested they get married, and he couldn't think of a finer woman to be with. 

It was that simple. He didn't see it making any difference anyways. There wasn't anything 

a married couple was doing that they weren't. And he needed her now as much as he'd 

ever needed the bulls. Marriage would make it so he could keep her, and that was 

something he could never have done with the bulls.          

She took off the black veil and grabbed his hand. "You wouldn't want to see me like 

that, would you? Crying at weddings."

"No."

She straightened the collar of his shirt. "If you ever make me feel that way, I'm not 

going to sit around just weeping."

William felt like a mannequin she was fixing in the window.

"I'll be out the door before one tear drops."

"Emilia, on our wedding day? Really? We haven't even stepped off the altar."  

She winced and fought the pain, her face in a grimace. Her hand clutched her 

stomach. 

He grabbed a clump of hair from the back of her head, just above the top of the braid, 

and pushed her into his chest, feeling her nose poke and she wiggled it to get in deeper. 

She said, "I don't feel well."

He looked at the empty pews, and thought, yeah, no wonder. "Should we clean up?" 
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She turned away from his chest and looked at the empty pews too, at the food she'd 

made. The pain on her face was that deep kind that grew only from the embarrassment of 

being rejected by family. "They're not coming," she said, an obvious statement that she 

must have said aloud to force herself to accept the notion.

She went down the stairs, hitting each with a foot falling like it was struggling to keep  

her from toppling over. William didn't let go of her hand and followed close behind. The 

click of his boot hit on the off beat of the bell tower's clock, and she went silently because 

she wore flat shoes.   

She picked up the tray holding the small piles of snacks she'd made -- ham, bread, 

cheese, an olive, all stabbed through by a toothpick, leaning towers -- and she dumped the 

whole tray, straight into the trash bin. 

"You're going to throw it all away?"

"Seems like bad luck to eat food from a party nobody came to."

He wasn't going to argue. He hadn't invited anybody because he didn't know anyone 

he was sure would come. 

The serving plates were Eva's, silver platters that weren't made of silver, and Emilia 

handed them to William, empty, and he held them against his hip like they were coins too 

big for his pocket.    

"So this is a wedding day," he said, hoping his grin would lighten the mood.

"Yeah. Right?" She poured a pitcher of wine straight into the bottom of the tin trash 

bin.
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"Time to celebrate?"

The pitcher was the church's, but it didn't survive. She spiked it atop the food and it 

burst to chunks in the bin. 

"I know I'm having a great time." She put the bin at the table, so the lip of the bin and 

the lip of the table touched, then tipped each wine glass into the trash, going straight 

down the row. The shatters were a mix of tinklings and snaps.

At the last glass, William asked, "May I, my wife?"

"Why yes, husband." She handed him the glass, as a waitress would her guest.

William slammed the glass down into the bin, throwing it good for fifty yards when it 

needed to travel only one. "Wedding over."

He grabbed a hold of her by the waist, his fingers stopping halfway up her belly, and 

they walked the aisle. He put his shoulder to the church door.

Out in the town square, surrounded by Olot's colorful, flat-faced buildings, a cement 

fountain in the square's center kicked on and shot up streams of water that rainbowed.    

 Emilia asked, "Where to?"

"The hotel," he said and kissed her on the cheek. "There's consummating to do."

        

Chapter 

The family who had moved into the Abraham house ran down their driveway, not 

wearing the clothes they needed for the cold. It was just the wife of the house and the 

kids. She pushed the two children along and she was screaming. 
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Jacob crawled out of the living room's window. He dropped to the ground and his legs 

sunk knee-deep into the snow. For a moment he was stuck there, and the New Hampshire 

winter, surrounded him and bit him all over the face. He pulled himself unstuck then 

battled the ice-covered snow in the yard, a few steps fine, the next two he punched 

through past the ankle. His walk was cut to staggers. He reached the rock wall, where the 

yard ended and the woods began, and he hopped the wall, hooking his descent so he was 

right up against the rocks. He blew his steamy breath over the rough balls of granite and 

looked over the top of them, waiting. Then the house blew.     

It went like gasoline canisters in an old house ought to. Cosmic oranges and hot reds 

ate the walls and roof of the house because it was made from product inferior to fire, in 

the tiniest but most important ways. He'd hoped the house going down would be an 

exorcism, the funeral pyre for the scum that infested him, that it would all get sucked into 

the fire, anything that'd done him in, and there had to be plenty of it still stuck to the 

walls of that place. He hoped it all would vanish into cooling heat. The sheriff said this 

house wasn't his? That he could never come back here? Well, it wasn't anybody's now.

He rested his chin on the top rock, belched, and thought of the kids running away. He 

wondered what made lamb taste better than mutton. He shut his eyes. Nothing had 

changed in him. The house going up, the place where the horrors had maybe not been 

born but certainly where they'd found him, seeing it burn had not made him one inch 

better, if it had, he'd decided he would have walked away. He would have disappeared 

into the woods and left Wallace for good. He would have been ok with that. Since 
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watching it blow made him feel no better though, he decided he would hang around town 

a bit more, see what other way he could try to fix himself.  

Jacob watched the volunteers who ran the fire department, still headed by Mr. Tully, 

show up about the time the house had become unsalvageable. The men in their slickers 

and round hard hats couldn't have been warm enough for the winter. They sprayed the 

hose like it was the tail of a dragon, three of them could barely keep it from whipping 

them around. According to Jacob's measuring, the flames grew on the wind faster than 

they died from the water. The men must have realized they'd need more water than was in 

the truck's tank because one of them went running down to the pond at the corner of the 

property, with an ax on his shoulder and the open end of a flat hose. Jacob pictured a fish 

getting sucked up and shot into the pit of the blaze, and that brought him a giggle. Not 

long after, a Model T rolled in slowly over the driveway's pressed down snow. It stopped 

behind the fire truck. On the door, in nice yellow letters, was printed 'Sheriff's 

Department'. 

Jacob got an idea. He loaded cartridges into the shotgun he had leaned up against the 

rock wall.

The car door opened and out stepped a man in a fedora and a long brown coat.

Behind the rock wall, Jacob hitched his sight on the man and his eyes dragged behind 

him. Too young to be the right sheriff, he thought. Old enough to know something 

though. Jacob pulled his flask from the pocket on the back of his jeans. He'd filled it from 

one of the canisters he'd made the fire with. He wet a handkerchief with the right dose 
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then covered his mouth and nose with it. The cold went away and his sight went fizzy. 

The deputy, he remembered. Deputy Clark Saxe.

The firefighters did not look away from the flames, which curled out of the windows 

in the front of the house, while Jacob snuck around to behind Clark. He soaked the 

handkerchief in gasoline, so much so that the propellent turned his sleeve sodden. It took 

just a hop and a strong grip, he wrapped the handkerchief good and tight around Clark's 

face and the man's knees gave. Jacob dragged him back along the icy snow. 

The firefighters worked the south end of the house, and the crackles and winds 

coming from the fire were loud enough to make them have to yell to hear each other.     

Jacob flung Clark to the other side of the rock wall. It didn't take him long to wake 

and when he did, Jacob had the shotgun barrels in his mouth.

"I know you," Jacob said.

Clark choked and his teeth chattered against the metal. His eyes blinked like he was 

turning on and off.

Jacob asked, "Do you know who I am?"

Clark's head shook left then right.

"What happened to the sheriff?"

Clark's trembling made the rock his foot was against rattle. He muttered something 

but the words all went up the shotgun barrels.

Jacob pulled the gun out and set the holes against the man's chin. "Say it again."

He stretched his lips every which way then said, "I am the sheriff."
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"Not the one I'm looking for."

Clark figured it out. "He died, sir."

"Somebody kill him?"

"No, sir. Old age." 

"Guess that leaves just you." Jacob raised the barrel so the holes connected Clark's 

brows.

He got real panicked. He didn't dare to even try and lean away. His eyes were all over 

Jacob's face and finally he said, "You're an Abraham boy."

 "You knew the Abrahams?"

"Yes, sir." Clark looked around. He seemed to be regaining his bearings. "Used to live 

in that house."

"What you think about them?"

"What?" 

Jacob turned the gun away. He still was squatting, but he set the gun across his lap. 

"What is your opinion of the Abraham family?"  

Clark put his elbows in the snow and propped himself up so he could see Jacob and 

the house burning behind him. "Well I didn't know 'em much, but I think what happened 

was a tragedy."

"Which part?"

"The whole of it." Clark's eyes watered, and Jacob wondered if he was being sincere 

or just was scared.
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"So you think none of them did anything wrong?"

Clark, internally, seemed to be quibbling over that. 

"Yeah," Jacob said. "There's the truth." He faked Clark's voice, but made it extra 

frightened. "What happened to the Abraham's was a real tragedy. Horse shit. You watched 

us when we were little. You made sure we stayed locked up in the sheriff's house."

  "I was following orders. Doing my job."

"And whoever has to suffer by them is going to, huh?"

Clark said, "Some things get bigger than the law can handle. That was your brother 

and you."

"We were an inconvenience?"

Clark clearly didn't want to use that word. 

Jacob put the gun back on his head. "Say it," he said. "We inconvenienced you."

Clark got all froze up again, except for shaking. "What do you want?"

"I want the people who did this to me dead." He was getting fidgety with the trigger. 

"The people who made me me. Dead." 

"I'll tell you," Clark said, the words shaking. "I'll tell you who."

"Yeah?" He pressed the gun against Clark's head harder and Clark shut his eyes.

"Sonny Bowery. That's the man who killed your father. Sonny Bowery."

"Killed." Jacob said it like he'd always known that was the truth.

"Yes, he was killed." 

Jacob smiled and nodded. "Where's he live?"
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"New York City somewhere."

Jacob's eyes popped wide open. "That's where I live."

"He owns a boxing gym. That's all I remember. I can find out more if you let me go."

"Yeah?" Jacob leaned back again, against the wall. He looked his shotgun over. "Boy, 

this thing sure did make you talk."

Clark's hat was somewhere back in the driveway, so he combed his hair with his 

hand, fixing it all to the side. "Give me the gun." 

Jacob laughed. "So you can arrest me?"

"I'm not going to arrest you." Clark pulled his coat sleeves up so they wrapped his 

hands, then he set his hands down again in the snow. 

Wind pushed the trees and their branches dropped the loads of snow they'd been 

holding. The snow landed all around both men, bits falling in their hair, switching to 

melt.    

"I'm going to help you," Clark said. "But I can't do that until I know you ain't gonna 

turn that thing on me and shoot." 

Having another man talk to Jacob with quiet sincerity made him feel like he was a 

child again, like he was being told a big truth he'd had no idea about. He could tell that he 

wasn't going to walk away from this, he was going to run. 

"You gonna give the gun back to me after?"

"Right now." Clark looked like he couldn't believe what he was saying. "I'm thinking 

I will."      
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Jacob held the gun by the stock and the barrel. He raised it to parallel to his chest then 

he tossed it. "I need an address. And I want the whole story on my father's death." 

Clark looked awkward handling the gun, but he got the cartridges out. "He was 

strangled. Right over there." He pointed to where the front porch of the house had been, 

but the only thing there were flames.  

Jacob looked back at the house. He sucked in his lips and his eyebrow ends rose. 

“The sheriff didn’t want you and your brother to know who'd done it. No names were 

released to the papers. None on any police reports. He made so the official cause of death 

was a heart attack. Then got you boys out of there. He was only looking out for what was 

best for you two.” 

Jacob put the tip of his thumb into his mouth and he clenched down on the nail. He 

remembered the ride in the sheriff's car, likely the same car now in the driveway. He'd 

hucked the dead mouse under the seat after he'd brought his brother to tears with it. Jacob 

said, "If I could go back, what I would do different is be better to my little brother."

"Nobody was acting right then. The doctor dead, your family. People damn near went 

vigilante on us. A gang of rightly angry citizens went to the sheriff's house to get you 

boys out. Thought they were sure to bushwhack him."

The side of the house closest to them, all wrapped in flames, collapsed and a 

firefighter hollered. Clark twitched into an expression of concern, but Jacob didn't look 

back.  
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"He talked them down from it though," Clark said. "You ask me, he could have talked 

an Indian outta his feather."

"People here were angry about it?"

"Oh, hell yeah."

"Angry over what?"

"Angry that we whisked you kids away. Called murder a heart attack." 

"I never knew anyone cared."

"Well it ain't like it was a big enough to get to you over the ocean. That was the point. 

Get you boys out of Wallace." Clark chewed his lip and gave back a stare old men save 

for youngsters.

Jacob laughed, a nervous one. "He knew we'd come for the killer."

"Your father killed the father of a dangerous man."

"This dangerous man killed the father of two dangerous men."

Clark handed the shotgun to Jacob, barrels extended, but he pocketed the bullets.

Jacob took the gun. "I thought a sheriff's job was to stop murder."    

"I just started, and I'm not that good at my job."

On the ride back to the station, Jacob checked under the seat and felt around a second 

but got nothing that felt like fur, just bars, dirt, and screws. At the station, the secretary 

girl turned her chair from the switchboard when they came in, and she glared at Jacob 

like she knew everything. Maybe she recognized him, Jacob thought. Maybe they'd gone 

to school together. She looked his age, and he wondered if most everyone else he'd 
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known was still in town, still hadn't gone anywhere, not sat on the limestone tips of the 

Pyrenees, not met a Texan, not dug holes for the dead, not dug the dead. They all 

probably liked what everyone else liked, had the run of the mill offenses marked on the 

conscience, but all vanilla. She took her headset off and rolled her chair to the greeting 

desk.

"This is." Clark turned to Jacob, his eyes squinted and he scanned his options. "My 

nephew." Clark took his hat off. "He needs to make an overseas call."

The girl got him a line to Spain then he cold-stared her until she left the room. As the 

phone rang, he considered the more fun things he could have done to her, but there was 

too much on the line. Clark had done the nicest thing anybody had ever done for him, so 

he'd be good. See, he told himself, you're in control.

“Sergio,” he said. “It’s Jacob.”

“Jacob." A deep breath came through the line. "How are they treating you in New 

York City?”

"Yeah, fine.”

“Are you painting?”

“No.”

“You should be. You have talent, you must nurture it.”

“I know.” Jacob switched the phone to his other ear. He looked at the girl, who was at 

her desk writing something, bent so her pale neck was exposed. He bit his pinky's 

fingernail. “I need your help with something.”
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“What do you need?” 

“I need my brother.”

Sergio cleared his throat. “He's not here.”  

 “Yeah well, it’s important. There’s something I need to talk to him about.”

Chapter            

            

The 1930s were a test to see who could keep their chin up in the high water, and 

Sonny Bowery figured it took a guy with not just nuts but smarts to do it. That's what 

Mayor La Guardia was using in his crackdowns on crime -- brain and brawn. Tossing 

glitzy slot machines into harbor water, inviting photographers to snap pictures of him 

smashing contraband with a sledgehammer, getting on the radio and denouncing fine 

men, calling them gangsters, men who had no proven crimes on their record. Whose he 

got covering his ass? Sonny wondered. Hell of a lot of moxie for a fat man not over five 

foot nothing.   

Seeing Lucky Luciano get nabbed shook everybody. Not many men had his 

brilliance, even fewer put it towards the type of businesses Sonny and his colleagues 

were in. But Sonny knew that when top guys went down, slots opened up. Young men 

who’ve shown talent and loyalty get bumped because business and livelihood are bigger 

than anyone. Sonny would tell people, "Brass taxes," and nobody ever corrected him, 
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"Junkies still gotta get a fix, no matter what church-boy is preaching from the mayor’s 

ivory tower. And, fellas, where there is a demand there must be a supply. Enter us."

Sonny had become more stately in his middle years. He'd acquired a degree of 

diplomacy, and that switch that used to make him go blind, that would get him into the 

mode of pounding, had gummed up, and he didn't pop into sustained rages like he once 

did. He'd realized the fits were keeping him from being trusted, which more importantly 

meant it was keeping his wallet thin. He'd learned you got to give a guy a chance to break 

bread over a plate of parmigiana before you go giving him new places to bend and bleed 

from. Most helpful of all though, he'd made it a priority to fill his bosses’ pockets. A little 

bit of thinking brought him to the philosophy that bosses notice a guy who can buy them 

a vacation house in Jersey, not a guy who puts food on the plate at the mortician's house.      

Soon after Sonny had changed, a few guys above him got sent to the can, a lot got 

killed, and he was invited to Greenwich Village for a visit to the Rino, Mimmo, and Lino 

Social Club. There were rumors running around that somebody had snitched, and while 

Sonny didn't know a thing about that, he did know guys get whacked because a guy just 

has to get whacked in order for the blame to be pinned, punishment doled, and the gab-

mouthed to think they ought to shut it. 

Sonny had one of his fighters drive him to the club in Sonny's Plymouth. He was 

suited up in his finest grey and had bought the fighter a suit that he probably wouldn't 

wear again until his next family member's funeral. The fighter was a black kid, a mean 

fighter, who ate racist micks like they were collared greens. Sonny couldn't find anyone 
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who'd fight him, so he taught him driving and had him man the car whenever he thought 

a meeting might go bad. 

Sonny had never been to the social club before. He got out of the car and a look 

around didn't let him glean much. Surrounded by Greenwich brownstones, he saw a 

storefront with Rino, Mimmo, and Lino painted on the window, a table just inside, but 

nobody sitting there. To see the rest, he'd either have to go inside or press his face against 

the window, neither of which he really wanted to do. He looked down both ends of the 

street, checking for any faces he knew. Could be a promotion, he told himself. Been 

working hard. Been working smart. But this inkling that it was all maybe a little too 

good, a little too fast and easy, made his mouth feel like it was clogged with mothballs. 

He told the kid through the car window. "Don't go anywhere."

Sonny knocked on the door, knowing well that he'd walk through and either be in the 

East River by dawn, or be brought up a peg, and that meant making real money, putting a 

kid in private school, taking the leash off Gab. She'd have half of New York bought by 

the end of the year. If it was the East River, she'd be in the poor house by the end of the 

week. Hell, he thought, I'm fucked either way. He knocked again.    

Bolts slung back, the door opened, and an old guy, a crook in his back, in glasses at 

the tip of his nose, glasses thick enough to stop a bullet, said, "Who are you?"

Sonny liked to think he was a little better known than that. "Sonny Bowery. You all 

called me down here."
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The old guy turned to face the room, moving like he needed an oil job on his joints. 

"Eh, Antonio? Sonny Johns -- Sonny, what you say your name was?"

"Sonny Bowery." Sonny no longer thought they were going to kill him. If they were 

going to put this snitching on him, they'd at least have to know what name to pin it to.

Sonny walked in.

The old guy shuffled towards a bar, which was plain except for a bevy of bottles on 

its corner, a mirror behind it. He stuck his head through a doorway that was blocked by a 

curtain. "Sonny Bowery here to see you," he called. "What?" The old guy turned an ear. 

"Say that louder." Whoever he was talking to said something back that the old guy must 

have finally understood. "Wait at that table," he told Sonny, pointing with a shaky finger 

to the table next to the window. "Antonio is getting fitted for a new suit."

Sonny had read the papers and had heard firsthand accounts of what Antonio Crespo 

had shot through to get to his number one spot. And all he had guarding him now was 

some old-timer who'd only be able to stop a bullet if it was shot at him between the eyes? 

Antonio must have killed every guy who ever had looked at him crooked. Sonny got this 

thought about calling in his guy from the car, the two of them blowing over the old fuck 

then going to guns with Antonio. A guy like Antonio though, a guy who kills top brass 

like they're actually men with hearts, flesh, and blood, Sonny thought he's a guy you don't 

just bust the door down on and shoot. He's a guy you sit at lunch with, a guy you listen to.         

The only natural light in the room entered through the window to the street and Sonny  

sat down at the table he'd been told to. He brushed cigar ash off the white table cloth then 
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rested his arm on it so the shadows of 'Rino' and 'Mimmo' fell on the sleeve of his jacket. 

'Lino' hit the floor. He checked the street for his car, and the fighter was still in it, sitting 

tight. Talk curled in from the doorway the old guy had gone through.

Sonny fixed his tie, made sure the cuffs of his jacket went past the wrists and covered 

his scars.

Antonio Crespo entered the room in strides that were long, like a king's who'd just 

moved into his new palace. He wore a bright blue suit that was too big for him around the 

legs and around the arms. No tie. He was more a kid who'd put on his father's suit than a 

rampaging killer. 

"Sonny Bowery," Antonio said, smiling, his hand out to shake. 

Sonny stood before taking his hand. "Mr. Crespo."

"Antonio," he said. "Please, sit." 

They stayed at the table next to the window, and the light glistened off Antonio's suit, 

only in little places, and Sonny saw under the sparks of light the pins the tailor had left in 

as measurements in the suit. "Excuse these clothes," Antonio said. "Getting a new suit 

made, but I didn't want to keep you waiting."

Sonny shook his head. "It's fine. What can I do for you?"

"You got that backwards. I called you in here to tell you what I'm gonna do for you." 

Antonio got comfortable quick, his legs folded, an arm casually laying on the table like a 

cat in the sun. "I don't know you, but I've been going over the books and I like what I'm 

seeing."
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"Thanks."

"You earn good numbers."

Sonny folded his hands across the crown of his big gut. "I do my job." Diplomacy and 

control were built on a bedrock of modesty, and Sonny could fake that. 

"As you've likely heard, I've decided it best to let a lot of the old people go."

That was the nicest way Sonny had heard it put. "I see you kept your friend there."

The old guy was behind the bar, hunched over, squinting through his glasses, nose 

scrunched, eyeing how much booze was left in each bottle. 

"Rocko?"

Rocko didn't flinch.

"Rocko is family. On my father's side. He makes a manicotti that will put your 

mother's to shame."

Sonny forced a smile -- toothless, all lips.

Antonio looked at Rocko and a longing expression came to his young, clean-shaven 

face. "Not much else he can do though." He slapped the table twice and a jumpy smile 

replaced his frown. "Anyways. I'm looking for guys. Looking for guys like you, Sonny."

Sonny made one of those smiles that's fighting back loads of joy, where the jaw 

quivers, and the little bubbles of muscle in the chin bulge. "What do you want me to do?"

"You're working out of a gym now, right?" Antonio moved on electric ticks. He didn't 

sit still.

"That's right."
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"What else you got going?"

"Some baseball action. Couple card games. Powders."

Antonio went still, dropped his chin closer to his neck. "Bennies?"

"Yeah. The fighters like it." Talking about the young men he managed always made 

Sonny happy. Set aside the destruction a fighter was after, down in them, Sonny had 

found, most were softer than sheep, so brittle in their head's deepest gummy stuff that 

turning to fighting was their old recourse.    

Antonio abruptly calmed, went to some place in his mind that made him lifeless, 

serene, like he'd routed all his energy to thought, and the blood in him had gone stagnant, 

so the veins were going to grow plants, and turn to swamps. That wowed Sonny. The guy 

was either on a hair-trigger or a soul-less flesh-sack of bones.     

"Your gym," he finally said, though he still wasn't moving. "You let niggers in there?"

"There are some."

His tongue clicked. "Have to move you out of there then." His pinky finger went into 

his mouth, with the nail he scraped the face of his front teeth. 

Sonny's eyes flinched to the window, out to the car. 

"This is going to be a bump for you," Antonio said. "A big bump. So we gotta keep 

you amongst a bit of better class. Hell, maybe move you in here. Once everything 

settles."

Sonny didn't feel anger, just this woozy feeling, this knowing that he was being lured 

from his favorite place to be, lifted by a block built of successes and doing like he was 
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supposed to. Which world was best for him, a man, who he'd say, was an angelic outlaw? 

This was progress, this was what was supposed to happen, only it felt like he'd raised to a 

height where, though there clearly was air, there was something incompatible about the 

mixture. 

"First things first." Antonio was drumming the table again, this time with fists, 

knuckle to knuckle, the blows softened by the cloth, but the table still bounced. "You 

gotta toss the gym shorts. Get a new suit."   

 Sonny felt desirous of everything. He wanted that suit, he wanted the money, the 

position, and he wanted to punch this junky in the face, go back to his fighters, down to 

the grit and the sweat, the blacks, Italians, whoever, shepherd the sheep. Shepherd the 

sheep. 

"So what do you think?" Antonio asked.

Sonny's eyes found him again. Antonio was looking down at himself, checking out 

his sky blue sleeves, running his eyes over his straight thigh, down the bend in his knee, 

off the fall, to wade in the shine of his brown shoes. "Lino" was printed in shadow on the 

floor next to the shadow of his shoe, and the bob he kept his foot on, made so the shoe's 

shadow kept kicking it.

 "Almond green?" Antonio asked. "Something plum?"

Sonny remembered his dad always saying 'the devil don't wear horns'. 

"Think I might just upgrade this grey."
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Antonio laughed like he was spitting. "Johns and junkies wear grey. We'll get you 

sorted."

Sonny waited to her himself speak, to politely refuse the promotion, shake hands and 

leave, but not a thing came out. His mouth stayed shut and instead he envisioned himself, 

cigar between the fingers, taking meetings at high class places, a spot where the waiter 

has to really dress up, spouts the day's menu, a few things not in English. A place where 

Sonny would speak softly, just barely be heard over the ding of cutlery meeting crockery, 

but he best be heard. Where diamond sparkles would hit the pearl skin of the women and 

shine out every man so he couldn't be seen any more than the individual fires of the sun, 

but he best be seen. 

"I guess I'll go with something brown. Like an oak." 

Antonio looked him over like he was already seeing it.

Sonny saw himself in it too, maybe ten pounds lighter. Long way to have come for a 

country boy.  

 "Hey, Rocko!" Antonio had to yell it or Rocko probably would never hear. "Time to 

celebrate. What the last tenant leave us to drink?"

Rocko brought champagne. 

Antonio poured a cup for Sonny, did his own, then made one for Rocko. He raised his 

glass, and Sonny and Rocko did theirs. "To this wonderful country," Antonio said. He 

drank his without touching the other glasses. "And to a new beginning."

Sonny clanked his full glass against Antonio's empty, then he shot the drink back. 
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Chapter

A telegram from Sergio arrived with the afternoon mail, inviting William to visit. He 

hadn't spoken to his uncle since choosing killing bulls over being around him. He'd only 

sent him a forwarding address. He took a third class car to Barcelona. 

William watched the conductor punch tickets as the train sprung to motion. He could 

only figure that Sergio was calling on him because someone else was dead -- Jacob, most 

likely. That would make William the only one left. The only carrier of pure spoiled blood. 

He told himself he would pretend to take the news solemnly. To look as if he were giving 

it time, as if it were settling in and he was processing the normal regrets and sorrow a 

man probably feels when his brother dies. In his mind though, William had already wrote 

his brother's epitaph -- His one regret was he couldn't be alive to poke through his own 

dead body. William wouldn't grieve. That night he would tell Sergio he had quit 

bullfighting, and he would tell him about Emilia, and they would set a date for her to 

come to the city to be properly introduced this time. They would put behind them the 

dead, and focus on starting a new family, focus on the child. Sergio would love having a 

baby around, William could tell already. The little guy, or girl, was going to be the shot of 

love this family needed.

The conductor turned to William. Before he had to ask, William raised his ticket, and 

the conductor punched it.     
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William stepped into the cafe and there were no customers. There was a woman 

though, she was wearing an apron. Her hands balled up and she looked like she had 

things to say, but nothing was coming out. Pots banged and curses rang from the kitchen. 

She looked behind her then Sergio came out the flappy door. He had on a toupee. 

"William."    

William set his bag down on a chair.  "Where is everybody?"

"Everybody?" Sergio stopped behind the woman and he put his arm around her.

This made William consider her more carefully. She wasn't really a woman, he 

realized, more like a girl.

"There's a war going on. There is no everybody." 

The woman smiled and put her hand out. "Hello, I'm Clara." Her English was 

hesitant. 

William shook her hand. "Hey there, how are ya?" He pointed to Sergio's toupee.

"Oh." He grabbed the piece with both hands and adjusted it on his head. "Yes." He 

couldn't get it right, so he just took it off. "I wear hair now."

The girl nearly said something more, but she just left her hand on Sergio's shoulder a 

second longer then turned for the kitchen. 

William picked his bag back up. "I can't stay here either."

"What?" He held up the hairpiece. "Because of this?"

William was feeling like he'd walked into some sick dream. "All of it. Who is she?"

"Clara and I have married."
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He coughed out a breath. "I could have married her."

"She's young."

"She's very young."

"Well what?"

"And she likes you in that toupee, don't she?"

Sergio shoved the piece down into his pocket. "What did you expect me to do?"

"I expected you to show a little respect. What happened to all that, 'you ought to die 

before your wife does'? Your wife is dead."

"My wife is in the kitchen."

William put the bag on his shoulder. He took a step to the door, but then stopped. 

"What did you want to tell me?"

 "Sit down. Have a drink."

"Is my brother dead?"

"No."

"All right." William thought hard. "What did you want to tell me then?"

Sergio poured the cognac. The bottle and the glass were already on the table. "Not 

until we have a drink. Sit."

William did it, but he didn't take his bag off and he wouldn't face his uncle. 

Sergio cleared his throat. "So how are you?"

"Married. And Emilia is expecting." That was meant to hurt. 

It went over like egg dripping down Sergio's face. "Good." He raised his glass. 
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"We didn't invite anybody. Sorry, she did."

"I'm not upset. You weren't invited to our wedding." Sergio sipped.

William finished his drink. "Ok, so what's the news? You need money? Is that why 

you couldn't just make a phone call?"

"What is the matter with you?"

"Your wife is dead."

"My wife is in the kitchen."

Clara came out of the kitchen. She picked up a chair and took it away through the 

kitchen door. 

"You didn't put your hat on."

Sergio finished his drink. "Your brother found the man who killed your father."

That struck. "Did he? That son of a gun." He'd never credited his brother with much 

initiative. "How'd he manage that?"

"I don't know. He didn't say."

William couldn't feel anything for a moment. No joy, intrigue. Not murderous. He set 

his bag down. 

Clara came back in for another chair and carried that one out too.

"What's the man's name?"

"He didn't say."

"What did he say?"
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"He said, he found the man who killed your father. He's in Brooklyn. I wrote down 

the address." He pulled a folded scrap of paper from his wallet then tossed it on the table. 

"There. Now what are you going to do?" 

William took the paper. "I'm gonna do what you ought to be doing. That's honor the 

murdered." 

Sergio put the toupee back on. "Then pick up your bag." He pointed to the door. "Get 

out. And don't ever come back." 

"That right?" William asked.

"Don't ever come back."

Clara came back in and she asked Sergio for help carrying the table. Sergio said he 

would, but he didn't move. He was waiting on William to leave.

"It's goodbye then?" William stood.

"Adios."

Out of the cafe, bag on his back, he turned northeast on the road named after a queen 

Isabel. He couldn't believe his uncle. He was less than a dog to him now. That man did 

not understand the world. Life may be precious, but it isn't precious enough to not end 

somebody's. 

William had never been to Brooklyn. America, to him, was still a haunted place. He 

would go there, he told himself. He'd kill a man. That felt surer than certain. Emilia 

wanted no violence? Yeah, William laughed, that would be nice.        
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Chapter

William shut the taxi's door and the car drove off to climb the hill. From the tip of the 

driveway he could see Cayetano's house, but Cayetano was gone so it was only William 

and the women. Beside the house, in the backyard, a figure swayed side to side, standing 

in place. The distance and the hill made it look like the figure was as tall as the trees 

behind it. It was a dark blip in the fall colors.  

William walked slowly on the driveway. He kept pointed at the house, in case anyone 

was watching, but he used half-strides the whole way. It took the whole train ride back to 

convince himself he'd lie to Emilia and now he needed the time to concoct a story. He 

believed her warnings had made it too dangerous to tell her the truth about going back to 

America to avenge his father's murder. He dropped to a knee, untied his shoe then retied 

it. He'd lose to the sun going down if he had to. 

By the time he'd gotten to the big grey rock that Eva spread flowers over every 

morning, sticking them in the grooves, laying them in the flat cuts along its top, he could 

make out that the figure swaying was Emilia and she was swinging a scythe, beheading 

grass in the back yard. 

When he got to her, he asked, "Is that all right for the baby?" 

"It's fine," she said between a spurt of breath. 

He did amateur physics and figured her big ball of a stomach was enough weight to 

keep her balanced when she swung the blade. She stood with her feet in the short grass 
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and the blade swung at the tall, slicing then collecting it off to her left side. William kept 

the growing wall of cut grass between him and her, and while he made final revisions to 

his story, she'd moved on, deeper into the field. 

"I have to go to America," he said.

"For what?"

"My brother is getting married."

"You'll go to his, but not invite him to ours?" She stayed facing down the hillside, her 

eyes locked into the progress of the blade. 

"He asked me to be his best man. So. I can't say no."

"I thought he was fighting in the war."

William sucked his cheeks in so they covered his teeth. "Guess he got out." 

She quit cutting. She flipped the blade so it was chin-height, and she reached for her 

belt, pulling a wedge of stone that dripped water when she brought it around from behind 

her. "I can't go with you." She banged the stone against the blade's edge. 

"Ok." She still hadn't looked at him, hadn't taken her eyes from what she was cutting, 

what cut, or what made her cut better. "I know he'd love to meet you," he said. "But you 

don't have to come."

She almost smiled. William didn't know if it was her gritting her teeth from hitting the 

blade, had the sunlight bounced off her eye and she was wincing, or if he'd said 

something wrong.

"Well I'm gonna see about dinner," he said. "Eva inside?"
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"When are you leaving?"

"Friday." He said it quickly, having not known that would be the plan.

"Who is he marrying?"

"I'm not sure."

"You don't know her name?"

"Sally."

 She reached around to her back with the hand that held the stone, and she must have 

doused it in the stone's holder because when she brought it back around drops of water 

flew off its tip and disappeared in the tall grass. "Didn't you say your brother has some 

sickness?" She twirled the scythe and worked the blade's other side.

"He is an Abraham."

"But some girl will marry him?"

"Some poor girl."

"She must be a fool." Sweat stuck hair to her forehead and she tried to clear it away 

by sending a breath up past her nose, but the breath didn't keep enough strength and she 

had to wipe the hair away with her hand. Her swipe left a rectangle of grass on her 

forehead. She dropped the scythe to one hand and its blade lay in the cut grass. "Do you 

think I'm a fool?"

"No."

Her eyes went on him for the first time, and he could sense they were working at 

keeping her emotions at bay as she sifted through his lies.  
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He reached for her and removed the grass rectangle by pushing it down the wrinkle 

that ended at the corner of her brow. "You better peen that," he said.

She slapped her forehead and wiped it. "It's frightening how easy you lie to me. Your 

uncle sent a telegram."

"You opened a telegram addressed to me?"

"It was addressed to me."

"What did it say?"

"Didn't say anything about a wedding."  

William bit the corner of his lip. "This is something I have to do."

"You have to kill somebody?"

"This man killed my father."

"You made a promise."

"I had to promise."

"When will you do something that was your choice? Always, 'I had to". 'I can't help 

it'." She tried to knock his head like it was a door, but he saw it coming and he ducked 

away. "Is there a man inside there?"

 He pulled the scythe from her hand and she made a soft whimper that sounded one 

part surprise, two parts fear.  

William undid the screw that kept the blade on the heel of the snath, snapping it 

through the circles, muttering things that she wouldn't hear, but working with vigor and 

scrunching his nose up so she'd get the picture. The blade fell a half inch and he pinned it 
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against the wood with his thumb, got his hand around it, then let the snath fall. For a 

moment, he had the blade raised and it was between him and her and her eyes were right 

on it.  

"Bag all that grass you cut." He pocketed the screw then took the blade to the 

woodshed. 

He sat on a stool next to the tree stump Cayetano had driven an anvil into. He brought 

the blade up to his eye and scanned its face. Cracks and blemishes shone in the daylight 

that came in from the shed's window. He had the ball-peen hammer and he snugged the 

blade against the anvil, in the groove. He pounded the blade's edge, drawing the metal 

out, extending it as a thin layer that could sharpen on the stone. His blows pushed the 

metal to bridge the schisms in the blade.

 He walked back out to the field, past the house where he saw a ghostly Eva behind 

the translucence of the kitchen window. The wind rolled over the land like river water, 

flattening the grass in its wake. He picked up the snath by the grip, and bolted the blade 

back to the heel. Emilia was halfway down the hill's slope. The rake in one hand, pushing 

the grass, while the other held open a canvas bag. He went to her with the scythe and she 

said, "Hold the bag."

He set the scythe in the grass and did as she said. He didn't like being down low 

enough for her to get him with the rake, not that he was convinced she would, but he was 

still getting a feel for the limits she would go.  

She pushed the first load into the bag. "You never told me your father was killed."
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He scooped the remnants with his his arm then shook the bag to get the clippings to 

the bag's bottom. "It's not pleasant. And you could argue he deserved it."

She stepped downhill, putting the length of the rake's web between her feet and the 

edge of the clippings, and he followed, stepping on his knees. "What did he do?" she 

asked.

"He killed the doctor who killed my mother."

"Sounds fair to me."

"The doctor did it by mistake."

They got the clippings in the bag then moved down another step.

She said, "You sound like you don't blame the doctor."

"Oh I blame him. Purpose has nothing to do with guilt."    

"Who is it you want to kill then?"

He grabbed the rake by its web and pulled out the grass clumps that its teeth had 

speared. "Kill the son. He killed my dad."   

"Wasn't killing your dad fair? He'd killed this man's dad. The doctor."

"So he can kill my dad for killing his, but I can't kill him for killing mine?"

She went back to raking. Her head stayed down and she was quiet until she said, "So 

you kill him and then what?"

William could tell she'd loaded that question with the answer already on it. But he 

told her, "Satisfaction."

"This baby can't satisfy you? I don't?"
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He left the bag on the ground and stood. "Emilia, I wish I could wake up every 

morning and be satisfied by the -- I don't even know what other people feel satisfied 

about. I wish loving you, I wish having a family, would make me feel like life was not 

just some chain of petty events that I could give a shit about, and that, oh, the trees, the 

sun, the fucking clouds, I wish they could make me feel happy. I want to be happy. The 

problem is -- I feel nothing."

She bent down, gathered a heap of cut grass, and threw it to the sky so the green bits 

rained down on him like confetti. 

He brushed the grass off his shoulder, spit a bit from his lips then waited for her to 

explain. 

She was smiling so wide. "Laugh," she said.

He put his hand over her face, three fingertips on her forehead, her nose bent on his 

palm, and he squeezed. "Tell a man with no legs to just get up and walk?" He pushed her 

down by the head, and she fell back into the cut grass. 

She lay there, legs folded, still as if he'd cut all the cords in her, until the baby must 

have kicked because she winced and cradled her stomach. "When I show passion, you 

say I'm irrational. When I'm carefree, you throw me to the ground."

He walked away. He went into the house, down into their room. He sat on the bed and 

caught his breath. His mind had gone fuzzy and he fought that, but when he broke 

through he wished he hadn't because he just pictured her laying in the grass. He thought 

about how things would be different, what she would have done to him for handling her 
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that way, if that baby wasn't pumping all the good stuff from her. Cruelty was not what 

he'd intended. The thought of apologizing passed quickly. He was done trying to explain 

things so personal that he did not know them well.  

He went into the bathroom. He got handfuls of water and splashed his face and neck 

to cool. One more handful, and he drank that. He packed his bags then went out the front 

door. Eva was there, on hands and knees, putting to sleep the flowers in the beds next to 

the house.

She asked, "You go?"

Chapter

Jacob rolled out of bed before noon for the first time that week. He was staying in a 

rundown motel, where the faucet didn’t shut right and globes of water formed incessantly  

on the nozzle’s end, clutching to the metal until growing too large to hold, then they’d 

drop, making a ‘glub’ sound. In the bed, he left behind a woman, one he’d paid for and 

who was not pretty. He went to the window and saw it was snowing in Brooklyn. The 

clouds were gray and blocked the sky and everything below was white. On the street 

people trudged along, wrapped in scarves and jackets, losing the battle against the cold 

that rode the wind. Two trolleys passed each other, going opposite ways, sputtering 
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through the snow on electric jolts, passing snow-buried cars that housed batteries that 

must have been dead.    

Jacob opened the window and the woman awoke. She gave him a sleepy once-over, 

like she was working to remember where she was. She turned her back to him, pulled up 

the blankets. Only a scoop of her fried blonde hair remained unhidden. She scratched her 

ass under the sheet. Jacob walked to the end of the bed. Her feet extended past the 

blanket, fat blocks with string bean toes, tips painted pink. Even without contact, he could 

feel her foot pushing his lips as wide as they could go. He could taste the unforgettable 

tang of human salt. But the last time he went after meat, Sam's head went to red gravy 

and Sam was the only man he'd ever truly called his friend. Jacob blamed himself for it, 

his hunger, and headless Sam was a memory that triggered every time he felt a pang for 

another's flesh. 

The wind coming in from the window blew a drop of water off the faucet, it spattered 

in a dirty pan, and Jacob smacked the woman on her feet.

She yelped like a pig taking a hot iron.

“Get up.” 

He moved to the room’s bureau, where the girl’s make-up vials, her powders and 

brushes were. He held her bag at the edge of the bureau top and bulldozed her belongings 

down into it, nearly upsetting the juice glass that held a thin layer of last night’s cheap 

wine and two fruit flies, drowning in the rosy intoxicant, dying but happy. Her boa was 

atop the bureau mirror like a bright pink snake. He pulled it off, uncoiling its end that was 
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wrapped around the bureau's post. He rubbed its delicate feathers between his fingers 

then wrapped it around his neck and checked himself in the bureau’s mirror – a thinning 

gargoyle in bright pink feathers. He took it off his neck then crammed the boa half into 

the bag. “Tell Big Daddy I’ll get him the rest of his money tomorrow." 

The whore picked her robe off the floor. “Daddy ain’t gonna be happy. He’ll beat you 

for that.”

“I hope he tries.” Jacob burped before putting a cigarette in his mouth. “Then I won’t 

feel so lousy for wanting to pay nothing for those little scoops you’re calling tits.” He 

threw her bag onto the floor. “Go.”

She started screaming something that he didn't listen to. He'd decided this was his last  

attempt at sex. The whole thing just didn't take. It was too exterior for him get a thrill.  

He leaned his back against the bureau, lit the cigarette, and crossed his arms. 

She was still talking, standing next to the bed, her robe on but open.

He shook his head slowly at her and he pushed a long smoke cloud out of his nose. 

He pointed to the door. "Just go." 

She put her clothes on too quickly to do it right, and mounds of pale flesh in her 

midsection went uncovered. That was why he'd chosen her. Her fat looked like frosting 

coming out of a squeezed cream cake. She picked up her bag, briefly checked its 

contents, then stuffed the boa the rest of the way in.  She hopped into the kitchen, trying 

to get her feet between the straps of her shoes. A half-bottle of whiskey was on the 

kitchen counter, and she picked it up and scurried for the door.
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“Oh no you don’t,” Jacob called and he ran at her. 

She made a short shriek, then threw the bottle at him in a meek, wayward, toss. The 

glass shattered on the ground and it stopped him. She got out the door, and whiskey 

spread across the kitchen floor. 

“You get back in here and clean this up.”

The pound of her heels in the hallway grew fainter.                            

Jacob stayed in the kitchen, sucking in slowly on the cigarette. A glass shard had 

struck his foot, bounced back, and stopped next to it. He pressed his big toe down on the 

corner of the glass chip. He had to raise his heel and whole underside of his foot to get 

the glass to pierce the callus on his toe, but he did it and a shallow stream of blood poured 

onto the floor. It felt like morning coffee.  

He went for the wine in the juice glass on the bureau. He did not bother to remove the 

punch-drunk flies, but just flung the drink to the back of his mouth and swallowed. He 

wiped his lips and shuffled into the bathroom to shower and get ready for work, blood 

trailing.

An hour later, Jacob was dressed for work. His hair combed neatly and parted. His 

blue tie in a knot as big as he could do. A dash of cologne seeped into the pores on his 

neck and his chest. He carried a briefcase that had in it the ratty clothes he'd put on when 

he got to work. He walked the motel's hall, to the staircase that was in its middle and 

connected the guest rooms to the lobby. Behind a door, a baby howled murder, and a 

woman’s foreign barks hushed the cries. At the hall’s opposite end, a man shut his door, 
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and from his coat pocket he drew an iron hoop stocked with keys. He engaged his lock 

then turned from his door with a limp, resting his right side on a cane. He was an old man 

with gray hair sticking out from under his hat as straight as straw.

Jacob called, "Good morning, Mr. Patrick."

"Ahh, Mr. Jacob." Mr. Patrick flipped the cane up and dragged its rubber plug against 

the walls, giving each door a bang on his way by, his walking not suffering in the least. 

Jacob waited for him with a big smile then lent the man his arm to help him down the 

stairs, to the lobby. 

"Why thank you," the man said, taking Jacob's arm.

"I'm more than happy to help the elderly." 

The concierge was stationed at the bottom step, one hand clinging to the banister so 

he could droop over the railing from his hip up, the other brandished a Louisville Slugger.

"Seen any mice today?" Jacob asked.

"Not yet, sir." The concierge acted like he'd been trained at the St. Regis, but had bit 

guest and had to be let go.

"If you can help it, don't kill him. I can always use another test subject down at the 

lab."

"Of course, sir." 

At the building's entrance, Jacob stationed his elderly friend to the side of him and he 

held the door open with an air of great dignity to allow for an underdressed, sickly 

woman, to come inside where it was warm.
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"Out there with no jacket, ma'am?" Jacob asked.

"The needy and their jacket soon part ways." She scratched feverishly at her neck.

The cars parked next to the sidewalk were encased in twinkling white shells, and a 

harsh wind whipped snow against Jacob's neck and it stung when it landed in his razor 

nicks. He pulled his jacket's collar above his scarf and waited for the traffic to stop. Mr. 

Patrick was by his side at the street's corner. 

"Another whore tonight?" Mr. Patrick asked.

"I'm done with that."

"Oh very good. Would you like to have dinner tonight then?"

"Maybe some other time. I'm fighting at the gym again."

"Prize fight?"

"Sure."

"I'd love to come by and watch."

"That would be nice, but I'm afraid the fight is sold out."

"Another full house to see you?"

"I'm good at what I do." Jacob gave the smile he'd been practicing in the mirror. The 

stoplight turned. "Well, I'll see you tomorrow morning, sir. Best of luck in the bond 

business."

Jacob walked straight and Mr. Patrick went left to cross the road. Jacob turned right 

the next block up. He worked his thumb down into the knot of his tie. He yanked it off 

his neck and stuffed it into his coat's pocket.    
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Chapter 

    

Tony came into the office and said to Sonny, “He’s here again."

“Who?”

“The kid I was telling you about. The one with the jabs.” Tony had been put in charge 

of the gym’s day-to-day affairs. It was a bump up from pushing the mop around, but 

Sonny was slow about moving his things out.   

“Yeah? What’s he doing?” Sonny stood in front of a framed picture on the wall. It 

was him, big smile on his face, with an arm around a confused Barney Ross. He 

straightened the picture instead of taking it down.

 “Doing nothing.”

Sonny turned around, raised an eyebrow.

“Punching the speed bag." 

“Well that’s not nothing, Tony, now is it?” He looked down at his hands and twisted 

the ring on his finger. "What do you want me to do? It's your gym."

"Can you talk to him?" 

Sonny loved the feeling of being wanted, but he'd learned to approach it with 

choreographed humility. "Tony, how you gonna get fighters if you can't talk to them?”

Tony squirmed in the office doorway.
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"I just ain't no good at it, you know? I train 'em. I'm not a talker."

"You're gonna be in charge of this place. You can't be calling me in here every time 

talent walks through the door." 

"I know."

"I'm gonna be very busy."   

Tony put his head out of the office. "He's still at the speed bag. Can't you just go talk 

to him?"

"You gonna watch carefully?"

"I will."

"I want you right behind me."

"Ok."

Sonny sighed out his nose and knew just what face to give to seem bothered. He pat 

Tony on the shoulder. "All right. Get the fuck out of the way."

Out in the gym, young men beat bags, jumped rope, and shuffled around the sweat 

stained ring, sparring, staring each other down with fists cocked at chin-height, throwing 

combinations. Sonny loved the sounds and fed on the adrenaline.  

It was Jacob at the speed bag. 

Sonny said to Tony, "Looks like he lives under a bridge. He pay this month?"

"Paid last week."

Jacob popped the speed bag in rhythm, alternating fists, concentrating like a starved 

dog on dinner. He reached the end of his set and scanned the room, not knowing what 
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Sonny Bowery looked like, but keeping his eye out for the man who looked in charge. He 

had been coming to the gym since Clark gave the name.         

Sonny approached Jacob just like he did all the other brawlers he intended on 

acquiring.           

“What’s your name, son? I want you.”

Jacob's arms dropped to his side and the swing of the speed bag died. 

“You like money, kid?” Sonny held his arms behind him, one hand holding the other’s 

wrist, his belly ballooning. Jacob did not respond to the overture. “Course you like 

money. You’re no sap.” Sonny reached into the breast pocket of his jacket and pulled out 

a neatly creased wad of cash. His gold bracelet jingled as he turned bills over. Some liked 

the bang and ding of a cash register, Sonny liked the subtle jingles. He held the money 

out, between his middle and pointer finger and waved it in Jacob’s direction. “Buy 

yourself a steak dinner, get your girl something. Compliments of the management team 

here at Hooks.” When Jacob took a hold of the money, Sonny didn't let go. “But don’t 

forget who gave this to you. You ask the other guys around here." Sonny put his finger in 

the air and twirled it a little. "Ask them what Sonny will do for you.” 

“Sonny Bowery?” Jacob let go of the money. 

“Yeah,” Sonny said. “I turn chumps to champs. You’ve heard?” 

Jacob’s face went cold. He pressed his tongue to the bottom of his mouth. He wanted 

real bad to shoot him right then, but he was going to save that moment. He wanted to 
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share it with his brother. He thought William deserved to see Sonny bleed out just as 

much as he did. And he'd found him now. He knew which one he was.   

Sonny pointed behind him. "This is Tony. He's gonna be --" Sonny raised his chin and 

looked down his nose at Jacob. He didn't like the way this kid was looking at him. 

“What’s your name?” 

Jacob turned his back to the man. He went to the bench behind the speed bag and 

picked his jacket off the floor. He draped it over his shoulders.

In the ring, a fighter threw a jab-jab-cross and one of the best talents Sonny had 

found, a bruiser from the Bronx named Cacao, dropped to the ground like a falling 

bookcase.   

"God damnit," his trainer said and he spiked a tin bucket of spit on the ground.  

Sonny's eye flashed over and Jacob rounded him, headed for the gym's door.  

Sonny swiveled back.  

Jacob was already gone.  

 Sonny moved to the window, which looked over Lafayette Street, and he watched as 

Jacob threw open the building’s door and hurried down the wintry road, running towards 

Chinatown. Tony sidled up to Sonny. His shoulder knocked Sonny on the back, and 

Sonny sent him a scowl. 

“Something wrong with that kid?” Tony asked. 

“Little foul.”

“Anything you want to do about it?”           
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Sonny turned the jeweled ring around his finger. “See if he comes back. Could just be 

shy." Sonny got that feeling that comes with hearing what you just said and knowing it 

was bullshit. "If he does, don’t let him leave."

"You think we should keep a gun in here again?"

Sonny turned from the window and let out another of his big nasal sighs. He put his 

hands on Tony's cheeks, rubbed him like he did his little nephew. "Another petty weapon 

charge?"

Tony looked like he'd quit the idea.

"Give that fuck La Guardia another reason? You just call me." Sonny slapped him 

nicely then lumbered his burly figure through the gym and towards the office. A black kid 

he'd been trying to get fights for for months stopped jumping rope as Sonny passed. 

Sonny cocked his fist, lunged his head forward, and feigned throwing a punch at him. 

The kid ducked then cracked into a laugh as Sonny, with his tough-guy grin and long 

stride continued, cool, right by him.   

Chapter 

Sergio's telegram told the address of the place Jacob worked, and William had written 

the address on a scrap of paper, which he held in front of him, standing on the Brooklyn 

street Greenpoint Avenue. The names and numbers led him to a one-story brick building, 

which had three small windows, green double doors, wooden, and a sign that read, 'Live 
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Poultry Slaughtered'.  The sidewalk had been shoveled so snow piled against the 

building, and a rusty trash barrel was between two of the windows, flames licking over its 

edge. William slipped the paper back into his coat pocket. 

The building across the street was tall and had a fire escape that looked like black 

stitches across the building's face. The facade was covered by windows, all in neat rows, 

and William thought of Io’s hundred-eyed, giant guard, Argus Panoptes – never asleep, 

always watching.  

Even on the windy sidewalk there was a smell, a mix of blood and rot. William stood 

under a window in the slaughterhouse and it sounded busy inside -- chicken honking, 

somebody was throwing crates around, and a hose was going. Two white feathers shot in 

the air, and William could see them through the window, rising up together then parting 

to fall in their own swivels. A truck horn blew twice, startling him. It passed the building, 

honked twice again then backed up in William's direction. He got this image of an 

elephant backing up to shit on him.  Right beside him, the two green doors busted open 

and out walked a team of men wearing aprons, blood stained, and knee-high rubber 

boots. 

Jacob didn't look a day different to William. He'd shaved off nearly all his hair 

though. He still had that grin like there was some misfiring going on inside. He had their 

mother's nose. What a strange thing, William thought, for different people's mush to 

harden to bones in the same shape. It made him think there was a plan, but how could this 

be it?  
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The party of men got to the truck, and though a few noticed William watching from 

the sidewalk, nobody paid him mind.    

 A black man squealed and said how cold it was. 

Jacob yelled, "Colder than a whore you've knocked the teeth out of!" 

They threw the latch on the truck door. Two men jumped up into the back and the rest 

formed a river of men that led from the truck to the inside of the building. They passed 

the chicken cages, foot tall by four foot boxes, man to man. All of them seemed callus to 

the panic and the confusion in the bird's screams and in their eyes. The last man in line 

was getting the cages from Jacob. He carried them inside and distributed them among the 

cutting tables. 

William stepped up to brother and took a cage from him. He said, “Like father, like 

son.”

Jacob held on to the box he was passing over, and for a moment the brothers held 

either end of the cage, which was overfilled with to-be dead chickens squawking. 

William pulled it away from his brother then set it down behind him.  

 Jacob's face went dumb with happy shock. He put his hands on his hips and looked 

all over his brother's face. "No," he said, squinting, smiling.

"Yep."

"Well I'll be." He laughed loudly. "Come here!" He hurried to William and wrapped 

him in a big hug, getting his arms around William's and pinning them to his side, 

squeezing.
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"I can't believe you're here," Jacob said. 

William felt the core of him rattle. He'd never seen his brother this happy. It made 

him nervous because whenever he'd seen Jacob happy, something bad usually had just 

happened.   

Jacob let him go and he stood straight up. He slapped William, backhanded, in the 

stomach, smiling a big, tainted grin. 

William did his best to smile back.   

Jacob looked down at the blood on his apron. "It's dry," he said. He rubbed his hand 

all over it then showed his hand to Jacob. "See?"

"It's fine."

The men had filled in the gap Jacob had left and they went on unloading the truck, 

skipping him, and continuing to pass cages into the slaughterhouse.

"You talked to Sergio," Jacob said.

"I did."

 Jacob sucked in a big, happy, breath. He fell into a spell, and he just stood there 

giving off a stunted stare. "You look like nobody I know."

"It's been a long time."

"Not that long."

"It feels like it."

Jacob still was smiling. "Nice mustache."
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Inside the slaughterhouse, the men tipped back the tops of the cages. A gloved man, 

raised a yelping chicken by its red comb. He pulled a blade across its throat, and the first 

blood of the batch landed in the moat that circled the room. 

The driver of the truck came around to the sidewalk. He was going inside, when 

Jacob said, "I'll take my break now, Mr. Efron." 

"Fine. Make it a five." Mr. Efron wore a gray tam hat and had a few long whiskers 

and not many teeth. His lips folded around his gums when he spoke, so he looked to 

William like a catfish. 

"This is my brother, sir." Jacob moved side by side to William and put his arm around 

him, like there was going to be a picture. "Came all the way from Europe."

"He's not looking for work, is he?"

Jacob swung his head to William, looking expectant.

"I'm just visiting." 

"Well stay out of the way." Mr Efron pulled his hat down against the cold. He took 

short steps to cross the ice-coated sidewalk then disappeared into the bustling 

slaughterhouse.    

The brothers huddled around the fire barrel, putting their hands up to it to keep warm.  

"How's fighting the bulls?"

"I gave that up."

"No." Jacob's disappointment seemed genuine. "How come?"
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William rolled around in his mind the poor logic that claimed killing a bull was too 

dangerous but killing a man wasn't, but then again his quitting the bulls had nothing to do 

with him getting hurt. "It was dangerous."

Jacob made that same look that William remembered him giving when they were 

young, when William didn't want to go upstairs and see their dead mom. It was 

condescension of a kind, and it seemed to say, 'I always knew you were a wuss'.

"Dangerous because I enjoyed it too much," William said.

Something in that Jacob found funny. "Little Willy -- you saying you got a bug in 

you?"

William saw green fires in his brother's eyes. He realized it was not his father he'd 

been becoming. It was worse. It was his brother. Jacob did his harm for sport, but his 

father did it on principle, and he did so while the infringement was fresh and he was hot-

headed. It never had before occurred to William that his father may have regretted killing 

that doctor. That maybe thinking never came into it, and he'd gone to the doctor's house 

and hacked and swung and he'd never felt more inhumane. That the silence he'd shown 

the boys after, while his mother lay dying and dead in her bed, was out of shame and self-

loathing, not the warrior's tightly held lips.        

"I got no bug." William switched his hands so the back of them got the heat of the 

fire.
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He wasn't wanting to kill Sonny because he was still hot over him doing their dad. He 

just wanted to kill because that's what he craved. He wanted to relapse back into that 

jittery thrill, and doing Sonny was the kill he could get that was most justified.   

A man stomped out of the slaughterhouse, holding a live chicken by the neck. He 

raised it up to his face. "You son-of-a-bitch," he told it. "You bite me?" He shoved the 

bird headfirst into the snow bank. "You sit and think about it." He returned inside. The 

chicken's red thorny feet waved in the air. 

Something nasty started roasting in the pit of the trash barrel and a foul smell rose.

William said, "You're killing chickens now?"

Jacob seemed to wonder if that was a dig or just conversation. "Brings fair money." 

He said it like he'd chose the job for all reasons that were practical. "Sergio told you 

about who I found?"

"That's why I'm here."

"Ain't no other reason?"

William shrugged. He pointed to the pile of sticks and torn up cardboard leaning 

against the barrel. 

Jacob nodded. 

"I got a family back home." William snapped a handful of tree branches in half and 

fed them to the fire. He didn't want to add 'least I think I do', but that's what he was 

thinking.

"A kid, right?"
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"That's right. How'd you know?"

"I figured. He look like you or her?"

"Hasn't come out yet. Maybe now it has." William realized that he very likely was 

going to miss his child's birth, the kid he'd said he was going to fight all its devils for, and 

he was going to miss it to join his deranged brother in killing a man who'd done a wrong 

thing for what seemed kinda always seemed like the right reason.     

The flames ate the cardboard. The tops of the sticks had been safe against the barrel’s 

ridge, but now they plummeted into the pit of fire.

Another man came out of the slaughterhouse's double doors. Steam billowed off him 

and sweat drenched his hair and his face. "You're missing a hell of a scrum in there, 

Jacob." 

Jacob turned to face the man. "Ok, I'll be just another minute." 

The man bent down, gathered a handful of snow, and rubbed it around his face and 

his neck. He pointed at the upside down chicken. "Look at this guy." He laughed then 

went back inside and returned to the fray.

Jacob faced William again and he was smiling. "Well." Jacob slapped his hands 

together to brush off whatever was on them. "Congratulations." He put his hand out for 

William to shake. 

William let it hang there. 

Jacob gave him a look.
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"Thank you." William couldn't keep himself from shaking his brother's hand any 

longer.

 Jacob dropped his jolly mood. "All right. Well let's get you on your way then, huh? 

Sonny Bowery operates out of a boxing gym on Lafayette Street. And, well." He laughed. 

"We're gonna really ruin his Christmas."

"I'm not killing anybody."    

Jacob looked like he was doing computations his mind could not add. "What?"

"I'm sorry I came here and made you think I would. I did think I would. But I've 

decided now I'm not going to do it."

Jacob crossed his arms. He leaned back so he was standing up straight. "You're going 

to do what you're told."

William made his eyes two little slices. He puckered his lips. "No." His head just 

barely once shook. "I'm not doing it."

Jacob's glare warned of violence. 

"Jacob," Mr. Efron's head showed in the doorway. "You need this job? Come on, now. 

Inside."

Jacob put his hand up, one finger extended. He said, "I want you to come to dinner 

with me." He was speaking with his mouth nearly shut. "Tonight."

"I don't know, Jacob." William put his hands in his pockets. "I'm starting to remember 

now, I don't really like you."
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It looked like there was hurt in Jacob's smile. "We're family, William. When family is 

in town, you eat with them."

William didn't think his brother had ever shown much interest in family, but he 

figured the two of them sitting down over dinner would be what the folks would have 

wanted. 

"Meet me here," Jacob said. He took two steps away, but didn't turn. "Eight o'clock." 

When he got to the chicken, he wrapped up the bird's flailing legs in one hand and pulled 

the bird out of the snowbank with the other. He tucked the freezing thing under his arm 

and pet it on its belly. He hummed it a soft song and disappeared into the slaughterhouse.

Chapter  

 

There were pig heads in the window of the restaurant, hanging from hooks that poked 

out of the nostrils. William read 'Ping's' on the sign and regarded the severed heads with 

boredom. "Why are we eating here?"  

"They got good meat." Jacob opened the restaurant door and a Chinese man, short 

and bald, approached very friendly-like. He took over holding the door from Jacob and 

invited them in. He smiled like William had seen Chinaman smile in a cartoon. 

The brothers got sat at a table for two and the owner seemed to know what to bring 

Jacob without having to ask. He put his fingers up, said, "Two?" and Jacob said yes.
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From a box on the table, Jacob took the sticks out they were going to eat with. He 

handed two to William. He just set them down. Jacob showed more care. He held the 

silver sticks up into the light and checked for William did not know what. Jacob seemed 

pleased by his two choices though and he set the sticks down on a napkin he'd folded. 

"So, what's your wife's name?"

"Emilia."

"Spanish?"

"Uh-huh."

Jacob smiled, as if that really pleased him. He looked around the room, and seemed to 

be taking in all the Chinese sights, sounds, and smells. "I really like it here."

It was a place William had never seen the likes of. "Why?"

Jacob sucked in a big breath of the place. "Because here everybody just lets me be. 

They just want to smile at me. They just want me to be here, giving them business. They 

don't care what I do."

"How's the meat?"

"Fresh as dad's."

"This place remind you of him?"

"It does."

William looked around the restaurant. The decor was plain but for some hanging red 

silk ornaments, a calendar, and mirror, a foot in width, running along the whole wall at 

head-level, so it looked like many people were in this small restaurant, but it was just 
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duplicates. They were the only white people in there, and William thought his brother 

must of had some real different memories of their father than his own, if this place 

reminded him of him. "You remember mom telling us never to move to the city?" 

Jacob snickered. "I never did listen to her. I think dad always wanted to move here, at 

least to Boston. She didn't let him."

"I don't think dad wanted that."

"You don't think he wanted out?"

"Out of what?"

"I think if he was given a few more years, we'd have gotten out of that sleepy town 

and seen something nice."

"We were taken out of that sleepy town."

"True."

The owner came back with small dishes of what looked like nothing more than brown 

goop, but he was happy to give them. He acted like they were supposed to eat it, and 

Jacob seemed keen to. He got right down to it. He held the sticks in the channels between 

his fingers and snapped the goop up. 

William said, "I don't think dad living a few more years would have made much a 

difference."

Jacob slurped because the goop almost fell out his mouth.

"He wasn't going to lose being nasty and mean." William had made no move to eat.

"Dad wasn't that."
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"How could you argue otherwise?"

Jacob set the sticks down then sat back in his chair. "Our father was the victim of a 

doctor and the victim of his son. What wrong thing -- what nasty and mean thing -- did 

dad ever do?"

"He shouldn't have killed that doctor."

Jacob opened his mouth, but it took a moment for words to come out. "I can't believe 

you would say that. You who have a wife. A coming child.  What if she were dead and 

there was a man responsible?" Jacob looked to be loving his example. "You'd go shake 

his hand?"

William felt a hot wind inside him, one that seemed to be carrying a message to beat 

the face in of his brother for suggesting such a thing. But he recognized, these were the 

hot winds he would have to ignore. These were the winds that stroked him to violence.  

William said, "I wouldn't do anything that put the rest of my family in danger. You're 

so sure dad thought what he did was right. Maybe he killed that doctor then felt deep 

regret for having done it."  

 Jacob picked up the sticks to eat.

"Maybe he just acted out, you know, from the emotional moment. I can understand it. 

I've been caught up before. Haven't you?"

Jacob was back into the goop. He didn't answer.
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"But having a family, knowing there were people he needed to take care of, I think if 

he'd done some thinking, and I think he did the thinking after killing -- I don't think he'd 

have done it."

Jacob was chewing. His eyebrows went halfway up his forehead. His snickering grew 

louder until he swallowed and said, "Pwoo, quite the theory you got there, brother."

"You ain't buying?"

Jacob wiped his lips with a napkin. "No. No, I'm not. Dad was fine with what he did 

and he'd do it ten more times out of ten." 

The owner showed up again and he brought dumplings in a basket and some kind of 

meaty stew. Jacob smiled at him. He bowed his head slightly and that made the owner 

laugh.

"Have some," Jacob said. He had his sticks in the stew.

"I'm not hungry."

William thought his brother looked strong but he was acting starved. It was the way 

he went after the meat. He picked it out of the broth and chomped and chewed quicker 

than a dog on a steak dinner. The meat was pale and an unappetizing pink.

William said, "So you're happy here then, huh?"

"Happy? I'll be happy when Sonny Bowery is down with the devil and you helped me 

put him there."

William let out a long breath that he made loud so his brother could hear. "What do 

you need me for?"
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Jacob laughed. "You're my kid brother, William. Of course you're going to help." He 

gave a rich smile that quickly turned stern. He pointed at him with the stick. "Little Willy, 

you have a family obligation."

"Not one damn thought towards family obligation ever passed any Abraham man's 

head. Don't come feed me Chinaman's food and call it Thanksgiving. Dad didn't think of 

us. And you and I never did a damn thing for each other either."

"I saved you when you got stuck in that tree."

"You came up there with a stick to poke me, hoping I'd fall."

"That's not how I remember it."

"That's what it was."

Jacob set the eating sticks down. "Well you know why we're like this? It's that damn 

doctor. If that man weren't dumber than stupid, he wouldn't have ruined mom and we'd be 

fine. A normal family. But she's goes, dad goes, we, brother." He pointed to his head and 

smiled. "We're gone. But we never had a chance to not be, not once that doctor got mom 

sick." He went back to eating. 

William picked up one of the sticks and looked at the goop in the bowl.

"But don't blame yourself, little brother. This -- who you are -- it's not your fault." He 

dropped goop into his mouth. "You and I are victims. This is not our fault."

"Yes," William said. "This is our fault."

Jacob's nose went twitchy and he stopped chewing. 

"It's our family, Jacob. We are fucked."
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Jacob looked around the restaurant. He seemed relieved that everyone in there was 

Chinese and his brother's loud cursing wouldn't be understood.

"Fucked," William repeated.

"No."

"Fucked."

Jacob balled up there in his chair, kinda shivered like he was cold, and crossed his 

legs. "We're not fucked. We were knocked onto the wrong path. We can be knocked right 

again."

"No," William said. "It's inside you. It's this Abraham blood. It don't come out."

Jacob relaxed. He stayed sitting with his legs crossed and he smiled. "So if killing is 

in you, why are you refusing to help me with Sonny?"

William raked his teeth over his bottom lip. "Because I'm fighting it. I'm fighting this 

with every ounce I got." 

Jacob leaned over the table. He reached for William's arms and grabbed him at the 

tender spots opposite the elbows. He pulled William's arms so they lay over the table. He 

then put his head close to William's. The green fires were back in Jacob's eyes. William 

tried to buck his arms free, but Jacob wouldn't let go. He whispered, "If you don't help me 

kill this man, I will consider it the end of our brotherhood, and after I kill Sonny." His lips 

brushed William's ear. "I'll kill you next." 

He let go of William and William fixed his sleeves. He stayed quiet. He did not react 

because he didn't want his brother to think he'd taken his threat seriously.  
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Jacob picked up the sticks and took a pinch of the goop. "When was the last time you 

did anything for this family, William? I can answer that. Never. You've done nothing. Not 

at one point in your life have you selflessly sacrificed the good of yourself for the 

betterment of your family."    

"You think killing a man is going to better our family?"

"It's going to set things right."

"Killing never set anything right." 

Jacob rested his eyes on William, looking at him like he knew William was right but 

he'd already made up his mind. He picked meat out of the soup and held it out in the air 

to cool. "You said no man in our family ever once thought about his family obligation. 

Well, here's your chance to do it." He sucked in the hot juices that were pooled on the 

meat. "You have an obligation to be there for your wife and your child. If you want to 

keep that, you're going to help me." 

"You would really kill me? Your own brother?"

 "I would have to."

As wicked as that sounded, the sense of duty in it, the cruelty of it, made William 

believe it was just the type of thing his brother would do. "Why can't you kill Sonny on 

your own?" he asked. "You need me to hold your hand while you do it?"

Jacob put the meat in his mouth and chewed.

William asked, "Afraid you don't have the stomach?"
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"There sure is a lot we don't know about each other. William, as your older brother, it 

is my responsibility to make sure you do the right thing. Whether you want to do it or 

not." 

William moved to the edge of his chair. "I can get on a boat tomorrow. Be back in 

Spain. You don't know where I live." 

Jacob washed the meat down with his water. "William, I don't know if you've realized 

it, but after killing Sonny Bowery, I don't really have much else to do. I'd be on the next 

day's boat." Jacob picked up the sticks again. "Now eat your soup."

"I don't want it."

"William." The two locked eyes. "Eat your soup."

 

Chapter    

    

Emilia was in the backseat of a taxi, bumping down the dirt driveway that connected 

the home she was born in to the road. She saw her house as a knot on a string, and she a 

bead that was going to knock into it and stay. Her son, not yet named, stood on her lap 

slapping her breast, and she looked at him with a face blank but for wonder, not stopping 

him, but trying to search through his eyes to see what lay behind them and what could 

make him think hitting the source of what kept him living was good sense. Finally she 

turned him around, swept his legs out from under him and set him so he was sitting and 
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his head was between her breasts. She laid the weight of both arms over him to keep him 

down.    

She could guess how her mother would react. It was late morning so she would not be 

drunk but worse because she'd be wanting it. And it would be 'crawling back, huh?' and 

'you're not going to leave that with us, are you?' Emilia could remember the day she left. 

Spring, she was fifteen. The river behind the house was high and rising, and a month of 

grey clouds had sealed out the sky, so low it seemed a squeeze was on, and her mother 

had been particularly scrupulous and bitchy. Her mother had found out that she and the 

son of a family from Zaragoza had been having sex in the field behind the house, and she 

told Emilia to give up on marriage and that the only thing she'd be good for was chasing 

geese out of the front lawn, a dog's job she called it. She'd opened the door, told Emilia to 

get out, and laughed when she did. Emilia walked to the town center and bought a ride to 

Madrid by unbuttoning the top of her dress. She never had been back to the house  and 

had always, before now, wished that bitch was dead and rotting.     

 There were no cars at the driveway's end and the house's doors and windows were 

boarded up. A fog was coming off the river, like the water was burning, and a grey mist 

rolled over the house. Emilia couldn't get the air in her chest to leave until the baby threw 

up his arms and hit her on the chin. The taxi driver turned his head over his shoulder and 

seemed to be waiting for further instruction. Emilia held out a few bills and he took them, 

counted, then reclined his seat and lit a cigarette.  
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She couldn't feel her feet as they glided through the front lawn, which had turned 

beige and was overgrown, long, languid, reeds. Moss patches wore on the roof, and vines 

reached up the house’s face, growing into a clasp around the chimney. 

So they were like me, she thought. They left without a word. 

She set the baby stomach-down on the stoop, and tried to pull the board off that was 

over the front door. The nails were stronger than her and she couldn't get in.

She picked up the baby, sat on the stoop, and told him this is where she used to sit as 

a girl, braid her hair while her brothers patrolled the front yard with pellet guns, firing at 

the birds that swooped in for the bread they'd scattered in the grass.  

The taxi driver's arm hung out the window, the cigarette smoking. She yelled to him 

that she was going around back and he made the hand with the cigarette into a thumbs up.  

The tree that her father had tied a rope to for the kids of the guests to swing on was 

uprooted in the backyard and decomposing on the earth that had grown it. The tire was 

still tied to a branch and it lay held in the grass.  She had for some reason expected that 

tree never would fall, that there was something permanent about a tree standing, despite it 

being just another living thing, and one that couldn't even run when there was trouble.  

She headed for the river, through tall grass that was once cut weekly.    The wooden 

block her father pinned chicken heads to was still there, hidden in the tall grass, and 

though rain had washed it over and it'd changed colors, it still had the notches from the 

blade. Closer to the river, the ground under the grass became soft and she felt her feet 

sink into the cold mud. Her white dress collected dew and the fabric stuck to her thighs. 
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Her mother used to warn her about getting her dress wet – makes boys start thinking 

she'd said. The first time she was with a boy was out in that field, that son from Zaragoza. 

He laid her on a bed of grass every night that week. Both of them cried when they 

realized a thing that felt so right had damned them.

Brown mud fringed the rivulet, and she took her shoes off and let the cold slop part 

her toes, swallow her bare feet. The river was not on fire, but the smoke came from the 

other side where the woods were burning. A green canvas bag floated by in the current, 

its straps in a buoyant sprawl over the water’s surface. The baby seemed to reach for it. 

The soldier it belonged to was a pruned corpse, and that passed by too and she watched it 

go, as disinterested in it as a bird sitting on an electricity wire, looking down as the 

people drive by in cars.  

She pulled the baby off her chest then set it down in the mud next to the river. She 

backed away. 

The baby looked like it was going to cry, until she glared at it very sternly  and said, 

"You don't cry when people leave you."

The baby had a look around -- at the river behind him, the grass all around. He 

slapped the mud under him.

"Good," she said. "In this family, if you get left, there's no crying. Ok? You don't wail 

or anything. You just go on." 
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Chapter 

The day after eating with Jacob, William wandered Manhattan with no place to go 

and things to think about. He did not feel the cold. He passed under marquees that said 

grand things in their big lights, and went by churches with steeples that tapped heaven 

and peddled sin removal. Chained horses pulled blanketed men and trotted past him. He 

overtook the throngs in line for work -- Chinamen, whites, and blacks. They all wore 

faces with the same slouches and sags, their color was the dirt of poverty. William saw 

these willing workers as victims lined up then given a daily pittance, and that was for the 

lucky. The others were sent back to face the winter, to priests who could commiserate, 

pour them Christ's blood, and reassure the existence of a soul in a body that could not be 

fed. 

William entered Central Park, a sanctuary in the brick and concrete. There were trees 

there that even in the winter could suck up enough sustenance from the frozen ground. 

William was thinking he needed strength like that. He'd never been able to stop his 

brother from doing anything. Something about the will in Jacob to do bad things always 

out-fought William. He saw himself as wavering between good and just a little bad, and 

that had never been enough to stop his brother. 

William passed kids who were at war with weapons of snow. Future generals barked 

orders that got their men pummeled with snowballs. There was one girl amongst them, 

and she went around the battlefield to the dead soldiers, who lay in as grotesque a 
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position as their young minds could imagine, and she, who seemed to be immune to the 

soaring snow weapons, brought the fallen soldiers back to life with a touch on the fallen's 

forehead.                 

He sat on a bench and watched the kids play. Manhattan's tall towers loomed on the 

horizon in front of him, too grand and perfect to seem real.

He wanted to kill his brother. Just wipe him away. Get him in the present, end his 

future and erase the past. But William had never killed a man, to start with his brother 

seemed like skipping beer and going straight to moonshine. Though Jacob might be a 

good place to start. William recognized how terrible that sounded, but in this case, it was 

pretty close to right. That man, no matter what nature said, was not his brother. Jacob had 

no bond with mankind in him. He'd never been anything but decayed. Even as a kid, 

especially as a kid, he was downright horrible. He didn't know then that he would have to 

hide it. Of course the world has evil ones, William told himself, there just was this cold 

feeling that came with knowing one of them is who you slept next to, who you grew up 

with. 

He didn't have a gun and didn't know where to get one. He could probably find 

something sharp though. The real trouble was he didn't know where to find his brother. It 

was Sunday and it was Christmas. William guessed that wherever Jacob spent Sundays 

and spent Christmas, was a place where they don't celebrate things like that.

 He could remember the last Christmas the whole family spent together. It was before 

his mother got sick, before the doctor was gone. It was the first year William had got a 
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present for his mother, a glass vase with a heart he'd drawn on it. Their father got home 

late. There'd been a little rush at the butcher shop, people in town getting their meat as 

fresh as they could, and their father came in the house with the snow melting on him. 

William remembered his dad as having skin hard as iron. That he'd touch his dad's cheek 

and there'd be no give, no sag. His mother though, she had skin like a cotton pillow. Back 

then, almost every time she hugged him, he'd rub her cheeks and she'd laugh and pull his 

hands away. 

He remembered being real excited for this Christmas. He'd spent a lot of time 

thinking of what to write on the vase he'd bought from Milly's, and finally decided that all 

he needed was to draw a heart on it and that said it all. 

The family ate and then William told everybody to stay at the table. He wanted to 

give his mother the present, have her be the first one to receive something that Christmas. 

He got the vase from his best hiding place in the room he shared with his brother, and it 

was wrapped up in newspaper and tied on the top with green ribbon. She opened it in 

front of the family at the table, and William told them it'd taken a while, but he'd come up 

with the best way he could to show what he felt about his mother and he'd drawn that on 

the vase. 

His mother untied the ribbon then pushed down the newspaper. William saw her 

expression go sideways, and he heard his brother and his father laugh. He hopped off his 

seat and ran to see what had happened. 
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The heart he'd drawn had been massacred. It had been made into a naked man, who 

had a fat, heart-shaped center, and all of his extremities. William's mother cringed then 

turned the drawing away. He was standing next to her chair. She looked at her son like 

she was sorry she'd had to do that, but she couldn't look at the vase anymore. William 

knew immediately that his brother had done it. The love between William and his mother 

was precisely the type of thing Jacob liked to ruin. But it was his father laughing that 

really got to him. He was chuckling just as hard as Jacob was. 

William remembered walking around the table, going right by Jacob's seat, and 

stopping at his father's.

"I'm sorry, William," he said. He buried his laughter, but couldn't stop smiling. "It's 

just funny."

William remembered seeing the light glint off his father's steak knife. He grabbed it 

and held it out. He remembered exactly what he said. It was, "You know what actually 

would be funny?" Then he went after his father. He'd known that he had to jump into his 

father's lap or he wasn't going to be able to reach anything good, and he did that. He 

hopped up there and was going to swing at it all. He didn't really know then why he was 

doing it, he just felt white anger. But William realized, sitting on a bench in Central Park, 

that he'd been mad because he'd expected his dad to be there for him. And not just there 

physically, because that he was, but behind him like a good dog is or for a bullfighter his 

cuadrilla. His father had helped bring to this world that conniving piece of shit and he 

was doing nothing to protect William from him. Jacob deserved to have been spilled on a 
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blanket and never come to. And here his father was, just letting him run free. That's why 

he attacked his father, William now knew. Because he was there and did nothing. Those 

people were worse than somebody who at least had enough guts to hit the road.              

William hadn't ever before relived that memory. Something about the kids out there in 

the park, on Christmas Day, celebrating by playing with each other, had brought it out of 

him.          

Chapter

Sonny was at home with his family Christmas afternoon. His wife, Gab, had made 

lunch and their son, and his wife were coming over to celebrate. The son, Christopher, 

was learning the old man's business and this was the first Christmas he'd shown up at the 

house wearing a fancy new suit. 

Sonny got off the couch when Christopher arrived. "Wow, who let the tough guy in?" 

He hugged Christopher and after Gab had taken the pie from him, and gone off to the 

kitchen with Christopher's wife, Sheila, Sonny sat his son on the couch then huddled up 

beside him. He felt giddy. "Look what I got your mother." He pulled a blue jewelry box 

from his coat pocket. He opened it to show Christopher the ring.

"Wow," his son said. "Now that's what you call a gem."
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Sonny didn't take his eyes off the ring. He shrugged. "It was a good year. Though it's 

kinda a shame to see it all in this one box." He locked eyes with his son. He liked that the 

ring had got his attention. "But your mother deserves it." 

"Oh, definitely."

He snapped the box shut then stood. "One day you'll get one for Sheila. 

Christopher stared at his feet. "I don't know." He grabbed his coat's lapels. "I had to 

borrow this suit."

"Be patient. I started out just like you, learning how to run a business. It's the best 

way in."

"I know."

"So if you know, what are we talking for? We got food to eat." Sonny grabbed the fat 

in his stomach and pinched it. "I'm losing pounds just standing here."

Christopher got up and he hit his dad in the tummy. "You wish, pops."

"Oh yeah?" Sonny was grinning. He smacked his son, playfully, right off his head. 

"You a smart guy now, huh?"

Christopher laughed. "Yeah, I am." He walked around Sonny and Sonny swung at 

him again. This time missing.

"A smart guy has to borrow a suit, huh?"

Christopher came after Sonny, and the two of them hit chests then wrapped each other 

up in a hug.

Sonny said, "A smart guy always finds a place to make an extra buck."
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"I have to be at the shop all day. I got no time."

Sonny loved that his son wasn't happy with just managing a store. That meant he had 

ambition. That meant he had a chance out there. "I know, Christopher. Be patient." He 

wrapped his son up, his hands going around the back of Christopher's neck. "You'll be 

fine." And Sonny believed that. "And hey, you need a suit? Come to me. I know a guy." 

He knocked his son on the shoulder. "Custom fit."

"Yeah?"

"Why don't you come down tonight to the Santa Claus thing? I'll introduce you to 

Antonio and the guys. Be good for you." 

"I don't know."

"You don't know? You understand Antonio Crespo is probably gonna be in charge of 

half this city some day?"

"You being Santa again this year?" 

"Yeah. It's called contributing to your community, Christopher. It's important."

Christopher looked like he was nodding just to skip another lecture. "All right," he 

said. "I'll be there by the end. I got things to do."

"Good, kid." Sonny patted his son on the shoulder. "Now, I'm getting skinny standing 

out here. The children are gonna cry if they don't get their Santa fat." He called into the 

kitchen. "Make everything for me a double!"
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Chapter

The kids got on Sonny's lap and he was nice to them. He'd ask them what they wanted 

this Christmas, been good or bad, and he'd ho ho ho. All of the guys working the room 

were made to wear elf ears, and after a seat on Santa's lap, one of them would hand the 

kid a present wrapped all shiny, and the city's baddest gangsters would bump up a notch 

in the eyes of tax paying, mayor voting, New York City moms and dads.  

Sonny gently tossed a kid to his guy in the elf ears then he giggled. He'd drank 

enough to kill a Clydesdale, and he knew all the presents they were giving were boosted 

from a truck they'd hit last month, and that Antonio was in the back, not caring a hoot 

about Christmas, but orchestrating betting action they were going to take on Joe Louis' 

defense of the Heavyweight. 

A mother stopped at Sonny on her way to collecting her happy son. A good looking 

bird and he wanted to pinch her ass. "Thank you so much," she said.

Sonny laughed louder. "Ho, ho, ho!"

The line of kids and their parents still reached out the club's door, so there was plenty 

of work for Santa to do. Sonny nodded at one of his guys, and the guy came to stand at 

the center of the little stage. He said, "Excuse me ladies, gentlemen, and you little kids. 

But Santa needs to go out back and feed his reindeer."

A father asked, "Again?" and he stepped out of line.  
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The guy on the stage smeared his face to the look every street tough worth his fists 

has mastered.     

 Sonny headed towards the door that went to the kitchen. The kids in line bent their 

necks to all angles to try and get a look at Santa, who was walking like a flag in the wind. 

Parents looked equally curious, after all, they were in a place where alleged gangsters 

roosted, and Sonny imagined they'd deem it a score to steal a view of a real life wiseguy.

But it was just a kitchen. Nearly empty but for a half-fifth of Jameson, a highball, and 

a gangster in a Santa suit drinking it.

Sonny returned after the fifth had gone from a half to a quarter. 

Next in line was a father with his hands on his girl's shoulder. 

"All right," Sonny yelled. He wiped the intoxicating sweat that had bubbled onto his 

forehead and below his eyes. "Who's next to talk to Santa?"

The father prodded his girl forward. The kid was head-height, so Sonny matched eyes 

with her first and he saw in this little girl that something was wrong. She didn't look 

happy at all to be having a sit down with good ol' Saint Nick. Sonny's sight was whirly 

from the booze, but he looked at the father and he recognized him immediately. "Hey, 

you're the kid with the jabs, right?"

The father shoved the little girl aside. She fell into the sleigh holding the presents and 

it toppled over.

"Yep," the father said. "It's me." He brought a pistol from his jacket and Sonny felt 

him push it against his heart. He didn't feel anything else. The last thing he heard was 
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someone yell, "Hey, get him. Get him!" Then some little girl say, "They shot Santa! They 

shot Santa!" and a woman yell back, "Santa isn't real, honey. I'm so sorry. Santa isn't 

real."  

        

Chapter

William snuck up on the slaughterhouse through an alleyway, but he came to find 

what he'd expected. Nobody was there, it was closed, and that seemed like the right thing 

given the fact that it was Christmas. His plan was to find his brother, latch on until he was 

alone, then work it somehow so he could use the blade he'd sharpened out of the handle 

of a spoon to kick Jacob out of this world. He knew where his brother worked and he 

knew where he liked to eat. He wasn't at where he worked, so he headed to Chinatown, to 

where he ate, and he couldn't get from his mind a gruesome image of all that pink and 

white meat slipping out from the hole he was going to cut across his brother's neck. 

William told himself it would be easiest if he could get his brother mad, get him to 

charge at him, then William would kill him like he'd killed bulls before. Plug him in the 

back of the neck then a swipe across the throat to make sure. It seemed that with each 

block he walked, he wavered between having the nerve to do it and feeling daunted by 

the prospect of so drastically changing his life. He'd be a killer after this. A killer of men, 

of his own family. There'd be nobody else around who knew him as a little boy, knew that 

he was a good son, and seen that he loved his mother more than anyone. Jacob may have 
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caused a lot of the trouble, but he hadn't caused it all. Not the big stuff. Jacob was the 

only other one who knew what they'd been through, and soon whatever memory that had 

escaped William or been mis-recorded, was going to be sealed inside his brother, put in 

the ground, and lost forever. William would be the only one who could tell their stories. 

He wondered if he would have too much pride to tell them right. If he would worry too 

much about how others would look at him, if he told the stories just how they happened. 

How would he tell the one of them eating dinner in their parent's room, watching over 

their mother as she died? Would he include that his brother had told him that he'd 

checked what was behind their dying mother's eyes and reported seeing swamps of 

yellow water? Would he tell others that his brother, in that moment that should have been 

about solemn remembrance, had spit on his food and his father had thrown the plate to 

the floor? Or when he'd gotten stuck up in a tree, having climbed too high, and his 

brother came running out of nowhere, a long stick in his hand, and had poked at his feet 

trying to force him to jump. How could he tell that story and not assume the person he 

told would look at him like he came from a family that was callus and deranged? After 

killing Jacob, William's version of things was going to be stone and whatever way he 

wanted to tell it was going to be how it went. That was the privilege of the survivor. But 

he didn't know yet if he'd care more about the truth or protecting the people he'd come 

from. There was, of course, his child to consider. If it came out twisted, and people knew 

the name Jacob Abraham, it wouldn't take much figuring to write that child's future. No, 

he thought then, it wasn't pride that would keep him from telling the truth, keep him from 
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ever mentioning his brother after this day, it was duty. A duty to his child. A duty to the 

family.

He hoped the killing would go quickly. He didn't want a conversation to linger, or to 

have to wait for a chance then awkwardly attack. He figured his brother was sitting at the 

same table they'd sat in. He figured that was his brother's table. When they'd gone, he'd 

chosen it. If he was sitting in the same place where he had been, then his back would be 

to the front door and William could get a run at him without him knowing. He would 

have to go quickly. The owner would surely recognize him and probably find it natural 

that William had come, be happy that he had, more business, and he'd show William to 

his brother. William couldn't have that though. He'd have to run in, probably push the 

owner aside, bury the knife, slash, and business in that place would probably never be the 

same again. The poor owner. He was going to be so happy and then so sad.     

It was changing to night and the streetlights were turning on. It seemed a bit dramatic 

to have the lights pop on at this time and lead him down the road he was walking. Most 

made a white glow that William had never seen before, and he thought that only 

Broadway or maybe a baseball park would need lights so bright. He turned down Doyers, 

and the streetlights went away. The only light was from the glass globes that hung under 

second-story porches, and that made the sidewalk a grey you could hide in. He passed tea 

shops, restaurants, and laundromats, and he saw only men, short men, men who had 

Chinese faces but American suits and ties. Tam hats and bowlers. They yapped to each 

other, and William cut through them, thinking they were all angry, at him or at each other, 
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they just spoke so loudly, but when he got close to them and could see the faces, he saw 

the smiles rounding off their flat faces. 

He slowed when he got near Ping's and he walked close to the buildings and crouched 

a bit. He wondered how long he was going to have to wait before Jacob showed up there. 

Days? Two kids caught sight of him then made his business theirs. They stood in front of 

him, talked and pointed, until he leapt at them and they ran away laughing.     

         The lights were off in the restaurant. William wondered if Christmas had gotten 

all the way to China, then Ping's door opened and a white man walked out. He stumbled 

like his legs didn't have the coordination for walking. William leapt at him. He didn't 

have the spoon out. He just got him by the jacket's collar and said, "Is there another white 

man in there?"

The man let William toss him around and mess his clothes. He didn't react but to 

swallow a few times and grin. 

William took his hands off him. Unsure of himself, but feeling like he needed to keep 

this aggression up. He cut into him with a whisper, "Well is there?"

"I have no idea."

William believed him. He could have walked into a bus and not known it. 

Back in the doorway of Ping's, the owner of the restaurant was waving. "Yes," he was 

saying. He smiled and waved more. "Yes, brother." He pointed inside. "Brother." He was 

happy when William walked to him.
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The restaurant was dark, but William could see the tables and the chairs, just not their 

colors. Nobody was in there, but him and the owner. He walked behind him. "Is your 

name Ping?" It seemed like a silly thing to ask, but it was a welcomed distraction.

The owner turned around. "Yes." He pointed to his chest. "Ping. My name is Ping."

William stopped walking. "Well, hey there Ping, you say my brother is in here, but 

where is everybody?"

"Brother. Yes. Brother." He urged William to keep walking.

Eating sticks were piled up on one of the tables, and a few of the boxes, which housed 

these utensils, were sitting there waiting to be filled. Empty plastic containers had been 

set in rows next to a big jug of dark stuff. William saw shoed-feet hanging off the end of 

the booth. His hand went into his pocket and he gripped the spoon by its cup. He 

imagined that his brother had been drinking maybe and come to this strange place to 

sleep, maybe he somehow lived here. 

When Ping went by the feet, he slapped them.  

William brought the spoon out and he was going to hop the table and stab, but what 

came up was a Chinese boy.  

Ping yapped at him. 

The boy looked at William, looked at Ping, then grabbed a handful of the sticks then 

dropped them in a box, the sleepy droop never leaving his face.

Ping kept walking. He brought William through the kitchen. "Brother," he said and 

pointed to a door. He opened it, but didn't move like he was going to go in. He stationed 
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himself at the edge of the doorway, one hand holding the door knob, the other made a 

sweeping motion to show William to go in.  

A smell came up that was like burnt roses. Through the doorway was a cellar where it 

was dark but for a scarce light at the bottom. 

William looked at Ping and he was smiling, urging him on, because he was thinking 

he'd just gotten a new customer for whatever it was they sold down there, when really 

what he'd got was a problem on his hands. There was going to be a dead white man in his 

cellar.

 A toothpick staircase led down to a pit at the bottom that was candlelit. A madam 

waited at the bottom of the steps and she bowed to William when he got to her. Her hair 

was tied in a tight bun at the top of her head and her black gown was tight at the top and 

loose-fitting at the bottom, making her look like a bell. 

"Welcome," she said in her American accent.

"I'm looking for my brother." William removed his hat. He pulled his hair back and 

flattened it against his skull. He turned to give her a view of his profile. "Kinda looks like 

this."

The woman seemed to trace his features. She turned away, maybe embarrassed for 

looking so hard at a white man. She bowed again then headed into the den.

William's plan to blindside his brother was still on. He looked back at the steps he 

was going to have to run up, and he worried about how much force they could take. Were 

they going to bust and he would be stuck down there? He was not afraid of what the 
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others in the room would do to him, he was afraid of getting stuck in the place where he'd 

changed from a man to a killer. 

The room was bigger than William had imagined, and there might have been more of 

it behind the clouds of smoke that sprayed out from all angles into the center of the room. 

It was like he'd come to the heavens, just down underground. He'd read of opium dens, 

but thought they'd been outlawed. A row of burning candles on tabletops were staggered 

throughout the center of the room, and they gave the den its light. Lining the walls were 

small alcoves, a lantern glowed outside each of them, a long pipe connected the alcove to 

the room. Men laid on what looked like wooden pillows, and their eyes, paralyzed in the 

indifferent trance of an opium high, pointed at William but did not watch him. Assistants 

crouched outside a few of the alcoves, busy managing the pipes and the glass lanterns, 

melting the gummy opium balls, while the cling-clangs of Chinese music lulled the 

smokers.   

William took the spoon out of his pocket. He was breathing with his mouth open, so 

the sounds coming out were hollow and cavernous. He pulled his sleeve down, so it went 

over his hand and all that stuck out was the sharp end of the spoon handle.     

The madam was a few paces in front of William when she stopped at an alcove that 

had the curtain pulled open. She faced the man laying there, greeted him with a bow. 

"Brother," she said. "Brother." 

William thought, they sure do all seem to know that word. He nearly said it aloud. 

Now she'd gone and done it. She'd ruined the blind attack. 
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She turned and went, and a white hand reached out for her. It shut around nothing 

then slowly went back into the alcove. 

He never was any good with women. 

Then William thought, he did it. He killed Sonny. He killed him and nothing 

happened. Nothing changed. He still was a dog's shit. This wasn't some princess' curse, 

where Sonny slain was going to lift the magic spell. He had to be honest with himself, 

Jacob had a few things he did well, mostly sick stuff, but he never was all that smart.   

There was knock on the plank next to William's foot and the sound of clothes rubbing 

on dusty wood. Jacob's face slid out from under the curtain. 

"What are you doing here?" his brother asked. His bald head made a target the size of 

a pancake.

The Chinese lady had been at the wrong white guy.

William had the spoon in his hand. This was fish in a barrel stuff. One spike down, 

drop like he was bending to tie his shoe, and, bam, that's a spoon handle to the mushy 

stuff, and a slash across the throat for good measure. 

But he couldn't do it.

He'd been thrown an easy one and he couldn't do it. That was his brother down there. 

Messed up and crazy as he was, it was his brother. It took his breath he felt so weak. He'd 

thought he had the meanness to do it. But in that moment, when he could have ended it, 

all of a sudden that man down there was his brother. He was an evil fucking man, but he 

was his brother. The nerve was gone.  
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"I shot Santa."

William dropped to his knees. The spoon fell out of his hand and it knocked against 

the wood  frame of the bed.    

Jacob's eyes searched for what had made the banging. 

William asked, "He was dressed like Santa?" 

Jacob was far away, confused and a little sad, yet oddly alert. "I think so." He went 

back to sitting on the pillow.

William felt the spoon under his shins. He pulled it out. The smoking paraphernalia 

was on a tray and it was in William's way. He pushed it closer to Jacob's feet then sat with 

his back against the wall Jacob's head was nearly touching. He sat with his knees up. His 

arms rested with the elbows in the valley between his ribs and his thighs. Between the 

pillow and the back wall, William could see his brother's pistol. 

William said, "You shot Sonny Bowery." 

"Oh yeah." He said it slowly, like William had reminded him. Then he grinned. "I 

hope coyotes pick his bones."

William got the spoon so the sharp end was sticking out the bottom of his fist then he 

stabbed into the wood floor between his knees. He stabbed again, and this time after he 

scraped away the shards he'd pinned in the hole.

William's eyes had adjusted to the darkness, and on the den's other side he saw 

scaffolding that went three cubbies up the wall. Bodies rested on the terraces, and they 

would have been intangible heaps if not for pale feet and arms hanging off the edges.
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"You feel better?" William asked.

Jacob sucked in a long breath of opium-soaked air. His breath got cut up into a cough 

and he signaled for the madam.  

She came to Jacob's bed and kneeled. She must have then figured out that she'd 

shown William to the wrong man, and she looked momentarily embarrassed about that, 

but didn't care enough to make it into a matter. She held a small bowl to Jacob's lips, 

tilted it for him to drink, and said things in Chinese that sounded motherly. 

William put his hand over the lantern just off his brother's bed, making circles around 

its rim of heat. 

The madam poured all the drink down his brother's throat then silently stood and left.

William said nothing. He looked at his brother, waiting for him to answer the 

question, but he wouldn't. 

Jacob scratched his nose. "Sonny Bowery is dead." His voice had gained a ring of 

authority. "And I told you, if you didn't help me I was going to kill you." He turned and 

looked at William. A faint gleam came to Jacob's copper eyes but the shine shortly faded. 

"But you're my brother. I couldn't do that."

William nodded. He felt his insides grind. Not even a man as bad as Jacob could get 

the ok to kill his own brother. William dug deeper into the wood floor. "You know, we did 

have some good times."

Jacob coughed again then rubbed his cheek against the pillow. "When was that?"

"Me pitching the ball to you in the front yard. Getting you ready for Fenway."
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Jacob smiled. "I almost had the left field pull. Make 'em run up Duffy's Cliff, dad 

would say."

"That's right. And I was happy, happy to go running after all those balls you hit."

"Yeah?"

"Yeah."

"Those were good times." Jacob pursed his lips and nodded. "Bet we were all as 

happy as we'd ever been. Didn't last long though."

"Mom got sick."

"The doctor." Jacob reached behind his head. His hand felt all around the gun and 

then he got it and brought it up. "I shot his son with this."

William couldn't tell what his brother was going to do with the pistol. He held it like 

he would shoot. The barrel was pointed right back at himself.

"Could you take it for me?" Jacob asked. He passed the pistol, grip-first, to William. 

"I don't like what it reminds me of."

William dropped the spoon, and took the pistol. 

Jacob didn't turn away from his brother. He looked at him closer, as if he was just 

realizing the oddity of William finding him down there. He looked like he came to a 

conclusion about it, but he must not have wanted to share because he turned away, and 

rested again, staring at the ceiling. "There," he said. "Now you have the gun. What are 

you gonna do with it?" 
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William looked the thing over. It didn't present the clear potential a sharp blade did. 

"You know what I'm going to do."

"Hmph." Jacob started to drift, but then he coughed again and spittle dripped onto his 

chin. 

William used his coat sleeve to wipe clean his brother's chin. 

"I'll answer your question now." Jacob looked comfortable. His eyes were closed and 

his hands wrested on his chest. "I feel no better. The core is rotten." He scratched his 

chest. "So there, little brother. You were right. And you have the gun now." He moved his 

head to another spot on the pillow. "But like I said, kill your own brother? I don't know. I 

couldn't have done it. But you think you could, huh?"

William said nothing.

"You think you could."

William rubbed the gun's stubby barrel. It felt old, a smooth piece of nickel. "You've 

given a good reason to do it." He turned towards the center of the den. "But, before that, 

how about one more before you go?" He held up his brother's pipe and the assistant 

nodded. He wasn't ready to shoot. 

The man hurried to their platform, his black shirt down all the way past his knees. 

"You're gonna buy me another?"

"Out of brotherly love."
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The assistant dropped to sit on his shins. and from the tray of paraphernalia he chose 

a metal tool with a flat-edge at its end. He scraped out the cashed residue from the pipe's 

bowl.  

"Have you ever killed anyone before?" Jacob asked.

"No."

The Chinese assistant looked at Jacob, then at William. He cleared his throat then 

went back to the preparation. 

"It's not as easy as you're thinking it is. You think it's just about pulling that trigger." 

"I know it's not." To William, he was ten again, and his brother was getting mouthy.

The music in the den stopped. A match snapped, and at the wall nearest the entrance, 

a flame flashed over a long tobacco pipe then poured a flame onto the bowl. It was the 

musician. He smoked and rested on the floor.

Jacob shook his head. "Who are you joking? Give me that gun back." He sat up and 

reached for it, but William held the gun away. Jacob reached again, and William knocked 

his brother's arm down. 

Jacob sat with his legs wrapped under him. He snarled his laugh. "Fine. Hey, here I 

am." He leaned closer to William. "Do it."    

William knew that if he raised the gun, all he would do was shake. 

"See?"  
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The assistant blew out the flame in the lantern. He reached with tweezers down the 

hole in the glass, into the pool of oil, and he pulled up more of the wick. With scissors, he 

snipped off the burnt end then re-lit it. 

Jacob said, "You know, I will smoke it. I'll smoke it because I know you won't do it. I 

know what it takes. I've done it plenty. But, brother, you ain't got it." 

The assistant held a needle over the lamp and burned the opium pellet until it looked 

like soft caramel. 

Jacob seemed to be thinking and he seemed to grow bothered. "How'd you think it 

was right to have a kid? To bring up another Abraham."

"I'll kill that thing too, if it turns out like you."

His brother laughed, one little one, and he shook his head. "Now you're killing your 

own kids too? Geeze, little Willy, and I thought I was bad."

The assistant handed the pipe to Jacob then he put the end of it over the flame. 

Jacob's head was on the pillow. "You sure do like to sound tough." He looked at the 

assistant, who seemed to be waiting on Jacob to start smoking. "My brother," Jacob said, 

pointing. "Watch out. He's a real tough guy."

A cough came from the wall near the entrance then a tune played, long, airy, string-

plucked twangs.

William thought of the time he walked Jane Crawford home, the town's only black 

girl. His brother saw it and beat him for it. He said being seen with a nigger would ruin 

the family name. 
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Jacob puffed a few times then took his lips off the pipe. "Me," he said. "On the other 

hand. I'm actually a pretty nice guy." 

He thought of when Jacob twisted the head off a kitten from the neighbor's litter and 

hid it in their mother's purse. 

The assistant shyly brought his eyes to William. "No kill," he said. "No gun."

"Don't worry, Lee," Jacob said. "We're brothers."

William sprang up. He grabbed Jacob by his hair, pinned his head back. Didn't say a 

thing. Just shot him through the forehead. 

The gunshot echoes shook the opium corpses to life, and men sprung up to see what 

horror had ruined their sleep. 

William let go of the gun and it dropped to the bed. He almost dropped too. His eyes 

watered and blurred out his brother's corpse. 

I'm gonna see him in hell, William thought. 

He went for the door, listless and walking in long strides. At the staircase, the madam, 

who'd at some point started crying, grabbed William by the arm and tried to wrap him up. 

She fell to the floor, sliding down him like she was riding a pole. Then he ripped lose of 

her arms. He turned on her, and he must have had some hellish scowl on him because she 

cowered like a lily in a flame.   
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Chapter

A train wrapped around the last green hill of Cerebre. It rode the arched bridge and 

split the coastal village. The mistral winds cleared the sky for the sunshine then shot out 

over the Mediterranean and chopped the sea into white peaks all the way to the horizon. 

The beach was empty except for a painter, who walked back towards the road with his 

canvas under his arm, the legs of his easel dragging through the sand. William watched 

the man with eyes that had not slept for two nights, until everything around him went 

black. He thought he was dead, and for a moment he found solace in the fact that death 

had no sting. The train cleared the tunnel that went through the Pyrenees and everything 

was lit again. He was in Spain.      

The train eased into the station and he heard its whistle. When the train stopped, 

passengers stood. They grabbed their bags and herded their children down the aisle and to 

the doors. William stayed in his seat. Out the window he saw Emilia. She was holding a 

baby boy in her arms and the boy was pinching her, on the neck and the cheek. She was 

doing her best to lean away from him, but she looked grumpy. 

The conductor explained to William that he had to get out or pay more to continue the 

ride.
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William looked at Emilia one more time and then at the baby. He didn't like the look 

of that one. He got up and the stench of rosy opium smoke rose off his clothes. He had no 

bag.    
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